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CHINA PAINTERS 
ny fay Twenty Dollars? tots couse of teen in ching painting, when the 
plained jn a book that costs you but 25 cents? This book, entitled 

COLORS AND COLORING IN CHINA PAINTING 
treats on china colors, enamelsand firing. Gives splendid treatments covering all subjects 
in flowers fruits, ete. Thoroughly explains colo: harmony, highlights, shading, tinting, 
grounding, undertones, color schemes, backgrounds, ete. Contains charts showing 108 
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Walshs Universal Bander 

© This is a patented device for banding and lining pottery, glass and 

metal objects with either regular or irregular edge. 

€ It is thoroughly practical. 

£ It is easy to operate, requiring very little practice. 

£ You can use with this Bandera brush, pen or pencil. 

IT SAVES TIME AND LABOR 
£ It is simple in construction—nothing to get out of order. 

§ It replaces with entire satisfaction the high priced and difficult to 

operate Banding Wheels. 

£ Every china and glass decorator needs this Bander. 

{| Write for descriptive matter. 

B. F. DRAKENFELD & CO., Inc., Agents 

Main Office 50 Murray Street, New York City 

F. W. Devoe & C. T. Raynolds Co. 
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR 

HASBURG’S GOLD 
Prepared Ready for Use on Glass Slabs 3x3 inches 

THE ONLY GOLD 
on the market put up right. COST NO MORE than others and is 

WORTH MORE because it is better, goes further, works smoother 

is purer, richer, and always uniform. ALL SHADES ALWAYS IN 

STOCK. 

F. W. Devoe & Co.’s Liquid Bright Gold 

Oils and Mediums 

Pencils and Brushes for China Painting 

Agents for Coover’s Gold Outline Letters and Designs 

NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 

China at 

**‘RBefore-the-War’”’ Prices 
Q@yYee to the fact that we received a very large importation 

of china for decoration before the outbreak of the war in 

Europe, we are now able to take care of the needs of our cus- 

tomers with our usual promptness and without radical changes 

in our published price list. 

As the demand for imported china is far in excess of the 

supply available, with no present prospects for the receipt of 

considerable shipments from the Old World, we advise all deco- 

rators and teachers to place their orders at once. 

The A. B. GCLOSSON, JR. COMPANY 
WEST FOURTH STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Send for our full list of Books on China Painting. 

KERAMIC STUDIO PUB. CO. 

Individual Salt and Pepper 
This most popular French China Novy- 

elty of the year, we have just received 

a large importation of. 

GIVE US YOUR SPRING ORDERS EARLY 

Our China Catalogue should be in every Decorator’s Studio 
CUT PRICE LIST MAILED ON REQUEST 

GEO. W. DAVIS & CO., Importers since 1888 
2346 Pleasant Street, Rochester, N. Y. 

When writing to advertisers please mention this magazine 
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M.T. WYNNE 
IMPORTER OF WHITE CHINA FOR DECORATING 

o2 WEST 36TH STREET 
NEW YORK CITY 

SPECIAL SALE 

OF WHITE CHINA 

NOW GOING ON 
Send at once for Illustrated Circular 

Agents for 

Revelation Kilns, Hasburg’s Gold 

and Keramic Studio 
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The Fifth Birthday | 

of “OUR LITTLE SECRETARY” 
JOHN ALFRED COOVER 

and of 

Coover’s Outlines & Letters 

Our business continues to grow apace with our little 

man because the method is invaluable to those who 

become thoroughly familiar with it. The best studios 

now feature the method and more and more of the 

best progressive teachers now enthusiastically and 

thankfully DESIGN WITH THE OUTLINES in- 

stead of WITHOUT THEM. If you use your own 
designs let us make them up for you by the dozen, 

hundred or thousand as we do for many artists. It’s 

really and truly “good-bye, tracing paper.’”’ If you 

do not see it that way it’s because you do not fully 

understand the idea, and you are really and truly 

losing more in both time and money than we. 

SEE SAMPLE BOOK AT YOUR DEALER’S 

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND AGENCY TERMS 

VISIT OUR NEW INSTRUCTION STUDIO IN LINCOLN 

OR ROOM 105 AUDITORIUM BUILDING, CHICAGO 

John says: 
all the time and thought you 
would like tosee I’m getting 

“JT play most 

a big boy now. If you’re 
not afraid write me a letter 
or come and see me some- 
time.” 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE 

General, and for all our lines of Industrial! Art—EDWARD F. CHRISTMAN. 

Chicago, Instruction Studio—GRACE G. HARTER 

East—AMY R. STEVENSON Central—ESTELLE ENNIS, MAX BETZER 

F.C. COOVER Co., LINCOLN, NEB. 
IF YOU PAINT IN OIL OR WANT TO DO ART WORK IN SILVER, WRITE US 
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Wilke Studio China Kiln 
FOR FIRING DECO- WRITE FOR 
RATED CHINA, CATALOGUE 

GLASS, ETC. 
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ieee 
Cs 
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MANUFACTURED BY 
LAVELLE FOUNDRY CO., ANDERSON, IND., U. S. A. 

F. WEBER & CO.’S 

“SPHINX”? KERAMIC GOLD 
In all shades, of finest quality, packed, celluloid covered, in dust-proof 

and air tight attractive boxes. 

BEAUTIFUL RICH GOLD COLOR AFTER FIRING 

“SPHINX’” IMPROVED REMOVABLE CHINA PALETTE BOX 
9x13 at $1.25 each 

CHINA PALETTES IN VARIOUS STYLES AND SIZES 

CAMEL’S HAIR QUILL BRUSHES OF FINEST FRENCH MAKE 
“SYRACUSE” OUTLINING INK 

WH ITE C I | N A for decorating can be had at our branch house, 
Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. Write to them 

for catalogue. HAND BOOKS ON CHINA PAINTING ~ 

CHINA KILNS burning, Gas, Oil and Charcoal 

STUDIES—Largest assortment of Conventional and 
Naturalistic Designs 

A complete assortment of China Medallions, Metal Brooches 

and Hat Pins for decorating 

CHINA MEDALLIONS CUFF BUTTONS DRESS BUTTONS 

Dresden Porcelain Plates in all sizes and shapes 

MOUNTS FOR MEDALLIONS 

BANDING WHEELS FOR LINING CHINA 

Outfits and Materials for the new facinating | 

ART OF FRENCH PEN PAINTING 

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR 

F. WEBER & CO. 
EVERYTHING FOR THE CHINA PAINTER 

1125 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Branch Houses: St. Louis, Mo. and Baltimore, Md. 
New 1915 Catalogue, Vol. 400 K mailed on request. 

When writing to advertisers please mention this magazine 
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Overglaze Colors 

in Powder 

III 

Colored Relief. 

Enamels 

Colored Relief Enamels as used by Miss Mason and her 'pupils are prepared MIXED READY 

FOR USE in a comprehensive range of colors, approximating the color schemes of the Chinese 

and Persian Ceramics as well as those of the best periods of French, Spanish and Italian Wares. 

Catalogues with instructions for the use of all materials;sent,upon request. 

M. M. MASON, 218 West 59th Street, New York City 

WHITE CHINA 
COMPLETE STOCKS OF 

WHITE CHINA and MATERIALS 
for CHINA PAINTING 

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR COIN GOLD? 
50 CENTS A BOX 

WRITE FOR TEACHER’S RATES. 

(Send for Free Sample) 

CELERY DIPS NEW NO. 8 

One Dozen ILLUSTRATED .. 

By Mail CATALOGUE 

50c. Free 

WRIGHT, TYNDALE & VAN RODEN 
INCORPORATED 

1212 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 

IDEAL CHINA KILNS 
Patented 1904 

These Kilns are of such 

simple design and con- 

struction and so easy to 

operate, that 

the novice can 

succeed with them 

and 

they are so 

durable, economical and 

quick in operation 

that they are also the best 

kiln offered for the 

professional china firer. 

Write for catalogue 

and testimonials 

Port Huron, Mich. 

When writing to advertisers 

4 

Ideal China Kiln Co., - 

ESTABLISHED 1887 

FRANK DOEHLER 

China and Artist Materials Importer 
SHERRATT’S GOLD 12 BOXES $10.00 

“ “e Teena 1.00 

HASBURG’S 12 
“ 1 

DOEHLER’S 12 
“ 1 

Each box Doehler’s Gold contains sixteen grains when mixed. Parcel Post Extra 

PRICES ARE NOT RAISED ON ACCOUNT OF WAR. 

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED 

Special attention paid to out of town orders, large or small 

Agent for H. J. Caulkins & Co., Revelation Kilns 

FOR CHINA AND GLASS FIRING 

DOEHLER’S BLOCK ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
235-237-239 Clinton Avenue North 

COLORS 
\ are being used by 

some of the best 

decorators in 

this country 

To Insure a Trial 

we offer 16 Colors, 1 Ounce Bottle of Medium 

and a Material Box for holding same— 

Regular value of outfit, $3.90 

SPECIAL PRICE $1.95 

Place for Gold, Brushes, 

Postage Extra. 

Box measures 414x914x1 7%. 

Palette Knife, Ete. 

W. A. MAURER, Council Bluffs, lowa 
MANUFACTURERS KLONDIKE GOLD AGENTS REVELATION KILNS 

SOLE AGENTS LIMOGES COLORS AND ENAMELS 

please mention this magazine 
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The Clarion Call of the World is 
for Genuineness; it Respects and 
Will Tolerate Nothing Else, and 

this is One Tremendously Encour- 

aging Fact. 
IT’S 

DOROTHEA WARREN O’HARA’S 

THAT’S ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 

ENAMELS 
NOTE THE DISTINCTION AS EVIDENCED AT 

PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION THE POTTER'S BEST PRODUCT 
IS NONE TOO GOOD 

To Demonstrate the Sublime Richness and Rare Purity of Color Possessed by 

SLEEPER’S CRUCIBLE COLD 
A Superior Gold designed Expressly for painstaking artists who can 
only be satisfied with The _Very Best. Made in Six Strong Colors. 

Manufactured by FRED L. SLEEPER. 950 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 

Purchase price refunded if not entirely satisfactory 

WARREN-O’HARA COLOR CO. 
132 EAST 19TH STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 

Every man and woman 
who uses a Revelation Kiln is satisfied. We don’t know 
of a single exception. Let us tell you all about them and 

i i. the easy terms they are sold on. 

4 The “Arto” self centering wheels make Banding so easy 
®.. and are the best. 

Everything for Artists 
ABBOTT & CO., 127 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 

Selling Agents for Revelation Kilns outside Cook Co., Ill. 

F. B. AULICH’S 
WELL KNOWN 

Select Powder Colors for China 
The best Quality. Finely Ground. BRUSHES and Pare For Sale by Leading 
Art Stores. WATER COLOR STUDIES TO REN Mail Orders Promptly Filled. 
Send for Price List. 820 EAST 45TH STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

Books for Easter Gifts—See inside of back cover. | Advertising copy for the April number of this magazine should be 

| in our hands the first of March. 

= ANNOUNCEMENT 
ERT a AEE one The number of Star Wheels sold 

since put on the market, is sufficient 

evidence of their superiority. Not 

one dissatisfied customer. 

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT 

We guarantee safe delivery to any parts of 
United States or Canada. 

Ask your dealer for a STAR Wheel. If he 
can’t supply you write direct to us. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO JOBBERS 

J. KAEFER MFG. CO., Hamilton, Ohio 
PLEASED TO MAIL CATALOGUE TO ANY ADDRESS 
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IFTEEN years ago this May, with 

much fear and trembling, Keramic 

Studio was launched upon the sea 
of amateur china decoration. The 

ship has not gone down, but has 
sailed on into new ports from time 

(8 to time, always carrying the flag of 

il i Pp 5 | progress. We are making you a lit- 

(i Gat tle anniversary gift this May, the 

= Sara 2 outcome of several converging pur- 

poses. A few months Bae we made an appeal to our keramic 

workers to help increase the circulation of Keramic Studio in 

order that we might increase its usefulness by additional color 

supplements, design pages, etc. We met with an encouraging 

response from some of our supporters, but in other quarters we 

had the reply of Simple Simon’s pieman, “Show me first your 

penny.” So we were at something of a dead-lock. Then in re- 

sponse to the same appeal we received some letters, a sample of 

which we gave last month, which made us decide that perhaps 

we had not been fair to our good friends who for several reasons 

have not yet joined the constantly growing ranks of con- 

ventional decorators, and that we would give them a fair 

trial, to see how many of them really need more ‘“money- 

getting’ designs, and how much support we will find among 

those who have given as an excuse that we did not supply what 

they needed. 

So we are giving you this anniversary gift as a sample of 

our ‘‘Penny.”’ In October we propose to begin publishing a 

pamphlet (same style as our May supplement) of naturalistic 

and semi-naturalistic adaptations, with a naturalistic color 

study, while Keramic Studio proper will not be changed. 
Those non-subscribers who wish only naturalistic decora- 

tions may subscribe to this pamphlet or supplementary maga- 

zine, with naturalistic color study and the regular ‘‘Keramic’”’ 

color supplement in addition, for $2.50 per year, while Keramic 

Studio subscribers will be entitled to the same at a price of 

$1.00 per year. At least this seems to us now as a fair charge 

to all, and it will not be more under any circumstances. But 

we may make changes in the price of this extra supplement to 

Keramic Studio subscribers before the publication of the first 
fall number. It will all depend on the support we receive in the 

next two months. 
We always try to give what is needed, and realize that 

many of our readers live in districts where the public to which 
they must cater has not grown beyond the naturalistic, and so 

we are going to do the best we can for them, only begging that 

they will at least from time to time try to show something better 

to their public and so educate the general taste that our extra 
supplement may in time be incorporated bodily with Keramic 

Studio, being transformed to more advanced design. And so we 

wish you “Many happy returns of the day.” 

+ 

Will every reader write us what she thinks of the new plan, 

and will she support it with her subscription, also, if she 

knows of china decorators for whom the naturalistic supple- 

ment will be an inducement to subscribe. It should be under- 

stood that this new plan means a heavy {expense and can be 

carried on only if it meets with substantial support in the 

shape of new subscriptions. 

ae 

ne 
ip ] “ie 

In contrast to the letters published last month, we are going 

to give you a few extracts from letters received since the April 

issue. These are the letters that make us feel that we are not 
living in vain. 

“T sent you a letter yesterday ordering a copy of last Octo- 
ber Keramic Studio on account of the fine work in design. I be- 
lieve I complimented you on that number. But I have just 
finished reading the editorial in the April issue and those critical 
letters about the very things I so admire. Now I was once even 
as the writer of that letter, so I have some sympathy for her. 
But thank goodness I am “coming out of it.”” In the face of her 
letter, I feel that I did not say half enough about the fine work 
you have been publishing. Even if I could not appreciate the 
design work, which I think few can who have not really made it 
a study, with such names as Bachelder, Cherry, Mason, Warren, 
Paist and others, upholding it, I would think that there must 
be something in it, and I would begin to investigate. I am sure 
I have had as uphill work as most any one to convince the buy- 
ing public which was the better of the two sorts of decoration, 
but I kept doing nice little conventional plate designs, etc., and 
gradually they are beginning to see the thing and are buying 
the conventional work. They often tell me that they are tired 
of their sets of plates in roses and wish they had the conven- 
tional, and therein lies one of the most convincing arguments. 
You can live with conventional work. It does not weary you. 
It seems to me, for table-ware especially, one would shrink when 
they put gravy on top of grapes or ice cream.on roses. And 
there’s no reason on earth why fish should look better served on 
top of a painted fish, when you come to think about it. I wanted 
you to know you had the sympathy of many of usin your efforts. 
The only trouble is, we who are pleased are so slow to say so 
and the one who is displeased is quite ready to mention it. We 
know, of course, that any one who keeps studying must even- 
tually come to conventional decoration for china, as being the 
most fit for the purpose. But until then I presume you will have 
many complaints. I am sincerely, Mrs. W. J. T., Mo. 

“Since some of your readers have felt inspired to romp on 
you with such thoroughness and enthusiasm, I want to send you 
just a word of appreciation and good cheer. Really, Keramic 
has taught me to design, and were I to devote the time to it I 
could spend all my working hours on the problems suggested by 
the material you offer. I am amazed that professional decora- 
tors can be content to put out anything but copies. I design 
only for my own table-ware, but more than one teacher here has 
tried to borrow or crib my ideas, so I am forced to believe that 
Keramic is not only an inspiration toward the beautiful, but 
also the practical and profitable as well. A decorator has only 
to make a water color study of any of your designs to discover 
the possibilities of its literal use as well as its adaptability. Be- 
lieve me, I am convinced the great advance made in proper 
taste as regards ceramic art is largely due to the influence of 
Keramic and its supporters. I think it is wonderful when you 
realize how far we have all progressed in the last ten or fifteen 
years; and while I know how hard it is to make any appreciable 
headway in educating the public, I think you yourself feel re- 
paid if you have only ‘kept the fire alive.’ I myself live far from 
the fountain heads of artistic inspiration, and I find Keramic 
and the Craftsman oases in the desert of the ugly and common- 
place. Yours for beauty and service, Very sincerely, 

Mrs. H. H., Kansas. 

e € 

STUDIO NOTE 

Mrs. Nellie G. Leyman will open up a studio in Portland, 

Ore., at 438 E. 46th St., N. Mrs. Leyman’s former address 

was 1309 Michigan Ave., Hyde Park, O. 
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FORGET-ME-NOTS—LENA E. HANSCOM 

HE colors of forget-me-nots are all on the soft, dull, pastel 

shades, rather than the bright, clear blues and greens 

that have often been used in keramic decoration. The centers 

are just a very delicate, creamy yellow. The blossoms, when 

freshly opened out, are a soft grey blue, witha hint of heliotrope. 

These vary a great deal in intensity, so that some blossoms are 

almost as pale as bluets. The blue flowers take on a decidedly 

lavender tone after the first day, and some flowers are a dull, 

greyish pink. The buds are either a deep, dull blue or quite a 

bright pink. The leaves are a dull, olive green, with a velvety 

texture, so there is very little shading or reflection on them. 

The under side is much paler, but still of a soft, grey tone. The 

stems are soft and downy, and just about the same tone as the 
under side of the leaves. Centers, Primrose Yellow, very faint. 

Blue blossoms, Air Blue 2 parts, and Deep Blue Green 1 part. 

Dark blue blossoms, Air Blue 2 parts and Copenhagen Blue 1 

part. Lavender blossoms, Air Blue 2 parts and Peach Blossom 

1 part. Pink blossoms, Peach Blossom 2 parts and Copenhagen 

Grey 1 part. Pink buds, Peach Blossom 2 parts and Blood Red 

1 part. Blue buds, Deep Blue Green 2 parts, Air Blue 1 part. 

Dark side of leaves, Grey Green and Copenhagen Grey equal 

parts. Light side of leaves and stems, Moss Green and Pearl 
Grey equal parts. 

STUDIO 

BIRDS AND PINE CONES (Page 3) 

Rylla E. Saunier 

ASH in background with Deep Blue Green, Sea Green, 

Shading Green and a little Banding Blue may be added 

for the darkest touches, and while background is still fresh wipe 

out the places for the pine needles. Cones are painted with Yel- 

low Brown and Dark Brown for the light side with touches of 

Yellow for the strongest lights, and Dark Brown and Violet for 

the shadow side. The branches are the same coloring. Needles 

are Apple Green, Yellow Green, Shading Green and Brown 

Green. The breast of the birds is a greenish yellow, the rest of ; 

the body being a changeable green and blue. Paint breasts 

with a thin wash of Albert Yellow and shade with Apple Green 

and Shading Green and a little Copenhagen Blue. Light on 
head is Apple Green and Copenhagen Blue, shaded with Band- 

ing Blue and Shading Green; use more Banding Blue and Sea 

‘Green on the wings. Eyes are Black. Bill is Yellow and Shading 

Green. Legs and claws Brown Green and Shading Green and a 

little Yellow Brown. 

CELERY DIPS—LENA E. HANSCOM 

IOLET motif: Dust bands and stem and leaf forms with 
Apple Green 1 part and Copenhagen Grey 1 part. Dust 

violet form with Air Blue 1 part.and Violet No. 1 1 part. Second 

Fice—Dust ground with Ivory Yellow 1 part and Palma Rosa 

Salmon 1 part. 

Sweet Briar Rose motif: Outline with Ivory Black 1 part 

and Copenhagen Grey 2 parts, using water mixture. Dust the 

ground with Copenhagen Grey 2 parts and Palma Rosa Salmon 

1 part. Second Fire—Dust rose with Peach Blossom very lightly. 

Dust leaves and stems with Grey Green very lightly. Paint in 

center and stamens with Copenhagen Grey 1 part and Blood 

Red 1 part. 

Butterfly motif: Outline in India ink. Dust bands and 

butterfly with Yellow Brown. Then oil background and dust 

whole surface with Ivory Yellow 2 parts and Yellow Brown 1 

part. Second Fire—Apply a good firm coat of Gold to the spots 

on the wings and body, and to the antennae, then put in the 

outline and all the other fine black lines in Gold. 
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BIRDS AND PINE CONES—RYLLA E. SAUNIER (Treatment page 2) 
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CHOCOLATE SET—KATHERINE W. LINDSEY 

HE three berries, upper and lower bands, and the center 

upright stem leading from the lower band, are oiled and 

dusted with Dark Blue for Dusting. Oil all the rest of the design 

except the small stem leading from the berries and the small 

square at the top between the sections and dust with 3 parts 

Pearl Grey and 1 part Shading Green. Oil the remainder 

of design and dust with Coffee Brown and a very little Yel- 

low Red. 
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CARDINAL FLOWER—M. H. WATKEYS (Treatment page 10) 
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DETAIL OF CARDINAL FLOWER—LENA E. HANSCOM 
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CARDINAL FLOWER WITH BUDS AND SEED-PODS—LENA E. HANSCOM (Treatment page 10) 
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TEA SET—MARY L. BRIGHAM 

Outline with Black. Paint design with Copenhagen Blue and a little Apple Green. 

CARDINAL FLOWER (Page 7) 

M. H. Watkeys 

UTLINE with Black. Flowers are a light violet at the top 

and shaded down to a crimson purple. Use Blood Red 

and a little Violet at the top, using the coloring heavier farther 

down, and for the darkest tones add a little Deep Purple and 

Black. Leaves are Dark Green and a little Yellow Green. Stems 

are Moss Green and a little Yellow. Background, Pearl Grey 

and a little Blood Red. 

c 

CARDINAL FLOWER (Page 9) 

Lena EL. Hanscom 

OR the brilliant red of the corolla use a thin wash of Car- 

nation for the first fire. 

Second Fire—A thin wash of Carnation, with a little Blood 

Red. For the duller, darker red of the buds, use Blood Red 

with a wash of Blood Red and a little Ruby at the tip. For the 

pale sheath of the pistil use a very thin wash of Blood Red and 

Ruby. For the tiny blossom-like end of the pistil use Apple 

Green, shaded with Copenhagen Grey. For the dark part, next 
to this pale green blossom, use Shading Green and Violet No. 2. 

For stems, Olive Green and Violet No. 2. For the dull leaves, 

Olive Green and Violet No. 2, with a touch of Shading Brown. 

For the brilliiant leaves, Apple Green and Shading Green. For 

the old, dried flowers use Copenhagen Grey and Blood Red, 

with a wash of Blood Red and Ruby for the second fire. Outline 

with black. 

WATER COLOR TREATMENT 

The flaming red of the cardinal flower, as it gleams out 

from the dark shaded bankof some woodland brook, is proba- 

bly brighter and clearer than any other red in nature. Surely 

there is no color on the palette that would do justice to its won 

derful purity. However, one might seldom care to employ so 
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bright a tone in keramic design, unless it were to be used ever so 

sparingly,—simply as a little note of interest. In that case the 

effect of brilliancy might be attained by juxtaposition with its 

complementary color,—using a dull green background relieved 

by the richer and brighter greens of the leaves and stems. The 

whole sheath of the pistil is a soft pinkish tone; use Alizarin 

Crimson with Brown Madder in the shadows. The buds are a 

duller, darker red, Alizarin Crimson with a touch of Mauve 

blended at the tip. It is only the corolla that has the brilliant 

color. For this use thin, clear washes of Crimson Lake and Gam- 

boge. Do not use Vermilion, as it is a body color and is not 

clear. In the shadows use Alizarin Crimson. 

The old dried flowers fade out to a dull reddish purple; 
Brown Madder, with Mauve and a touch of Alizarin Crimson. 

Some of the leaves and part of the stem may be a pure clear 

Green. Use Sap Green with a little Payne’s Grey, or Hooker’s 

Green No. 1 witha little Yellow Ochre. Other leaves are duller 

and softer and may be greyed or toned down with Payne’s Grey 

and a little Mauve, or with Brown Madder with a little Cobalt 

Blue. The blossom ends of the stems and sepals are dull. The 

little bracts, growing at the base of bright green leaves are 

bright, while those growing with the duller leaves have the same 

subdued tone. The stems near the blossoms and the sepals are 

a dull purple green. At the end of the pistil there is a little dark 

cuff, almost purple. Use Payne’s Grey and Hooker’s Green No. 

2, with a little touch of Mauve. At the very end of the pistil is 

a little pale green blossom, for which use Hooker’s Green No. 1 

with shadows of Payne’s Grey. For the background, a wash of 
Indian Red and Hooker’s Green No. 2 may be used, or Sap 

Green, Brown Madder and a little New Blue. 

: £ Lena EE Wanseom ee es i, 
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TEA TILE, “PHANTOM SHIP” DESIGN—LENA E. HANSCOM 

UTLINE with delicate line of Banding Blue, using the 

water mixture. Dust the grey clouds and the lighter tones in 

the water, and the grey border with Banding Blue 1 part, Copen- 

hagen Blue 1 part, and Copengahen Grey 2 parts. Dust the 

darker tones in the water with Banding Blue 2 parts, Copenha- 

gen Blue 2 parts. Leave the ship, the rifts in the clouds and the 

white spaces in the border white. Paint the birds in a fiat tone 
with Banding Blue. 

Second Fire—Oil black spaces of border and dust with 

Banding Blue. Strengthen birds and outlines if necessary. 

Third Fire—Oil entire tile and dust lightly with Copen- 
hagen Grey 
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SINGLE MAGNOLIA BLOSSOMS 

Alice B. Sharrard 

HESE flowers are a very delicate pinkish tone shaded to- 

ward centers with Crimson or Volkmaz’s Purple V. Cen- 
ters, light parts Canary Yellow tipped with Crimson. Buds, 

deep pink, leaves Moss Green. Stems, Finishing Brown. 

e 
MAGNOLIA (Page 13) 

‘ Alice B. Sharrard 

ACKGROUND, Grey Green 2 parts, Dark Green 1 part. 

Flowers, delicate tone of Ivory, shade toward center with 

Crimson. Stems, Finishing Brown, shaded with Sepia Brown. 

Leaves, Moss Green. Pistil of flower, Moss Green with Crimson 

stamens. Strengthen all colors in second fire, going over ground 

with Pearl Grey. 

eC 

SINGLE MAGNOLIA (Page 22) 

Alice B. Sharrard | 

| (ee variety is a waxy white, tone very delicately with 

Ivory 1 part, Water Green 1 part, with stronger color 

for shadows. Leaves are a rich green; paint lights Grass Green 

toned with Dark Green. Dark parts, Green 1 part, Dark 

Green 1 part. Stems, Finishing Brown 1 part, Violet 1 part. 

Shade with Black Brown. Where leaves join stem touch with 

Yellow Green. For ground use Grey for Flowers, shaded into 

Shell Pink. 

er 

The main exhibit palaces at the Panama-Pacific Interna- 

tional Exposition in 1915 will be opened at 9 a. m. each day and 

closed at sunset, except the palace of Fine Arts. 
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(Treatment page 12) MAGNOLIA—ALICE B. SHARRARD 
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PLATE OR BOWL (Page 6) 

Meliina Rushmore 

UTLINE with Black. Paint all bands with Gold. Leaves 

are Apple Green and a little Yellow. Roses are Yellow 

shaded with Yellow Brown. Baskets are Yellow Brown and a 

very little Dark Brown. Forget-me-nots are Albert Yellow. 

e 

TWO SATSUMA ROSE JARS (Supplement) 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

MOTIF: PINK AZALEAS 

FTER outlining the design with mineral black, lay one coat 

of Green Gold on handles and feet, made by mixing 1-4 

silver with unfluxed Gold. Enamels for design as follows: Soft 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

enamels, O’ Hara’s Old Chinese Pink, Green No. 2, Dull Yellow, 

Grey Violet. Mix enamels with just enough enamel medium to 

gather the powder, no more. Thin with pure, clean turpentine 

to the right consistency to float easily. Soft enamels may be 

applied a number of times on Satsuma or Belleek. To lighten 

enamels add white. The two values of pink are gotten in this 

way. The Green also needs more white, but all enamels should 

be tested before applying to the porcelain. 

CHINESE MOTIF 

Enamels for the rose jar in Red and Green, Chinese motif, 

are: Soft enamels, O’Hara’s Persian Red, Dull Yellow, Green 

No. 2, Grey Violet, Brown. Use Yellow Gold for this color 
scheme, mixing equal parts Roman and unfluxed Gold. 

CUP AND SAUCER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

ITH a little careful work this may be done in one firing. 

Oil in the wide bands and the dots, and dust with 2 parts 

Banding Blue, 1 part Copenhagen Blue and 2 parts Pearl Grey. 

Paint in all the other parts of the design with 1 part Pearl Grey, 

1 part Copenhagen Blue and 1 part Empire Green. The wide 

bands may be painted in with Green Gold and the small form 

between the two leaves in White Gold. An added spot of bright 

color will make the design more interesting. 
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PEACOCK BORDER—RYLLA E. SAUNIER 

ODY tone of peacocks is Deep Blue Green and a little Sea 

Green; the shading on the wings and necks Shading 

Green and Moss Green. The outlines of the peacock and the 

tail feathers are Banding Blue and Aztec Blue. The legs and 

eyes and stems of flowers are Dark Brown and Dark Grey. 
Flowers are painted with a very thin wash of rose, shaded with 

Blood Red. Leaves Apple Green and Shading Green. 

4 

TRILLIUM (Page 17) 

M. H. Watkeys 

UTLINING and veining in Black. The inner petals of 

flowers are painted with a thin wash of Blood Red and 

a very little Violet. Outer petals are Apple Green and a little 

Shading Green, using more Shading Green and a touch of Dark 

Grey for. the shading. Leaves, Apple Green and a little Yellow 

Green, Shading Green and Brown Green. For the light turned 

over section of leaf use Apple Green, a little Yellow Brown and 

Violet. Background, Pearl Grey and a little: Yellow Brown. 

PEACOCK BORDER—RYLLA E. SAUNIER 

SALT SHAKERS, CONVENTIONAL BUTTERFLY—FRANK MONAHAN 

LL dark lines and units are Green Gold. Light lines are 

medium Green. Background of Trenton Ivory. 

Dark bands and units on each side of butterfly are Gold. 

Background, Ivory mixed with a little Light Green. Wings of 

butterfly, Deep Blue. Interior of butterfiy, Medium Green. 
a 

Dark parts, Gold. 
Flower unit Deep Mauve. Stem and leaves are Dark 

Green. Line design on each side of flower are Gold. Bands of 

darkest tone are Gold, lighter ones Dark Green. Background, 

White, mixed with a little Albert Yellow. 
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TRILLIUM—M. H. WATKEYS 

17 

y TRILLIUD 
DH DWatieys 

(Treatment page {6) 
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CANDLESTICKS—FRANK MONAHAN 
CONVENTIONAL BUTTERFLY 

| eee and all dark lines running horizontially 

are Gold. Other lines are Green Gold. 

Butterfly, Deep Blue and Green. Background, 

Ivory. 
ABSTRACT DESIGN 

May be colored similar to other one, or any 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

other arrangement of colors that may be more A 

attractive. 
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PLATE, CONVENTIONAL ROSE—FRANK MONAHAN 

Background, Ivory; roses, Pink; leaves and stems, Green; two border lines, Gold. 
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(Treatment page 21) 

FRUIT BOWL—LUCY M. BROWN 
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NARCISSUS 

Will Rannells 

LOWERS are left white and shaded with Violet and a little 
Yellow. Centers are Albert Yellow, a very little Yellow 

Brown, shaded with Brown Green and a little Yellow Brown. 

The dark line in the very center is Violet and Deep Purple. 

The narrow edge around the center is Yellow Red and a little 

Blood Red. Stems, Moss Green and Apple Green, shaded with 

Shading Green and a little Brown Green and Dark Grey. The 

brown tone in stems is Albert Yellow and a little Dark Grey, 

Background shaded with Yellow Brown and Dark Brown. 

is Pearl Grey, a little Yellow and Violet at the top, with Yel- 

low Brown and Dark Brown added at the bottom. 

ee 

FRUIT BOWL (Page 20) 
Lucy M. Brown 

ANDS and grapes are gold, also the basket and outline of 

oranges. Leaves are painted with Yellow Green, a little 

Yellow Brown and Brown Green. 

Second Fire—Oil lower part of bowl and the space below 

the upper band and dust with 2 parts Pearl Grey, 1 Ivory Glaze 

and a very little Yellow Brown. Oil the space between the two 

bands forming the border and dust with 2 Ivory Glaze and 1 

Yellow Brown. Paint spaces in basket with Yellow Brown and 

a little Yellow Red. Paint oranges with Orange Lustre. 

er 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

A. H. W.—May I enquire if you use La Croix Chinese White as relief white, 

Also is that make of relief just ordinary raised paste 

SANNA 
SSA 

SEXES SSSA SAAN’ and also how to mix it? 

and with what do you mix it? 

The Chinese White is probably the same as Hard White Enamel, if so, use 

1 part Chinese White and 4 parts Relief White; it woild be best to make a test 

The latter is yellow and 
SSS of it and fire it before using it. 

Relief White and raised paste are not the same. 

is used for raising gold. 

S. 7. D.—Is the initial on a tea-cup placed on the right or lefi side of the han- 

] 
j iy) 

j 

y 
y 
Y y 
y Y 
y 
y 
j 
Y Y 

/ ZG 

/ / 
j 

dle, and on what side of the tea-pot? 

Do we use flux with the colors in powder? 

What are the essential colors for the palette of a beginner wishing to take real- 

] 
j 
j 
j 

istic work? 

Ts there a special gold to apply on Haviland china? 

The initial on both tea-cup and tea-pot should be on the right side of the 

] 
handle. 

No flux is used with the powder colors. 

Albert Yellow, Yellow Brown, Blood Red, Dark Brown, Rose, Ruby, 

Violet, Banding Blue, Copenhagen Blue, Yellow Green, Apple Green, Brown 

Green, Shading Green. 

here is no special gold for Haviland ware. 

MRS. W. W. W.—Can the grey crockery butter jars and yellow crocks be 

NS 

fired in a china kiln? Is it practicable? 

What causes mildew on china coming from the kiln? 

Should Miss Osgood’s matt paints be dusted by the regular dusting process? 

What do you think of the ready prepared outlining fluids that fire black? 

Several times on taking china from the kiln I have found tiny shiny black 

SS ESSNNa2 wae 

specks that look like black paint (not mildew) and I was quite sure these were 

not paint spots or I would have noticed them before firing. Could any condition 

of the kiln cause them? 

Yes, these jars can be fired, if they are not semi-porcelain, but at a low 

It all depends on the reason for your doing so; it is practicable in as heat. 

far as they fire successfully. 

If your kiln has an iron pot the mildew is probably caused by dampness in NON 

NN 

the kiln. 

Yes, the colors should be dusted on. 

A great many people use these fluids and are well pleased with them. We 

can not speak from experience, having never used them. 

If your kiln is lined with fire clay, the black specks are not caused by any 

condition of the kiln. Possibly the blacks have flaked off of some piece of china 

near by. 

NARCISSUS—WILL RANNELLS 
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MRS. C. D.—I do not quite understand when to use Special Tinting Oil or 

English Grounding Oil for ground laying. Will you kindly explain to me the dif- 

terence in the two oils? 

It is not necessary to use both oils, the Special Tinting Oil answers all pur- 

poses. The English Grounding Oil was used when only the background was 

dusted on, but it is too heavy an oil for the present way of dusting on colors, as 
it is necessary to pounce it and it is impossible to do any pouncing when sey- 

eral colors are dusted on for the same fire. The Special Tinting Oil is a thinner 

one and does not need pouncing in the small spaces if it is applied thin enough. 

MRS. L. B.—Is there anything on the market that will erase copper or other 

lustres outside of acid? If so, where can it be purchased? 

The china eraser is used to erase things from china; it is a very weak solu- 
tion of acid, but is not as harmful as most of them. This is probably what you 

have in mind. It can be purchased from any of the art dealers. 

Bb. H. W.—I am enclosing a tracing of a dragon taken from a nice piece of 

Chinese embroidery. I would like to apply it to a large round bon bon box in malt 

and lustres. If you could suggest the proper treatment in this or other application 

suitable, I would appreciate it very much. 

Outline the design with Black. Paint all of the dragon with Gold except 

the head, feet, and the pointed edge of the body. 

Second Fire—Oil the background and lower part of box and dust with 

Mason’s Hard Black. Go over the Gold and paint the rest of the body with 

Orange Lustre. 

Third Fire—Go over entire dragon with Light Green Lustre except the 

parts with Orange Lustre, go over the Gold also, apply the Lustre very heavy 

by flowing it on as much as possible without having it spread. Go over the 

Orange Lustre with Yellow Lustre. 

SINGLE MAGNOLIA—ALICE B. SHERRARD 

MRS. G. L. H.—Would it be safe to invest in one of the low price “Baby 

Grand” china kilns? 

Was particularly pleased with the Japanese design in April number, but do 
not understand what you mean by water mixture in connection with Grey for Flow- 

ers used in outlining. 

What is the purpose of the sugar and water mixture in outlining? 

I wish to do a conventional design connected by a band of gold with narrow 

black lines, but am afraid I cannot get it true. How shall I proceed? 

We are not familiar with the make of the kiln, so could not recommend it. 

The Grey or Black water mixture is the sugar and water mixture; mix the 
sugar and water together and add the color. 

The purpose of the mixture is to save a fire; color can be applied in the 

same fire as the mixture dries quickly, and if a mistake is made the color can 

be rubbed off with turpentine without disturbing the outline. 

Divide your piece into as many sections as the number of times in which 

you wish to place the design, then draw the bands around the place with a 

Keramic Gauge, and then trace in your design and proceed with the work in 
the usual way. 

(Treatment page 12) 

STUDIO NOTE 

The Osgood Art School has moved to its 
new location, No. 80 Downing St., Brooklyn, 

where application for entry may be made, either 

personally or by mail to Mrs. Annette Osgood 

Stanton. 

rr 

The many colored prisms that will be used 

! in the novel and striking scheme of night illu- 

: mination of the Panama-Pacific Exhibit palaces 

are of fine cut glass, made in Austria by a pro- 

cess not followed elsewhere. The prisms, known 

as jewels, are patiently tooled by hand. 
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SYRACUSE, NEW YORK June, {914 

UR editor, Mrs. Robineau, being sick 

with scarlet fever and quarantined 

in her house, the task of filling the 

editorial page this month is left 

to the publishers, and we could not 

do better than to speak again of 

what was the subject of our editorial 

last month, the publication next fall 

of an additional color study and 
naturalistic supplement in every is- 

This is on the part of both editor sue of the Magazine. 

and publishers the subject of much discussion and thought. 

The May issue with the two color studies and the extra 

black and white supplement has naturally brought us a flood 

of letters, most of them very encouraging. Some of them are 

even extremely enthusiastic, the following one, for instance: 

“Kindly send us 18 more copies of the May Keramic. It 
is the best number you ever got out. If you keep this pace 
up you ought to double your subscriptions.’ 

We would like, but do not expect, to double our subscrip- 
tions. If the new venture has for result to increase the sub- 

scription list one-third, we will be very much pleased and we 

will be able to give to the regular subscribers of Keramic Stu- 

dio the benefit of the supplement and the additional color 
study without extra charge. We would like very much to 

do that, to increase the Magazine without making any charge 

for the additional pages. But we cannot do it unless we are 

assured of good support. Now is the time for all the good 
friends of the Magazine, and especially for those who have so 

steadily complained that we do not give enough naturalistic 

work, to show us that they appreciate our efforts to please 

them, by putting their shoulder to the wheel and sending us 

new subscriptions or at least pledges of subscription to the 

increased Magazine next fall. 
In the July number a definite announcement will be made 

of the terms on which the regular subscribers to Keramic 
Studio proper can secure the naturalistic supplement and the 

naturalistic color study. By that time, we hope to have as- 

surances of support sufficient to warrant our advertising these 

additional pages and color supplement without extra cost to 

subscriber. In the words of our recent advertisement it is up 

to you. 
“GE 

Among several interesting letters lately received, we 

give extiacts from one, we have not room for more. This 

letter is written from the standpoint of a naturalistic decor- 

ator, however one who is not wholly opposed to conventional, 

but finds that naturalistic sells better. It contains a certain 

number of facts in regard to the taste of the buying public 

which unfortunately are true: 

“T have just received my May number and will lose no 
time in letting you know that I am glad of your new departure, 
or rather return to your first method of giving designs adapted 
to all tastes. I have taken Keramic Studio from the begin- 
ning, and you used to publish naturalistic designs adapted to 
shapes then—many have missed them. Now I can adapt a 
design which is given in the stiff panel form to a piece of china, 
but very few pupils can, and I have never been able to get 
many of them to subscribe to the Magazine. I have always 
tried to lead them toward orderly arrangement of flower de- 

signs rather than pictorial representations all over a piece, 
but the people who most admire simple and tasteful decor- 
ation are generally those who do not buy studio-decorated 
china at all. That has been my experience for years, not only 
in a small Western city, but in one of the Eastern centers of 
culture. The customers we have to please in order to earn a 
living demand naturalistic work, and I always thought that 
eis Studio should do more to help us to do the very best 
ot that. 

“Another thing—To an experienced designer the draw- 
ings of all sorts of flowers are interesting, but for commercial 
decoration and the average run of pupils, many of them are 
about as much use as Hebrew would be to a Kindergarten 
teacher. Nobody will buy china decorated with an unfa- 
miliar flower. They would far rather see some new and pretty 
arrangement of roses or violets, sweet peas or forget-me-nots, 
than the loveliest flower or berry that is strange to their ex- 
perience. I wish people were not so conservative. I have 
days of loathing violets and times when the world seems blue 
with forget-me-nots—but that is the way I make my living. 

“Ts there something radically wrong with me because I 
must confess that, while I like to make conventional designs, 
copying a unit of design over and over on the china gets to be 
tiresome drudgery very soon, and I would admire a design 
just as much if it were reproduced by a mechanical process 
as I do when I know of the hours of back-aching, eye-strain- 
ing work it takes to do it by hand. No artist can possibly 
do a conventional design as perfectly as it can be printed, and 
it seems like a great deal of wasted labor. At least in natural- 
istic and semi-naturalistic work there is some chance for 
individuality and improvement in the style of work. Is this 
rank heresy? 

“T am writing all this because you have said you wanted 
to know what we all thought about such things, not in any 
spirit of criticism or complaint. I get my money’s worth 
out of the Magazine as it is, but I knowit will be worth more to 
a good many, if you carry out your plan of a naturalistic sup- 
plement.” —A. B. H. 

We enjoyed this letter, even if some of A. B. H.’s remarks 

are rank heresy, as she vaguely suspects them to be herself. 

There is in her mind a serious misunderstanding of what con- 

stitutes art work. She says that no artist can possibly do a 

conventional design as perfectly as it can be printed. The 

reverse is rather true. The individual touch of a real artist 

is something that no commercial work, no mechanical process 

will ever reproduce. But it is very true that poor hand work 

is inferior to good mechanical work, and one should not imag- 

ine that because a china decorator, after taking a few lessons 

from a noted teacher, opens a studio, she suddenly becomes 

an artist. She has a long way to go yet. And it will not help 

her to borrow mechanical processes from the factory, that 

alone will stamp her work as inartistic from the beginning, and 

she will be at that great disadvantage with the factory that 

she cannot compete in price. 

Art is thoughtful and creative workmanship. There 

must be in a work of art skillful execution, but there must also 

be thought and originality. This is well understood to-day 

by the best of our china decorators. And no better example 

of the progress which has been made in late years could be 

given than the work done by the Newark, N. J. Club for 

their last exhibition, as illustrated in this number. Such work 

would be received in any art exhibition, but it is all conven- 

tional work. And only in conventional work can be combined 

what constitutes art work, good workmanship, thought and 

originality. The few hours of back aching and eye straining 

ee ae Instn, ~ 
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BORDER—EDITH RUSH 

suffered in repeating a unit (and this work is tedious some- 

times) are soon forgotten in the satisfaction of creating some- 

thing. The naturalistic painter may acquire great skill in 

painting, but he never creates, Just copies nature, more or 

less faithfully, generally less. 

x oO 

Meanwhile there is an army of china decorators who, in 

order to earn a living, must give to their customers what they 

ask, violets, roses and forget-me-nots. Our naturalistic sup- 

CANDLESTICK—LENA E. HANSCOM 

plement next fall will be for them, and it will give them flower 

decorations and other natural subjects adapted to shapes, ~ 

which they may copy, even if we do not approve of it. 
And we ask our friends and readers to submit to us designs 

of that kind. We must secure in advance enough material 

to fill these extra pages every month, beginning with October 

issue. We will purchase the best that we can get in natur- 
alistic and semi-naturalistic. Make your designs as decor- 

ative as possible, even in naturalistic work there must be 

orderly arrangement, there must be design of some kind. 

ee 

ERRATA 

The last line on page 28 should be the last line on page 30. 
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CANDLESTICK—BUTTERCUP MOTIF 

Lena E. Hanscom 

UTLINE the stamens, flower and bud forms, also the 

light side panels and band around top with a good, firm 

line of Roman Gold. Outline the stem and leaf forms, the 

veins, bracts, sepals, etc., also the root form and dark panel 

at the base of root with Green Gold. Fire and burnish. 
For the second fire, cleanse the surface thoroughly with 

alcohol then paint in the inside of the flower cup with Yellow 
Brown Lustre, going right over the gold outlines. Cover the 

sepals beneath the flower and bud forms, the bracts beneath 
the stems, the dark part of leaf and the root form and dark 
panel beneath with dark Green Lustre. 

For the third fire cover the whole flower forms and the 

buds with Yellow Lustre. Go over all the leaf, stem and 

root forms with light Green Lustre, then paint in the hght 

panels and the space back of the root forms with Yellow Lustre. 

ee 

PINK MOCCASIN FLOWER (Page 25) 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

| ae panel or slender cylinder vase the background may be 

laid with a tint of delicate greenish grey—(Copenhagen 

Grey with a little Grey Green). First wash of underside of 

leaves same. First wash of upper side of leaves and stems 

with a mixture of Grey Green and Olive Green. The cup of 

the flower is white shaded with Carmine No. 53 to which a 
touch of Ruby may be added in the deepest part. The upper 

left flower being a little old in bloom is a trifle paler, needs 

a little more lavender. The sepals of the flower are white 
modeled with a delicate greenish grey. . 

For second fire—Tint background again with same mix- 

ture. Clean out the light path around the design. Model 
the leaves with the same colors as were used in the first wash. 

Deepen the flowers if necessary and outline all with a line of 

Outlining Black or if preferred leave the clean cut edges to create 

their own outline. The effect will be softer and more delicate. 

re 

PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION 

Any Club or individual interested in exhibiting in San 

Francisco should write to the Bureau of Overseers, 1016 

Woolworth Bldg., New York, for their Supervision Plan. 

They will take charge of an exhibit entirely, if the exhi- 

bitor cannot attend to this personally. 
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PINK MOCCASIN FLOWER—HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST (Treatment page 24) 
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BORDERS AND UNITS, MOCCASIN FLOWER—HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 

These borders and units may be utilized for bowls, plates, vases, etc. (see color scheme for vase and panel.) 

treatment and observe the values as a guide for treatment either in monochrome or color. 

Use a flat 
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VASE, PINK MOCCASIN FLOWER—HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 

Background soft Warm Grey. Underside of leaves wash of Grey Green. Stems and upper side Grey Green and Olive Green. 
Background spaces of border, same. Flowers white modeled delicately with Pink (Carmine No. 53 in very 

delicate Pink). Sepals White. Silver or White Gold path. Outline Grey for Flowers. 
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Miss Ehlers 
Mrs. Oscar Mockridge 

EXHIBITION OF NEWARK, N. J., KERAMIC SOCIETY 

Jetta Ehlers 

N exhibition by the Newark Society of Keramic Arts of 

work by its members, was held at Keers Art Galleries 

in that city from March thirty-first to April fourth inclusive, 

twenty-three exhibiting out of a membership of thirty-two. 

Much interest was shown in this event by friends of the so- 

ciety and the public, this being shown by the large attendance 
throughout the week. 

Members from the New York and Jersey City societies 

and many ceramic workers from neighboring cities visited 

the exhibition. Thursday was set aside as usual, as club day, 

bringing together many former members and special guests 

to enjoy the hospitality of the society. Tea was served in- 

formally making the afternoon a most pleasant note of so- 

ciability in the week’s routine. 

The exhibition was the best in every respect the society 

has ever given. LHspecially noticeable was the individuality 

shown, each member seeming to work along her own special 

line and none showing the “thumb-mark”’ of some one strong 

influence. We feel that the club is to be congratulated upon 
this. So uniform was the work that it would be a most difficult 
task to pick out any one exhibit as the best. One interest- 

ing feature was the carrying out of the designs on textiles to 

be used with the china, a field which opens up unlimited 

possibilities to ceramic workers. The special feature of the 

Elizabeth Suhr 
Miss Ehlers 

exhibit this year was the decoration of common kitchen ware 

and pottery, a group of which is shown in one of the photo- 

graphs. So successful was this that it is hoped to carry out 

the problem still further. The Newark society has been first 

and always a study club, to which fact is due all success 

which it has earned. 

The criticism of an exhibition from the “inside” must of 

necessity differ from that of an outside and disinterested 

person. It is rather difficult for the “interested insider’ to 

review an exhibition, so kindly bear in mind that the writer 

of this comes under that head. At the start the club had.a 

small group of members whose work stood out as especially 

strong. Each year has added to that group, until the weak 

exhibit was the exception. Among the new members ex-: 

hibiting with us for the first time was Miss A. Wurthman, 

who showed an excellent jardiniere in orange and brown, also 

several smaller things all of which were good. Mrs. H. F. 

Manning another new member exhibited an interesting set 

consisting of comport and plates with fruit motif. Miss 

Charlotte Kroll, also a recent member had an especially strong 

exhibit, her large Belleek vase in enamel and some beautiful 

bowls being particularly fine, as was her whole showing. 

Mrs. Oscar Mockridge exhibited a tobacco jar, the design of 

which showed the influence of Chinese ornament. Mrs. 
Arthur Wilson’s dinner service was delightful with its simple 

treatment of gold and green, with monogram. 

being very simply treated with a narrow border. The color- 
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Miss Jetta Ehlers Miss Nora Forster 

Missz;Wurthman Miss Casperson Mrs. English Mrs. English 

Miss Condit Miss Wurthman Miss. J. B. Witter 

EXHIBITION OF THE NEWARK, N. J. KERAMIC SOCIETY 
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Mrs. Mary E. Harrison 
Mrs. Wm. T. Woodruff 

It was a pleasure to place the work of these new members, 

and the club feels proud of them. Mrs. G. L. Black exhibited 

among other things an interesting fruit set in blue and green 

and gold, which was very well done. 

Miss Grace Condit showed among her many good pieces, a 

fern dish nice in color and arrangement. 
Miss Meda Casperson’s best piece was a tea-caddy very 

simple but excellent in color and design. 

The exhibit of Miss Marguerite Cameron was as a whole 

perhaps the most individual one shown. The pieces were all 

unusual, being in many instances bits of solid underglaze 

tinted ware, on which in several pieces enamels were used most 

effectively. 
With one particular bowl was a small table square of silk 

printed with wood-block in the same motif, and further en- 

hanced by needlework. Another worker using textiles to add 
interest to her work was Miss Louise McDougall, whose use 

of brilliant color always characterizes her work. Particularly 

interesting was a dresser set, consisting of brush and comb 

tray, powder box, pin tray and small oval box in which was 

mounted a pin cushion. This was shown on a linen runner, 

upon which the same design was carried out in needlework. 

The motif was a quaint pink flower bush in a pot. 

Mrs. D. E. English, another member whose work is strongly 

individual, showed several good things among them a good 

tobacco jar with swans, and a tile with a proud though conven- 

tional turkey. 

Miss Nora Forster, one of the strongest workers of the 

club, showed two sets for table service. One a game set with 

bird motif being very beautiful in soft greys with bits of warmer 

color. A variation of the same design was applied to a cho- 

Miss Annie V. Lingley 

colate set in much richer color, all being most beautifully 
executed. 

Another member whose work always commands atten- 

tion is Miss Mary E. Harrison. This year the central point 

of interest on her table was a tea-set in green with white gold 

which was one of the most refined things in the gallery. 

With this was shown a white linen piece on which the same 

motif was repeated in embroidery. A child’s dresser set with 

conventional pink flower also had a linen scarf on which the 

motif was stencilled. A lemonade set in Belleek consisting of 

tankard and tall cups with a very conventional treatment of 

the lemon was also very attractive. 
Mrs. Francis King exhibited a tea-caddy with a good 

color scheme of ivory, green and dull pink. 

Miss Annie V. Lingley, a member whose work always 

shows strong originality especially in her use of color, exhi- 

bited a number of fine things, a salad set in lovely color and 

a sherbert set being especially interesting as was a small vase 

with a fish and wave pattern. 
Among the pieces shown by Miss Annie O. Payne, was a 

dresser set consisting of tray, powder box, hair receiver, and 

pin tray with a fine arrangement of flower forms in flat color. 

A cake plate was also excellent. 

Mrs. Wm. T. Woodruff showed a dresser set especially 

designed for a child, decorated with what came near to being 

a “cubist”? cat and which would most certainly delight a 
youngster 

Miss Elizabeth Suhr was represented this year by a 
salad bowl and a fernery, both good in color and design. 

Mrs. Geo. Simonds exhibited a large punch bow! in lus- 

tres, the design an all over pattern, the inside of the bowl 
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ing was brilliant and glowing, chiefly rich blues and greens, 
with a bit of orange and black outlines. 

Mrs. Peter Tillman showed a cup and saucer and plate, 

very quaint and pleasing with its blue flower and gold. 

Miss Matilda Voorhees had a beautiful exhibit mostly 

of enamels. A small bon-bon was especially interesting and 

so was the marmalade jar. Miss Voorhees is another member 

whose work is notable for exquisite line and refinement of 

coloring. 

Miss J. B. Witter showed a coffee set consisting of coffee- 

pot, sugar and cream, and large tray. The decoration was 

gold with black outline. The set was particularly rich in effect 
and beautifully done. 

Miss Ehlers’ principal object of interest this year was a 

set for porch service, the decoration being blue-birds with 

their suggestion of breezy out-of-doors. This was shown on 

a linen cloth with filet corners repeating the bird motif. The 

whole set was an attempt to create interest and at the same 

time use the simplest possible decoration. 

We feel that ceramic workers have greatly overlooked 

the possibilities within their reach, in the combination of cer- 

amics with the other crafts. Much interest has always been 

shown by our public in all such examples exhibited. 

Each year the society has some special feature for its ex- 

hibition, the “‘stunt’’ this year being a table devoted to pieces 

of common kitchen ware decorated by the members. The 

table proved to be such a delight, that it has inspired many to 

experiment further along this line. All kinds of attractive 

shapes in this ware may be found in the department stores and 

in the five and ten cent shops. These inexpensive pieces are 

charming for bungalows and country homes and are delightful 

to work upon. In looking back over the exhibition the thing 
which stands out most prominently, is the great advance of 

the rank and file of the society. This last exhibition was for 

that reason the best which the club has ever given. And 

another very evident thing is the great value of our regular 

study courses on which we feel the life of the society depends. 

Even though the members meet only once a month, the regu- 

lar working out of each month’s problems has been the means 

of bringing the society up to the high standard it now holds. 

« 

VASE 

Florence A. Huntington 

UTLINE with Black and paint Gold between the double 

outline, which will form the baclground in the upper bor- 

der. 

Second Fire—Tint the background spaces in the center and 

lower parts of the vase, the long stem leading from the flower 
and the two long leaves at either side of it, also the small leaves 

in the upper border with Light Green Lustre. The flower in 

Yellow Lustre. The three small spots in the flower are Orange 

Lustre. 

Third Fire—Go over all the leaves and stems with Light 

Green Lustre rather heavy so they will be a stronger green than 

the background. Go over the Orange Lustre with Yellow Lustre 

and if the yellow is not strong enough in the flowers go over it 

again with a thin wash. Retouch the Gold. 

<— 

SUMMER SCHOOL NOTES 

The Summer School of The Art Institute, Chicago, under 

the direction of Abbie P. Walker, will be in session all Sum- 

mer with special attention given to the needs of the teacher. 

The Four Winds Summer School of Syracuse, under Mrs. 
K. E. Cherry, will open on July 6th. 

VASE—FLORENCE A. HUNTINGTON 
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LOSSOMS are white, shaded with a little Yellow and _ very tips. The long stems are Yellow Brown and Brown Green. 

Brown Green. Stamen and stems of flower are a reddish Leaves are Moss Green, a little Shading Green, Brown: Green 

; 

. 

PYROLA—E. N. HARLOW 

brown, use Dark Brown and Blood Red, and Yellow Red on the and Violet. 
wv 

: 
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THREE DECORATIVE PLATES—ELEANOR STEWART 

O. 1, outline Black. Design in two shades of Blue. Use for brown green, adding one-eighth enamels to the greens. 

Copenhagen Blue and Banding Blue mixed. Pad and Small rectangle, Blue Enamel. 

dust darker parts of design with Copenhagen Blue. Deepen No 38, outline Black. Pad plate with Satsuma tint, wipe 

tones for next fire. Tint plate with neutral yellow for last fire. outdesignand paint flowers with Yellow Brown, shading slightly. 

No. 2, outline Dark Blue. Tint plate with Turtle Dove Leaves and bands, Olive Green; stem blue green, use Dark 

Grey. Flowers two shades of Blue Enamel. Use Dark Blue Blue with touch of Apple Green and Deep Purple. Deepen 

with touch of Deep Purple and Brunswick Black, add enamel. tone of background behind flower. Tint border of plates 

Upper and lower leaf forms, stem, small squares and band are_ with Yellow Brown and Brown Green. Wipe out seed pod and 

painted with Apple Green with touch of Dark Blue and Deep paint with Cream Enamel and Yellow Brown markings. Small 

Purple. Larger leaves, add Brown 4 or 17 to green mixture black spots Orange Yellow. 
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RABBIT PLATE AND CUP—ALICE SEYMOUR 

AINT the outline and all of the dark tones with 2 parts the surface, except on the rabbits, with Pearl Grey and a very 

Banding Blue, 1 part Copenhagen Blue and a very little little Sea Green. Second Fire—Paint the dark grey tones 2 

Sea Green. Paint the light grey tone over all the remainder of parts Pearl Grey, 1 part Dark Grey. 
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JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT—I. H. WATKEYS 

37 

(Treatment page 39) 
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(Treatment page 39) 

CIDER PITCHER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

; 
; : 
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CIDER PITCHER (Page 38) 

Albert W. Heckman 

IRST Fire—Oil in the leaves, stems and buds and dust 

with Pearl Grey two parts and Olive Green one part. 

Paint in the lightest part of the design with a thin wash of 

Albert Yellow. Second Fire—Tint the whole with Pearl Grey 

five parts and Olive Green one part. Wipe out the light flower 

form and touch up the center with Yellow Brown. Use Olive 

Green for the dark spots. 

| 

STUDIO 39 

JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT (Page 37) 

M. H. Watkeys 

UTLINE in Black. Seeds are Albert Yellow and a little 
Yellow Brown. Dark part of pod is Dark Brown and a 

little Blood Red. Stems, Yellow, a touch of Brown Green and 

Yellow Brown. Light part of leaves, Brown Green and Albert 

Yellow and a very little Apple Green. Dark leaves, use same 

color heavier and add a little Shading Green. Background, 

Pearl Grey and a little Yellow Brown. 

PITCHER, CONVENTIONAL GERANIUMS—RUTH RUCK 

HE bands forming the medallions are Gold. Outline of 

flowers is Blood Red and a very little Violet. Outline of 

leaves and stems is Shading Green and Dark Grey. 
Second Fire—Oil the broad band at the top, the handle, the 

narrow band at the bottom of pitcher and the larger space in 

the panels, and dust with 3 parts Pearl Grey and 1 part Apple 

Green. Paint the flowers with Blood Red and a little Rose, the 

leaves and stems with Shading Green, a little Apple Green and 

Dark Grey. 

Retouch the Gold. 
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BIRD DESIGN FOR VASE—MAY B. HOELSCHER (Treatment page 41) 
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BIRD DESIGN FOR VASE (Page 40) 
M. B. Hoelscher 

IL entire vase and dust with3 Ivory Glaze, 1 Yellow Brown, 

+ Albert Yellow and fire. Second Fire—Outline all ex- 

cept peacock in Black and Dark Grey or Grey For Flesh. Out- 

line peacock with Banding Blue, 1-3 Dark Grey. Paint lower 

part of vase with a thin wash of Yellow Brown and a very 

little Dark Grey. 
Third Fire—Paint light leaves with a thin wash of Shad- 

ing Green and a little Dark Grey. Add a little Moss Green or 

Yellow Green to it for the darker leaves and apply a little 

heavier and add a little Black for the very darkest ones. 

Branches are Dark Grey, a little Blood Red and a touch of 

Violet. Flowers, Blood Red and a touch of Violet applied 

4f 

with a thin wash; add Banding Blue for the shadows. Light 

part of peacock head Deep Blue Green and a little Banding 

Blue. Dark part of head, the neck, the breast and fine dark 

spaces above the tail are 2 parts Banding Blue, 1 part Copen- 

hagen Blue and + part Shading Green. Light part of wing 

Banding Blue and Copenhagen Blue shaded into Shading 

Green and Moss Green, Yellow Brown and a little Yellow in 

about the center of the wing then shade into Moss Green and 

a little Brown Green. ‘Two spaces above the wing are Brown 

Green and Moss Green and a little Dark Grey. Light 

part of tail is Banding Blue and a little Yellow Brown and a 

little Shading Green. The outer part around the eyes of the 

tail feathers is Yellow Green and a little Banding Blue. The 

center is Banding Blue and Aztec Blue. 

PIPSISSEWA—E. N. HARLOW 

Bees are cream-colored with a green center and red 

stamen. Paint blossom with a thin wash of Yellow 

Brown and shade with Brown Green and Yellow. Centers 

are Apple Green and Shading Green. Stamen, Blood Red and a 

little Yellow Brown. Stems are Dark Brown and Yellow Brown. 

Leaves, Shading Green, a little Brown Green and Yellow Brown. 
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SWAN PLATE—YUKEY R. TANAKA 

AINT the outline and all the darkest tones with Apple Second Fire—Paint all the darker grey tones with 2 parts 

Green, a little Yellow Green anda touch of Yellow Brown Pearl Grey, 1 part Dark Grey or Grey for Flesh, and a pinch of | 

Paint all the light grey tones with Pearl Grey and a little Yel- Apple Green. 
low. 

| 

| 
/ 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

M. A.—What causes unfluxed gold over paint not to burnish at times? 

The unfluxed gold does not usually burnish well over a heavy color, per- 

haps that is your trouble, it is more successful over delicate colors. 

Mrs. C. A. M.—Can you tell me what kind of paint and what treatment is 

used in painting on celluloid and wory that wont wash off? 

Oil colors or water colors are usually used but they would not stand 

washing and we do not know of anything that would. 

M. I. S.—Will you please tell me whether the acid etched china is decorated 

entirely with gold or whether in colors sometimes? Please explain fully method 

of decorating. 
| 

The etched work is usually decorated with gold and colors and some- 

times lustre is used. It is best to have gold on the etched background as the 

surface is rough and does not take the color well. If there is a large plain 

surface such as the lower part of the vase it is often oiled and dusted with some 

color. The design can be treated in any way desired. 

A. F —No. 1—I am not complaining, but why so many birds? They are 

absolutely charming, especially when kept near the Japanese source, but what 

has caused the tendency toward them? 

Last summer in our Summer Schoo] several students asked Mrs. 

Cherry to do some bird decorations for them. These were published in the 

October number of Keramic Studio, and immediately both Mrs. Cherry 
and ourselves were flooded with requests for bird designs, we cannot tell 

‘you why. But they are certainly attractive, especially as you say, when kept 

near the Japanese source, treated in a decorative way. 

No. 2—Is a Chinese dragon considered purely a conventional design? 

The question has been fought back and forth in my studio. One particular dragon 

43 

is outlined in black and is worked out in blue, green, orange and gold. A dragon 

is a fabulous “‘beastie,” so cannot be natural yet he has natural parts, for instance 

his feet and scales. Is he natural or conventional? 

It makes no difference whether a dragon is a fabulous or a real 

beast. It could be treated either naturalistically or conventionally. The 

particular dragon you speak of with black outline, etc. is evidently treated 

rather in a conventional way, even if its feet and scales are natural. Orien- 

tals are generally conventional decorators even when close to nature. Their 

object is not to represent nature but to take from nature motifs for a decor- 

ation. In some cases, especially in the Japanese treatment of birds and other 

animals, they often keep the natural forms. 

No. 3—Is Satsuma never decorated in anything but enamels? Why not 

overglaze colors like other wares? 

Enamels are usually used because they fire so well on the ware. 

may be painted on but cannot be dry dusted on account of the crackle. 

Colors 

No. 4—Will you kindly tell exactly how to proceed in dusting colors in a 

conventional design where several colors are to be laid for one fire, right next to 

each other. Is one laid, then dried, and the next laid and dried, etc.? 

The oil is painted on very thin and not padded and the color dusted on, 

the edges are straightened with an orange stick and then the oil for the next 

color applied. It is not necessary to wait for it to dry. The color is applied 

with as small a brush as possible, care being taken not to go over the first 

color any more than necessary. Dust the darkest colors on first. 

No. 5—May any designer submit studies to Keramic Studio? 

Certainly, we are always glad to have designs submitted to us. If the 

editor finds some suitable for the Magazine, an offerismadeforthem. Stamps 

should be sent for the return of designs which are not purchased. 

SALT AND PEPPER VINEGAR JUG 

CONDIMENT SET, BLUE BIRDS—ALICE B. SHARRARD 

See design in with India ink. Tint body of jug and 

salt and peppers with Deep Blue Green, lighter spaces 

behind birds, Trenton Ivory. For Birds use Deep Blue Green, 

shaded into Banding Blue. For tray use Ivory ground, border 

on edge Deep Blue Green, ground of figure Banding Blue 1 part, 

Deep Blue Green 1 part. Put in all bands with Gold, outline 

birds in Gold. 

Retouch all colors and go over gold in second fire. 
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VASE, RED BIRD AND FLOWERS—(Supplement) 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

FTER tracing the design with Black outline (water mix- 

ture) tint the entire vase with Mason’s “Neutral Yellow” 

or Cherry’s “Mode.” Clean the upper rim—apply Roman 

Gold and fire. (If the design is applied to a Belleek vase use 

Unfluxed Gold.) The design is then painted in flat colors. 

Grey Green for leaves, Pompadour Red for the bird, a touch 

of Blue on the wing, flowers with Vandyke Brown. This 

gives them a tinge of Brownish Pink not shown exactly in the 

printed study. The centers are Albert Yellow and Yellow 

Ochre mixed, shaded with Brown 4 or 8 or any soft Wood 

Brown. The design is more effective if enamel is applied for 

high lights. Prepare the enamel for flowers and leaves with 

the same colors used in the painting and applied in dashes 

for high lights on petals and leaves. The bird is left flat. 

The stems are of Copenhagen or Dove Grey slightly tinged 

with Grey Green. Should the vase be too light in tone after 
first tinting, tint again and fire before applying the colors, 

or dust lightly into the first tint when nearly dry, with the 

powder color to deepen the tint. This must be done very 

uniformly or the tint will be cloudy. 

er 

STUDIO NOTE 

The Buffalo Keramic League have engaged Mr. A. B. 

Cobden of Philadelphia, to give instructions to the League dur- 

ing the first two weeks of June in the Filkins Studios, 609 
Main Street. 

TRAY-OF CONDIMENT SET, BLUE BIRDS—ALICE B. SHARRARD 
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HERE is such an interesting bunch of 

letters in the editorial drawer, some 

of them several months old because 

there has not been space or time to 

answer them. And now that the ed- 

| itor is just out from a six weeks’ 

/ quarantine she hardly knows which 

to select as a text for this month’s 

editorial talk. Here is one that has 

been waiting a long time, since we 

wanted to give first show to those who do not approve of the 

way Keramic Studio is conducted. We will take this as a 

bracer before reviewing the critics. 

Keramic Studio has just come, and certainly its first page sounds a trumpet 

call to all lazy, self-indulgent decorators and students to ‘‘get up” and hustle 

with the new year. 

You are not one bit more ambitious than I am for good work and a general 

improvement artistically in this country. You don’t dream any bigger dreams 

of a great and beautiful future for American ceramics than I do. I do not 

know whether you have them topple over as often as mine. I dare say you do. 

No one appreciates your good magazine more than I, I believe. It has 

been of inestimable value to me. Certainly you ‘“‘have your troubles.” like 
the rest of us. You take the kicks and blows like a philosopher, I must say. 

It seems to me that now is the time for a few of us who do agree with you and 

who, it seems to me, owe you a Jarge debt of gratitude for upholding high ideals 

for the great help and inspiration given us through Keramic Studio and the 

Four Winds School, to express a little of our appreciation. 

You say you published the work of the Summer School in the belief that 

it would be helpful to other students. (My work was not published, so I can- 

not be accused of self-defense in writing this.) I had a little object lesson a 
few days ago and that is why I am writing to you. I have one china-painting 
pupil who is very promising. She began on some naturalistic pink flowers. 

(I have to take the pupil as I find her, of course.) At the end of each lesson I 

have lent her two copies of Keramic Studio to take home and look over. I can 
see an improvement in her taste already. She has had some training in draw- 

ing and the foundation for decoration in the High School, and she has a nat- 

urally receptive mind and sufficient imagination. To my surprise she selected 

the magazine with the work of our little design class quite of her own accord, 

said she could understand it and learn from it. Afterward I showed her my 

book of work done at the Four Winds School, to help her further if possible. 

This was encouraging to me, and I think perhaps it may be to you. 

As I have written you before, I have used the magazine more in the nature 

of an instructor than asa “pattern book,” though I sometimes copy the designs 

just as they are, of course. I think you mean it to be used as I am doing (for 

those who care to do so) and that it fulfills its mission in that way as well as 

supplying “copy” for those who prefer to copy its designs. 

Some artists of my acquaintance insist that only what one originates de- 

Serves to be called ‘“‘art.”” I am inclined to think that a certain amount of 

copying is a help, and this in spite of the fact that I personally would rather 

take a whipping than ‘‘copy” a picture any day. I believe I have not copied 

enough; there seems to be a happy medium. 

Pray excuse the length of this. Like Horace Greely, “I haven’t time to 

be brief.”’ But please, in remembering the naturalistic people, do not forget 
the students among your readers, we need help too. Best wishes for the 

Summer School. Sorry I can not be there this year. S. B. M. 

Another letter which has been some time on the waiting 

list is as follows: 

China painting in our city had a great blow a few weeks ago; if I may in- 
trude upon your time, would like your opinion. Our Art League brought 

Prof. to lecture to the ignorance of Texans. His lectures told us so many 

things not to do, and his ‘‘don’ts” were so discouraging; from wall paper to sofa 

cushions, and the first pencil lessons in the schools. No one should be trained 

“to copy a rose, for any purpose, a picture, or a study, and more especially on 

china, no, not even conventionalized.’”’ ‘Only an artist should copy God’s 

handiwork. No semblance of a flower should adorn china, no, not anything 

but gold bands; in fact, don’t paint china at all, don’t entertain such false ideas 
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of Art.’ The don’ts sent us all home wondering if we were so far wrong, and 
should we go in and demolish, put out of sight, the work of our hands, labors 

of thought and study, led by those we have believed to be the best authority 

in our keramie world. My pupils at once began to question: What shall, or 

may , we put on our china. ‘To paint or not to paint” is the question. If 
you think an explanation of his position in regard to art, as applied to china, 

is answerable or worth while, I shall eagerly watch for an answer. ¢) Ba€ 

It is barely possible that the lecturer mentioned, in the en- 

deavor to impress his audience with his extreme refinement of 

art ideas, may have been unconsciously misleading. As he 

teaches, or has taught, in a school of applied design, where roses 

as well as every other available motif under the sun, more or 
less conventionalized, is applied to every possible material, china 

included, we doubtif he could really have meant what he said, 

if you did not misunderstand him. It would seem as if he must 

have become so involved in his own transcendentalism that he 

lost both himself and his audience. Do not let it worry you. 
“Forget it!’ as the slang phrase has it. 

And now we come to a letter which is both clever and amus- 

ing. The editor’s comments will be found interpolated. 

How long does one have to be of the household before being allowed to 
express an opinion on the subject of controversy, i. e., the comparative values 

of conventional and realistic work? Once I heard a clergyman say, in reply 
to some one who was inveighing against smoking, that his wife was “a very 
Catholic-minded girl, she allowed him to smoke.” 

The use of the word “heretic” in this connection reminds one of the need 

of Catholic-mindedness in the original, not the later sense of the word. For 

my part, if any one calls mea “heretic,” to that person I will reply, “Philip IT.” 

In other words, do not try to force others to conform to your creed. 

Dear M. F. K. P., we do not try to force any one to 

conform to our creed; no one has to subscribe to Keramic Studio 

or read it if they do not wish to. It is edited for those who do 

not know it all already and want to be “shown.” “All paths 

lead to Rome,” but some are short cuts, you can take your 
choice, if you have plenty of time. 

The poorest of arguments from any point of view is that of authority, 

alleged or otherwise, and whenever people become willing to let others do each 

his or her own thinking, then will the millennium dawn. 

We do not claim “authority.”” We are ourselves fol- 

lowing as best we can the light of those who have gone before 

in all ages, searching out the way, and those who today are fol- 

lowing in their foot-steps, following the injunction to ‘look 

within” for all understanding of what is seen without. Do you 
realize that not the authority of one, but the concensus of opin- 

ion of all art lovers and students is that the most beautiful of all 

art objects are those that were made by the master craftsmen 

of the middle ages and before that, when no one dreamed of 

using any motif for decoration naturally or even painting 

naturally? You may not have realized it yourself, but if you 

will recall the things you have admired in the museums here and 

abroad, ceramics as well as textiles, carved wood, wrought silver 

and other metal work, etc., you will admit this point. Also 

you will admit, if you have studied art, that it has been for only 

a comparatively very short period that the endeavor has been 

to really imitate nature, even in pictorial art. ‘The fad has been 

here and it is passing in the steady evolution of theraces. This 

is not the final word that we are preaching in Keramic Studio, 

only the last word, not of one, but of all real students of the sub- 

ject. Do your own thinking, of course, that is what we want 

(Continued on page 67) 
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DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 
Henrietta Barclay Paist 

EFORE presenting in the following chapters, the problems 

for practical study, a resume of the conditions under which 

this particular craft has labored since it was first transplanted 

to this soil, may be interesting and enlightening to the student 

of to-day for whom the path has been made smooth and com- 

paratively straight. 

Why is it that Keramic Art, or more specifically, china 

decorating, while the first of the applied arts to be introduced 

into this country, is the last to be recognized by the Art World 

and admitted into the Art Schools as a part of the curriculum? 

Why has China Painting been so long the ‘‘Cinderella of Art?” 

Why this dissension in its ranks and this prejudiced in the Art 

World? There is no end to the discussion of the subject or of 

criticism from artists in other lines, but what of the cause? 

To-day, Art, as applied to industry, is in a more flourish- 

ing condition than ever before. Our Art Schools have depart- 
ments of Applied as well as Academic Art. Design and its 

application to the different crafts is a part of nearly every 
school curriculum from the lower grades to the high school. 

There has been a general revival of the industrial Arts in the 

Old World and a rapid growth and appreciation in the New. 

Books on the subject are numerous and valuable and in our 

own particular craft, in many of the studios, the study of de- 
sign and its application to porcelain go hand in hand as it should. 

Not so the condition twenty-five years ago, when the art of 

decorating china was introduced into this country. Unlike 

the countries of the Old World where the fine Arts are the nat- 
ural outgrowth of the Industrial Arts of the people, in America, 

the word Art, had come to mean Pictorial Art only. Art 

education was dominated by ideas and methods of the Pictor- 
ial Artists. Everything had come under this influence and was 

measured by the Pictorial principles of representation. 

The Industrial Arts came as an after thought and it is but 

recently that we have become aware of what industrial art 

means to a people, as a training in appreciation for the Fine Arts. 

“Art appreciation does not spring full-grown,” but is of 

slow growth and comes of association with the artistic in our 

daily life. This as a people, we have not had. We were trans- 

planted to this country full-grown and our struggle for exis- 

tance became so strenuous that the art instinct was for a time 

checked and held back by the commercial. Emotions which 

in people of older countries of quiet occupations found expres- 
sion in beautifying the objects of daily life, were, in us, checked 

or turned into other channels and we became a nation of com- 

mercial importance at the expense of the artistic. This lack of 

training on the part of our people was responsible for the slow 

growth of the Fine Arts in this country. The appreciation had 

not been cultivated, and to quote Walter Crane, in ‘““The Claims 

of Decorative Art, It is certain that painting and sculpture, 

‘The Fine Arts,’ as commonly understood, cannot reach per- 

fection where the multitudinous arts that surround and cul- 

minate in them are not also in vigorous health.”’ 

The introduction of our craft into this country was pre- 

mature. There had been no preparation. We knew little or 
nothing of design, the foundation of all crafts. So it grew to 

be a fad, depending for its inspiration on the factories of the 

Old World, copying the styles of these and striving to overcome 

technical difficulties. Consequently when in response to a 

demand for technical instruction, representatives of some of 

these factories, of which flower painting was the chief char- 
acteristic, came to this country, we followed blindly, and nearly 

lost our way in the labyrinth of beautiful flowers that were made 

to bloom on the surface of our white china. 

So we copied and our pupils in turn copied us and we be- 
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came “degenerate copyists of copies.” Then, to paint a rose 
or a bunch of grapes “‘so natural that it could be picked”’ was 

our highest ambition and the original intention of the beautiful 

objects upon which we inflicted this naturalism was eventually 

lost sight of and they became objects of art (?), instead of 

articles of service. There was no system of orderly thought 

in the decoration. We acquired a technical facility at the cost 

of other qualities. A piece of china was to us the same as 

canvas to the pictorial artist. In a short time we became so 

prolific that exhibitions, first local, then national, were planned 

and it was then that our position was forced upon us by the 

art schools who refused to open their doors to us for the pur- 

pose of exhibition; their reason being that china painting as 

it was practiced could not be classified; that we, in short, were 

neither “fish, flesh, nor good red herring.” This imputation, 

as a class we resented and continued to paint our flowers and 

fruit aunatural, holding our exhibitions independent of any art 

body. Thus while we grew tremendously in numbers and 

experience from a technical standpoint, the general standard 

of the work, except in individual cases, improved little; in fact 

it seemed, in the indulgence of naturalism and the lack of re- 

straint, both in color and in the abundance of decoration, to 

be going from bad to worse. A few earnest students, however, 

touched by these arguments, betook themselves to the art 

schools, to the museums and art galleries, for study and re- 

search. Thus while, as almost inevitably happens, some be- 

came mere “criblers from the past’ nevertheless the spirit 

which prompted them became the leaven which has been slowly 

but surely working and to-day, because of their pioneer work 

and the following they have gained, the art schools of the land 

are now open to us for exhibition. In the meantime (our sister 

crafts having been introduced into this country under happier 

conditions), we have found ourselves, not as china painters, 

but as china decorators, to be a part of that great Industrial 

Army which is making itself felt in every department of the 
home all over the land; and our craftsmen, accepting their 

limitations and glorying in the possibilities are happier and 
more content than when trying to cover the whole field of art 

(and incidentally the whole surface of the china). 

We have found in our study of the principles of design 

that ‘it requires our best faculties, whether we treat things 

flat or in the round” and the joys of imitation are forgotten in 

the joys of creation; in making nature subserve to our ends, 

instead of trying to see how closely we can imitate nature on 

surfaces where the drawing of a natural motif is necessarily 

distorted. There is, however, still a large percentage of the 

devotees of this craft who are unconvinced of their position in 

the art world, or who have not as yet had the subject presented 

in the right way, and the teacher of Keramic Art, before she 

can proceed to the technical part of instruction must first con- 
vince her students of the difference between Pictorial and Decor- 

ative Art; between Imitative and Creative Design. Owing 

to past influences, environment, or a lack of early artistic 

training on the part of the student, her efforts even yet are not 

always crowned with success. It becomes the obligation of 

the instructor to point the way, to call attention to the guide 

posts, (the governing principles), to stimulate the imagination 

and to strengthen the judgment by the logic of her reasoning; 

not to require of the student any particular style or allow any 

slavish following of her ideas. 
Design is a larger subject than we at first realize. It opens 

the eyes to beauty and order in everything. It is not alone 

for the artist; it is a study of universal principles which underly 

all creation. It furnishes logical reasons for things hitherto 

considered of the emotions; and art does not lose by this pro- 

cess: on the contrary it gains permanence. If we would raise 
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our craft to the highest standard and avoid the merited crit- 

icism it has received in the past, we must realize that we are 

studying to conform to universal principle, we must bring our 

work within the same province and under the same laws which 

govern all art; realizing this, the study of design assumes im- 

portance and becomes an absolute necessity. 

There is not one of the crafts so intimate, so much in daily 

use in the home, as ours. Should we not then as workers in 

this most useful craft, give to the work the same serious study 

as do those who are trying to express themselves in other ma- 

terials. 

Design does not teach any particular style of decoration, 

does not deal in fads, but with principles and the sooner we 

understand and conform to these principles, the better for us 
and our craft. . 

As we learn by doing, far more than by reading and think- 

ing, the exercises suggested in this bcok are of value in impress- 

ing upon the mind the laws under which we will work and will 

go farther toward convincing one of the reasonableness of the 
system than much reading or many lectures. 

The arguments presented in the following papers are largely 

quotation from the best thought on the subject, and the prob- 

lems stated have been selected from the large subject of design 

as having the most direct bearing on our craft—the overglaze 

decoration of porcelain—and are presented to the decorator 

as a short cut and an incentive to further study, rather than as 

something final and complete in itself; and because of the im- 

portance of this craft and the large following it has attracted 
this little book seems justified and is sent out in answer to a 

growing demand for help in this direction, with the hope that 

it may be a means of steering some workers over a properly 

charted course into the Port of Legitimate Art. 

PROBLEM I. RHYTHM AND BALANCE—BORDERS 

“We study design to stimulate the imagination; to strengthen the judg- 

ment and to learn to put our thoughts into orderly form—to express ourselves 

in a way that will be clear and coherent. Any discussion which aims to de- 

fine the principles of design and their practical application must tend toward 

a saner, more artistic production and a more intelligent and discriminating 

judgment: and a judgment is of little value unless backed by a logical reason.” 
—K. A. Batchelder. 

“There are two sides to art, aspect and adaptation; the one seeking to 

imitate planes and surfaces, accidental lighting, phases and effects; the other 

constructive, depending for its beauty, on its quality of line, form and tint, 

seeking typical rather than individual forms and ornamental rather than 

realistic results.” —W alter Crane. 
Drawing Board Japanese Water Color Paper 

Thumb Tacks Bottle of Water-proof, black 

Cross-ruled Paper India Ink. 

Tracing Paper An H. B. Pencil 

Two Brushes—No. 2 for lines 

No. 7 for washes 

A Pan of charcoal Gray 

Paint 

An Hraser (soft) 

A Plate divider 

A small compass 

The object of design is to enrich and beautify forms already 

constructed. Hence, from itself is of primary importance; 

the decoration secondary. Remembering this, we will not be 

in danger of loading an object with ornament but will try by 

ornamentation to render the form more beautiful, accenting 

its structural points and in every way conforming to the ori- 
ginal intention. 

Restraint in ornamentation is one of the great lessons to 

be learned by the decorator. Mistakes are often made in the 

attempt to beautify by superadded ornament, unrelated to 

the object or use for which the piece is intended, instead of 

treating it as a natural outgrowth of the piece; and unless orna- 

ment is organic in this sense, we would better be without it, 

for the problem of the designer is not merely to apply ornament 

to an object but to consider the object as a part of the design. 
The shape should suggest the enrichment, and the ornamenta- 

tion be an integral part of the whole and not appear as an 
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afterthought. There should be no line to tell where the con- 
struction ends and the ornamentation begins. 

There is a difference between mere decoration and design; 

therefore as china decorators, we should identify ourselves as 

much as possible with the craftsman who begins the work and 

should use discrimination in the selection of the shapes to be 

decorated, choosing them for the beauty of line and proportion. 

We cannot hope to decorate intelligently and appropriately 

until we have cultivated the appreciation for form. However, 

design, considered apart from the object it is to enrich, is sub- 

ject to the same laws of construction and proportion, governed 

by the same principles as the finished whole. We will take 

up the subject in this way; developing first the ornament; 

then, choosing our shapes, will study the outlines, the amount 

of decoration it will bear, the proper placing of the same accord- 

ing to the laws of space and mass adjustment, and from the 

knowledge gained from the discipline of the earlier exercises 

will endeavor to enrich the shapes by a decoration that will 

be suitable and in harmony with the form. 

“Design is the bringing of abstract ideas into tangible 

form—the orderly expression of an idea.” It is a sign language 
in which lines are the words. 

The first necessity in design is definition. The elemen- 

tary aesthetic principles underlying design are: Rhythm, Bal- 

ance and Harmony. Rhythm has been defined as “that rela- 

tion of lines, tones and areas which carries the eye through all 

the details of the design.”” It is the concerted movement in 

design. All nature is full of Rhythm in sound, color and form 

and is felt just as strongly in design as in the measured time or 

the regular repetition of a sound in music. Repetition is the 

simplest form of Rhythm, but “mere repetition does not con- 

stitute a design.”” We must have inter-relation of parts (II- 
lustration, Figure 1) a close relation in order to be conscious 

of the movement. The perpendicular line considered alone 

has no movement: it is rigid and suggests support or restraint. 

The oblique line has movement: it is the line of force and, when 

accented by the addition of the horizintal line, the movement 

is very strong (See illustration, figure 1). We have in the 

combination of these three lines all that is necessary to con- 

struct an abstract design—a complete set of tools with which 

to work out our problems. In the matter of Rhythm we must 

exercise restraint. Too rapid movement quickly becomes 

tiresome. So we will be careful not to over-emphasize in this 

particular. “Structural movement is classic and like all things 
classic improves with acquaintance.’”” We may have rhythm 

of lines, of tones, of areas and of color. Motion and color is 

what first interests a child in toys. 

Balance is ““That opposition of attraction which holds the 

eye at rest.” It is “That principle of arrangement by which 

attractions are equalized around a given center or on either 
side of a line.” There are two types of Balance: Bisymmetric, 

the balance of symmetry, where there is the same degree of 

attraction on either side of a vertical line; and “Occult”’ or 

“felt” balance, the opposition of unequal attraction; the proper 

adjustment of parts unequal in size and shape. This isa higher 

type of balance, more involved, more difficult to perceive and 
presupposes a more subtle sense of balance. ‘‘ Unequal at- 

tractions balance each other in inverse ratio to their power of 

attraction.’ In Balance as in Rhythm, we have that of lines 

of tones, of areas, and of color. 

Harmony means Unity. It is that relation of the com- 

ponent parts which makes them mutually dependent, and may 

relate to lines, tones, areas, color or all of these elements com- 

bined. “A design must be an organic whole; itgmust agree 

with itself.’’ To, be, harmonious also, it, must “exactly fit its 

conditions.” ‘Perfect fitness and beauty should always ac- 
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company each other, and as a matter of fact they do, as beauty 

is really organic’”’ and has been defined as “‘the most varied 

unity, and the most united variety.” “The perfect design is 

one in which no line could be added or taken away without 

destroying the unity of the whole.’”’ To secure unity in a de- 

sign we seek first, concerted movement; second, an adjustment 

of the parts that will impart a sense of equalabriwm—of repose; 

third, to have all parts mutually dependent. 

“The real test of a design is adaptability either to posi- 

tion or material and no decoration has a right tothe name, 

which does not fulfill these conditions’ —i.e., the design which 

would be suitable for a fabric or wall paper would be unsuitable 

for porcelain and vice versa. There are obvious reasons, as 
well as a natural feeling, in favor of a decoration for close in- 

spection being small in scale and finely wrought. This is a 

point that is being overlooked in much of the popular decora- 

tion of to-day, some of the designs being more suitable for the 

limitations of weaving than for the exquisite surface of porce- 

lain where such limitations are removed. A design that 

ean be handled successfully with one material may be wholly 

impractical for another: so in the construction of a design we 

must consider first, the craft, then the use of the particular 

object and the tools and materials with which we will have 

to execute same. Wemust have “constructive strength com- 

bined with beauty, and governed by adaptability of purpose.” 
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To construct a design which will measure up to these re- 
quirements necessitates a system. The system on which a 

design is built bears much the same relation to it that the 

skeleton does to the human form, and a knowledge of the skele- 

ton is considered indispensable to the student of the figure. 

But beware of “dry bones.” The study of line, tone arrange- 

ment and method is of great value, but it is not all of design. 

The value of a problem lies in the “thought it frames and the 

discipline involved in working out the thought.” It all de- 

pends on the designer and the use he makes of the system; on 

the inventive faculty of his mind. With this warning we will 

proceed to a study of the system; to the development of a 

design according to the principles just defined. We will begin 

with the elementary line and the abstract design. These, while 

complete in themselves also form a skeleton on which to con- 

struct the more complicated designs. When we have become 

familiar with the elementary principles, we will proceed to 

clothe our skeleton, using nature forms for inspiration and 

suggestion. In the meantime, the exercises given are intended 

to impress upon the minds the underlying principles so that 

we may “proceed by a process of reasoning’ and not depend 

wholly upon the emotions, hoping thereby to “cultivate a judg- 

ment based on reason and logic.” From the abstract line 

border we will proceed by easy stages to the more complex 

problems. 
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EXERCISE 

Our first point is to illustrate Rhythm. This we will do 

by the repetition of a line motif to produce a border design and 

at the same time we will try to demonstrate the two types of 

balance. We will use only the lines of the right angle tri-angle 

(perpendicular, horizontal and oblique). We have stated 

that repetition does not constitute a design, that we must have 

inter-relation, a mutual dependence. There must also be 

variety in order to have interest. The lines must be so grouped 

as to have dominant mass—the space between the masses 

constitutes the background. The pleasing arrangement of 
space and mass constitutes the design. We have in illustra- 

tion, Figures 1 and 2, a balance of symmetry, where the attrac- 

tion is equal on both sides of a vertical axis. The symmetrical 
unit is illustrative of strength, is dignified and strong. There 

is less movement than in the other type of balance, where the 

parts in opposition are unequal in size and shape. In Figure 

3 we have an illustration of ‘“‘Occult”’ balance, where the parts 

while unequal are so disposed as to produce a sense of balance. 

Make six border designs, three demonstrating symmetrical and 

three un-symmetrical balance. Try turning the corners (See 

Figures 4 and 5) without losing the characteristics of the design. 

In this way we will lead up to our problem under lesson II. 
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PUMPKIN VINE (Page 47) 

Edna Mann Shover 

LOSSOM is Albert Yellow, with a little Yellow Brown and 

Dark Grey added for the shading. Leaves are Apple 

Green and a little Yellow Green and Albert Yellow, with Violet 

and a little Shading Green added for the shading. Stem and 

cap of flower Apple Green and Albert Yellow. Heavy stems, 

Apple Green, Violet, Shading Green and a little Brown Green, 
Background, Pearl Grey and a little Yellow. 
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CELERY TRAY, LUNCH AND SERVICE SET 

HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 
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LUNCH AND SERVICE SET, POTATO BLOSSOM MOTIF 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

HIS design is beautiful carried out in gold on the white 

china. To do this outline the petals of the flowers and 

do the leaves, stems and centers of flowers solid. After two 

good coats of gold burnish the veins of the leaves and the 
markings of the centers with the small agate point. Wet 

the burnisher and keep from burning the gold. If color is 

preferred lay the leaves and stems with Grey Green, the cen- 

ters with Egg Yellow and outline the petals with Gold. After 

firmg the leaves may be veined with Unfluxed Gold and the 
whole design outlined with Gold. This design is beautiful 

on the china and is also a suitable motif for dinner service. 

Sau 
AFTER DINNER CUP AND SAUCER, LUNCH AND SERVICE SET 

HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 

SECTION OF PLATTER, LUNCH AND SERVICE SET—HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 
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PANSIES—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

53 

(Treatment page 56) 
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WOOD BETONY—ALBERT W, HECKMAN 

N the three medallions at the bottom of the sheet use Gold flower are Gold, also the circle in the center of the flower. Re- 

for the outline around the light parts of flowers and on mainder of the flower is oiled and dusted with Mode. Remain- 

the stems. The light part of flowers is oiled and dusted with der of the design is dusted with Water Lily Green. 

Glazefor Blue. The dark part of flowers is oiled and dusted with Lower border. Large circle in center of flower, stems and 

Water Green No. 1. Leaves are Florentine Green. the fine lines around the flowers are Gold. | Leaves and bands 
Upper border. The outer edge band and the wide band are Florentine Green. Remainder of the flower 2 parts Deep 

next to it, and the large space holding the fine lines under the Ivory, 1 part Ivory Glaze. 
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BOWL, WOOD BETONY MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

The darkest value is Banding Blue one part, Ruby one part and a touch of Brunswick Black. For the middle value use Empire 
Green with several parts Pearl Grey. Add more Grey for the lightest tone. 

A bit of bright color may be used on the flower. 

SUGAR BOWL, WOOD BETONY MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

This may be done in several tones of Blue or it may be executed in browns, Brown Green and Yellow for the flower forms. 
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PANSIES (Page 53) 

Albert W. Heckman 

cb the first painting use Violet, Banding Blue and Peach 

Blossom for the lightest pansies and buds. Use Purple 

Black and Violet, Ruby and Blood Red for the darker ones. 

Wash in the background with Pearl Grey, Apple Green and 

Violet in the lighter parts, and in the darkest places add Yellow 

Brown, Shading Green and Purple Black. While the back- 

ground is still wet wipe out the principal leaves and stems and 

paint them in with Apple Green, Banding Blue and Violet. The 

centers of the flowers are Yellow with a touch of Blood Red and 
Yellow Green. The dark markings on the pansies are of Blood 
Red and Violet. 
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In the second painting wash over the centers of flowers and 

some of the buds with Albert Yellow used very sparingly. Dust 

the background and pansies in shadow with Violet, Purple 

Black and Shading Green. Over the lighter parts of the back- 

ground dust with Pearl Grey, Yellow Brown and Apple Green. 

Touch up the centers of flowers and buds and fire. 

c 

. SHOP NOTE 

Mr. M. Grumbacher of 684 Broadway, New York City, 

importer of Artists’ Brushes, sailed for Europe on the “Vater- 

land,” the 26th of May, and will be abroad for about two 

months. 

PLATE, WOOD BETONY MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

IRST fire. Oil in the black parts of the design and dust 

with Pearl Gray two parts and Yellow Brown one part. 

Paint in the dark greyeband with two parts Pearl Grey, one 

part Yellow Green and one-half part Yellow Brown. 

Second fire. Dust the whole plate with six parts Pearl 
Grey and one part Yellow Brown. Wipe out the flower and 

paint in with Yellow. Use Yellow Red in the center of the 

flower. 
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(Treatment page 62) PHLOX—RUSSELL GOODWIN 
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WILD ASTERS—M. H. WATKEYS 

UTLINE with Black and Dark Grey. Flowers are a light Stems and light leaves are Apple Green, a little Yellow 

lavender. Use Violet and a little Blood Red, and shade Green, Albert Yellow and a little Dark Grey. Dark leaves are 

with the same, using it a little heavier. Centers, Albert Yellow Shading Green, a little Yellow Green, and Dark Grey. 

and a little Yellow Brown. Background, Pearl Grey and Albert Yellow. 
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Con vention | 

Su a5 rons appestion: 
7s 

Wild ster a 

by 
PH Wiatkegs 

CONVENTIONAL SUGGESTIONS FOR WILD ASTERS—M. H. WATKEYS (Treatment page 63) 
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PANEL OF OCTAGONAL BOWL _ 
Melvina Rushmore 

UTLINE with Black. The handle of the baskets and the 

dots on it, the grapes, the wide bands around the panel 

and all the geometric spaces are Gold. Paint the fruit with 

Yellow Brown Lustre. Leaves are Yellow Green, Apple 

Green and a little Dark Grey. The small flower forms at the 

bottom of panel are Blood Red, also the oblong spaces in the 

border at the bottom of panel. 
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SALT SHAKER 

Albert W. Heckman 

LL of the design except the small diamond shaped figure in 
the flower is Green Gold. 

Second fire—The dark grey border and top of the shaker is 

Yellow Brown Lustre. The lighter grey tone at the bottom, 

just above the design, is a thin wash of Yellow Lustre. 

Third fire—Put in the small diamond shaped figure with 

Coral Enamel and retouch the Gold. 

SMALL BELLEEK BOWL—ELEANOR STEWART 

Outline Black. Lighter part of design, Dark Blue with touch of Apple Green, add enamel. 

with touch of Dark Blue, one-eighth enamel. 

Darker forms, Apple Green, 

Centers, Yellow Brown and Black. 
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CONVENTIONAL ASTERS (Page 59) 

I. H. Watkeys 

IRST row. Centers are Gold, petals Violet and a little 

Blood Red or 1 part Deep Ivory and 1 part Ivory Glaze. 

Second row. Outline in Black. Dark bands and stems 

in Green Gold. Large light grey spaces, Silver and White Gold. 

Leaves 1 part Light Green and 1 part Ivory Glaze. Flowers, 

Cameo. 

Third row. Darkest tones in Gold. Light grey back- 

ground 1 part Deep Ivory, 2 parts Ivory Glaze. Leaves, Flor- 

entine Green. Flowers, Coffee Brown. 

Fourth row. Darkest tones Gold, lightest tones White 

Gold. The darker grey, Mode. 

Fifth row. Dark bands and centers of flowers oiled and 

dusted with Grey Blue. Petals of flowers Dark Blue for Dust- 

ing. Light grey spaces are Dove Grey. Remainder of design 

Bright Green 2 parts, 1 part Ivory Glaze. 

LUNCHEON SET DESIGN—FLORA LELAND 

Leaves and vine washed on with green enamel. 

forms and inner band of lavender enamel. 

Four parts Apple Green, one part Green Glaze, a touch of Violet. 

Two parts Violet, two Banding Blue, one part Blue Glaze. 

Flower 
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PHLOX (Page 57) 

Treatment by Jessie M. Bard 

AREFULLY sketch design in, then paint in the dark 

leaves back of flowers with Yellow Green, Shading Green 

and Black. Where the leaves come out in the light use less of 

Black and Shading Green; a little Apple Green with Yellow 

Green in the lightest leaves. The most delicate flowers are 

White leaving the white of china for lights and shading blos- 

soms with a little Apple Green and Violet in the darkest shadows. 

In flowers use a little Copenhagen Blue and Violet; the centers 
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have a touch of Yellow and Blood Red. The bunch on right 
hand side of study is a deep Rose Pink. Paint blossoms with 

Blood Red very thin, so it is a delicate Rose color shade with 

a very little Violet added to the Blood Red. The centers are 

just the Blood Red. Background is Yellow, a little Violet and 
Apple Green around flowers, and in deepest places use a little 

Grey for Flesh. 

Second firmg—Use same coloring used in first fire. The 

pink bunch is washed with a thin wash of Rose. Just strengthen 

the shadow side of flowers. 

TURTLE PLATE—O. FOLEY 

IL the entire design and dust with Mode. Oil the light 
space nearest the edge of the plate, except the small 

ovals in it, head of turtle, the outer light space around the body 

and the leaves and dust with equal parts Bright Green and 

Ivory Glaze. Oil the small round berries in center of plate, 

the remaining light spaces in the body and the ovals nearest 

the edge of the plate and dust with 2 parts Yellow Brown, 
2 parts Ivory Glaze and 1 part Yellow Red. Oil the feet of 

the turtle and the oval spaces remaining in the border of the 

plates and dust with 2 parts Albert Yellow and 1 part Ivory 

Glaze. 
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IRIS (Supplement.) 

J. P. Baker 

OR the lighter tones in flowers use Deep Blue Green, Band- 

ing Blue and Violet No. 2. For the darker tones use 
Banding Blue and Royal Purple. For the very deepest tones 

use Roman Purple and Banding Blue. The markings are Lem- 

on Yellow and Yellow Brown. Leaves are Shading Green and 
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Yellow Green very light. Darker tones are Shading Green, 

Copenhagen Blue and a little Black. Background, Lemon Yel- 

low, shaded into Yellow Brown, Grey for Flesh and Violet. 

Stems, Lemon Yellow and Yellow Green shaded with Yellow 

Green and Shading Green. 
For second fire, go over wherever it needs strengthening 

‘with same colors as first fire. 

ORANGE PLATE—KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

KETCH design in, paint leaves with Apple Green, Yellow, 

Yellow Green and Shading Green. Paint oranges with 
Yellow For Painting, Yellow Brown and a little Yellow Red. 

The blossoms have yellow centers, then the flowers are shaded 
with Apple Green and a little Mauve, then fire. 

Second Fire—Fire, oil the outer band and dust with 

Deep Ivory, then touch up the design with same colors used in 

first firing, put the inner gold band on. 

Third Fire—Paint the wide band with Yellow Brown and 

a little Grey For Flesh; shade the oranges with Yellow Brown 

and Brown Green; put the gold bands in again. 
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PLATE, CONVENTIONAL FLOWER DECORATION—N. L. ELLIS 

UTLINE and the dotted background are Black. The 

dark bands and the circle in the center of,the geometric 
figure are Roman Gold. 

Second fire—Oil the geometric figures, including the three 

in the center design, and the grey bands, and dust with Floren- 

tine Green. The large flowers are a thin wash of Blood Red, 

using it heavier for the shading, with a touch of Violet. The 

pointed flowers around it are Violet No. 2 and a touch of Deep 
Blue Green, shaded with Deep Purple and Violet No. 2. For- 

get-me-nots are Deep Blue Green and Sea Green shaded with 

Banding Blue. Leaves are Apple Green and a touch of Shading 

Green, shaded with Shading Green and a little Brown Green 

and Yellow Brown. Third fire—Strengthen the flowers where 

it is needed and retouch Gold. 
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PLATE, SMALL ROSE BORDER—N. L. ELLIS 

HE geometric forms are outlined with Black. In the rose 

set, the roses are painted with a very thin wash of Rose 

for the lights and shaded with a heavier wash and a touch of 

Blood Red. The light tone around the rose is a suggestion of a 

forget-me-not painted with Deep Blue Green and shaded with 

Banding Blue. The darkest tones on the leaves are Apple 

Green and a little Yellow Green, shaded with Shading Green and 

a little Dark Grey. 
In the fruit piece the apple in the section on the left hand 

side is painted with Blood Red and Yellow Red, and shaded 

with Blood Red and a touch of Ruby. The pears in the two 
sections are Yellow Brown for the light, shaded with Yellow 

Brown and a little Dark Grey. The partly hidden peaches are 
washed in with a delicate pink, using a thin wash of Blood Red 

and shaded with Yellow Brown, a little Yellow, and a touch of 

Dark Grey. Grapes are Violet and a little Banding Blue, 

shaded with Deep Purple and a little Banding Blue. Leaves 

are Apple Green and a little Albert Yellow shaded with Shading 

Green and a little Brown Green. 
Second fire—Oil the geometric spaces and dust with Flor- 

entine Green. Retouch the flowers and fruit where necessary 

with the same colors as in the first fire, except in the roses, they 

are touched up with Rose. 

BRUM SEAT BN ELS 
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TULIP BOWL, CONVENTIONAL DESIGN—KATHERINE LINDSEY PERKINS 

S special oil will not work nicely with carbon tracing pa- 

per, the most simple way to do dusted work not out- 

lined is to go over the design in a thin smooth wash of Grey 

for Flesh and fire, then there is no danger of losing the draw- 
ing and all of the attention can be directed to the putting on 

of the oil. First go over the dark Gray with special oil and 

dust with 1 Shading Green, 1 Sea Green, 1 Yellow Green, 2 

Pearl Grey. This color when fired should be about the color 

of Fry’s Shading Green dry. It is best to make some tests as 

the weather has so much to do with the drying of the oil. It 
is impossible to give directions stating length of time oil should 

stand. The middle Grey tone is 2 Banding Blue, 1 Astec Blue, 

1 Ivory Glaze dusted. The dark spot is Yellow Brown and 
Albert Yellow painted in. After these colors are all fired in, 

tintali over with special oil and dust with Royal Copenhagen 
Grey. Have oil quite dry. 
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JEWEL BOX—MARY L. BRIGHAM 

ARKEST tone in design is Gold. The light grey tone Yel- 

low Brown Lustre. Background may be tinted a soft 

Ivory or use a thin wash of Yellow Lustre. 
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STUDIO NOTE 

Mr. F. B. Aulich of Chicago has removed his studio and 
office to 820 East 45th Street. 

ec 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

— — Can you tell me if I can use Baer Bros. Finest China Lining Gold 

which comes in a powder form to decorate china and if it can be used what can it be 

mixed with? 

Weare not familiar with the make of gold but it is evidently intended for 

china decorators. Powder gold is mixed with just enough Tar Oil to moisten 

it but not enough to hold it together. Use Lavender Oil to thin it. 

What are the materials necessary to do good conventional work? 

About the same materials are used for conventional work as for realistic. 

The colors are used in powder form. The extra materials are Tracing paper, 

Carbon paper, Plastiline for holding the paper in place, Special Oil and India 

ink. ; 

C. J. W.—Can you tell me if china bearing the label “Royal Nishika 

Nippon” will stand firing ? 

We are not familiar with the ware but it probably will stand the firing. 

Try a light fire at'first. 
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(Editorial—continued from page 45) 

you todo. Keramic Studio’s main mission is to stimulate, not 

to dictate. But no one can evolve all knowledge from within 

without the occasional stimulation of so-called authority. 

The argument seems to be that if you use the real shape to decorate china 

you are an artistic heretic, but if you distort the shape until it comes under the 

commandments, you are “‘creating.”’ 

If you will refer again to the editorial in June Keramic 

Studio, which has inspired your argument, you will find the 

term “‘heresy”’ was used not in regard to the form that decora- 

tion is to take, but in reference to the statement by one of our 

correspondents that a repeated design could be done as well or 

better mechanically than by hand. We would not presume to 

say that you do not create anything when you paint a “real’’ 

rose on your plate, with a real worm eaten leaf and a real rose 

worm in the middle of your gravy. - You certainly do create— 

artistic indigestion—to say the least. Our “argument”’ is not 

that it is necessary to distort a shape in order to make a good 

design. Some do, but that is only one of the many roads to 

Rome. 

If there is no creative art in the production of the truth of nature, then 

conventional keramics is the only creative art there is, and painting and 

sculpture go by the boards, since they are the truth, plus the individuality of 

the artist. 

The really great paintings and sculpture of all time, so 

acknowledged by all serious students of the subject, do not tell 

the truth plus the individuality of the artist. They are chiefly 

“Tndividuality plus’ with truth only as inspiration, and that 

truth not always the physical truth; more often it is a purely 

intellectual truth discovered in the inmost recesses of the artist’s 

soul, an atom from the universal mind, and expressed by means 

of a partial semblance to the physical truth. “Truth is not 

creative in itself; it is the same to-day, yesterday and forever.” 

But why, if one is to be logical, why splash and splotch color on one’s 

dishes at all? 

Why truly? Why not do thoughtful, careful designing 

instead of splashing and splotching? 

And above all why, in the name of common sense, place letters on them? 

Letters are meant to be read, not to be eaten off, and nothing can be so pure 

and clean and attractive from a gustatory point of view as the beautiful 
white surface of the china, unspoiled by the uncleanness of paint. 

Surely the white surface of really fine china is a delight, 

but why not learn to keep your color clean? 

You will notice that people have to be argued into liking the conven- 

tional driven with the whip of authority, scared by the awful word “heretic.” 

Is the natural taste always a matter of original sin? 

You will notice that animals have to be whipped into 

good behaviour by the lash of authority; (do you question the 

authority which does not allow biting and kicking and stealing 

and ‘‘messing generally’’) also that children have to be argued 

into liking cleanliness, truthfulness, and a few other “conven- 

tional’ virtues? No, the natural taste is not a matter of original 

sin. The taste for “the realistic’ has been acquired; it was not 
original with the cave man, the cliff dwellers and mound build- 

ers, but cropped out a few hundred years ago, like the scarlet 

fever from which the editor has been recovering for six weeks; 

it has not quite stopped “‘peeling’’ yet, but we have hopes. 

For my part, I have decided that conventionals are not good for the 

soul, in that they conduce to artistic arrogance; and arrogance is strictly pro- 

hibited. See New Testament, Matthew, I think. “A certain man went up 

into the temple to pray, etc.’’ To deck one’s table with flowers is one of the 

earliest and most enduring of human instincts. They who use the “natural- 

istic’ (tut. tut. wonder who invented that horrible word) only obey that in- 

stinct in an effort to make them imperishable. Moreover, there is a certain 

food for the imagination in the use of realities idealized (yes, idealized) that 

is:quite lacking in that product of the workshop, regulated splotches and 

splashes of color. It is a little more than the images of flowers, of woods, of 
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seas, of ships, or the like. It is the drama, the mystery, the adventure, the 

poetry of life brought home, that the realistic painter is trying to give shape to. 

Is there anything which does not conduce to arrogance 

if it is in the soul? The terms “conventional” and “realistic” 

are alike very tiresome, we have heard them so much, and they 

are so much misunderstood and misapplied. Supposing we say 

decorative and realistic? As to the instinct to render the things 

we love imperishable, that is what a designer tries unconsciously 

to do—to grasp the sowl of the flower or other nature motif and 

express it for all time, not to embalm or mummify the thing 

itself. The soul is the only real and eternal thing, the body is 

only a passing vision, a temporary embodiment of a thought of 

God. One rose is never just like another, but if you will study 

roses, you will find some universal attributes which you can 

endeavor to seize and embody in a design, and only so far as 

you succeed in spiritualizing your vision will you make a design 

for all time. You yourself explain very well in the last sen- 

tences what the designer is trying to do. The realistic painter 

is trying to seize the body only, not the soul. 

When you look at a conventional piece what part of you, mentally, is 

pleased? 

The appreciation of balance, rhythm, color, harmony, 

order, and countless other attributes of the cultwated natural 

mind, if you will allow that combination. 

It may appeal to your reason, but does it stimulate your imagination 

and make you see adventurous visions? 

That depends upon you. 

Does it conjure up the living, growing, acting things of life, with all] 

their whims and variations, no two alike, all wayward and individual? 

Why not? It all depends upon the vision of the designer 

and his technique in expressing his vision. 

I have no objection to the conventional. It may be logical, orthodox, 

purely reasonable, and all else that may be claimed for it. Everybody else is 

perfectly welcome to it. But, land o’ Liberty! if the time ever arrives when 

my conscience demands that I shall give myself over to the dull job of indefi- 

nite “repetition of units,” I shall pitch my paint brushes and colors on to the 

ash heap, and be glad to be rid of them. So that is my declaration of inde- 

pendence of all artistic tyranny. IMT, Te, JCS BR. 

Why necessarily indefinite ? 

Under some circumstances it might be a good thing to 

do, but we feel sure that if yowr conscience demanded any- 

thing you would not refuse to follow its dictates. So here’s a 
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hand shake in anticipation of the time when we shall be toiling 

up the hill together ever gathering new joys and glimpsing 
new visions. 

x oO 

The Four Winds Summer School opens again the sixth of 

July. The editor had almost made up her mind that she could 

not have it on account of the stress of preparation for exhibit at 

the San Francisco-Panama Exposition; but there were so many 

reasons on the other side that we could not giveitup. “Firstly” 

so many good friends would be disappointed; also, “‘first of all,’’ 

we would be ourself so disappointed not to have the visit of our 

good friends from St. Louis; and “‘lastly,”’ on account of the de- 

mand for Satsuma in last year’s summer school, Mrs. Cherry 

and Mrs. Robineau designed several new shapes altogether and 

had them made in Japan, and we are expecting the shipment 

daily, in readiness for the students. It has been a hard year 

financially all over the United States, and we hardly hoped for 

a large class this year, but there have been so many inquiries 

that we conclude that the Four Winds Summer Class is one of 
the things that “we must have,” tho’ the sky falls. 

ee 

A complete announcement of our plans for the naturalistic 

supplement and the color study to be added to Keramic Studio, 

beginning with the October number, is postponed until next 

month. But it has been decided that all regular Keramic 

Studio subscribers will receive this supplement and the addi- 

tional color study, without any increased charges. The subscrip- 

tion price will remain $4 a year. 
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PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION 

There will be several kinds of intermural transportation for 

carrying visitors to any part of the grounds of the Panama- 

Pacific International Exposition. In addition to motor busses, 

which will take passengers to any point for ten cents, there will - 

be a double-track miniature railroad, which will give a four-mile 

ride for ten cents; eledctric jinrikshas, push carts and bicycle 

chairs, the charge for which will be reasonable. 

IDEAL CHINA KILNS 
Patented 1904 

These Kilns are of such 

simple design and con- 

struction and so easy to 

operate, that 
Ges 9 

the novice can 

succeed with them 

and 

they are so 

durable, economical and 

quick in operation 

kiln offered for the 

Write for catalogue 

and testimonials 

- Port Huron, Mich. 

that they are also the best | 

| professional china firer. | 

WHITE CHINA 
COMPLETE STOCKS OF 

WHITE CHINA and MATERIALS 
for CHINA PAINTING 

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR COIN GOLD? 
50 CENTS A BOX 

WRITE FOR TEACHER’S RATES. 

(Send for Free Sample) 

CELERY DIPS Send for 

One Dozen ILLUSTRATED 

By Mail CATALOGUE 

50c. Free 

WRIGHT, TYNDALE & VAN RODEN 

1212 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 
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SYRACUSE, NEW YORK August 1914 

HE weather is so hot that the Edi- 

tor is going to shirk the editorial 

and substitute some of the long un- 

answered letters again, thinking 
that they may make some inter- 

esting, amusing or instructive read- 

ing for idle hours. We publish one 
“by request” just assuring our 

readers that while not disclaiming 

the charge of conceit, we deprecate 

the extreme eulogistic remarks of a letter, which otherwise 

receives our commendation. 
I have often thought of writing to you but I was afraid you were too busy 

a woman to listen to all our confidences, but since reading the last issue of the 

Keramic I decided that if roses could make you feel better I would send you 

a great big bunch of them. I hope that you will publish this letter and that 

your modesty wont keep you from doing it. I am perfectly amazed at the 

things some people write to you. They are surely artists of broad study or 

they would never dare set up an opinion against a recognized authority like 

yourself, and still I don’t see how they can have studied so very much or they 

would have learned the very things which your magazine is trying to teach 

us. Do you suppose they ever studied designing? If they had they could 

not possibly take the stand they do, do you think? They speak as if you 

were alone in your idea that conventional work is the proper decoration for 

china or anything else for that matter. I wonder if they ever read Arthur 

Dow or Batchelder’s ‘‘Principles of Design,’ Denman W. Ross’s ’“‘Theory of 

Design” or Owen Jones’ “Grammar of Ornament?’ Are not these books 

authorities on designing? Do you suppose they know how china decoration 

is taught in the Chicago Art Institute or how decoration is taught in Pratt 

Institute or the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts? Are not these 

three schools three of the best in America? Do you suppose they ever visit 

the public schools of to-day? If they did they would see little children be- 

ing taught to decorate conventionally their book-covers, table-covers, wall 

paper samples, rug samples, ete. And their drawing books also tell them that 

naturalistic painting is not decorating. Miss Seegmiller’s Applied Art 

Drawing Books and Prang’s Drawing Books are two of the foremost drawing 

books used throughout the United States and they both state that distinctly. 

I have done quite a little work in china—in fact devote most of my time 
to it. J have studied in an art school and under several good teachers and 

I have studied at home. IJ have taught art in the public schools and in two 

small colleges. Wouldn’t you consider that quite a little experience? But I 

think I know my limits. I know that the editor of Keramic Studio knowsa 

lot more about decoration than I do. I know that Mrs. Paist, Mrs. Cherry 

and others know a lot more than I do and I am so glad to get in touch 

with their work through the Keramic. Now I don’t think everything in the 

Keramic is pretty—in fact I think some things are hideous. Maybe I don’t 

know enough to appreciate them—very likely. But I credit you with know- 

ing what you are about any way. And then one correct design may not please 

everybody’s eye. It seems to me the readers might put up with a little as well 

as you. My estimable sister-in-law who has never read one word on art says: 

“Well, I may not know what is good taste but I know what I like” and goes 

merrily on her way firmly believing that what she “likes” is in good taste in 

spite of what you may say. I am so glad you are going to have the supple- 

ment for we still have to paint naturalistic things for some people. But I 
think conventionally arranged flowers is a long step toward conventional 

work. Whois going to educate the public to it if not the teachers of the land? 

Does this letter tell you how well I like your magazine and you too? I 

hope it does, for that is what I’ve been trying to do and I hope it wont be long 
before I can attend one session of your summer school—perhaps next year. 

I send my sincerest wishes for the welfare of your magazine—Mrs. I. N C. 

Another letter full of “meat’’ is as follows. The only 

comment we wish to make is that while our editorial drawers 
are loaded with studies as quoted, we do not publish them ex- 
cept in instances when special things are called for by our 
readers and when there is also some little merit to be found in 
the design for those who know how to extract the honey and 

leave the comb. 

You call for an expression of opinion as to the May Studio and I wish to 

express at once my delight and appreciation of the supplement and the beau- 

tiful study. 

We certainly cannot have too many studies from , and 

Some time ago you mentioned that you were loaded down with studies, a num- 

ber of which were bought to ‘“‘encourage’”’ art students, please don’t do any 

more encouraging, let us who pay our money for the best in ceramic art, get 

it. I began to take the Studio in 1908 with the March number as a sample 

copy—my teacher said it was too advanced for me and I would not like it; 

however I was sure I needed it and have been on your subscription list ever 

since. I have yet to see anything better than some things in these early 

numbers. The articles by were invaluable to me. I am sorry we 

have no helpful hints and no more articles along these lines lately. I find my- 

self constantly referring to the back numbers. I was an early convert to the 

conventional mode but found myself constantly tempted by the charming 

flower studies from and to fall from grace and I will con- 

fess that I am now doing my third dresser set to sell from the Gold of Ophir 

study, and my patrons are delighted with them for use in rooms decorated in 

yellow. I found no difficulty in persuading my pupils to take conventional 

work—they wanted to. One of them is now doing a chocolate set from the 

design by She began by pieces in gold and one color and the sim- 

ple tinting with gold decoration led on to more complex pieces. However, none 

of them like the “Cubist and Futurist’’ work in the recent numbers. I think 

those who appreciate that are also able to make their own designs and would 

not need the magazine, while we majority who need the help and inspiration 

are not able to use such in our work nor persuade our pupils and patrons to buy 

them. They say they are tooextreme. Please let us be ‘“‘mejum”. As anexample 

of the way conventional work that has graceful and simple lines takes; I have 

for sale a plate of the Columbine study of yours, which I am very fond of 

doing. An old farmer’s wife was in looking at my pieces and she picked that 

out at once and said “that is a beautiful plate.”’ I had no sooner done the 

plate than it was sold. Why cannot we have another lovely study from our 

editor? I sympathize with the Jady who wrote that we wanted designs we 

could use as they were and in my own case three meals a day and some house 

to care for leave but a small amount of time for adapting designs or designing. 

It seems to me I remember our Editor made a similar plaint of housework 

that kept her from her own special branch of art and sent out an emergency 
call for domestic help. As a business arrangement I think issuing two num- 

bers of the Studio would be a failure. The majority would subscribe to the 

$2.50 Supplement and those of us who like the whole magazine would not 

feel able to pay the increased price to obtain both, unless we were better off 

than the writer. I live in a small town that cannot pay large prices for work 

and so doubtless do many on your list. J am the only person here who takes 

the Studio and have the only kiln in town. I am sure you will be glad to 

know that the china painting with the help of your magazine has been the 

only thing that could interest me after a very sad and troubled time follow- 

ing the departure of my husband. I read a great deal out of all the magazines. 

I watch and wait for one only. I would gladly find for it subscribers that are 

here, but I have a small class and people prefer to buy a piece now and then 

to doing it themselves—they consider it cheaper and more satisfactory, so 

I can assure you that my copy instead of being used by six people is used 

only by me. I own and use nearly every study in your catalogue and as for 

the folders with “perfect beauties” I have a number of them and do not use 

them. EH. A. T 

It is extremely gratifying to receive such letters as follows: 

I have been a subscriber to Keramic Studio for seven years with the ex- 

ception of one and owe almost all of my success to its teaching. I had an 

opportunity to take only ten lessons which taught me to lay a flat tint and 

mix the paints, do dry dusting and a few miner things. With that limited 

knowledge I purchased a small kiln and with the Class Room Series which 

began just at that time, I began working. I say working as you will under- 

stand the many difficulties with which I was confronted living as far as I do 

from any one who knew anything about it whatever. I had to work, read 

and experiment until by degrees I mastered the technique of handling the 

colors. I of course began in the naturalistic, having painted in other medi- 

ums, but am a lover of the conventional now, and owe my cultivation to the 

close study of Keramic Studio and am in perfect symapthy with the noble 

effort you have made to uphold the Truth in Art. 

As to the semi-conventional studies they will be a great help to us all to 

- (Continued on page 91) 
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DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 

Henrietta Barclay Past 

PROBLEM II. TILE DESIGNS 

“The interest of a design should be clear. An inarticulate mumbled 

product is no more creditable in a design than in speech.”—#. A. Batchelder. 
“The spontaneity of undeveloped faculty does not count for much; it 

carries us only a little way. Let no one believe that without study and prac- 

tice in design he can recognize and appreciate what is best in design.” —Denman 

Ross. 

‘“‘We have to choose between the absolutely original and the copied his- 

toric. We must know how to get away from the latter before we can produce 

the former.” —Samuel Howe. 

O get away from the tendency to adapt historic ornament 

we must get back to first principle; studying not alone 

the styles of the different periods but the spirit behind them— 

the system which produced the best of them. Ornament should 

be “‘begotten in love;”’ should be the natural expression of the 
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artist, governed by a knowledge of the principles underlying 

all art. 

The “Art Nouveau Movement,” so called, was merely a 

revolt against the slavish copying of historic styles; and while 
directly or indirectly responsible for much that is undesirable, 

has also been productive of much good. 
This spirit in this country, coupled with a sane and sincere 

study of art principles, is fast evolving—we can almost say has 

already evolved—a type that is or shall be purely American. 
Architecture to-day means something more than the adapting 

of old world types to our needs. It means the creation of a 
type or types that shall fit local conditions and specific needs. 

The relationship between architecture and design consists 

chiefly in the control of constructive line and form—a funda- 

mental necessity of fitness and harmony. 
To resume the study of our system: under Problem I we 

have defined, and in our border designs have demonstrated, 

Rhythm, Balance, and the Harmony or Unity that results 
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from these two first principles, from the pleasing arrangement 

of line, space and mass. We have shown some ingenuity in 

the turning of the corner, thereby laying the foundation for 

Problem II, which is the development of a design for tile, or, 

in abstract terms, the breaking up of a six-inch square, showing 

a pleasing distribution of space and mass, of rhythm and har- 

mony of line. We can by practice in the arrangement and 

grouping of lines throw the interest wherever we choose. This 

is splendid discipline and gives us a definite idea with which 

to work. The limitations are the same as in Problem I (the 

lines of the right angle tri-angle), but the two lines perpendicu- 

lar and horizontal alone are sufficient to construct a perfectly 

good design of this type. You may or may not use all three 

as you choose. After drawing the square, draw a line at the 

diameters, then two lines from corner to corner. This will 

form a skeleton as a guide, and all lines must be parallel with 

the lines of this skeleton; at least with the boundary line and 
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those of the diameter. If the oblique line is used, this will be 

parallel with the lines from corner to corner. From this start- 
ing point, under the limitations imposed, we will endeavor by 

the grouping of lines to throw the major interest to different 

parts of the square. In Figure I, we have thrown the interest 

into the corners, having only sufficient interest at the diameters 

to connect the corners, to pull them together, enabling the eye 

to travel easily from one part to another. In Figure 2, the 

attention is called to the diameters, having only sufficient in- 

terest at the corners to draw the design together. In Figure 

3, the major interest is around the center, but we still have 

sufficient interest at the outside to make the design complete 

within the area. In constructing the designs leave at least 
one-half inch margin from the boundary line. Work for variety, 

but variety in unity. Work for rhythm and the inter-relation 
of lines or parts, trying to show individual thought in the con- 

struction. It is, after all, the thought that counts. System 

we must have, but system alone is not enough. “We may 
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fill our minds with the terms of design and proceed to use these 

as a child uses blocks,’”’ but we are not working for geometric 

designs for a parquette floor. We wish our designs to have 

something more of interest, something of our own personality, 

some touch not found in other designs of a similar nature. We 

wish to express owr thought. We cannot express what is not 

in us, hence the designs of one person will be more interesting 

than those of another. We cannot all attain to the same de- 

eree of merit in our designs. Some of us have more to express 

than others, but we will take it for granted that each of us has 

something to tell—some possibilities that this opportunity 

will bring out. It is the aim of the author in criticising the de- 

signs of those who are taking the regular course, to search for 

and to discover, if possible, the thought of the student; to make 

the most of the possibilities in each design, rather than to im- 

pose her own personality or thought. In this way the teacher 

can draw out the difference and encourage expression, often 

convincing the student that she has “builded better than she 

knew.” Assuming that the design represents something at 

least of a personality of the designer, we will have as many 

types of designs as we have people. There will be the dignified 

design, full of restraint; the design full of life and movement; 

the design that sparkles from little touches here and there as a 

character does with flashes of wit; there will be the loosely 

constructed design and the design well knit—closely constructed 

Designs showing clear and definite thought and the one in which 

the thought is involved are not evident. And so on with varia- 

tions and combinations of these characteristics, showing the 

possibilities of the students and making an endless and intensely 

interesting study for the critic. 

“Art is long.’”’ And yet the principles governing it are 

few. The wise teacher will insist only on the close observation 

of the principles, leaving as much margin as possible for origi- 

nality, for individual interpretation. 
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EXERCISE 

Make six designs, two with major interest at the corners, 

two with major interest at the diameters, and two with major 

interest at the center, having enough of interest at the other 

points of construction to make of the area a complete design. 

Observe the limitations of Problem I (lines of the right angle 

tri-angle). 

the square. 

is necessary to adapt our abstract borders to the circle. 

will be considered as designs for plates. 

This will insure harmony when working within 
Our next Problem will deal with curves, as far as 

These 
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BIRD DECORATION FOR VASES—KATHRYN E. CHERRY 
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(Treatment page 91) 
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MANGANESE, ORANGE, TURQUOISE GREEN FLORENTINE GREEN, AUSTRIAN BLUE, ORANGE 

COLOR SCHEME IN RELIEF ENAMELS 

FAWCETT SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ART, NEWARK, N. J. M. M. MASON, INSTRUCTOR 
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FAWCETT SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ART, NEWARK, N. J. M. M, MASON, INSTRUCTOR, 
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FAWCETT SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ART, NEWARK, N. J. M. M. MASON, INSTRUCTOR 
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Color Scheme in Relief Enamels—Dark Blue, Lavender Blue, Florentine 
Green, Vermillion 

FAWCETT SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ART, NEWARK, N. J. M. M. MASON, INSTRUCTOR 

DESIGN FOR CUP AND SAUCER—MARY L. BRIGHAM 

Leaves are painted with equal parts Apple Green and Yellow Green. Stems and bands Green Gold. 
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Color Scheme in Relief Enamels—Lavender Blue, Emerald Green, @rance 

FAWCETT SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ART, NEWARK, N. J. 

BLACKBERRIES (Page 79) 

M. H. Watkeys 

UTLINE with Black. Main bunch of berries, for the 

lights, use Violet and Blood Red and shade with Ruby, 

Deep Purple and Blood Red. For the lights in the darker 

berries and in the smaller bunch use more of the Blood Red. 
Stems of berries are Apple Green, a little Yellow Green and a 
touch of Yellow Brown. For the larger branches use Dark 

Brown, a little Blood Red and a touch of Violet. For light 

leaves use a thin wash of Shading Green and Albert Yellow and 

add Brown Green and Dark Grey for the dark ones. Back- - 

ground Apple Green, Albert Yellow and Dark Grey. 

er 

STUDIO NOTE 

Miss Jeanne M. Stewart of Portland, Oregon, has moved 

her Studio to 526 Pittock Block. 

STEIN—RUSSELL GOODWIN 

HE outline and all dark parts of design are painted with 

Black. 

Second Fire—Oil background back of birds and dust with 

2 Pearl Grey, 1 Ivory Glaze and a little Yellow. Oil leaves and 

dust with Bright Green. Oil lower part of stein and handle and 
dust with 2 Pearl Grey, 1 Grey for Flesh, 2 Yellow Brown. 

Third Fire—Paint wings of birds with Orange Lustre and 

the grapes with Yellow Lustre. 
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(Treatment page 78) BLACKBERRIES—M. H. WATKEYS 
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ADDER’S TONGUE OR DOG-TOOTHED VIOLET--ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

Flowers are a deep yellow. Some of them are almost a yellow brown, others are a purplish white. J 

brown. Leaves are a warm dark green with red spots. Stems are white. 

Stamens are yellow 

a 
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BOWL ALBERT W, HECKMAN (Ivealment pape 67) 

‘C LIE MAT IS), 

VLANT ANALYSIS, CLEMATIS MARY L, BERRY (liealment paye VI) 
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STUDY OF DAISIES—LENA E. HANSCOM 

HADE the petals with Pearl Grey and Copenhagen Grey, 

leaving most of them pure white. The centers are 

Albert Yellow and Yellow Brown, with accents of Egg Yellow. 
The leaves, stems and buds are Moss Green, shaded with a 

little Moss Green and Black. The darker leaves are Olive 

Green, shaded with Olive Green and Black. The background 

may be a flat tone of Copenhagen Grey, with Copenhagen Grey 

and Black dusted in around the lower part of the stems. 

rc 

DAISY DESIGN FOR VASE IN BLUE AND GREY 

Lena EH. Hanscom 

6 es vase is to be in dull grey and blue as suggested by the 

pieces of Rookwood done in the beautiful ‘Iris Glaze.’ 

Outline the design in Banding Blue and Black, not too heavy. 

The background is dusted in with Copenhagen Grey, darkened 

down near the bottom with Copenhagen Grey, Banding Blue 

and a little Black. The centers and leaves, stems and buds 

are all a flat tone of Banding Blue and Black, equal parts. 
At the neck of the vase the two bands and the grey blocks are 

dusted in with the same color as the leaves. The darker blocks 
are clear Banding Blue. 

For the Second Fire—Oil the entire vase and dust over 
with Copenhagen Grey, very lightly over the daisies and upper 

part of the background, and heavier toward the bottom. 

Around the lower part of the stems dust in the heavy tones quite 

freely, the desired effect being to blend the stems and back- 

ground, throwing the attention to the upper part of the design. 

BOWL (Page 81) 

Albert W. Heckman 

HIS design would look well on a Beleek bowl with soft 

tints dusted on. It could be carried out in Blues and 

Greens or in Browns and Yellows withatouch of Orange or Red. 

cc Fr 

MADONNA OR ANNUNCIATION LILIES (Page 83) 

Tallian Baker Sturges 

UTLINE the design with Pearl Grey and fire. Paint 
pistils and stamens with Albert Yellow and Silver Yel- 

low; the shadows of the lilies with Yellow and Violet with a 

little Grey for Flesh; the stems and leaves are Grey Green, 

Moss Green and Shading Green. Paint background with 

Pearl Gray and a little Copenhagen Blue. 
Third Fire—Touch centers with Violet and Deep Red 

Brown. Strengthen shadows of flowers and leaves with same 

colors as in the second fire. 

DAISY DESIGN FOR VASE IN BLUE AND GREY—LENA E. HANSCOM 
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MADONNA OR ANNUNCIATION LILIES—LILLIAN B. STURGES 

83 

(Treatment Page 82) 
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JELLY JAR AND PLATE, LOCUST MOTIF—BELLE YOUNG SHOOK 

IVIDE jar into six divisions. Outline locust and bands markings in wings Yellow Luster shaded with Orange luster. 

in black. Put Antique Green Bronze in bands, Roman One dark marking in each wing Banding Blue. Background 

gold on handle and edge of plate. Body of locust Yellow back of locust gray. Lines over background gold, lines over 

Brown shaded with Auburn Brown. Wings Roman gold, oval bands, black. Tint jar and plate Satsuma or Maize. 
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PLATE—MABELLE K. WELLS 

Outline design in black. Paint in dark parts in Roman gold; light parts in White gold. 

85 
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BLUEBERRY BOWL (Page 87) 

Lena EH. Hanscom 

UTLINE the design in India Ink, then paint in the black 

in the center of the berries. Dust over entire surface 

of the bowl with Ivory and wipe out the design, leaving the 

center of the berries black. The berries are Banding Blue, 

Air Blue and Black—one part of each. The upper pair of 

leaves are dusted in with Olive Green, the lower pair with Moss 

Green. The stems are Dark Brown. Put one coat of gold 

on the wide black bands around the berry motif and also at 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

the top and bottom of the bowl. For the second fire—Out- 

line the berries, stems and leaves in Gold and go over the 

bands in Gold. 

ANOTHER TREATMENT 

Background Copenhagen Grey. Berries, equal parts of 

Air Blue, Banding Blue and Black. Leaves, Moss Green. 

Geometric forms, stems and band around top are Moss Green 

and Shading Green, equal parts. Outline with Black. Or all 

the outlines and all black portions of design may be Gold. 

BLUEBERRIES 
Blo ae um om rin 

\ ieee 
BLUEBERRIES—LENA E. HANSCOM 

AINT the blueberries with Ivory, Black, Banding Blue 

and Violet No. 1. There can be no fixed proportion, 

as the tones vary from dull, dusty, light-colored berries, to the 

dark blue black shiny berries. For the reddish berries leave 

out the Black and add a touch of Ruby. For the green berries 
use Moss Green with a wash of Blood Red over the ripening 

side. The leaves of blueberries are usually a soft sage green 

and may be put on with Grey Green and a very little Air Blue 

for the middle tones; Moss Green for the pale colored leaves 
and a wash of Chestnut Brown or Blood Red over the brownish 

or reddish leaves, the color being a deeper brown or red at the 
tips. The stems are Chestnut Brown and Blood Red, accented 

with Finishing Brown. A feature of blueberries often over- 

looked is the lovely bell shaped waxy blossom that comes in 

late April or early May. These flowers are a pearly white 

and at the tip some are flushed with pink and others with a 

clear, pale green. The leaves with the blossoms are much 

paler than those growing with the berries. The flowers may be 

washed in with Pearl Grey in the shadows and at the tips just 

a suggestion of Peach Blossom or Apple Green. Leaves Moss 
Green. For the stems and calyxes of the berries use Apple 

Green, with Copenhagen Grey toned into the shadows. 

WATER COLOR TREATMENT 

Here we find a wide range of soft pastel tones which 

are unusually harmonious. The blossoms are a warm 

white, tipped with pale green or flesh color. The berries 

range from a soft pale blue to a dull dusky blue, always on a 
greyish blue tone. The stems are reddish brown, sometimes 

quite pink. The leaves may be a pale, sunshiny green or may 

be dark. They are often russet or reddish brown toward the 

tip. All. the greens have an olive tone, 
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PLATE, CONVENTIONAL MORNING GLORY—FRANK MONAHAN 

Background, Ivory with a little Albert Yellow. Flowers Blue Violet. Leaves, Light Green. Unit under flowers, Dark Green. 

Two border lines, Gold, 
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SUPPLEMENT TO 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

PLATE WITH CHINESE FLOWER MOTIF—ELEANOR STEWART 

COPYRIGHT 1914 

KERAMIC STUDIO PUB 

SYRACUSE, N. Y 
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PLATE WITH CHINESE FLOWER MOTIF (Supplement) 

Eleanor Stewart 

UTLINE black, bands in gold. Pad center plate with 

Chinese Yellow, adding a little flux; wipe out design. 

Flowers blue enamel. Use Dark Blue with touch of Apple 

Green, Brunswick Black and Deep Purple; add very little 

enamel for dark shades, but more for the lighter shades. The 

very light flowers are white enamel slightly toned with Mixing 

Yellow and Deep Purple. 

Leaves, Apple Green toned with Brunswick Black, Deep 

Purple and a touch of Dark Blue; add } enamel. 

Centers are Yellow Brown with dots of cream enamel. 
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FIRE BUSH (Page 71) 

Alice W. Donaldson 

AINT the light tone of the blossoms with a delicate wash 

of Blood Red; shade with a heavier wash of Blood Red 

and a touch of Yellow Brown and add a little Ruby for the 

calyx. The stamens are Albert Yellow and a very little Yel- 
low Brown. 

Leaves, Apple Green snd a little Yellow Brown for the 

lights and add a very little Dark Gray—Shading Green for 

the shading. 

Stems are Violet, a little Blood Red and a little Dark Gray. 

Background, 3 parts Pearl and 1 part Yellow Brown. 

STUDY OF WILD ROSE—LENA E. HANSCOM 

OR the first fire make the colors very delicate and lay in 

the tones perfectly flat. The centers are Apple Green, 

blended out to Primrose Yellow for the stamens. Lay in the 

shadows and accents in the stamens with a flat tone of Finish- 

ing Brown, layed on very lightly. The pale petals are Peach 
Blossom and the darker ones Rose with a little Peach Blossom. 

The leaves are Apple Green and Shading Green and the stems 
and buds Apple Green and a little Lemon Yellow. The sepals 

around the flowers are a thin wash of Finishing Brown. The 

background is Palma Rosa Salmon, shaded into Palma Rosa 

Salmon and Copenhagen Grey. 
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CLUB NOTE 

To the Keramic Studio: 

As a representative of the Keramic Clubs of Indiana, we 

send you the announcement of the marriage of Miss Myrtle 
L. Taylor to Mr. John S. Bradford, President of the Bradford 

Nat’l Bank of Greenville, Ill. 

Miss Taylor had charge of the work of instruction in 

the Keramie Clubs of Kokomo, Wabash, Anderson, Marion 

and Tipton for the past several years. She was associated 

with Butler College, University of Indianapolis, Ind. This 

year she was called to the State College and Institute for Girls 
of Columbus, Miss., the largest college in the South, having 

an enrollment of nearly one thousand students. Her work 

was that of decorating a “Model Home,” having charge of 

classes in design with five associate teachers, as workers in 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

Craft Art. We, as members of the Indiana Clubs wish to ex- 
tend our congratulations and best wishes. 

Errie J. Georce, Kokomo, Ind. 

ce 

STUDIO NOTES 

Miss Leah H. Rodman who has been teaching so long in 
Brooklyn, N. Y., has moved to Charlotte, N. C., and will open 

a studio there in the fall. 

Mr. F. B. Aulich, of Chicago, removed his studio and office 

May 1st from the Auditorium Building to 820 East 45th Street. 

Mrs. Mary Alley Neal, of New York, who will be remem- 
bered by subscribers as a former contributor to the Maga- 
zine, intends to make a trip West, teaching in various cities, for 

a limited time, all branches of water color and china painting. 

JARDINIERE, BIRD DESIGN—ALICE B. SHARRARD 

ARK parts of background dust with Copenhagen Grey; 

light spaces with Silver Grey. Birds, Water Green shaded 

with Grounding Green 1 part, Dark Green 1 part, on wings. 

Light on tail feathers, Yellow Red, shaded to Lemon Yellow on 

tips, also for the three lightest long plumes, others Water Green 

shaded with Grounding Green. Dark spaces on parts support- 

ing birds, also in baskets Grounding Green; light parts, Water 

Green. Flowers in basket, Rose; handle and all bands, Gold, the 

tiny triangular figures, deep\Rose. In last fire dust entire ground 

with Green Glaze. 

aw 
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BIRD DECORATION FOR VASE (Page 73) 

K. E. Cherry 

IL the entire vase with Dusting Medium, pad very dry, 

allow this to stand one hour, then dust the upper half 

with Glaze for Green, to this add a little Dove Grey, then at 
the lower part of vase add a little Copenhagen Blue with Dove 

Grey, then fire. 

' Second Firing—Sketch design in carefully. For the birds’ 
heads use Dark Grey for Flesh and a little Shading Green. 

The backs are Turquoise Blue, Shading Green and Dark Grey 

for Flesh. The breasts are Yellow shaded with Violet and 

Apple Green, the long leaves are Shading Green, a little Apple 

Green and Copenhagen Blue. Paint the berries with Tur- 

quoise Blue, Banding Blue and Black. 
Third Fire—Use same colors used in second fire. Do 

not wash over the lights, keep them clear, use a little Ruby 

with the Black for the darkest berries. 

eC 

PLANT ANALYSIS, CLEMATIS (Page 81) 

M. L. Barry 

LEMATIS (Purple Virgin’s Bower)—Blossom Deep Pur- 

ple and a little Dark Grey, use same a little heavier for 

shading. Leaves Shading Green, a little Apple Green and 

Brown Green. Stems Dark Brown and Dark Grey. 

Clematis (Leather flower)—Bell shaped petals are Deep 

Purple. Paint with Violet and Dark Grey and add Deep 

Purple for shading. Leaves are Shading Green, Dark Grey 

and a little Apple Green. Stems Apple Green and Dark Brown. 

The plumes are Dark Brown, Dark Grey and a little Deep 

Purple. 

er 

THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO 

My dear Editor:— 

It might interest your readers to know that the Art In- 

stitute of Chicago has just graduated its second class in Cer- 

amic Painting. This course, recently established, aims to 

give a thorough knowledge of all processes and mediums used 

in overglaze decoration, a certain amount of mechanical draw- 

ing, and a two years training in design, including analysis draw- 

ing of flowers and their application to ornament. The gradu- 

uates this year were five, namely, Marie Claybough, Matel 

Glenn, Elizabeth Hetlesaeter, Valla Ramey, Laura Stoddard. 

June 24, 1914. AxspBiE P. WALKER. 

r 

TO AN UNKNOWN CONTRIBUTOR 

The editor of Keramic Studio has accepted two designs 

which have been sent to us without signature, one is a choco- 

late pot marked No. 2, done in black and white and a gray 
wash, and the other is a series of five plate borders marked 

No. 1, all done in pen and ink. Will the artist please send 
signature at once, as we wish to give credit when published. 

- « 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

E. N. H.—What oil will soften a pat of Roman gold that has been opened 

and hardened? 

Put Lavender oil on the gold and let it stand awhile. The gold can be 

warmed a little to soften it but it is not very good for the gold. 

R. A. S—I would like to ask what paint you use for black outlining in de- 

signs? Also how is it put on? Do you use pen or a brush and what is best? 

Can any of the powder colors be used the same as those in tubes? 

Use Mueller & Henning’s Outlining Black in tubes and thin with Laven- 

der oil. Hither pen or brush may be used but the brush is best as more char- 

acter can be put in the lines. The powder colors can be used to paint with 

if they are mixed with a little of the painting medium. 

(Hditorial—Continued from page 69) 

keep the “pot boiling”’ and the “‘fire alive” while we toil onward and upward. 

When I see those pictures of the Four Winds Summer School students, it 

seems that I can’t live if I can’t join the workers there, but so far it has not 

been possible. 

You may publish any part of this letter if you feel in any way it may 

help the ‘‘cause.”’ Mrs. C. L. O. 

To the closing question in the following letter, we want to 

use a slang phrase if you will excuse it, and say “‘we swre would.” 

but not in such quantity because we could not afford it, they 

are too valuable as really original motifs and inspiration. 

I want to write and tell you how pleased I am with the May issue of the 

Keramic Studio, and that I would gladly pay the extra dollar for the natur- 

alistic supplement. 

While I dearly love conventional designs, I live in a community where 

the sale of suchis an utter impossibility. For instance, I am in the habit of 

donating a number of pieces of china to our yearly church fair. Two years 

ago, I thought I would try and introduce some conventional. I spent a great 

deal of time and expense on a vase. The president sent it back after the fair 

was over saying she would not mark it down as she understood the real value 

of it but that, while the other pieces went almost as soon as they reached the 

table, this particular piece did not. This is just an example of what luck I 

have had in that line. 

I have taken this magazine since nineteen hundred and will frankly say 

that I have enjoyed it immensely in my work. But of course there are ex- 

ceptions to all things. In your February and March numbers, I thought 

the conventional motifs in fruits and flowers were anything but artistic and 

I can’t blame the naturalistic painters for not liking them and I don’t think 

they should be critized for it. 

I heartily agree with the subscriber who said ‘‘what your subscribers want 

is ideas that bring in dollars and cents.” I take it that that is what even the 

Keramic Studio is published for. If I didn’t have to earn my living by paint- 

ing, I should be pleased to sit at my table and paint real conventional the 

year around. 

I just love every bit of work and wish we could have more of it. 

In closing I would like to ask you this question: If those motifs you pub- 

lished in February and March had been sent you for acceptance, would you 

have taken them and paid for them and used them as you did? /Need Deg ee 

The following are amusing as showing the attitude of 

some teachers. 

I enjoy the Keramic so much and find it helpful and encouraging. I 

always read every word and I encourage pupils and friends to subscribe. I 

sometimes ask at stores if they carry it so they will learn about it. I know 

teachers who would rather die though, than tell a pupil about the magazine. 

I began with that kind, every time she tried to persuade me not to take it I 

was more anxious to find out how to get it. I finally copied the names and 

addresses and purchased it through a dealer. For several years I have gotten 

it every month through the Co. here. I liked your idea of telling of and show- 

ing pictures of the famous ones who contribute. I was so pleased to see their 

pictures. Can’t we have more? Its nice to know where these people live 

and something about them. 

Wishing you every success and hoping my April number isn’t lost. 

M. M. D. 

I am in receipt of your magazine offer and will say what I have seen of 

your magazine, I like very much. 

I have been studying china painting under Mrs. and she didn’t 

seem to approve of the scholars having the magazine. She said it was all a 

teacher had to get ideas from. But in my desire to see the magazine and read 

it I ordered it for three months. Mrs. H. 8. M- 

This letter from a well known teacher is greatly apprec- 

lated. 

You ask that each reader tell you what they think of the new plan of a 

naturalistic supplement. In spite of my strict conventional training I have 

some admiration for the well planned and dainty semi-conventional, and it 

seems sometimes difficult to draw a line between the two. Taking for in- 
stance the May issue, nothing in the supplement with the exception of 

pages 6 and 7 would be out of place anywhere in your magazine, and in the 

regular section pages 3 and 16 have designs as naturalistic as any in the sup- 

plement. Not knowing what pressure is brought to bear on you or how great 

the demand it would seem to me that a judicious mixture would be less ex- 

pense to you and not necessitate any increase in price. I have among my 

treasures the first issue of Keramic Studio, it came to me among some dis 

carded magazines given me by a friend who was moving. I have taken it 

myself for the last ten years and it is interesting to note the: progress of china 

decorating since Vol. 1, No. 1. I have one kick coming and that is that 

once in a while-you insert a design so bad that it is a disgrace to your publica- 
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tion and that one mistake tends to lower your reputation among the critics. 

For instance the design on page You know that it is bad both in 

plan and in drawing but doubtless have nothing better just at hand so let it 

go. I teach design as well as painting and I like to use the K. S. as a model 

not as a warning. However these things slip in very rarely and I have never 

mentioned it before and never will again. All praise to the many good 

things that come every month and there are always enough of them to be 

worth the price. A. P. W. 

A charming letter from A. G. calls for the following replies: 

No. 1—The bird “craze” as far as we know arose from the 

charming adaptations of Japanese bird motifs by Mrs. K. E. 

Cherry in our summer school. They, like our naturalistic 

supplement to come, are what we call “compromises,” sort of 

bridges from the realistic to decorative design. They were 

shown in photos of the summer school work and there was an 

immediate demand from all over the country for bird studies, 
hence the supply. 

No. 2—A Chinese dragon is purely an imaginary animal 

and is never used otherwise than decoratively. You are safe 

in assuming it to be entirely conventional. It is never painted 

in perspective or shaded naturally. 

May one of the distant friends of Keramic Studio congratulate you upon 

the splendid May number? It is unusually good even for an anniversary 

number when a magazine is supposed to ‘“‘put its best foot forward” and have 

that foot beautifully shod at that. The Keramic is always helpful, always an 

inspiration to higher, better work, but I think I have never seen such an array 

of useful, suggestive material in one magazine in my experience as decorator. 

It seems to me that there can be only two reasons why, one, having once sub- 

scribed to Keramic, might fail to continue a subscriber, that is, blindness 

(either physical or mental), or lack of funds. I could not help bemg amused 

at, even while feeling sorry for, the lady who so sternly demanded that you 

give her some good old-fashioned naturalistic designs that she could turn into 

coin of the realm. And sorry for you, too, that your best efforts at artistic 

up-lift should glance off. 

Now I must ask some questions, if you will forgive the length of this 

epistle; but I could write endlessly on a subject so near my heart. 

1. J am not complaining, but why so many birds? They are absolutely 

charming, especially when kept near the Japanese source. What has caused 

the tendency toward them? 

2. Is a Chinese dragon considered purely a conventional design? The 

question has been fought back and forth in my studio. One particular dragon 

is outlined in black and is worked out in blue, green, orange,and gold. 

Yours for the “up-lift”’ A. G. 

IDEAL CHINA KILNS 
Patented 1904 

These Kilns are of such 

simple design and con- 

struction and so easy to 

operate, that 

the novice can 

succeed with them 

and 

they are so 

durable, economicol and 

quick in operation 

that they are also the best 

kiln offered for the 

professional china firer. 

Write for catalogue 

and testimonials 

Ideal China Kiln Co., -+* Port Huron, Mich. 
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SWEET ALYSSUM—H. MARION STUART 

UTLINE with Black and Dark Grey. Flowers are white 

shaded with Apple Green and a touch of Yellow Brown. 

Centers are Albert Yellow and the stamens Yellow Red and a 

little Yellow Brown. The darker leaves, buds and stems are 

Yellow Brown and Apple Green and a little Brown Green. 

The lighter leaves are Apple Green, a little Violet and a touch 

of Brown Green. Background is Pearl Grey and a little Yel- 

low Brown. 

ARTLITE OPAQUE WHITE CHINA DOMES 

The Latest Article for China Decorators 
Devote your artistic ability in decorating Domes— 

something that is useful as well as ornamental, and 

sells on sight. 

Diffusion plus Reflection. 
The light given is shadowless, white, uniform and 
soft. Under Artlite Indirect system, the eye 
loses but little more than under daylight. 

Excellent for the new Nitrogen Lamps. 
We manufacture Domes in 12-inch and 16-inch 
diameters and sell them with or without Brush 
Brass Fixtures. 

Prices on application. Order samples to-day. 

H. R. WYLLIE CHINA CO. 
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. 

iia eee Shite) 

Artlite 16-inch Dome 
Motif No. 941 
ee 

See notice on 3d page of cover of slight change in price of 

partial subscriptions. 
Keramic Studio Pub. Co. 
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EORGE H. CLARK, one of 
our Publishing Company asks, 

that we begin this editorial 

with a G, because he has a 

nice new cut of a capital G to 

use, otherwise we would be- 

gin our editorial this month 

with the reflection that even 

china painting can not escape 

the malign influence of the 

war. While we American wo- 

men sit cosily at home and 

thank the Lord that we are not as other women are, that 

we, at least, are beyond the influence of this war madness, 

little by little it dawns upon us that no one will escape scot 
free. To explain—The agents of the china importing houses 
say that there will before long be a shortage of white china 

for decoration, since the French and German importations for 

this year had not been shipped before war was declared. No 

one can even guess how many months, or how many years it 

may be before the importing of china can be resumed. This 

will mean that china decorators will have to content them- 

selves with Belleek, Satsuma and Sedji wares; as only the 

manufacturers of America and of Japan will be available. Per- 

haps this will have the beneficent effect of forcing our Ameri- 

can manufactures to take up the production of fine china for 

decoration. Meanwhile the Keramic Studio Publishing Co. 

are wondering what to do about that promised naturalistic 
supplement. No one can foresee the effect of this war upon 

America, with the price of food and clothing going up as a 

result of the necessity of our supplying Europe with these 
commodities. It is a hazardous moment to undertake an addi- 

tional expense of some thousands. We have about concluded 

to temporarily try out the following arrangement. We will 

separate the eight realistic pages of Keramic Studio from the 

body of the magazine and enclose them with Keramic Studio to 

our regular subscribers together with two color supplements, 

one decorative and one realistic. In this way one regular 

subscriber will receive as many pages as ever with an addi- 

tional color supplement—at the usual price. Then to those 

subscribers who desire only the realistic, we will send the eight 

pages of realistic decorations together with the realistic sup- 

plement for $2.50 a year. If we find that there is sufficient 

demand for this supplement, later we will increase the number 

of pages. 

Let there be no misunderstanding of the reason for pub- 
lishing this naturalistic supplement. It is not that that style 

is “coming back.”” It surely is decreasing every year with the 

advance of decorative design. But we have been convinced 

that our teachers and workers really need it for bread and 

butter while they are striving to educate themselves and the 

public to better things; the great mass as yet have not learned 

to appreciate the refinement of decoration. 

It is an ill wind that blows nobody any good. If the 
white china fails us we will all be forced to conventional deco- 

ration for we can not paint birds and flowers and fruit on Sat- 

suma and Sedji and Belleek, they are only suitable for enamels 
and gold and dusted color. So willy nilly the Keramic Soror- 
ity will soon be drawn into the fold. Then no one will want 
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the realistic and we can refill those eight pages and additional 

color supplement of Keramic Studio with designs suitable only 

for those mediums. 

The editor begs that no one will say of the realistic deco- 

rations to be published, that they must be the proper thing 

because they are published in Keramic Studio. She is con- 

tinually going against her principles to publish many things 

because the readers ask for them and like an over-indulgent 

mother she tries to give everything asked for, whether it is 

good for the infant or not. But of one thing rest assured, we 

will do our utmost to give you the best and least offensive 
of this style of work as long as the necessity of catering to the 

public exists. But do not hold her responsible for the depray- 

ity of public taste. 

H HK 

The newspapers are optimistic in regard to the San Fran- 

cisco exposition of next year. They are looking for a great 

influx of millionaires since they will not be able to go abroad 

on account of the European situation. 

We have been seriously discussing the holding of the Four 

Winds Summer School next year in some suburb of San Fran- 

cisco so that students may combine business with pleasure. 

Those in charge of the exposition say that the exhibits are 

already too far forward to be affected seriously by the con- 

flict in Europe. It will be the most wonderful exposition the 

world has ever seen as far as the setting is concerned. The 

beautiful buildings designed by Guerin against a background 

of semi-tropical landscape, turquoise sky and emerald sea, will 

make a setting for a Fairy Tale. 

REE 

The students of the Four Winds Summer School this year 

have been busily engaged in decorating the new Satsuma and 

Sedji shapes designed by Mrs. Cherry and Mrs. Robineau, 

with the special dusting colors and enamels prepared for Mrs. 

Cherry from her formulas. We will show the choicest of 

these pieces in an early issue. We would be glad if other 

summer schools would send us accounts of their summer work 

with illustrations for publication. 

HK K 

We regret to hear of the death of Miss Elizabeth Hood of 

St. Paul, Minn., who has been actively interested in the Twin 

City Keramic Club for many years and was its president at 

the time of her death on June 28th. Miss Hood was a very 

efficient officer of the Club and her death is felt very keenly 
by her fellow members. 

The Minneapolis School of Art will include Keramics in 

its curriculum the coming year. The department will be under 

the direction of Miss Florence Huntington who will be also 

assistant to Miss Mary M. Cheney, Director of the Depart- 

ment of Design and Handicrafts and Dean of Women. One 

more victory for Keramic Art. 

We have received a pleasant call from Mr. F. G. Coover 

who was on his way east and reports the outlook as very en- 

couraging, greater interest and better work than ever. 

Mr. Campana of Chicago visited this office on his way 

east. While optimistic regarding future prospects, he thinks 

the white china business will suffer from the European war. 
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DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 
By Henretta Barclay Paist 

PROBLEM III. CURVES 

“Square and angular patterns strike us at once by their emphatic and 

rigid logic; while the curved type appeals to our sense of grace and rhythm.” 

—Walter Crane. 

“A curve has Rhythm and Balance—is subject to the laws of proportion. 

There is no better device for charting its course than the hand, with an eye 

for compass and a clear head at the top.” —H. A. Batchelder. 

HUS far we have been dealing with spaces angular in shape, 

and for the sake of simplicity have used only the straight 

lines to demonstrate the principles involved in construction. 

‘Line as the basis of ornament forms, as it were, the primal dec- 

orative unit.” Repeated in parallels we have the type of the 

simplest and yet the most widely used patterns, but the designer 

is not satisfied “with parallels alone.”’ “He needs other decor- 

ative units to make him happy.” Also we have other spaces 

to fill besides the angular, notably the circular space. This 

brings us at once into the realm of the curve, the most im- 

portant, and the curves we usually think of under this subject, 

are the two named by Mr. Ruskin, the “‘finite’’ curve, the curve 

of the circle, and the “infinite” curve or the curve of force, 

which gradually unfolds itself but never returns to the point 

from which it started. There are many other kinds of curves, 

and as our sense of rhythm develops we will be able to determine 

which curve is most appropriate for the problem in hand, but 

the curve sense must and may be cultivated if we have it not. 

The square and the circle give us patterns that form universal 

decorative units; they furnish the skeleton or system on which 

we build an endless variety of designs. For practical applica- 

tion of this problem we will take the plate for our circular space. 

Instead of the angular space of the straight border, we now have 

a space which if the circle is divided regularly, forms a shape 

which we can liken to a piece of pie (see illustration), the top 

line being a curve and the other two, the radical lines, converg- 

ing toward a common center. For the sake of harmony we will 

now change our straight horizontal line to a curve, and the 

perpendicular to the angle of the radical lines (see illustration). 

For the present and for the sake of definiteness we will content 

ourselves with this simple solution of the problem(A). In 

(B) we will add the oblique line to the other two; first as a 

straight oblique, and then as a curve (C); This will impart to 

our design a strong sense of rhythm or movement, and the 

Problem 3 i 
Unsymmetrical © Y 
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harmony is more complete as the curved line is more consistent 
in a circular design than the angular or straight oblique; but as 

before stated we must not overemphazise in the matter of 

movement, or the design will grow tiresome. A counter move- 

ment will steady and help in procuring the repose that is so 

desirable in design. 

Problem 3 Supplementary to Plate Ill 

EXERCISE 

Construct a skeleton (see illustration) and proceed to 

develop a border, using first the lines parallel with the boundary 
and radical lines. Try then the introduction of the straight 

oblique, gradually working into the curved and evolving a more 

graceful type of design in perfect harmony without shape. 

Work for Rhythm demonstrating the two types of Bal- 

ance, and, if the first principles are adhered to, Harmony will 

result. 
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FORSYTHIA—ALICE W. DONALDSON 

Flowers are painted with a heavy wash of Albert Yellow and just a little Yellow Brown. Leaves and stems, 4 parts Dark Grey 

and a little Yellow Brown. Background is dusted in the second fire with 2 parts Ivory Glaze and 1 part Grey Blue. 
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Problem + 
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‘ 
Nature Motifs 

Plate IV 

Steps in conuentionalization 

PROBLEM IV: USING MOTIFS FROM NATURE 

“There is little in nature that is ready made to the hand of the artist. A 

master piece of art is what it is by virtue of something which was not in the 

natural motif, but in the artists treatment of it.’”—Louwis F. Day. 

“The designer in the application of his art to material use, must put away 

from him all the allurements of imitative naturalism, except insofar as it may 

be subordinated to the effect and purpose of the whole.”—Walter Crane. 

“We accumulate studies from nature and attempt to conventionalize 

these on paper for our purpose. We study historic ornament and adapt 

motifs or units to our use. What we need is a better understanding of the 

principles of construction. The details of the design will come.”—E. A. 

Batchelder. 

As designers we will, of course, appeal largely to nature 

for inspiration. “To the artist, nature has hidden meaning 

not revealed to the untrained mind’’—she has been the inspir- 
ation of artists for all ages—but in approaching nature we 

must remember that ‘‘the imitative impulse is quite different 

from the inventive.” “‘That the function of art, and espec- 

lally of design, is to represent and suggest but not to imitate.” 

We must try to grow away from the “‘picturebook stage of 

understanding.” 

To think of nature in terms of design is the problem which 
confronts us. Long continued study of the principles should 

precede the conventionalization of plant form. We can dis- 

pense with the natural motif, but with nature as an ally, our 

imagination is stimulated and strengthened. Before going 

to nature for inspiration and assistance, we should acquire 

through practice the habit of working from the point of view 

of design. To seek help from nature before one has acquired 

this point of view, is like trying to solve the higher problems 

of mathematics before one has mastered addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. We must have our port folio of 
drawings and we may study nature from an analytical point 

of view, but to the question so often asked by the student, 

“what motifs are best for design?”’ we would answer, it matters 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

little what the motif chosen, providing you have an understand- 

ing of the principles of construction, of the laws “governing 

space and mass relation. Much as we love naturejforms and 

hard as it is at times to give up the identity, we must acknowl- 

edge that ‘‘the beauty of a design depends in the final analysis, 

not on the motif chosen or the pictorial interest it may have, 

but on the structural fitness to purpose and the relation of 

lines, tones and areas.”’ 

“Nature study may furnish thought for expression, but 
design furnishes expression for thought.’’ Nature furnishes 

the raw material, not ready made design. We must take our 
ideas to nature, and by the sympathetic observation of her 

‘Problem 4 Nature Motifs 
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forms, our inventive faculty will be stimulated. Study nature 

for the spirit, as well as for facts, although the facts and the 

TH 

possiblities in them are not to be overlooked. “Invention 

plays a greater part in design than mere selection.” 

The term conventionalization unfortunately conveys to 

the beginner the distorting of a natural motif, “of putting na- 

ture into the straight-jacket.”’ However, in adapting our 

motif to a given space—to the purpose of design—‘‘we are only 

carrying out in the realm of art the great principle of nature 

herself, that of adaptation to conditions, which rules through 

all forms of life and which has lead to the endless variety of 

development in both plant and animal forms.”’ Convention- 

alization means something more than a formal rendering of a 

motif. ‘To conventionalize nature is to adapt a natural motif 

to the structural demands of a problem; to the space it is to 

occupy; to the tools, materials and processes of its execution.” 

The merit of a design does not necessarily depend on the degree 

of conventionalization it may be only slightly conventionalized 

or it may have completely lost its identity, but if it conform 

to its position and to the laws governing line, form and tone 

adjustment, it is good design. 
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CHOCOLATE POT, LUNCHEON SET—F. R. WEISSKOPF (Treatment page 100) 

DT 
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However, most of us enjoy a design in which we may 

recognize the motif, and if we are attempting to keep the iden- 
tity, we must know the subject. There are certain laws of 

nature observable in the growth of all plants. In the different 
kinds of plants there are certain characteristics by which each 
family is known. If we would use nature forms in design we 

must be logical in construction. And this necessitates a knowl- 

edge of plant form and plant growth. We must fill our folios 

with structural drawings, showing plants or parts of plants, in 

their organic structural relation to each other, i.e., the joining of 

the stem, attachment of leaves and of flowers, the types of 

flowers whether in clusters or on a single stalk, the family habit 

—whether it creeps or grows upright. Cross sections of seed 

pods should be shown and these magnified suggest a variety of 

forms for design. Leaves should be drawn flat—fore-shortened 

and turned, showing both upper and lower surfaces. 

This knowledge we must have if we would use natural 

motifs and preserve the identity. 
Do not distort a motif. If it will not lend itself to the 

space to be decorated, either sacrifice the characteristics to such 

an extent that the identity is entirely lost and it becomes de- 

sign in the abstract, or choose another motif which will lend 

itself to the space and still preserve its identity. To illustrate 
—the plant of sturdy growth and woody stem does not easily 

lend itself to a circular space. Chose rather the plant that 

naturally falls into place, that is, the nasturtium, poppy, morn- 

ing glory, or any of the graceful plants or vines; but we must 

not forget that it is not representation for which we are striv- 

ing, but design: and while still trying—to preserve the char- 

acteristics of the motif, we must watch the general effect of 

space and mass, the movement, the balance, and general har- 

mony of line, tones, and areas. These are the “essentials of 

design,” preserving the identity of the motif, while entirely 

practicable, is secondary, but if it is to be sacrificed, it must be 

to the “structural demands of the problem,” not through 
ignorance of its growth. Elimination is the process by which 

we arrive at design when working from a natural motif, seizing 

upon the characteristics, making the most of them, but elimi- 

nating all accidents of nature and all unnecessary detail. “We 

cannot use the transient beauty with which nature has endowed 

her forms. We must seek beauty of another character; it 

must come from within us and from a knowledge of sound 

structural principles.”” For our first exercises under this prob- 
lem, let us choose the butterfly as one of the easiest motifs to 

conventionalize. It is symmetrical and easily lends itself to 

space. Leaves and stems also are material for much good 

design, on account of the variety of shape and manner of growth. 

We will leave the flowers and more complicated nature forms 
for later problems. 

STUDIO 

aE 

Plate VI 

EXERCISE 

Make six designs, two borders, two tile, and two plate 

designs, using the motifs suggested above. Use curved lines 

only in the plate design, observing the limitations of Problems 

1,.and II, in the border—and tile designs. This is better dis- 
cipline than to give ourselves more liberty just now. There 

is plenty of time for the use of the curved line later on. (In 

Plate V these limitations have been removed.) 
Observe in Plate IV, steps in conventionalization. It is 

necessary to construct a skeleton as a guide in order to con- 

form to the limitations, as every line must be parallel to one 

the three mentioned in the limitations (lines of the right angle 

triangle.) The cross-ruled paper, which may be procured at 

any stationers, is an excellent aid in preserving these limita- 

tions. It may be placed underneath the tracing paper and 

the motif simplified by the aid of these lines. 

or 

ALICE W. DONALDSON 
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NIGHT SHADE BERRIES—FLORENCE R. WEISSKOPF 

Background in Copenhagen Blue, a little Dark Blue and a little Black. Lewes Brown Green and Grey Green. Stems 

Grey Green. Berries in Pompadour, Egg Yellow, Yellow Brown and Yellow Green. 
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LUNCHEON SET 

F. R. Weisskopf 

O be executed in one fire. Outer and inner band and form 
. leading from band in Pearl Grey with a touch of Black. 

Upper leaf form in Violet with a touch of Blue. Next leaf 

form Violet with a little more of the Blue. Bottom leaf form 

Violet with a touch of Blue and a little Black. The stems 

and outlines are black. Berries to be executed in enamels 

using Yellow, an Orange and Red Brown. Keep all colors 

subdued and soft. 

ANOTHER TREATMENT 

Jessie M. Bard 

Oil the bands and the figure dropping from the wide outer 
band and dust with Dove Grey. Oil the leaves and dust with 

Florentine Green. The light berries are oiled and dusted with 

Yellow for Dusting and a little Albert Yellow, and the darker 

ones with two parts Cameo and one part Coffee Brown. Out- 

line and the stems are Dark Grey and a little Shading Green. 

CORNER OF SQUARE TRAY 

F. R. WEISSKOPF 

CUP AND SAUCER, LUNCHEON SEI—F. R. WEISSKOPF 
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: PLATE, LUNCHEON SEI—FLORENCE R. WEISSKOPF (Treatment page 100) 
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PLATE—FLORENCE A. HUNTINGTON 

Outline with Black, the wide band is Gold. Second Fire—Oil the leaves and stems and dust with Florentine Green. Oil the 

flowers and dust with Mode, or the leaves may be painted with Shading Green, a little Apple Green and Dark 

Grey and the flowers are painted with Violet and a touch of Dark Grey and Rose or Pink. 

FULL SIZE SECTION OF CHOP PLATE, LUNCHEON SET—FLORENCE R. WEISSKOPF 
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CHOP PLATE{LUNCHEON SET—FLORENCE:R. WEISSKOPF (Treatment page 100) 
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(Treatment page 115) SWEET WILLIAM—M. H. WATKEYS 
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SWEET WILLIAM—M. H. WATKEYS (Treatment page 115) 
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One fire. Outline in black. 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

PLATE BORDER—YW. K. TITZE 

HE flowers are a delicate pink, the lightest one almost 

white, and are painted with a very thin wash of Pink or 

Rose. Stamens are a delicate yellow. For the leaves use a 

thin wash of Apple Green and Dark Grey, and add a little 

Shading Green for dark tones. Background is a thin wash of 
Albert Yellow shaded with Violet near the flowers. The con- 

ventional blossoms are painted with a flat wash of Rose. 
Second fire—Oil all the darkest tones in the border and dust 

with equal parts Florentine Green and Ivory Glaze. Straighten 

the edges and oil the light grey tone in border and dust with 
equal parts Dove Grey and Ivory Glaze. Retouch flowers 

where it is necessary with the same colors as in first fire. 

BUTTERFLY CUP AND SAUCER—SARA E. KING 

Bake hard in oven. Butterflies in gold. Lay gold on thin, bake hard, put on another coat. Fire. 
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SANDWICH TRAY—LEAH H, RODMAN 

UTLINE design in Gold. The outline may be omitted if 
desired. The darkest tone of design is Gold. The 

grey tone is painted with equal parts Yellow Green and Apple 
Green and just a little Dark Green. 

KERAMIC STUDIO 
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BOXES—S. S. HOLT 

OS land 2. Hair pin box and hair receiver. Tint the 

entire surface of the box with either a thin wash of 

Yellow-Brown Lustre or paint it with a soft Ivory tint and 

fire it. Second fire.—Put in all of design with Unfluxed Gold. 

No. 3. Stamp box. Bands forming the design are Apple- 

Green and a little Dark Grey. They may be outlined with 

Black if desired. Background in the design and the outer 

line are‘ Gold. Flowers are painted with Violet and a little 

Rose and shaded towards center with Dry Purple. Centers 
are Albert Yellow shaded with Yellow Brown. 

No. 4. Hair pin Box. All the design except the two 

petals of the bud is painted with Yellow Green and Apple 

Green and the petals are painted Violet and a little Dark 

Grey. Center of flowers Yellow Red and a little Blood Red. 

Second fire.—Tint entire surface with a soft Ivory tone, 

using 2 parts Yellow brown and 1 part Yellow Green; this 

should be applied with a very thin wash. 
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MITREWORT—WALTER S. STILLMAN 
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BORDER OF TREES 

Alice W. Donaldson 

IL all darkest tones and dust with two parts Dark Grey 

and one part Pearl Grey and a touch of Violet. Clean 

edges carefully and oil the light grey tones and dust with one 

part Mode and one part Ivory Glaze. In the second fire paint 

a very thin wash of Painting Yellow and a touch of Violet 
over clouds, just enough to take away the white glaze. 

Use same treatment for initial on editorial page. 

CHILDREN’S SETS (Page JJ1) 

Treatments by Jessie M. Bard 

URTLE Set. Bands, handle and the markings on the 

turtle’s backs are Yellow Red and Yellow Brown and a 

little Dark Grey. The remainder of the turtle is Yellow Green, 

Shading Green and Dark Grey. 

Crow Set—Crows are painted with Black or they may be 

oiled and dusted with it. Bands are Yellow Red and Yellow 

Brown, and a little Dark Grey and a touch of Blood Red. 

SOUP CUP AND PLATE—SARA E. KING 

Outline in Black. Bake hard in oven. Apply color and Gold. Plate rim Gold. Cup handles Gold. Banding of design in 

Gold. Flower, Peach Blossom Pink. Leaf, Moss Green. 
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Turtle Design—Full Size 
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Crow Design—Full Size 
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CHILDREN’S SETS—W. F. AND E. B. JACKSON (Treatment page J{0) 
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NATURE STUDY, CLEMATIS (Page 113) 

M. L. Berry 

LEMATIS (Purple Virgin’s Bower)—Blossom Deep Pur- 
ple and little Dark Grey, use same a little heavier for 

shading. Leaves Shading Green, a little Apple Green and 
Brown Green. Stems Dark Brown and Dark Grey. 

Clematis (Leather Flower)—Bell shaped petals are deep 
Purple. Paint with Violet and Dark Grey and add Deep 
Purple for shading. Leaves are Shading Green, Dark Grey 

anda little Apple Green. Stems Apple Green and Dark Brown. 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

Plumes are Dark Brown, Dark Grey and a little Deep Purple. 

ee 

PLANT ANALYSIS, DANDELION (Page 113) 

M. L. Berry 

ANDELION Blossom, Albert Yellow shaded with Yellow, 

Brown and Brown Green. Stems Apple Green and a 

little Albert Yellow. Leaves Apple Green, a little Shading 

Green and a touch of Brown Green. Caps of the buds are the 

same color as the stems. 

PLATE, JAPANESE LILY--CLARA L. CONNOR 

Paint in all the darkest tones with Gold, also the outline. Second Fire—Paint flowers with 3 parts Albert Yellow, 1 Yellow 

Brown and a pinch of Dark Grey. Paint leaves and grey band with Apple Green, a little 

3 Yellow Brown and a pinch of Dark Grey. 
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NATURE STUDY, CLEMATIS—MARY L. BERRY (Treatment page 112) 

ANT ANALYS = US Ne COON 

PLANT ANALYSIS, DANDELION—MARY L. BERRY (Treatment page 112) 
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COSMOS (Supplement) 

Treatment by Jessie M. Bard 

UTLINE with Dark Grey for Flesh and a little Shading 

& Green. White flowers are shaded with Violet and a little 
Yellow Brown. Pink flowers are a thin wash of Pompadour 

and a very littleyYellow Red, add a little Blood Red for the 
shading. Red flowers are Blood Red and a little Ruby, use it 

heavier for the shading. Centers are Albert Yellow, Yellow 
Brown and Dark Brown. Light stems are Apple Green, Yel- 

low Green and a little Yellow Brown. Dark tone is Shading 

Green, Copenhagen Blue and Dark Green. Background is 

Dove Grey and a little Apple Green. 

WATER COLOR TREATMENT 

Alice W. Donaldson 

Leaves, Hooker’s Green No. 1 and Emerald warmed with 

Chrome Yellow. Pink flowers, Vermillion and Carmine with 

Chinese White. Red flowers, Carmine with Rose Madder 

and Mauve for deeper petals. 

rer 

SHOP NOTE 

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of a complete 

catalog from B. F. Drakenfeld & Co. It is the 15th edition 
of their general catalog. 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

C. D—Will you please tell me the most correct method of getting the lines 

for the fruit and rose plates as given on page 65 of the July number. ° 

Divide the plate into six sections and if it is to be size of the one in the 

magazine, take a tracing of one-sixth and trace the design on the plate. If 

a new drawing is to be made, the first section should be drawn on the plate 

free hand and a tracing made from that. Be sure to find the center of the 

plate and draw the dividing lines from the edge to the center. 

S. F. B.—Will you kindly explain in your valuable “‘Studio” the quality 
and propriety of “Flux?” How is it employed, and what is meant by unfluaed 

colors, and what influence does it exercise over china. paint in general. 

Flux is used in gold or colors when you want them to fire at a lower 

temperature. Unfluxed colors are those without any flux in them and con- 

sequently are hard and require a very hot fire. 

E. S—What is mildew in china and what causes it ? 

Have had some pieces fire just full of tiny black spots. 

‘ Is there any rem- 
edy ? Is that mildew ? 

We have never heard of mildew on china, perhaps you mean dampness 

in the kiln affecting the china. It does not affect it the way you mention 

but causes large spots without a glaze. The black specks are probably in 

the china, some of the cheaper ware will have black specks when fired. 

I. L. H.—Please tell me why my enamel looks dull and dead after firing ? 

Should I use flux and how much? I have a piece of china which has been fired 

three times; last time coming from the kiln highly glazed. It should be worked 

over—some parts of it. Wall it be glazed after a fourth fire or should I, as 

before, dust with Pearl Grey ? 

Enamels fire dull when they have not had a hot enough fire, if you 

wish them to fire at a lower heat add more flux. 

They will not lose their glaze easily after having 

once been glazed, so you can fire them safely 

another time if they are on a soft ware. We 

do not know what you mean by dusting Pearl 

Grey as enamels are never dusted, possibly you 

mean the background, and if so, it will not be 
necessary to dust it as it will hold its glaze if 

you fire at the usual heat. 

C. A. M.—Can you give a formula for “Special 

Tinting Oil?” I am using , bul have to 

wait some time for it to dry before dusting. 

The manufacturers hold their formulas of 

their oils as a secret and they cannot be had 

for publishing. It is not always necessary to 

allow the oil to stand before dusting, sometimes 

the oil is heavier than at other times. 

E. F.—Please tell me what class of china when 

the decorations are good demands the highest price, 

that is which of the following, Belleek, Bavar.an, 

French or German. 

The ware that sells for the highest prices be- 

fore decorated will demand the highest price 

after it is decorated. This is usually the French 

ware. 

er 

STUDIO NOTE 

Miss Amy F. Dalrymple of Boston 
will spend the month of August and 

early September at the Isle of Springs, 

Boothbay Harbor, Me., where she finds 

attractive studies among the rocks and 

pine trees. 

ee 

PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION 

The aviation field of the Panama- 

Pacific Exposition will offer a rare op- 

portunity for the exercise of all kinds 

of air craft under all conditions. 

KOKOMO CLUB 

Silver, violet, green, yellow. 
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SWEET WILLIAM (Page 104) 

M. H. Watkeys 

LOSSOMS shade from a delicate pink to a deep red. For 
the lightest blossoms use a thin wash of Rose and add a 

little Blood Red for the shading. Use the color heavier for 

the next tone. For the darker ones use Blood Red and just a 
little Rose and for the very darkest use Blood Red, a touch of 

Violet and Ruby. For the dark shadow tones between blos- 

soms use Violet, Deep Purple and a little Ruby. Stems and 

leaves are Apple Green, a little Yellow Green, Violet and add 

Shading Green and Dark Grey for the darker tones. Back- 

ground Pearl Grey and a little Yellow for the lighter side and 
add Violet for the darker tone. 

rc 

SWEET WILLIAM (Page 105) 

M. H. Watkeys 

UTLINE with Black. Flowers in the two larger bunch 

are shaded from a pink to dark red. Use a very thin 

wash of Blood Red for the pink on the first fire, and add Ruby 

for the darker ones. Smaller bunches are shaded from a deli- 

cate pink to a lavender. Use Blood Red for the pink and add 

Violet or Deep Purple for the darker tone. 
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Light leaves and 

stems are Apple Green and a little Albert Yellow. Dark leaves 

add Shading Green and a little Dark Grey. Background Pearl 

Grey and a little Blood Red. 

c 

FRUIT BOWL (Page 107) 

W. K. Fritze 

AINT the birds and the stem of the conventional figure 

with Gold and outline conventional design with Black. 

Paint the large fruit in the large panels with Yellow Brown, a 

touch of Yellow Red and Albert Yellow, and shade with same 

color applied heavier and add of Blood Red and Dark Grey. 

Grapes are painted with Violet and a little Deep Blue Green 

and shaded with Violet, Deep Purple and Banding Blue. 

Leaves, Apple Green and a touch of Yellow Brown. Adda 

little Shading Green and Brown Green for the shading. Back- 

ground back of fruit Albert Yellow shaded into Yellow Brown, 

Violet for the shadow side. 
Second Fire—Oil leaves in conventional figure and dust 

with Florentine. Oil fruit and dust with Deep Ivory. Paint 

all over the white surface of the bowl with a delicate ivory tint. 

JARDINIERE. RAIN CROW DESIGN—HANNAH B. OVERBECK 

Paint entire background with Grey for Flesh; paint eye, lower part of bill, and leg and part of bird Ruby; paint other parts of 

bird Imperial Ivory; paint tree with Imperial Ivory 2, Grey for Flesh-4. Two firings will be necessary. 
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The 

Williams Art Importing Co. 
NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS 

499 COLLEGE STREET 
TORONTO, CANADA 

EVERYTHING FOR THE CHINA DECORATOR 

Visitors to the CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION are 

cordially invited to visit our store and inspect our large 

stock. 

For best results try WILLIAMS’ VITRIFIABLE COLORS 

AND LUSTRES. They cannot be surpassed. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

Coover’s Gold Letters and Outlines Perfection Kilns 

K. KE. CHERRY 

CHINA COLORS 

All vials of Cherry Colors reduced 5c 
Send for revised list of Standard and Dusting 

Colors. 

A new line of enamels prepared by 
Mrs Cherry and successfully used in 
our Summer School will be on the 
market in the near future. 

THE ROBINEAU POTTERY 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

-Satsumaand Sedji ware imported from Japan 
For our Summer School 

several pieces designed by Mrs. Cherry and Mrs. 

Robineau were imported in big enough quanti- 

ties to leave us a good stock to sell after close of 

School. 

Send for Price List 

The Robineau Pottery 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

ANNOUNCEMENT = 
The number of Star Wheels sold 

since put on the market, is sufficient 

evidence of their superiority. Not 

one dissatisfied customer. 

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT 
We guarantee safe delivery to any parts of 

United States or Canada. 

Ask your dealer for a STAR Wheel. If he 
can’t supply you write direct to us. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO JOBBERS 

J. KAEFER MFG. CO., Hamilton, Ohio 
When writing to advertisers please mention this magazine 
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| a the most satisfactory qualities are what we supply. inelud- 

ing White China. Catalogs: on request. 

ABBOTT & CO., 1 4127- North Wabash hoe Chicago 

es _ Selling Agents for. Revelation Kilns ene Cook Co., Ti. 

_ JESSIE LOUISE CLAPP. 
510 eee BLOCK, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

Manufacturer of ~ 

=e ‘ ae “AND. DEALER. IN CHINA PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES : 

_ WEBER'S “SPHINX”” GOLD and SLEEPER’S CRUCIBLE- SOUP: : 
RE ars ‘67c per box, postpaid. - All colors. 2 

~ Ask your dealer for “Syracuse” Outlining Ink or order cieeek. 
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VEGETABLE GLUE 2 
ae: the Finest and Beet Inks and Adhesives. 

Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-smelling inks and adhesives, 
and adopt the Higgins Inks and adhesives. They will be a reyelation to you, 

_) they. are so. sweet, clean, Pete ‘up, and withalso ener 
ealers Genera 

Higdins & Co., Mirs., 271 Ninth Street, ” Brooklyn, N. Y. 
“BRANCHES: CHICAGO; LONDON. 

Book ae 

| Cups = ano ‘Saucers: 
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COPYRIGHTED 1913, 
-_-- KERAMIG STUDIO PUBLISHING CO. 

Z “SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 

BOOK OF CUPS AND SAUCERS 
_Published in one volume of 26 pages, it contains. the choicest designs ‘pub- 

_ lished in back numbers of KERAMIC STUDIO—imany of which are now. 

entirely out of print; and are excellent examples of America’s most famous- 

decorators of china. The group of six designs for Cups and-Saucers in Col= 

or by Kathryn E. Cherry, which form the frontispiece, is a valuable feature 
oe as each design may be adapted to an entire set of China. 

PRICE $1.50 Poste PROMPT T DELIVERY 

=H copy of] February 1900 Keramic Studio. will give two. 
Be numbers i in ee Studio Pub Co. 

Z 

|F B. “"AULICH’S 
WELL KNOWN: 

Select Powder Colors for China 
The best Quality. _ Finely Ground. BRUSHES and MEDIUM For Sale by Leading 
Art Stores. WATER COLOR STUDIES TO RENT. ~~ Mail Orders Fagmney Hilpd: 
Send for Price List. 820 EAST 45TH Sees CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Beginning with 
the October Number 

of Keramic Studio 
‘there. will be published each month an_ eight-page 
supplement in black and white devoted to Naturalistic 

and Semi-Naturalistic Decoration; also two color sup- 
plements, one in Naturalistic and the other Conventional. 

A years’ subscription will cost $4.00, the same as be- 
fore, but on Oct. Ist we make a slight change in the six 

months subscription from $2.00 to $2.20, and the three - 
_ months from $1.00 to $1.10, giving the subscriber, how- 

ever, the privilege of paying the difference at the last 
~half or quarter. For example—tThe first six months will 

- be $2.20 and the second six months $1.80; the first three 

- quarters $1.10 each and the last quarter 70c., so that the 

subscriber does not pay more than $4.00, if the subscrip- 

tion is kept up for twelve successive months. 

We send one sample copy, back number, for introduc- — 
tion (to a new name only) for 10 cents. oe 

_ Free illustrated catalogue—postage 6 cents. 

» _ KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING CO., 
a SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
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map u,begin with this issue the publication 
# of naturalistic designs in the shape of 

ra a\supplement, as we had announced 

in previous numbers, also the publi- 

cation of two color studies instead of 
one. The price of the yearly sub- 

scriptions remains what it was be- 
fore, $4 a year, but a slight change is 

made, as advertised, in the price of 

shorter subscriptions. The natur- 

listic supplement alone with the two 

color studies, but without the advertisements, can be had for 

$2.50 a year. However, we would advise even the naturalistic 
decorators to take the whole Magazine rather than the supple- 

ments alone, as they will get great benefit from the information 

and designs in the Magazine proper, even if they do not do 

conventional work, and they need the advertising pages which 

keep them posted on all that is offered in the way of materials 
and supplies. 

It certainly is not a good time to begin an increase 

in the Magazine, and we would not have done it if we had 
not promised it at a time when nobody suspected that a mons- 

trous, stupid war would suddenly stop all economic life in 
Europe and disturb the business of neutral countries to an 
extent which it is impossible to gauge at this early stage. But 

we are not pessimistic for the future, we think that sooner or 

later a great prosperity for the United States will result from 

this war and that china painting will continue its onward march, 

even if it suffers temporarily. We trust that subscriptions 

will come in as usual and even better than usual and that china 

decorators will show their appreciation of our efforts to help 

them by coming heartily to our support during the trying times 
which we may have to pass through. 

That the situation just now is serious, there is no doubt. 

Importations of French and German china have entirely stopped 
and the supply on hand will not last forever. When indusirial 
work in Hurope will be resumed nobody can say, however it 

is better not to wait for the resumption of imports which is 

sure to come, though considerably delayed, but in a true Amer- 

ican way, it is better to find and create other sources of supply. 

Outside of European china, decorators have received lately 

an important supply of undecorated Japanese ware, Satsuma 

pottery and Sedji porcelain with green glaze. These wares 

although crudely made and often full of blemishes, have met 

with favor because of their artistic shapes and their suitability 

for enamel decoration. There is no reason why the Japanese 

should not send us before long a white porcelain. We have 

corresponded lately with the firms which control the present 

Japanese importation and we have good reason to hope that 

white Japanese porcelain will be on the market before many 
months. 

But there is something more important than looking for 

sources of supply outside of the United States. There is ab- 

solutely no reason why a good white porcelain adapted to the 

needs of amateur decorators should not be produced in this 

country, not only as good as the European china, but better, 

for we must acknowledge that French china, for instance, with 

its very hard glaze and often poor shapes, is far from being an 

ideal ware. China decorators take it because they find noth- 
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ing better, but they would like something better and we must 

all ask for and work for a porcelain made in America which 

will have the qualities of the European china and in addi- 

tion some qualities which the European china has not. This 

is surely going to come sooner or later. We think that one of 

the results of this war will be that the very often unjustified 

fad for imported things, whether porcelain or fabrics, hats, 
dresses, etc. will disappear and that everybody will ask for 

goods “‘made in America,” and as soon as that demand is felt 

manufacturers will meet it. 

The Belleek ware made in Trenton has been quite a favor- 

ite with china decorators in the last years. The ornamental 

shapes are good as a rule, and the soft cream color glaze has, 

like the Japanese soft wares, artistic qualities, which everybody 

appreciates and which are especially suitable to dusted color. 

It is a good American product and the present disturbed con- 

dition should tend to increase its production and decorators 

should find there a constantly growing source of supply. But 

Belleek ware is not suitable for all purposes. For tableware 

especially a real white porcelain is absolutely needed. 

A series of articles by the Editor of this magazine is now 

being published in Brick and Clay Record, a Magazine which 

goes to all potteries, articles in which is explained the situation 

of the amateur china painting trade and through which it is 

hoped to induce American potteries to take up this special 

line of manufacture. We have also corresponded with several 

porcelain makers in this country. The difficulty is that these 

porcelain makers see their regular line boomed by the war and 

do not feel like undertaking a production which would necessi- 

tate a change in their processes of fabrication. We have little 

hope of seeing the present porcelain factories take up the ama- 

teur trade as an additional line, but we hope that before long 
new firms will undertake the production of a finer grade of 

porcelain than has so far been made in this country, a porcelain 

which will be sold both decorated and undecorated as has been 

done by the European factories. 
The situation at present in regard to American porcelain 

is peculiar. There are several potteries producing it, but all 

produce the same kind, what is called hotel china, a porcelain 

which is far more durable and resistant than the European 

china, consequently well suited for restaurant and hotel use, 

or ordinary family use, but is heavy and has not the quality 

of finer grades. It is absolutely unsuited to the needs of 

amateur decorators, because it is glazed with a low fire lead 

glaze. This kind of glaze when decorated with overglaze 

colors and enamels requires a very slow firing, otherwise the 

smoke produced by the burning of oils and mediums gets burnt 

into the glaze and the ware comes out full of black spots or of a 

general blackish tint which ruins it. Unfortunately china 

painters all fire in a very rash way, and it is doubtful if they 

could be induced to fire in three or four hours instead of one 

hour or one hour and a half. What they need is a porcelain of 

fine quality, glazed by the European process, that is, with a 

high fire felspathic glaze. It is for the production of such a 

ware, right here in America, that we must all work and you may 

be sure that for our part we will do all we can to bring it about. 
It may take some time to accomplish it. Mean- 

while china decorators should not get discouraged if later they 

(Continued on page 130) 
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DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

PROBLEM V. BALANCE OF SYMMETRY 

“The study of design involves a systematic training of individual power 

to select with good judgment and discretion and to arrange consistently. It 

should result in good taste.”—Alvah Parsons. 

“Ornament is developed, not invented. It must be vivified from within, 

not galvanized from without.””—W alter Crane. 

EFORE we proceed further with design as adapted to 

shapes, we will, for discipline, practice the development 

of units of design. These we will consider later as parts of 

designs, but they are in fact complete in themselves, contain- 

ing all the principles of design. We have defined, and in our 

previous problems have demonstrated the principles, rhythm 

and balance; but in the formation of these units, especially in 

the circular, the principles reach their strongest expression; 

the more pronounced the rhythm, the more carefully must we 

watch the balance. In the case of units balanced by symmetry, 

this is easier than when the parts are unequal in size and shape. 

Here the adjustment becomes a delicate matter—a matter 

largely of feeling and not of mathematical calculation. This 

problem deals only with the symmetrical units—having the 

same degree of attraction on either side of a vertical axis. We 

must remember that the space between the parts forms a 

strong attractive force and must be studied carefully and not 

left to accident. Symmetry appears as a basis of ornament 

in the earliest specimens of art expression. This kind of bal- 

ance is always simple, dignified and strong. 

From the first, man has endeavored to arrange his thoughts 
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in an orderly way. The first and simplest expression of rhythm 

appears as repetition and through symmetry. In nature, if 

traced to details, we find symmetry to be the basis of all life. 

We will begin with the abstract line and see how we can 
cut the space in the most pleasing way. Considering first 

the circular unit, the lines must be in harmony (in rhythmic 

relation) with the enclosing line and with each other. The 

trend must be im and not out of the circle. There must be 

variety in the size and shape of the areas in order to create 

interest. When we have succeeded in demonstrating the prin- 

ciples in an abstract way, we will proceed to the natural motif, | 
simplifying and making it conform to the same laws. Here 

we are again reminded that it is not necessary to keep the 

identity of the motif chosen, although we will do so when prac- 

ticable. The primary object is to develop a sense of rhythm 

and balance—to get it into the system—to get the feeling for 

related movement and balance, so that in time these quali- 

ties will develop in our work automatically. Here all the limit- 

ations of the first problems are removed and we are free to 

revel in curves, always remembering the admonition as to re- 

straint of movement and that we are working for well related 

lines and areas in harmony with the boundary line, rather than 

to imitate nature forms. 
These units are complete in themselves; not only are they 

confined within a given space,. but must of themselves from 

the shape suggested. They will later be used as spot repeats 

in making up borders and for other use as decoration, but for 

the present, they will serve their purpose in developing within 

us a feeling for rhythm and balance and as discipline in con- 

fining our efforts to a given shape. 

EXERCISE 

Make six symmetrical units of design, using shapes sug- 

gested in the illustrations; three using the abstract line, and 

three developed from a natural motif. See that all lines are 
in harmony with the boundary line and with each other. Watch 

for variety in size and shape of the parts and for construction, 

i.e, for a feeling of natural growth. Keep them simple as to 
line and arrangement and logical as to growth. Use for motifs, 

bugs, butterflies, leaves, and the flowers of simple construction. 
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SMALL PINK CHRYSANTHEMUM—MRS, L. R. LIGHTNER (Treatment page 125) 
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PROBLEM VI. ‘‘OCCULT” OR ‘‘FELT’” BALANCE 

“There is an element in art which can be consciously controlled and may 

be classified and taught: there is another element which the personality of the 

artist supplies and which cannot be taught.’”—Alvah Parsons. 

E have said that nature in detail is always symmetrical. 

This is true only as to detail. Nature, in large, is not 

symmetrical. There is a higher type of balance found all 

through nature. It is this type that is characteristic of the 

Japanese decorations. It has been called “Occult” or “Felt” 

balance, and presupposes a finer or more subtle sense of balance. 

As we said in the preceding argument, it becomes a matter of 

feeling and not of mathematical calculation and results from 

the proper adjustment of objects or areas unequal in size and 

shape. When we come to deal with values and with color, 

these will also figure in helping to procure this balance, but 

for the present we are dealing with lines and areas only and 

must by the position of these produce a balance as perfect as 

that of symmetry. ‘Unequal attractions balance each other 

in inverse ratio to their power of attraction.’”’ So that in bal- 

ancing two spots within a given area, the point of balance is 

fartherest from the smaller spot (See Figure 1), giving the smaller 

of the two the most background—just as the smaller of two 

children on a “teeter”? must have the larger share of the board. 

The more difficult the problem, the more interesting it 

becomes. So we will find in the development of these units 

more of interest than in the units of symmetry. This sense of 

balance, if not intuitive, must be developed, if we would have 

ALN 

DECORATIVE MONOGRAMS, PROBLEM VII 
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any appreciation of composition, either in the field of design 
or pictorial art. 

EXERCISE 

Construct six units of design, (shapes similar to those 

suggested in the preceding problem) which are complete in 

themselves and demonstrate that type of balance which is 

produced by the proper adjustment of parts unequal in size 

and shape. As in the preceding problem, begin with -the ab- 

stract treatment of the space before using the natural motif. 

Work as before for a feeling of growth—construction—for 
variety in size and shape of the parts and for rhythm and 

harmony of line. These units are all valuable later as material 

for completed designs for shapes, as well as for present disci- 
pline in training the rhythm and balance sense. 

PROBLEM VII: DECORATIVE MONOGRAMS 

“The beautiful does not depend on the useful—but the useful may be made 

the highest expression of utility—of necessity—it then becomes beautiful.” 

' —George Santayana. 

“Tt matters little whether we wield the chisel, the hammer, or the brush, 

or work at the forge, the carpenter’s bench, or in the studio; if we feel our 

work and acquire the skill to make a thing of beauty, we are in the true sense 

of the word, Artists.” —W alter Crane. 

as problem is practically the same as the two preceding 

problems and is interesting and quite as practical, as 

every designer is interested in the making of a decorative mono- 

gram for use in his or her art work. These monograms are 

2) 

developed according to the principles of design and are, there- 

fore, units of design and may be used as such in the decoration 

_of table service, as well as for signature for designs, composi- 

tions and finished articles. 
We will not attempt to cover the subject of lettering under 

this problem further than the construction of these monograms. 

Lettering is a distinct department and should be made the 
subject of special study. We all know enough of the construc- 

tion of letters, however, to enjoy the discipline of this exercise 

and we will proceed without further argument to the construc- 
tion, working for the same qualities as in the preceding problems. 

EXERCISE 

Make six decorative monograms, using shapes similar to 

those of the two preceding problems. (This is only a sugges- 

tion, not intended for limitation). Demonstrate the two types 

of balance (according to the combination of letters chosen). 

In constructing these monograms it is permissible, when un- 

avoidable, to reverse a letter. The decorative quality is our 

first consideration, legibility, while desirable, is secondary. 

When we can combine both qualities, we have the most satis- 

factory type. Let us avoid the monogram of commerce, the 

jeweler’s type as commonly seen. The characteristic of this 

type is the endless interlacing and superimposing of letters. 

Work rather for simplicity and harmony of line, avoiding the 
characteristics above mentioned. 

BOWL, ANEMONE MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

AKE a tracing of the medallion to apply to the bowl. It 

should repeat three times on a bowl the size of this 

illustration. Ona larger bowl it may be used four or five 

times. Care should be taken not to get it too low on the bowl. 

Paint in all the middle grey with Waterlily Green. Use deep 

Ivory for the flower form and for the dark accents use Mode. 

Transfer the border to the inside of the bowl so that it runs 
from left to right and paint it with Waterlily Green and 

Mode. Second Fire—Dust the whole bowl with Yellow for 
Dusting and touch up the accents of Mode. 

ANOTHER TREATMENT 

Mix a little Yellow Brown with some Yellow Green and 

paint in the leaves stems and bands at top and bottom of 

the bowl, Paint in the large buds in the medallion with Pearl 

Grey two parts and Yellow Brown one part. Give the flower 
form a thin wash of Albert Yellow. Second Fire—Give the 

whole bowl a light tint of Pearl Grey one part, Lemon Yellow 

one-half part and a litte Yellow Green. Paint in the darkest 

touches in the medallion and bands with Yellow Brown to 

which has been added a little Yellow Red. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUM DESIGNS (Page 123) 

Mrs. L. R. Lightner 

LATE—Oil the outline around the flowers and buds, the 
narrow bands and stems and dust with Water Blue. Oil 

the light spaces, flowers and buds and dust with 1 Dove Grey 

and 1 glaze for Blue. If a back-ground is preferred, it can be 

oiled for the second fire and dusted with Pearl Grey and a 

little Deep Blue Green. 

Salt Shaker—The outline around flowers and dark outline 

around the panels and around the top of the shaker are Green 

Gold. Light spaces in flowers and buds are oiled and dusted 

with 1 part Deep Ivory and paint Cameo. The grey tone in 

the flowers is Coffee Brown. Leaves and stems are Florentine 

Green. 
Belt Buckle—All the dark tones except in flowers and 

are Antique Gold. All the grey tones are Green Gold. Petals 

. space in buds are Mais Yellow Enamel. 
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of flowers are Mais Yellow Enamels. The centers in flowers 
and buds are Scarlet and No. 3 Enamel. 

Satsuma Bowl—Dark stems, dark centers in flowers, grey 

tone in flowers, the light space in border and the lower band 

are Green Gold. Dark leaves and small darkest spaces are 

Antique Gold. Light space in flowers is Italian Pinch Enamel. 
Light leaves and stems Cafe au lait Enamel. : 

Satsuma Box—Stems, dark bands, outline through the 

flowers and around them are Antique Gold. All leaves on top 
of box except the long half one and the small one joining the 

buds are Green Gold. Also the space between the two dark 
bands on the lid and bottom of box. The leaves on the bot- 

tom of box and the two remaining ones on the top are Floren- 

tine No. 1 Enamel. The outer petals of flowers and light 

The darkspots inthe 
center of flowers and buds are Scarlet No. 3 Enamel. The 

bands around the flowers and buds are Orange No. 3 Enamel. 

SATSUMA BOX, CHRYSANTHEMUMS—PAULA FENSKA 

The stems and all the darkest tones are Antique Bronze Gold. Small petals in center of flowers Golden-Rod Enamel. 

The small leaves around the flowers are Florentine No. 1 outer petals are Wistaria Enamel. 
The 

, Enamel. The remaining leaves and the bands are Green Gold. 
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DESIGN FOR PLATE 

BELT BUCKLE 

mene ey 

SALT SHAKER 

ve 

wi a 

SATSUMA BOWL SATSUMA BOX 

CHRYSANTHEMUM MOTIF DESIGNS—MRS. L._R. LIGHTNER (Treatments page 122) 
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HONEY JAR, ANEMONE MOTIF—A. W. HECKMAN 

IL all the dark grey parts and dust with Waterlily Green. 

Paint in all the darkest spots with Green Gold. Second 

Fire—Dust the whole piece with Glaze for Green. Go overall 

the Green Gold and Fire. 
ANOTHER TREATMENT 

Mix two parts Pearl Grey, one part Apple Green, one 

part Yellow Green and a pinch of Purple Black to subdue 

the green. Dust all the design save the narrow lines and the 
dark spots. Paint in the narrow lines with one part Pearl 

Grey and one part Banding Blue. For the little dark spots 

use one part Banding Blue, one part Violet and a pinch of 

Purple Black. Second Fire—Dust the whole with Pearl Grey 

two parts and Ivory Glaze one part. The handles of the jar 

may be striped with color or left plain as desired. 

co 

LITTLE BOXES (Page 127) 

S.S. Holt 

O.1. The design is carried out in Gold. A delicate tint 

may be added around the edge if desired, either of 

color or lustre. 

No. 2. Apply a thin coat of Yellow Brown lustre over 

the entire surface of the box, and fire. Second fire, put in all 

of the design with Gold except the smallest dark spots, which 
are Scarlet No. 3 enamel. 

No. 8. All the design except the two petals of the bud is 

painted with Yellow Green and Apple Green and the petals 

are painted Violet and a little Dark Grey. Center of flowers 

Yellow Red and a little Blood Red. Second fire, tint entire 

surface with a soft Ivory tone, using 2 parts Yellow Brown 

and 1 part Yellow Green; this should be applied with a very 
thin wash. 
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SMALL PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS (Page 119) 

Mrs. L. R. Lightner 

KETCH design in, then paint dark leaves with Shading 

Green and Brown Green, the light leaves with Apple 

Green and Yellow for Painting, then the buds which are much 

darker than the flowers, use Blood Red and Rose Pink, then 

wash a thin wash of the Rose Pink over the flowers, shade these 

with Blood Red and a very little Mauve, the centers are a 

darker touch of the Rose Pink, for background use Copenha- 

gen Blue, Mauve and Apple Green. 
Second fire, strenghthen with same colors used in first 

firing. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS (Page 126) 

Caroline Hetlage 

KETCH design in, paint flowers with Yellow for Painting, 

Yellow Brown, and shade with Brown Green and Albert 

Yellow, the centers have Yellow Red touches, the leaves are 

Yellow Green and Brown Green, the buds are Yellow Brown 

and Yellow Red, the stems are Brown Green, the background 

is Albert Yellow, Brown Green and Dark Gray. 

Second fire, use same colors as used in first fire to streng- 

then design. 

VASE, ANEMONE MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

This may be executed in soft enamels and gold or in 
dusted color with washes of color. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS—CAROLINE HETLAGE (Treatment page 125) 
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TEA PLATE, WILD ROSE MOTIF—SARA E. KING 

One fire. Outline in Sepia, bake hard in oven. Roses, thin wash Wild Rose Yellow or Primrose. Leaves, Leaf Green shaded 

with Stem Brown. Outside rim, Gold; inside rim, Gold. Middle line connecting leaves, Sepia with Gold unit. 

Spread gold on very thin; bake hard and then put on another coat. 

FAve=avsy 
| § 

. q 

. TS NY 

Phir see Sy Jair (Treatment page 125) 
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FERNERY, CHRYSANTHEMUMS—CAROLINE HETLAGE 

IL gray space back of the small light flowers, the leaf tones in the flowers and dust with Coffee Brown. Oil the 

forms and the gray space between the panels, and at petals of the three larger flowers and dust with Deep Ivory. 

the top and bottom of the fernery, and dust with 1 part Flor- Second fire, oil over the entire surface and dust with 
entine, and 1 part Pearl Gray. Oil the stems and the darkest equal parts Pearl Gray, Dove Gray and Ivory Glaze. 

JEWEL TRAY, ARBUTUS MOTIF—SARA E. KING 

Tint Trenton Ivory. Fire. Trace design; outline in Black; bake hard in oven; apply color and gold. Outside rim, Gold. 
Leaves, Leaf Green, tinted with Trenton Ivory and Light Brown. Flowers, Wild Rose Pink; centers, Gold. 

t Small leaf in center of flowers, Leaf Green. Fire. 
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WISTARIA VASE (Supplement) 
May B. Hoelscher 

IRST Firing—Outline all of the design in Black. 
dark brown parts in background use “Mason’s” Hair 

Brown with a touch of Black to grey it. Small red forms are 

Yellow Red. For violet tone in the background of curved 

forms use Light Violet of Gold, toned with Deep Purple and 

a bit of Black. Background of flowers is “Fry’s’ Meissen 

Brown, toned with a bit of Black. The lower part of the vase 

is Meissen Brown and Brown Green, equal parts, padded. 

Second Firing—Go over outline to make it uniform, then 

touch up background and lay in the enamels. For the leaves 

use Apple Green, touch of Black and Deep Purple, and shade 

with Shading Green toned. Test the enamels to get a soft 

For 
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tone. The flowers are Light Violet of Gold toned and shaded 

with Deep Purple and Brown 4 with a touch of Delft Blue. 

Enamels can be fired the second time on Belleek. 

eC 

CLUB NOTE 

Hartford has at last a ‘““Keramic Club” which has for its 
President, Mrs. Goodel Meyer, the club is composed of nearly 

all the old china decorators of Hartford. 
The club will open September 15, a School of Design and 

its application to china, under the directions of Mrs. Goodel 
Meyer; they: will hold an exhibit and sale in November. 

Application for admission to school can be made at the 
Artist’s Supply Dept. G. Fox & Co. 
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SATSUMA BOX, ANEMONE MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

To be done in flat enamels and gold or in gold and lustre on ordinary china as desired 
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(Editorial—Continued from page 117) 

have temporary difficulties in getting an adequate and satis- 
factory supply of white ware. They should not give up, be- 

cause if they do they will surely miss the great boom which is 

bound to be the result of this war. This troublesome china 

question is going to be solved and to be solved in the right way. 

Some day we are going to have on the market a better supply 

than we ever had before, better ware and better shapes, and 

china and pottery decoration will progress as they have never 

done before. 
Get ready for this time. Do not try to turn out painted 

china by the bushel, as so many have been doing. - Remember 

that the supply is going to be short some day, do not try to 

produce much, but to produce something good. A well exe- 

cuted piece to the decoration of which thought and care have 

been given should bring as much money as half a dozen pieces 

crudely daubed with paint. Study design. We are just now 

publishing in the Magazine a series of excellent articles by Mrs. 

Paist. These will help you. The many designs in the coming 

issues as well as the back numbers of Keramic Studio will help 

you if you know how tousethem. Donot only copy them, use 

them intelligently. Do not waste your china. 

Also give some thought to the questicn of good shapes. 

In our efforts to induce the production of a good American 

white china we are telling manufacturers that we will supply 
designs of what would be suitable shapes for the amateur trade. 

Some of these days we may through the Magazine ask our 

designers and subscribers to send us designs of shapes to be 

used by manufacturers. If a line of American porcelain is 
going to be made specially for artists, the manufacturer can- 

not be expected to turn out the right shapes unless he gets 

help from the artists themselves. Let us have from the start, 
good shapes, better shapes than the Europeans have given us. 

Give a little thought to that side of the question right now. 

P. S.—We wish to emphasize the point that there is no 

shortage of white china at present, all stores have a supply on 

hand, but, although we all hope that the war will not last long, 

we have to face the fact that all industrial life in France and 

Germany was stopped abruptly and absolutely the day 

of the declaration of war, and that even a war of short dura- 

tion will leave several countries crippled for generations to 

come. 

EXHIBITION NOTE 

The Keramic Society of Greater New York announces 
the second annual exhibition to be held at the Hotel McAlpin, 

Broadway and 34th St., New York, in the Blue Room, during 

the week of November 9th to 14th, 1914. 

This Blue Room of the Hotel McAlpin is an ideal place — 

for such an exhibit. The Society is planning to show all 

classes of porcelain and adding tiles to show modern design 

for house decoration. A new feature will be a showing of china 

and tiles for use in Period rooms. A demand for vases, lamps, 

table service and tiles is being created by the extensive use of 
Period furniture and decorations by interior decorators, and 

the Society is planning to meet this demand. 

Another feature which they hope to have well represented 

is lighting fixtures, fitted for electricity. 

The most interesting class is the Elling prize bowl which 

undoubtedly will bring many new and unusual designs. All 

members of the Society are working hard to make the Exhibit 

a worthy one. 

£ 
STUDIO NOTES 

Mrs. Ione L. Wheeler of Chicago, Ill., after making one or 

two changes the past few months is now established in her new 

studio at 1101 Auditorium Tower. 

Mrs. B. B. Crandall of Chattanooga, Tenn., after studying 

at the Columbia University, New York and also at private 

studios, will open up her own studio late in September. In 

addition to her former course of china decoration, she has added 

that of jewelry and pottery. 

We are glad to learn from Miss Leah H. Rodman formerly 

of New York and Brooklyn, that she has entirely recovered 

her health at Charlotte, N. C., where she has established her 

studio until further notice. 

The Keramic Studio has just received an announcement 

of the marriage of Blanche Van Court Schneider to Charles 

Roy Boudinot of Chicago, III. 
Mrs. Boudinot has been teaching art in Chicago for the 

past ten years and such is the demand for her work that she 

will continue her order work and water color studies at her 

home, 5315 Kenmore Avenue. The studio at the Auditorium 
Building was given up on May Ist. 

FRUIT BORDER 
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SATSUMA BOX—MAY B. HOELSCHER 

UTLINE in black. All bands are gold. Small squares 
in geometrical design Green; oblong Yellow Red. Back 

ground Ivory Tint. Apples, Yellow Red touch of Blood Red. 

Lemons, Yellow Enamels. Grapes, Violet shaded with Deep 

jS3! 

Purple and Delft Blue enamels. Leaves, in enamels, Apple 

Green, touch of Black, shaded with Toned Shading Green. 

Done in two firings. 

er 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

K. R.—What can be used over a too bright tone of dusting of dusted Oriental 

Ivory to soften it a trifle? 

Dust 1 part Pearl Grey and 5 parts Ivory Glaze over it. 

No. 2—With grey green for leaves what can be used for a darker shade? 

Water Lily Green can be used. 

No. 3—What can be used over a trifle cloudy tinted and dusted combination 

of 1 part Pearl Grey, 1 Neutral Yellow, 3 Ivory Glaze which will not darken but 

give a cream tint and richness also what shades of green for leaves, and pink for 

small flowers would look well with it2 

The same mixture as in answer No. | can be used. 

be used for leaves and Cameo for the flowers. 

Bright green can 

S. J. E—Will you kindly tell me how to submit designs to you. Also do 

you pay for the ones you use? 

Send the designs to the office and if it is material that can be used it will 

be copied and the originals returned and if not it will be returned to you at 

once. Yes, the designs are paid for. It is best to carry the designs out in 

black and white. 

A. M.—1 Kindly give me a receipt of a good medium for china painting. 

To six parts Oil of Copaiba use 1 part Oil of Lavender. 

No. 2—Is it necessary to have a mill to grind colors when bought in bulk? 

It is better to grind the colors in a mill as it makes them smoother. 

No. 3—Are the mills expensive? Are there any books on toning or mixing, 

elc.? 

We do not know of such a book. Write to Paul Abbé, 30 Broad Street, 

New York, or B. F. Drakenfeld & Co., 50 Murray Street, for mills. 

Mrs. L. B.—Will you tell me in your next journal what I can do to cover up 

copper lustre. I have used it over opal lustre on a stein with poinsettas and it 

kills the red. 

Roman gold would fire alright over the lustre. 

No. 2—In certain places on another piece the copper lustre has seemed to 

scatter over my black outline in the fire, how can I remedy this? 

If you mean that the lustre is on your outline just retouch the outline but 

if it has gone beyond it take it off with a china eraser. 

IDEAL CHINA KILNS 
Patented 1904 

These Kilns are of such 

operate, that 

the novice can 

and 

they are so 

quick in operation 

that they are also the best 

kiln offered for the 

professional china firer. 

Write for catalogue 

and testimonials 

Port Huron, Mich. 

Advertising copy for the November number of this magazine 

should be in our hands the first of October. 

Keramic Studio Pub. Co. 

simple design and con-| 

struction and so easy to 

durable, economical and 

succeed with them 

K. KE. CHERRY 

CHINA COLORS 

All vials of Cherry Colors reduced 5c 

Send for revised list of Standard and Dusting 

Colors. 

A new line of enamels prepared by 

Mrs Cherry and successfully used in 

our Summer School will be on the 

market in the near future. 

THE ROBINEAU POTTERY 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

When writing to advertisers please mention this magazine 
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COPYRIGHT 1914 BY_F.L-'SLEEPER 
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Pann e for the “KING” of Ceramic Golds > CHEER 
GOLD GOLD 

an Improved Round cone 

THE NEW CIRCULAR PACKAGE is posi- 

tively devoid of all corner joints or other pos- 

sible openings which admit air, dust, moisture 
UNFLUXED ANTIQUE GREEN 
GOLD or any substance detrimental to the contents ' BOLD 

and insure, to the greatest extent that match- 

less richness and brilliancy which has char- 

acterized Sleeper’s Crucible Gold since 

its advent into the Ceramic Field. 

SILVER RED BRONZE 

GOLD GOLD 

rr 
| | MANUFACTURED BY | 

FREDL. SLEEPER : 
950 DiverSEY PARKWAY—CHICAGO wet E. 

f 

FAVOR, RUHL & CO. 
DISTRIBUTORS 

L NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON 

& 
When writing to advertisers please mention this magazine 
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ae China Painters eS VEGETABLE GLUE a, : Are the mere Se Best Sa Adhesives. aaa 
t d Hi . ae =a 2 ao our good goods and have satisfaction. French Pen Painting | | Bseece REC ad iptiog taka sed vacation Ther CIE Re eee ee 

_-.__-acoming novelty. The outfits and materials are here, also the A OT ee 2 a Oo aad arta so eth cient 
best kinds of WHITE CHINA. Catalogs sent on request, -M. Higgins & Co., Mirs.. .» OL] Ninth Sireet, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Sets ¥. ABBOTT & rer) 5 BRANCHES? CHICAGO, LONDON. 

= ee 9 127° North Wabash Ave., Chicago 

et ae . Selling Agents for Revelation Kilns outside Cook Co., Hl. 
Beginning with this Number 

_ JESSIE LOUISE CLAPP of Keramic Studio 
510 McCARTHY BLOCK, , SYRACUSE, Ne Yi 

Manufacturer of 

WEBER'S “SPHINX” GOLD and SLEEPER’S CRUCIBLE GOLD, 

_ 67e per. box, postpaid. “All colors. 

there will be “published each month an Saaee. 

supplement in black and white devoted to Naturalistic 
_-and Semi-Naturalistic Decoration; also two color sup- 

. plements, one in Naturalistic and the other Conventional. 

-.- A years’ subscription will cost $4.00, the same as be- 

fore, but on Oct. Ist we make a slight change in the six 

~ months subscription from $2.00 to $2.20, and the three - |. 

months from $1.00 to $1.10, giving the. subscriber, how- 

ever, the privilege of paying the difference at the last - 

half or quarter. For example—The first six months will 
_ be $2.20 and the second six months $1.80; the first three 

- quarters $1.10 each and the last quarter 70c., so that the - 
subscriber does not pay more than $4.00, if the subserip- 

tion is kept up for twelve successive months. : 
- We send one sample copy, back number, for introdue- 
tion (to a new name only) for 10 cents. == 

_ Free illustrated catalogue—postage 6 cents. 

_KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING CO., 

SYRACUSE, N.Y. 

re Ask your dealer for “Syracuse” Outlining Ink or order direct. 

i Per bottle 25c. ‘Large bottle 60c Postpaid. 

_ NEW DESIGNS IN COOVER’ S BLACK OUTLINES. 

K. E. CHERRY’S COLORS. AND ENAMELS. 

“FAVORITE” WHITE CHINA. 

- Mail Orders Given Special Attention. 

: iedpedcanie for Studio Use tt What? 22? Asmall glass bie: 
| nisher;in a metal holder for burnishing fine gold lines over 

>} lustre and for inaccessible places which cannot be reached 
__ | with a large burnisher or with sand. Price 50 cents postpaid. - 

Little Things! F | 
To. Make, 

KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING CO. 

= SYRACUSE, NEW YORK COPYRIGHTED 1913 — 
KERAMIC. STUDIO PUBLISHING CO. 

SYRACUSE. NEW YORE 

BOOK OF CUPS AND SAUCERS. 
“iors Published i in one volume of 26 pages, it contains the choicest designs pub- 

-. + jished i in back numbers of KERAMIC. STUDIO—many ef which are ‘now - 

eas entirely out of print; and are excellent examples of America’s most famens_ 
=o es of china. The group of six designs fer Cups and Saucers in C€el- 

Fe = : or by Kathryn E. Cherry, which form the frontispiece, is a valuable feature = = ss ) } =e 

See = as each design may be adapted to an entire set of China. ae re : Price $2.30 post-paid 

_ ~~ _- PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID PROMPT DELIVERY See ee : ee. 
Bis es: Mee Se one year subecintion tp Keramic ee $5.00 : . With one year subscription to Keramic Studio $6.00 _ 
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1° in the six months subscription from $2.00 to $2.20, Joh 
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: ample—The- first six months will be $2.20 and the | i 
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Supplement atid ‘the two color studies, we make a | 
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Club of Pon Menibers ‘for $35. 00. 
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E are devoting considerable space 

e449 this month to the illustration of the 
work of the Four Winds Summer 

school as it furnishes so many sug- 

gestions for decoration to the student 

and designer, and so many of our 

readers seem to appreciate the oppor- 

tunity of seeing what the other ce- 

f ramic workers are doing. We have 
§ on hand illustrations of the work of 

several other clubs and classes which we will give as soon as pos- 
sible, as we know how these photographs are studied as sources 

of inspiration. We would repeat our invitation to all clubs to 

send photographs of exhibits. We are always glad to show them. 

We have heard, once or twice, in a roundabout way, that certain 

clubs had written us to show their work and we had not replied, 

consequently they felt quite hurt. If such a thing has ever 

happened, it has certainly been an accident, for we have never 

intentionally neglected to reply to such a request. So we would 

ask our readers always to write a second time if not receiving a 

reply, for as the old saying goes, “‘accidents will happen in the 

best regulated families.” 

When sending photographs of exhibitions and club work, 

be sure to send good photographs. We have received several 

times accounts of exhibitions accompanied by small amateur 

photographs which were absolutely worthless for reproduction, 

and which we could not publish for that reason. The photo- 

graphs should be clear and sharp, they should show the details 

of the decoration and consequently there should not be too 

many pieces in the group. The more pieces there are in a 

eroup the more difficult it is to bring out the details of deco- 

ration of each piece. 

Ho OK 

We are receiving many letters of appreciation of our new 
naturalistic supplement, and we are glad if we can in this way 

be of service. If the ceramic workers will “hold up our hands” 

during these stringent and trying times we will do more yet for 

them “‘when the war is over.”’ We have many new features 

planned for future issues when the financial situation will allow 

it. Weare hoping that before the shortage of china for decora- 

tion becomes too noticeable other wares will be on the market. 

We understand from one of our advertisers that some new white 

china is to come to us from Japan. So that, perhaps after all, 

our decorators will not be so hard pressed for ware to decorate. 

One thing has particularly pleased the publishers so far, and 

that is that very few, if any, subscribe for the supplement alone, 

which goes far to prove that even our good naturalistic friends 

have a little hankering for something better than the “‘flesh-pots 

of Egypt.” For they are subscribing for the whole magazine 

at four dollars, when they could have the supplement and two 

color studies for $2.50. We all have at heart a higher ideal than 

we will admit with our tongue. We have had several letters 

lately from others of our subscribers on the well worn subject of 

naturalistic vs. conventional decoration. As we have already 

pretty well threshed out the subject in these pages, we will ask 
these friends to accept our thanks for the letters and excuse our 

not continuing the subject at present. 

H OK 

We understand from the men in charge of the Panama 

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK November {94 

Pacific Exposition that it will open as planned, and that no 

countries that had planned to co-operate have notified the au- 

thorities of any change in their plans, and that in fact they are 

expecting a larger attendance of the wealthier class than usual, 

as on account of the war they will be unable to go abroad. Let 

us hope, if this is so, that they will encourage American artists 

and craftsmen by a larger buying of things ‘“‘made in America.” 
We have, so far, heard of only a few of our decorators who plan 

to show work at the exposition. It is an expensive matter to 

show alone, and we have heard of no club taking up the matter. 

It is a pity that, under the circumstances, more of our ceramic 

works will not be represented. 

HK 

We are going to ask our design contributors not to send any 

more work until we notify them that we need it. We are fear- 

fully overstocked and we do not like to refuse any really good 

work that is sent in, especially as the contributor has been to 
some little trouble and expense. So you will be saving us both 

if you will just wait a bit until we have been able to use up some 

of the material on hand. The only sort of designs of which we 

have not an overflowing abundanée is semi-naturalistic arrange- 

ments of little flowers in panels and bands, ets. We would be 

glad of a few more of this type. 

FE 

We would be glad to hear from our California friends on 

the proposed opening of the Four Winds Summer School near 

San Francisco next summer. All the faculty want to go to the 

exposition and the only way out is to take the school with them. 

Then the ceramic students can kill two birds with one stone, 

attend the school and the exposition at the same time. The 

idea has been suggested to have classes mornings only, so that 

the afternoons can be spent at the exposition. Then we would 

like to hear from anyone who knows of a house in the suburbs 
of San Francisco which can be rented for school purposes, class 

rooms and living room for six or eight people at a possvble price, 

with boarding places in the neighborhood for students. Would 

it not be a lark? 

a 

STUDIO AND SHOP NOTES. 

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of a very artistic 

and complete catalogue from L. Reusche & Co., of New York, 

Mabel Sherry-Hall, of Rochester, N. Y., has removed her 

studio and salesroom to 108 Clinton Ave., S. 

Mrs. Lillian Ben-Oliel Wood, formerly of Chicago, IIl., has 

moved her studio to Wilmette, Ill., where she has classes in 

china painting. 

e 

EXHIBITION NOTES 

The Chicago Ceramic Art Association held its annual 22d 

reception and exhibition at the Art Institute on October Ist, 1914. 

The Burley & Co. prize was given to Mrs. Pettersen for 

dinner ware, the A. H. Abbott prize to Mrs Kissinger for the 

best collection, the Ione Wheeler prize to Miss Bohman for the 

best use of Green’s lustres. We intend to have in a coming 
issue of Keramic Studio an illustrated account of the exhibi- 

tion, ss 
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DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 
Henrietta Barclay Paist 

PROBLEM VIII. TONE BALANCE 

“The delight in beauty, be it of light, color, form or sound, is a common 

possession and a necessity of life, differing in degree, but not in kind. Culti- 

vated or uncultivated, influenced by habit, association, modes of thought 

and conditions of life, wherever humanity dwells it flowers and seeds and 

springs anew oe art in all its forms is but the language of this 

universal feeling.” —Walter Crane. 

“Harmony is a broader term than either rhythm or balance, it may in 

fact involve one or the other, or both, of these terms. It consists in shunning 

differences too pronounced, contrasts too startlmg; . .. . . . but 

uniformity is assuredly not the most pleasing manifestation of harmony. The 

eye craves contrast, variety; how far to go, where to stop, is the problem of 

the designer.”—H. A. Batchelder. 

E have said “the essentials of design are lines, tones and 
areas.” So far we have been dealing with lines and 

areas only and our balance depended on the grouping and mass- 

ing of these. We will now take up tone and tone values, there- 

by adding another element to our design. ‘The value of a 

note is the relation it bears to black and white—it is the com- 

parative light or dark note which it makes in relation to its 

surroundings.” Before we can appreciate color values or be 

able to use them intelligently, we must be able to see values 

in the neutral scale. 

Our scale of values is much the same to us as the scale in 

music to the musician. To create harmony we must know 

which combinations produce harmony. ‘To produce balance 

we must recognize the attractive force of a tone, either in color 

or of the neutral scale. The neutral scale illustrates tone- 

rhythm—the gradual blending from light to dark with regular 

intervals. 

An arrangement of grays can be made to strongly suggest 

color; without actually giving color, we can suggest the quality 

of color. 

The more values you can produce in your scale from white 

to black, the finer your sense of values. 

Begin by making only three; white, middle gray, and black. 

See that the interval between white and middle gray is exactly 

the same as between middle gray and black. Then make a 

scale of five values, adding light gray between white and mid- 

dle gray, and dark gray between middle gray and black. Then 

try to produce nine values, adding high light, low light, high 

Outlines 

dark and low dark to the values already produced (see illustra- 

tion). This is valuable practice in training the eye, just how 

valuable, you will not realize until you take up color. “The 

attractive force of a gray note is its area multiplied by its con- 

trast to the background,” hence it will take a very small spot 

of black to balance an area of middle, or light gray on a white 

eround. Black and white have the same attractive force on a 

ground of middle gray; but on a ground of light gray, the area 

of black should be reduced accordingly. In the balance of 
tones, contrast plays a more important part than quantity—a 

very small spot may have a strong attractive force for the eye 

if the contrast to the background is sufficient.. In the bal- 

ance of lines and areas we were guided largely by the physical 

law of balance; in the case of tone balance, it becomes more a 

matter of sensitive feeling. 

- Avoid sharp contrasts. A chord made by notes of the 

same register is more harmonious than one of notes widely 

separated in the scale and the composition more easily balanced. 

In a perfect balance of values, no one part dominates over any 

other part, the contrasts are all equal. To bring any one part 
into prominence, we have to but increase the contrast. Where 

to stop in the matter of accent, is our problem. 

EXERCISE 

Make a neutral scale of nine values (using charcoal gray). 

In using Japanese paper, stretch tightly over a white surface, 

using plenty of thumb tacks. Allow each wash to dry thoroughly 

before laying the next wash. Leave the paper for the white 

value, use india ink for the black, charcoal gray for values 

between. Do not try to produce the darker values with one 

wash, but repeat in washes until each value is correct. Do not 

be discouraged if you fill your waste-basket with your efforts 

before producing a perfect scale. Patience and perseverance 

will here, as in all else, surely bring its reward. This neutral 

scale will be our tuning fork for determining the value of a 

tone when we take up the problem of color harmony. When 

you have succeeded in producing a perfect scale of nine values, 

proceed to put six of the units already constructed into values, 

using three values for each unit. Show as much variety as 

possible in the combination of these, avoiding always the 

spectacular effect produced by sharp contrasts. Remember 

that we are working now for tone balance. 

: 
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FOX GLOVE—MARY L. BERRY (Treatment page 149) 
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IN SI0E BORDER 

BREAKFAST SET (Supplement)—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

O be carried out in two colors, blue and green. For the 

blue used throughout the design mix up one part Banding 

Blue, one part Copenhagen Blue and one part Pearl Grey. The 

green is composed of one part Pearl Grey and one part Empire 

Green with a touch of Copenhagen Blue. The background is 

a very delicate shade of Empire Green one part and Yellow 
Green one part. 
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MARMALADE JAR—M. L. BRIGHAM 

AINT jar a Cream or Satsuma color. Dust the bands in 

Dove Gray and fire. Make lines in Gold, leaves in two 

shades of green enamel, fruit in yellow and orange enamels. 

CHILD’S MUG—KATHERINE LINDSEY PERKINS MISTLETOE BOXES—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

(Treatment page 149) (Treatments page 138) 
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MISTLETOE BOXES (Page 137) 

Albert W. Heckman 

OUND Box.—Paint in all the dark parts of the design 
with Roman Gold and fire. Burnish the gold, clean the 

piece well so that there is no surplus glass on it and give the 
whole a thin coat of Yellow Brown lustre. Wipe out the ber- 

ries and paint them in with Yellow lustre. Use lavender oil 

and apply the lustre very thin. Several thin coats are better 

than one heavy coat. 

Square Box.—Paint all the dark parts of the design with 
Green Gold and the berry forms with White Gold. Give the 

whole a wash of light Green lustre. Go over the berries with 

White Gold. 

Another Treatment. 

Dust all the design with Waterlily Green. Fire and dust 

with Glaze for Green. Clean the berry forms and fill with 

White enamel which has been slightly tinged with Yellow. 

MISTLETOE CUP AND SAUCER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

First fire: Tint whole piece a light green. Second fire: Paint in the design with Green Gold and berry 

forms in White enamel which has been slightly tinged with yellow. 

ae 
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MISTLETOE VASES—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

QO VASE.—Paint in the design with White Gold, ex- 
cepting the darkest parts, which are Green Gold. Give 

two paintings and firings and burnish the Gold. Wash over 

the whole design with Light Green lustre. Wipe out the 

berries and fire. 

MISTLETOE BOWL—ALBERT W. 

YLINDRICAL VASE.—Paint in the design with Roman 

Gold and fire. Give the whole a second wash and bur- 
nish well. Wash the whole with Yellow Brown lustre, wipe out 

the berry forms and paint them with Yellow lustre. Hard 

enamel may be used instead of lustre for berries if desired. 

HECKMAN 

UST all parts of the design, including the outer bands, with them with Waterlily Green and fire. 
Waterlily Green. 

Fire and tint the whole with Glaze for Green. 

Paint in the berries with Green Gold. 

Clean the berry 

forms and give them a second coat of Green Gold. Outline 

Another Treatment. 

Use Glaze for Blue, Water Green No. 2 and White Gold for 

the berries, which should be outlined with the Water Green No.2 
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PLATE, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—CLARA L. CONNOR 

Outline and stems are Dark Grey and Blood Red. Stamens are Yellow Brown and Blood Red. Leaves, Yellow Green, a little 

Yellow Brown and Dark Grey and Shading Green. Outer band is Gold. Second fire: Flow Opal Lustre 

quite heavy over the background. Paint a thin wash of Yellow for Painting over the flowers. 
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PORCH WEA wo EI. 
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PORCH TEA SET, SEDJI WARE—MARY L. BRIGHAM 

Qil leaves and dust with Bright Green. Oil the two wide bands and the square above basket and dust with Dark Blue for 

Dusting and a little Banding Blue. Outline flowers with Black. Remainder of design is Green 

Gold. Fill in the roses with Satsuma Enamel. Second fire: retouch Gold. 
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Yellow Lily 

dune 

YELLOW LILY—M. L. FOSDICK 

Paint lily with Yellow for Painting, Yellow Brown, Yellow Red; shade with Albert Yellow and Yellow Brown. The stems are 

Albert Yellow and Brown Green. The leaves are Yellow Green and Brown Green. The background is Yellow 

for Painting and Dark Grey with touches of Blood Red. Second Fire.—Use same colors used in first painting. 
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Miss G. H. Neally Mrs. Maria Loomis Mrs. W. R. Jackson Miss Susie Zeteler Mrs. M. Loomis 

Miss P. Fenska Mliss Jessie Bard Mrs. K. E. Cherry Miss Jessie Bard Miss C. Hetlage Miss Jessie Bard Miss C. Hetlage 
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Mrs. E. W. Weber 
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Mrs. Alice Brown 

Mrs. G. T. Collier 
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Mrs. L. N. Zimmerman 
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Mrs. D. Fenton Frazier Mrs. E. W. Weber 

Mrs. Fitche 
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Mrs. Alice Brown 

K. E. CHERRY’S CERAMIC CLASS, FOUR WINDS POTTERY SUMMER SCHOOL 

CHILDS MUG (Page 137) 

Katharine Lindsey Perkins 

UST entire mug with Grey Yellow; have oil quite dry. 

Blue sky: Dust with 2 parts Copenhagen Blue, 1 Band- 

ing Blue. Grass: 2 Yellow Green, 1 Pearl Grey. Go over 

with thin wash of Yellow Brown and Grey Yellow if they appear 
too light after colors are dry. Pink and yellow flowers. 

 € 

FOX GLOVE (Page 135) 

Mary L. Berry 

IGHT flowers are yellow and the darker ones lavender. 
Paint light ones with Yellow for Painting, shade with 

Albert Yellow and a little Dark Grey. Stamen, Yellow Brown. 

The darker blossoms are painted with Violet and a little Red 

and shaded with Violet and a little Dark Grey. The lightest 
tone is a thin wash of Yellow and a little Dark Grey. Stamens 

are Blood Red and Dark Brown. Stems, a thin wash of Yellow 

Green, Shading Green and Albert Yellow. Leaves are Yel- 

low Green, Shading Green and Dark Grey and a little Copen- 

hagen Blue. 

x 

NUT BOWL IN PECANS 
(Design published last month) 

Design and Treatment by Jeanne M. Stewart 

ALETTE: Banding Blue, Chestnut Brown, Wood Brown, 

Yellow Brown, Stewart’s Pompeian, Brown Green, Shad- 

ing Green, Yellow Green, Turquoise Green and Ivory Yellow. 

The light tones in nuts are Yellow Brown. Shade these with 

a mixture of Pompeian and Chestnut Brown. A light wash of 

Banding Blue may be applied over highest lights and a Grey 

made of Turquoise Green and Pompeian in half tones. Wood 

Brown may be used in the under leaves which are thrown 

under the background. The other leaves and hulls of the nuts 

are shaded with Brown Green. The background is shaded from 

Yellow Brown to Wood Brown and Chestnut Brown, dusting 

the darker tones in the last firing. The inside of the bowl is 

tinted in an old Ivory tone made with 2? Ivory Yellow and 3 
Yellow Brown, or may be done in lustre. 

eC 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

S. J. E—In our last issue we gave you the names of two firms which han- 

dle color mills. We did not mean that they were the only firms having mills. 

We find good mills advertised in the Reusche & Co. catalogue, and there are un- 

doubtedly others who handJe mills. You will find in Keramic Studio advertise- 

ments of all kinds of materials and machinery for ceramic work. When in 

need of something write to our advertisers for their catalogues. 

— —. Will you kindly advise me what to do with black berries that have 

chipped off? They came out beautifully after the second firing and then I found it 

necessary to touch up some gold on the cups and after the third firing they pealed 

somewhat. 

Could it possibly be any fault of the firing? Is it possible to take the paint 

off so as to make a nice smooth job and do it all over again? 

There is no fault with the firing; the paint was applied too heavy, which 

causes it to chip off. The color can be taken off with a china eraser, but it wil] 

take the glaze off the china, leaving it rough and unsatisfactory to work on. 

The best remedy is to chip off as much of the color as you can so no more will 

come off in the next fire, fill in the flowers the best you can and fire again. 

D. M. D.—Will you please tell me how to remedy a dinner set which I have 

painted? The entire background is done in the matt (opaque) white and a rather 

intricate design for the border, where I also used the matt white as a background. 

Every little scratch shows on this in a nasty black line and has seemingly ruined 

a few pieces. Can I go over this background with a Trenton Ivory, or is there any 

other remedy? 

Do you only print the replies in the magazine, if so, when? 

The best thing would be to go over it with the Trenton Ivory. 

Yes, we only reply to questions through the magazine; they are printed in 

the next number after receiving the questions if the magazine has not gone to 

press. - 
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR SIXTY DAYS 

ON THE WILKE CHINA KILN 
FOR FIRING DECORATED CHINA WITH GAS 

The Standard of Excellence among professional and amateur china decorators 

Time Tried Fire Tested 

THE KILN “IT’S AS GOOD 

(aa AND 
ALE ee BETTER THAN 

3 THE REST” COMPETITION © 

Thousands of our Kilns have been sold in this country and 
abroad with the unvarying result of satisfaction and 

commendation on the part of purchasers. 

NOTE THESE PRICES FOR NEXT 60 DAYS 
TE “euler $35.00 No. 2 Kiln, 12x14 ae Potss.%. -.....§26.25 

45.00 No.3 ‘* 14x18 Ren aah erm 33.75 
a ie 55.00 No. 4 ‘‘ 15x19 ‘ C28 lee ome 41.25 
of e 65.00 No.44 ‘* 16x20 ‘“ ea Sedna pc 48.75 
oc os 75.00 No. 6 ‘* 18x20 ‘ Ce 5. ah cee 56.25 
ss i. 85.00 Special No. 44 Kiln, 16x26 Firing Pot, 63.75 

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

LAVELLE FOUNDRY COMPANY 
ANDERSON, IND., U. S. A. 

Send for our Pamphlet of Description and Testimonials. 

When w eine to advertisers Fieeeee mention this magazine 



end China Painters 

best kinds of WHITE CHINA. Catalogs sent on request. 

ABBOTT & CO., 127 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 

ee Selling ‘Agents for Revelation Kilns outside Cook Co., Ti. 

_ JESSIE LOUISE. ‘CLAPP 
510 McCARTHY BLOCK, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

Manufacturer ‘of 

la “SYRACUSE” OUTLINING INK| 
ee = AND. DEALER IN CHINA PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES 

WEBER'S “SPHINX” GOLD and SLEEPER’S CRUCIBLE GOLD, 
_ €7c per box, postpaid. All colors. 

: Ask y your dealer for “Syracuse” Outlining Ink or order direct. 

= = : S ae ‘Per bottle 25c. Large bottle 5Oe postpaid. 

~ SATSUMA AND. “FAVORITE” _ WHITE CHINA. 

| “Ask: about my new Book of 200 leaves of 
transfer paper bound in convenient 

form for Studio Use. 

Fadigpecable for Studio Use! 1! What? 22 Asmall glass bur- 
| nisher in a metal holder for burnishing fine gold lines over 
| lustre and for imaccessible places whick -cannot be reached 
with a large burnisher 0 or with sand. Price 50 cents postpaid. 

ey ecaine copy. for the Noventer number of this eee ie 

should. eS in our hands the first ef October. 
: Keramic. Studio Pub. Co; 

; ik. E. ‘CHERRY | 
CHINA COLORS i 

[i ot Chay Colors reduced 5c L 

Ts Send for revised list of Standard and d Dusting , 

- Colors. : 

=A new rine - Snonicks prepared by : | -p 

. oe Cherry and successfully used in | 
| our Summer School will be on the [ 
: Borket a cae 

| THE ROBINEAU POTTERY 
= = 7 S: "SYRACUSE, 3 vg 

aga our =e goods and have satisfaction. French Pen Painting 
a coming novelty. The outfits and materials are here, also the 

HIGGINS’ 
ase the ees and Best Ynis and Adhesives. 

Emancipate yourself from shops of corrosive and ill-emelling inks and adhesives, 
and sap the Higgins Inks “dnd adhesives. They will be a revelation to you, 

so-sweet, clean, well a up, and withal so efictent. 

ASTE 
ETABLE GLUE 

Dealers Gen "At 
Higgins & Co., Mirs., 271 Ninth Sireet,, Hoickisa. N.Y. 

BRANCHES > CHICAGO, LONDON. 

With he October Number 
- of Keramic Studio 

- we began the publishing each month of an eight-page 
supplement in black and white devoted to Naturalistic 

_ and Semi-Naturalistic Decoration; also two color sup- 
- plements, one in Naturalistic and the other Conventional. 
A years’ subscription will cost $4.00, the same as be- 
fore, but on Oct. Ist we made a slight change in the six 

months subscription from $2.00 to $2.20, and the three — 
months from $1.00 to $1.10, giving the subscriber, how- 

- ever, the privilege of paying the difference at the last . 

half or quarter. For example—The first six months will 
be $2.20 and the second six months $1.80; the first three 
quarters $1.10 each and the last quarter 70c., so that the 
subscriber does not pay more than $4.00, if the =. ; 
-tion-is kept up for twelve successive months. 
We send one-sample copy, back number, = introdue- 5 

tion (to a new name only) for 10 cents. 
Free illustrated catalogue—postage 6 cents. 

Ee Se KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING CO., 
Zio Bek : oe _ SYRACUSE, N.Y. _ 
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Price $2.50 Sostepald 

Wtih one year subscription to Keramic Studio $6.00 

‘SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST OF BOOKS 
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Design and Its Application- to Porcelain (Gataucdy: 
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~ Morning Glory Motif - ae 
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Child’s Plate, Goat Motif 

"Wild Grapes for Chop Plate 
Honey Jar with Rose Panels: 

Bowl with Rose Panels a 
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SYRACUSE, NEW YORK December 1914 

magi are in receipt of a most apprecia- 

eaa tive and generous letter from one of 

our subscribers, Mrs. L. H. Blair of 

Richmond, Va., which we give in full, 

as both questions and answers will 

be of interest to our readers: 

“Tt was in the year 1907 that a 

copy of your magazine first fell into 

my hands; I became a subscriber 

immediately, ordered every obtain- 

able back-number_jas well, and, for the last several years, my 
standing Christmas presents to four of my friends have been 

as many subscriptions to Keramic Studio. 

“So much to let you see how great an interest I feel in 

your publication, and to excuse my making bold to offer the 

following suggestions: 

“(1) Being myself only an ardent amateur, I think I 

know just what the ordinary mortal likes in the way of deco- 
rated china, and each year, upon the approach of the bridal 

months of June and October, I lament that I have no designs 

especially suited to the decoration of wedding sets of china,— 
nothing ‘peculiarly appropriate’ to the one great event. So 

now I am suggesting that Keramic Studio have a competition 

calling for a “Bridal Set’ of china for dinner, decorated in orange 
blossoms treated semi-conventionally or decoratively, or else 

after the style of Mrs. Safford, who has given us in Keramic 

Studio examples of the correct adaptation of the naturalistic 

to china decoration. What we want is a design of orange blos- 

soms which cannot be mistaken for anything else, and which, 
in the years to come, will speak for itself as of the time of 

‘Grandmother’s’ wedding. 

“T am enclosing herewith $15 for the 1st prize, and $10 
for the 2d, with the hope that my suggestion will be accepted, 

and that the prize-winning designs will appear in time for our 

brides of next June or October. 

”(2) Why not let the subscribers have the privilege of 

renting, at a moderate price, the colored originals of any de- 

signs reproduced in Keramic Studio? So often my friends or 

I exclaim ‘Oh, if we could only see the colored study’ EHs- 

pecially was this the case when the beautiful design for dinner 
set, by Miriam Wood, appeared in the number for January, 

1913. We would like so much to have that design, and also 

the luncheon set, in same magazine number, by Albert Heck- 

man. The design by Jetta Ehlers, for breakfast set, was so 

simple I had no trouble seeing it in my mind’s eye, and 

making a successful copy without any difficulty. 

“(8) That you publish, in an early issue of Keramic 

Studio, a list of the correct sizes for Fish, Game, Fruit, Salad, 

Service, Dinner, Breakfast, Supper and Dessert Plates. 

“(4) One of the members of my family has quite a talent 

for making original monograms, and will be glad to make them 

for any of your readers, free of charge—sending them either 

direct, or through Keramic Studio, as you prefer. 

“This letter is already unconscionably long, but I must 

add to its length by telling you how much we appreciate what 

you are doing to give us more than our money’s worth in Ker- 

amic Studio. As one of my friends said, a few days ago, ‘It’s 

almost too good to last’ but we are hoping you will be able to 
keep it up.” 

) 

In accordance with Mrs. Blair’s suggestions we announce 

below a design competition for which two of the prizes are 

given by Mrs. Blair herself. 

“Bridal China’ Design Competition closes January 15, 

1915. Designs for complete dinner set in Orange blossoms. 

Semi-naturalistic design—Blair First Prize $15; Second 

Prize $10. 

Naturalistic design—Keramic Studio First Prize $15; 

Second Prize $10. 

Conventional design in which the character of orange 
blossoms is distinctly kept— Keramic Studio First Prize $15, 

Second Prize $10. 

Conditions of the competition: Each set of designs should 

consist of one complete design in color suitable for a Keramic 

Studio color supplement, also of sections of design in black and 

white adapted to a sufficient number of shapes and sizes to 
make it easy for a student to execute the whole dinner set. 

Designs must be sent flat with name and address of designer 

on back. They must be accompanied with written treatments 

and stamps for return. 

All suitable designs which will not receive prizes will be 

purchased at our regular prices. 

Answers to Mrs. Blair’s questions. 

1. The above announcement answers the first question. 

2. We do not keep the original designs and studies after 

their engraving and publication, we return them to designers. 

Most designs are submitted to us in black and white, as per 

our request, only a limited number are in color and all are re- 

turned, but we will always be glad to forward letters to our 

contributors or to give their address to any subscriber who 

wishes to rent color studies from them. 

3 The correct sizes for plates would be: 

Fish plates, 74 inches \ 

Game plates, 74 inches 

Fruit Plates, 64 inches 

Salad plates, 73 inches 
(64 inch size is often used.) \ 

Service plates, 84 or 9 inches 

Dinner plates, 83 inches 

Breakfast plates, 73 inches 

Supper plates, 63 inches 

Dessert plates, 63 inches 

4. Any one wishing a monogram may write to Mrs. L. 

H. Blair, 2327 Monument Avenue, Richmond, Va. This is 

really a too generous offer and we fear that the member of 

Mrs. Blair’s family who makes these monogram designs will 

be snowed under before Christmas. 
x OK 

Mrs. H. M. Cochrane, 21 East 37th Street, Indianapolis, 

Ind., suggests in the name of the Indianapolis Keramic Club 

that an interchange of programs be made between the different 

Clubs through the Siudio. We do not see very well how this 

could be done through our Magazine. It seems to us that the 

interchange should be direct between the Clubs. But we 

would be glad to publish under “Club Notes” any communi- 

cation of interest in regard to it. We would also be glad to 

publish a complete list of the Clubs in the country, if each Club 

writes to us giving us the name and address of either its 

President or Corresponding Secretary. 

The sizes we are giving are 

the trade sizes, and these meas- 

urements are made from the 

» outside edge on one side to the 

inside rim on the other. The 

over-all measurement would be 

quite a little more. 
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PANEL—ALICE W. DONALDSON 

DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

PROBLEM IX. TONE BALANCE 

“There probably never was a well rounded perfect design without effort. 

To the sincere student, the accomplishment of a beautiful design means hard 

work, concentration, but the drudgery should not be apparent in the finished 

results.”—Denman Ross. 

“4 worker who exercises his own individuality in work, learns to respect 

the individuality of other workers.” —Walter Crane. 

E have made our scale of values and demonstrated its 

use (that of producing rhythm and balance of tones) in 

units of design. This part of our work is just as important 

as the construction of the design, and we will do well to pro- 
ceed slowly, devoting the four remaining problems (before 

taking up color) to the task of the placing of designs, adapting 

those already constructed to practical shapes and studying 

carefully the balance of the tones. 

We have stated that the “attractive force of a spot is its 

area multiplied by its contrast to the background.”’ Our prob- 

lem then is the distribution of values according to their attrac- 

tive force. For this lesson we will go back to the exercises of 

our first problems—border, tile and plate designs. The two 

Analysis 
— = = 
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KL 

HD 
Outlines L D 

HL 
L 
MG 

Outlines D 

(Treatment page 155) 

latter are already adapted, the former we will adapt later to 

shapes suitable, but for the present our problem is the distri- 

bution of tones, for the sake of rhythm, balance and harmony. 

We will in this, as in construction, proceed from the simple to 

the complex, using first but three values from the scale (any 

three you may choose). Follow the suggestion of the pre- 

ceding problem as to sharp contrasts. 

Our next three problems will deal with the adaptation of 

designs already constructed, to shapes, and also, beginning at 

the other end of the subject, we will choose other shapes, con- 

sidering first the form and the amount and type of decoration 

demanded by each. For these we will endeavor to construct de- 

signs suitable to the shape and purpose of the piece—putting the 

same into values—preparatory to completing our work in color. 

EXERCISE 

Put designs of Problem IV into values, using three values 

in each design. Choose any combination from the full scale, 

but see that they are disposed, both as to placing and contrast, 

so as to produce a balance of tones. Try for the sake of disci- 

pline and practice to show as much variety as possible in the 

combinations chosen; try different combinations for the same 

design to see which is most effective. 
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BON-BON BOX, SATSUMA IN SOFT ENAMELS—KATHERINE LINDSEY PERKINS 

153 

(Treatment page 164) 
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Plate XI 

PROBLEM X. ADAPTATION OF DESIGNS TO SHAPES 

“Ornament should be felt rather than seen. The moment it becomes 

obtrusive, it is false and superfluous. Ornament and structure should not 

war with each other, for in the conflict, the structure perishes, in the artistic 

sense.”’—Samuel Howe. 
“We have in the works of art two independent sources of effect. The 

first is the useful form, which generates the type and ultimately the beauty 

of ‘form—when the type has been idealized by emphasizing its intrinsically 
pleasing traits. The second is the beauty of ornament, which comes from the 

excitement of the senses or the imagination, by color, or by profusion or deli- 

caey of detail.” —George Santayana. 

E are now ready to adapt our designs to shapes, and are 

confronted with the problem of the placing of the 

design. The shape is the important thing, the decoration 

is simply to enhance the beauty of the shape. ‘This is the end 

toward which we have been working from the beginning. In 

our first Problems we were considering design in the abstract— 

we were constructing the- parts. Now, we will begin at the 

other end of the subject and, starting with the object, or shape 

to be decorated, we will first decide what proportion of decor- 

ation will enhance the beauty of the shape. Where should the 

design be placed in order to do this? We wish to accentuate 

its lines and to strengthen, if possible, its structural points, for 

we are dealing with constructive design, not mere decoration: 

our shape now becomes a part of the design and our design a 

part of the whole. What proportion of the piece should be 

devoted to the ornament, i. e., what proportion should be 

the design proper and what the background? This must be 

determined by the shape of thé piece and the use for which it 

is intended, but here again we are reminded that restraint in 

ornamentation is the better course, especially with a beginner. 

It is not necessary to crowd all of our knowledge into one design. 

Every keramic artist should have a course in the build- 

ing of pottery as a training in appreciation of form, line and 

proportion. It is then and then only that she will really ap- 

preciate the difference between organic and applied design. 

Generally speaking, a decoration should not occupy more 

than one-fifth to one-third of the whole space. In the placing 

of a design our first aim is to divide and sub-divide the object 
so that a balance of space and mass is produced. We will, of 

course, place the bulk of the design where the shape is heaviest, 

trying by the placing of minor decoration, to balance the larger 

masses. The handle, if any, must be considered a part of the 

whole—a very important part—and should, if possible, have 

some share of the decoration and if treated properly will aid 

largely in balancing the design. The use for which the piece 

is intended shall decide the nature of the design; the shape of 

the piece, the placing of the design and the background must 

be considered as a part of the decoration both as to proportion 

and general tone. (See illustration.) 

As we stated in our last lesson, strong contrasts are to be 

avoided by the beginner, so in the use of values, we will try to 

keep the tones of the background close to those of the design 

proper, avoiding the spectacular effect—the over-emphasis of 

any one point in the design. Work for close harmony, a bal- 

ance of tones is more easily gained in this way. 

EXERCISE 

For practical application of this problem, we will_take a 

child’s bread and milk set—plate, pitcher and bowl; select a 

shape from any of our catalogs of white china—choosing for 

simplicity of line and of good proportion. Our borders and 

units of design will here become practicable—the units being 

Supplementary to Plate XI 

——— —S— 
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HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 

placed at proper intervals and held together by the use of panels FLORENCE HUNTINGTON 

or abstract lines. In case of bands or border effects, we will 

drop the decoration at least one-fourth inch from the edge. 

The space between the units is important, also their exact 

position on the shape. In the illustration Plate XI the decora- 
tion of bowl and plate is close to the edge, while on the pitcher, 

we have placed the unit lower down, where the shape is the 

heaviest and have completed the decoration with the panel at 

the top and on the handle. 

In our text we can only suggest and warn, the practical 

help comes in the criticisms—in the intimate, pertinent sug- 

gestions as to the student’s own work. As we learn most by 

our mistakes, it is only by trying to do for ourselves that we 

learn to appreciate what others have accomplished—to respect 

the designs of others. Do two of these sets, trying different 

combinations of values for each. Choose from three to five 

values from the scale, including the background value and 
outline. ‘eee OO 
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PANEL (Page 152) * ae : ~ 

A. W. Donaldson alle 

KETCH design in; then paint in a clear blue background 

Turquoise Blue, shading the darker places with Co- 

penhagen Blue, then wipe out the white flowers. Paint the 

birds with Copenhagen Blue and Black, then the branches FLORENCE HUNTINGTON 

with Ruby and Copenhagen Blue. Second Fire—wash a thin 

wash of Apple Green, cover the entire surface and then 

strengthen branches and birds, a little Yellow in center of 

flowers. 

Wiiiry 
, 5 

HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 
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CUP AND SAUCER—KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

LEMONADE SET IN ENAMELS—MAY B. HOELSCHER 

RACE design. All the dark is Roman Gold, the light 
is White Gold. Then fire. 

Second Fire—use a thin wash of Yellow Lustre thinned 
with Lavender Oil and paint over the entire background. 

Clean off the panel back of design. For centers of flowers 
use Scarlet No. 83 Enamel, then go over the Gold again. 

e 

MORNING GLORY MOTIF (Page 158) 

Florence R. Weisskopf 

SATSUMA BOX 

UTLINE the flowers and buds with Black. Stems-are 

also Black. Leaves are painted with Gold leaving the 

veining white. Calyx is Gold and all the narrow bands. The 
two wide bands are outlined with Gold. Paint the round blos- 

soms with Egyptian Blue enamel and the long blossom with 

Yale Blue enamel, centers with Cafe-au-lait. Buds are 

Turquoise and the two wide bands are Yale Blue. Give it a 

good medium fire. 

Second Fire—For the grey background tone in center and 

the wide grey band at edge use Copenhagen Blue and a little 
Banding Blue quite thin. Retouch Gold. 

SATSUMA VASE 

Outline leaves and flowers in Black also the fine lines of 

the pendants. The remaining straight lines, bands and the 

dark space at the bottom of the vase are Gold, also the 

calyx of flowers. Light leaves are Florentine No. 12 enamel, 
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dark leaves are Florentine No. 1 enamel, petals of flowers Ame- 

thyst enamel and the centers Old Ivory, pendants Jonquil 
Yellow. 

Second Fire—Paint the grey tint at top and bottom and 

back of center design with Dark Grey and a little Yellow Brown 
Retouch Gold. 

BELLEEK VASE 

Bands and lines of vase are Gold. Outline with Blood 
Red, a little Violet and Dark Grey. Dark spaces back of 

leaves and at the bottom of vase are Gold and calyx of flowers, 

leaves and long spaces at the sides are Florentine No. 12 
enamel, light part of flowers is Italian Pink enamel. The dark 

part is Pompeian Red. 

157 

Second Fire—Wash a soft tint back of design with Yellow 

Brown and a little Blood Red and the upright figure at the 

bottom with the same color used a little heavier. 

OLIVE BOWLS 

Light part of flowers is painted with Deep Blue Green and 

Sea Green or Turquoise, the calyx with Banding Blue 

and Copenhagen Blue, the dark centers with same to which 

is added a little Deep Purple and Black. Stems, bands, outline 

around leaves and the small square spaces are Green Gold. 

Second Fire—The grey tint at the top is Light Green 
Lustre. Paint leaves with Yellow Green, Apple Green and 

Dark Grey. Retouch Gold. 

4, 

LEMONADE SET IN ENAMELS—MAY B. HOELSCHER 

IRST firing. Outline in a fine black line. Tint upper 
banding of pitcher and cup with Mission Brown and 

Brown Green. Lower large spaces in same tone only padded 
lighter. Background in circle and bands leading from it, in 

Grey for Flesh. Small dark spaces in band, Blood Red. 

Second firing. Outline again to make uniform. Lay 
enamels, in stalk, Apple Green, toned with Deep Purple and 

Banding Blue; leaf forms around flowers enamel, Apple Green 

and Banding Blue tones. Dark flowers at base of circle Deep 
Purple and Brown. Lightest flowers in Silver Yellow toned 

with Deep Purple. Four flowers in back of prominent ones in 

Violet toned down with Deep Purple and Yellow, vary the 

flower a trifle. Test enamels to obtain soft pastel shades. 

This set is designed for Belleek. If enamels are not satis- 

factory in first firmg they can be refired without danger of 

chipping on Belleek. 
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» MORNING GLORY MOTIF—FLORENCE R. WEISSKOPF 
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PLATE, CUP AND SAUCER, FORGET-ME-NOT MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

O.1 Treatment. Dust flower forms and wide bands with in all the design, save the flower forms, in Gold. Use some 

one part Banding Blue, one part Copenhagen Blue and hard, blue enamel, not too dark, for flower forms. 

one part Pearl Grey. All other parts of design are Yellow No. 83 Treatment. Paint in stems and outer bands in ; | 
Green to which has been added a little Shading Green and Green Gold. Use Sea Green for broad bands and leaves. | 

Pearl Grey. China is to be left white. Use one part Deep Blue Green and one part Pearl Grey for a 

No. 2 Treatment. On a delicate cream background paint flowers. 
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CRACKER AND CHEESE TRAY, ROSE MOTIF—LEAH H. RODMAN 

Black part of design, Gold; grey part of design, Silver. Another treatment:—Oil all dark spaces and dust with Cameo and 

a little Peach Blossom. Oil grey spaces and dust with Florentine Green. 
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Mrs. L. V. Williams 

Bowl, Plates, Cups and Saucers—Mrs. Lulu S. Price 

Tea Pot—Miss Minnie Brooks Bowl!—Mliss Scroggs 

The Bowl in lower corner and all of upper tier—Miss Anna McIntyre 

Chocolate Set—Mrs. E. B. Cox 

DUQUESNE CERAMIC CLUB EXHIBIT 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

DUQUESNE CERAMIC CLUB EXHIBIT 

Ope Twentieth Annual Exhibition of the Duquesne Ce- 

ramic Club was held in Carnegie Art Galleries, Pitts- 

burgh, from November 5th to 16th inclusive. This is by far 

the best exhibition the Club has ever held. Although not all of 
the work was original all of that shown in the photographs was 

original, being done during the year’s study of design for 

ceramics under the instruction of Miss Mabel C. Farren. In 

addition to this there were many pieces well executed and 

quite evidently influenced by the work of Miss M. M. Mason. 
The year’s work was all design for tableware, beginning 

with a breakfast set in blue and white, or blue and green and 

white; luncheon set a little more elaborate, using a little 

more color and in some cases the addition of gold for elaborate 

pieces; tea sets in gold and white and in color and gold; 

chocolate sets in soft neutral browns, a very little dark red 

and a touch of blue; dinner sets in gold and white and the 

salad and dessert sets more elaborate and the place plates in 
enamels. 

Mrs. L. V. Williams and Mr. Albert Rott shared the hon- 
ors in the gold and white designs, both showing refined design 

and flawless execution. Mr. Rott showed many very good 

designs, but the color was not as good in execution as in the 
original designs. 

Mrs. Motz had a number of etched gold pieces and a tea 

set in enamels, elaborate in design and unusual in color scheme. 

Mrs. MelIntyre’s breakfast plates and bowl in blue and 

white were the best shown in this class, Mr. Rott coming 

second, with a platter and six plates in green and blue and 

white. Miss McIntyre had two pieces of Satsuma with enamel 

decorations, very refined in color and excellent execution. 

A chocolate set by Mrs. Cox in soft browns and a little 
blue, was well executed and very pleasing in color. 

«> » Mrs. Price showed a bowl very good in design and some 
very good designs both in gold and white and in color. 

As usual Miss Scroggs showed much individualty in her 

design but unfortunately lack of time prevented her showing 

many completed pieces, but these also show her individual 

feeling for refined neutral color. 

Mrs. Grandey’s etched gold is incomparable in execution. 

Miss Brooks, Miss Breitweiser, Miss Chapin, Miss Faber, 

Miss Negley and Mrs. Wood all showed excellent work and most 

remarkable progress in design. 

eC 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

H. M. B.—Will you kindly tell me what will bring out the surface lines in 

Satsuma ware? 

After the piece is finished and fired put it in a hot solution of very strong 

black tea and let it remain until you obtain the color you desire. : 

H.—I have a French china pitcher with small amount of enamel at top, 

pitcher is cracked at bottom what can I do to prevent cracks from spreading? 

Can a 16 inch heavy French china tankard be successfully fired in a Perfec- 

tion No. 2 kiln 15 inches high, 18 inches deep. If so how plan it? i 

Get some Sartorius Cement for mending china, mix it with water to the 

consistency of thick cream and spread it over the crack and give it a light fire. 

No. 2—The tankard can be fired by tilting it, let the top of the tankard 

rest against the corner of the back wall at the top and place a stilt at the bot- 

tom of the tankard to prevent its slipping. 

e 

STUDIO NOTES 

Mrs. G. Dorn of San Francisco has removed her Studio 

from 437 Powell street to 251 Post Street, Mercedes Building, 

Room 404. 

A note from Mrs. Carrie L. Gwatkins of New York City 

giving us a change of address of her studio to 3905 Broadway, 

came too late for insertion in the November issue. 
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Candlesticks—Pink, Turquoise, Oltve Green Tea Set (above)—Gold and White 

Plates—Gold and White Tea Set (below)—Green and Maroon Entree Platter—Deep Blue and Yellow Green 

ALBERT J. ROTT 

MRS. RAY E. MOTZ 

DUQUESNE CERAMIC CLUB EXHIBIT 
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BON-BON BOX (Page 153) 

Katherine Lindsey Perkins 
UTLINE in Gold. Small leaves in bottom of box and 

border, Apple Green enamel No. 59. Berries, Lavender 

No. 53. Medallion, Blue No. 40 in dark spots, Orange No. 47 
inside petals, with Coral centers. 

On top of box. In flowers numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, use 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

Pink enamel No. 44, American Beauty enamel?No. 56 and 
Ruby enamel No. 36. In flowers numbered 6, 7, 8 and 9 use 
Chinese Blue No. 54, Medium Blue, No. 58, and Dark Blue 

No 40. In flowers numbered 9, I0, 11 and 12 Pink No. 

44, Medium Blue No. 54; dark tone, Blue No. 40. 
Leaves are Apple Green No. 59, shaded with Brown 

Green No. 57. Stems are Brown No. 48 

CHILD’S PLATE, GOAT MOTIF—ALICE B. SHARRARD 

Oy LINE entire design in Black. Tint background of 

border and goat figures, Ivo1y Yellow. Ground behind 

goats, Brown Green toned with Copenhagen Blue. Dark 

spaces, Brown Green and Gray Green, or Gold. 

Small dark spots, Banding Blue. Band below border 

Brown Green with touch of Shading Green. Rim of plate 

same, or Gold. Or outlines in Black, Ivory Lustre for goats, 

and ground of border panels with goat figures, Orange Lustre, 

padded. Dark figures Green Gold, small figures Crimson; or 

dark figures Green Gold, small figures Blue Violet enamel. 

Silver background, with yellow and black combinations, would 
also work out effectively. ; 
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Pee Published i in one volume of 26 pages, it contains the choicest designs published in back Teehee of” 
KERAMIC STUDIO—many of which are now entirely out of print; and are excellent examples of” 

~~" America’s most famous decorators of china. The group of six designs fer Cups and Saucers in Color 
by Kathryn E. Cherry, which forms the frontispiece, is a valuable feature as each . a may be 

= : Se to-an entire set of china. Si 

_ SEND YOUR. ORDER Now, PRICE “$1.50 POSTPAID 

<UITTLE THINGS TO MAKE” 
Five color inserts filled with designs and Sardis to be met on Steal pieces of shine” neailes forty 

nee pages of unique designs in black.and white for Pepper and Salts, Celery Dips, Toilet Sets, Bon-Bons,~ 
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~The abave twoin combination ie Keramic Studio Magazine for $7.25: delivered postpaid to pas part of the world. 
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) Mak Things 

‘Three Books and Subscription to Keramic Studio. 11.50 ; S$ ie ee eg a3 éorrRichTED sw --— 
2 € KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING GO. — 

"Four Books ‘and Subscription to Keramic Studio... 14.06 - Be. d ; SYRACUSE. NEW YORK 

"Two Books ordered together..:..csuse-:cscssessssescesesen ~ BS0- i 

~ Three Books ordered together....... SN ee OG 

_ Four Books ordered | together..... ears Stage tn Nn POO 

| The Seven Books ordered together....... ee eae . 18.50 
4 ‘The above offers refer to the $5. 00 and $3.00 books listed. 

"Prices for. other: Li aaa quoted upon Application: 

 Keramic Studio Publishing Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 
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| HE editor begs pardon for using 

the editorial page as a sort of ad- 

vertising sheet, but she is seeking 

information and thinks this is the 

best way to get it. It isapropos of 

the Four Winds Summer School, 

which we are expecting to hold next 

summer in California. We would 

be glad if some of our good friends 

in California would write us their 

advice in regard to the part of San Francisco which would be 

most convenient for the school, not too far from the Exposition 

grounds, and in as cool a spot as can be hoped for. We would 

also be glad to have them tell us of some place where board and 

lodging can be found for the faculty and family, at least three 

adults and three children, and possibly two more adults. We 

would also like to have those who think of combining business 

and pleasure next summer by attending the school and visit- 

ing the Exposition at the same time, let us know that they 

expect to attend, so that we can institute inquiries for board 

for them near by. Mr. Robineau will go to San Francisco 

himself early in February to arrange the exhibit of Rob- 

ineau Porcelains, and he would like to meet those inter- 

ested in the school and see what can be done about arranging 

things conveniently for all. So please write him care of 

Keramic Studio. 
i 

Again we remind you of that bridal competition. We will 

hope for such a lot of fine designs that we can make you a bridal 

number in time to execute the designs for June weddings. Do 

not forget that the competition closes the fifteenth of January. 

Details will be found on the back of the cover. 

i 

We are thinking seriously of publishing some very interest- 

ing letters from one of our good friends who decorates china 

and has gone to China and writes in a fascinating way of what 

she sees there. It is Mrs. A. B. Smith of Texas, one of our old 

Summer School pupils. She sends us photos from time to time 

of interesting things she sees and we have no doubt that whether 

they can be utilized or not for china decoration, our readers will 

enjoy finding those letters on the editorial page instead of the 

editor’s tiresome talks. So as soon as we can get them in shape, 

possibly next month, we will begin publishing them, with occa- 

sional illustrations. 

al 

We have received a fine number of photographs of the ex- 

hibit of the Greater New York Ceramic Society, which will be 

of the greatest interest. We have also an entire issue devoted 

to the Kansas City Ceramic Club, who send working drawings 
as well; also the illustrations of the Chicago Burley Competition 

Exhibition are waiting for their turn to be published. All these 

photos ought to be very inspiring. The New York Society 

have also sent us color schemes. We have a number of 

illustrations of exhibitions of Ceramic Clubs, etc., and we are 

giving them as fast as we can. Our readers seem glad to see 

these photographs and we are always glad to give them. The 

editor has heard indirectly of complaints from some clubs that 
their offer of illustrated articles on exhibitions have not been 
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answered. If this is so, it is because of some unintentional over- 

sight and we hope they will write again. 
i 

We have many appreciative letters since we have published 

the additional naturalistic supplement to Keramic Studio. We 

only hope that those who find it helpful will exert themselves to 

get subscribers so that we will find it pays to continue publish- 

ing it. Few realize that the additional color supplement alone 

adds quite materially to our monthly expenses, and that 

means several hundred new subscribers just to pay the extra ex- 

pense, no profit. Soweask again our good friends in ceramics to 

do what they can to add subscriptions to our list so that the good 

work may go on. We know of one lady who gives Christmas 

presents every year of four subscriptions of Keramic Studio; an- 

other who gives two, and there are others. There could be no 
more acceptable present to a china decorator, we are sure. 

i 

To those who have been accustomed to think of Miss 

Jeanne Stewart as a purely naturalistic painter, the exhibit of 

her class work in design shown this month will come as a great 

surprise. We hope it is only the beginning and that the good 

work will go on. 
os 

After all, we need not have been so much concerned about 

the shortage of china for decoration. It seems that the 

French and German factories are still sending shipments, and 

now the Japanese are about to enter the field of white china. 
We are looking forward with great interest to this new source of 

ware for decoration; we ought to find it good in shapes and rea- 

sonable in price. 

A new book on pottery making by George J. Cox, the Mac- 

millan Company publishers, price $1.25, has just come to the 

study table. It is well and thoroughly illustrated and explains 

all the various methods and details of the work. It should be 

found a valuable book for students and teachers. 
i 

We learn with great regret of the sudden death of Mrs. 

Abbie Pope Walker, a well known decorator and teacher who 

has had charge for the last few years of the classes in china 

decoration at the Art Institute of Chicago. Mrs. Walker was 

at different times a contributor to Keramic Studio, and her loss 

as a teacher in one of the most important schools of the country 

will be seriously felt. 

ee 
SHOP NOTES 

An antique shop has just been opened 37 East Main St., 

Freehold, New Jersey by Mrs. W. S. Holmes, Emily F. Pea- 

cock and Margaret Ivins. They have some fine old English 

and Colonial furniture, andirons and candlesticks, antique 

jewelry and hand-wrought jewelry, old American glass and 

English china. In connection with the shop there is a very 

attractive tea room where tea is served every afternoon. 

The F. G. Coover Co., of Lincoln, Neb., have opened a 

studio in the Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, Ill., under the title 

of “The Coover Studio.’”’ A competent instructor will be on 

hand to make demonstration of the Coover Outlines. We 

understand that this will in no way compete with the regular 

teachers of china painting but the Chicago Studio will be of 

convenience and advantage to all. 
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Plate XIII, Fig. 3 

DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 
Henrietta Barclay Paist 

PROBLEM XI. ADAPTATION OF DESIGNS TO SHAPES—(Continued.) 

‘T+ is only by a study of conditions under which the design is to be car- 

ried out that we can get a workable design ; all types of design are 

controlled by exactly the same principle under the limitations and possibil- 

ities of the particular kind of material in which one is working. The architect, 
interior decorator, the rug weaver, all work with exactly the same idea of form 

and arrangement, they are each limited by the material in which they work. 

The laws of arrangement are positively common to every phase of expression.” 

—Alvah A. Parsons. 

ONTINUING our argument begun under Problem X, as 
designers of decorations for porcelain, we must, as we 

have said, be able to approach the subject from both ways. 

We have studied the construction of the ornament, and now 

we are studying to adapt our ornament to shapes, trusting that 

with an intelligent understanding of the laws of proportion and 

distribution of areas, our ornament will at least appear to 

be organic, a natural outgrowth of the demands of the shape. 
We instinctively place the decoration of a plate near the 

edge, as the part which will not be covered when in use. In 
the decoration of the bowl we were guided largely by the same 

instinct, placing the bulk of decoration on the outside with 
only an echo on the inside, near the edge, with perhaps a unit 
in the bottom for the sake of balance. 

For our exercises at this point we will choose the vase 

form and should treat a vase much as if it were a piece of archi- 

tecture, reserving the decoration as part of the architectural 

expression (see illustration “Architectural shapes and struc- 

tural decoration’’), also we must remember that the decoration 

should not interfere with the use of the piece—should not com- 

pete, as it were, with the natural floral forms it may be made 

to hold. For this reason the more noncommital, or the more 

formal the decoration is, the better. We do not wish to compare 
a pink rose of the decoration with the natural rose the vase may 
hold. The painted rose will always suffer in comparison, so 

that. in the decoration for an article of use, such as a vase and 

other objects of this class, we conventionalize for two reasons: 

first, to conform to shape, and second, to avoid a feeling of 

competition. Let us choose first a vase simple in line, not too 

convex or entirely straight as to outline, (see illustration Plate 

XIII, Figure 1). The broadest part is above the center, near 

the top. We will say it is ten inches high and four and one- 

quarter inches in diameter at the broadest part and! three 
inches at the base. If we divide with perpendicular lines, they 

should be parallel with the outline; then if we wish to accentuate 
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the shape, we will broaden the design at the point where the 

shape is widest. Placing a band around the shape horizontally 
at this point will tend to lower the height (Figure 2). Con- 

tinuing the perpendicular effect and merely widening the de- 

sign near the top will accent the height and make it appear 

more slender (Figure 1). “This is what we term structural 
motion.” If the vase be more convex in outline, we may exer- 

cise our love of curves, using the oblique curve of motion, but 

if the movement is perfectly consistent, it is always in harmony 

with the structure of the builded object. ‘ 
This type of design illustrates “rhythmic motion” and we 

must be careful to exercise restraint in the movement. The 

horizontal band plays an important part in decoration, even 

where the space below is broken by perpendicular or oblique 
lines (Figure 3). 

EXERCISE 

Select from a catalog of china three vases of different out- 

line, one tall and slender, one convex in outline, and one low 

shape. Begin by dividing and sub-dividing the shapes to de- 

termine the placing of the decoration (see illustrations). After 

deciding what proportion of the piece is to be designed and 

what background, select motifs and proceed to construct 

designs that will fit the requirements of the shapes, have at 

least one design purely abstract and the treatment of the mo- 

tifs extremely severe. For the taller and slender shape try 

for motifs the narcissus, fleur de lis, jonquil, dandelion, and for 

Plate XIII, Fig. 2 
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Arrehitectural Shapes 

Structural “Decoration 

Supplementary to Plate XIII 

the lower shapes, nasturtium or decorative berries. When 

the designs seem satisfactory as to construction, proceed to 

put them into values, having in mind the possible color treat- 

ment of each. Let us confine ourselves for the sake of definite- 
ness to the motifs suggested. Study carefully the illustrations, 

both for construction placing and tone values. 
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Plate XIII 

Fie. 1 
Shapes built on the circle—Elipse and Oval 

Supplementary to Plate XI, Problem X zs 
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COVER TO TEAPOT 

COVER OF SUGAR BOWL SPOUT OF TEAPOT 

PLATE XIV, PROBLEM XII 
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Supplementary to Plate XIV 

PROBLEM XII. ADAPTATION OF DESIGNS TO SHAPES— (Continued) 

“Ornament is the wine of architecture; through it runs the personality 

of the artist, and into it is condensed his genius, but it unduly charms and 

allures. It is to be resisted by the weak and used by him alone who can master 

it. True ornament cannot be applied; it arises from within the thing to be 

decorated. It is joined with the constructive principle, as the life of the being 

is joined with the bone and muscle of the body. Ornament is a surface mani- 
festation of the vital energy of art; it conveys sentiments and expresses facts. 

It is religious and symbolic; it demands existence, but it must not be allowed 

to live under self-destroying anarchy. Government and proper development 

are its necessities, as they are those of all other strong individual forces.’’— 

Samuel Howe. 

HIS, our last problem in construction, is a continuation of 

the two preceding ones, simply choosing different shapes 

for the demonstration of our theories. It is to be regretted 

that we cannot have more of this practice in the practical ap- 

plication of our design to shapes, but in this short course we 
are necessarily limited; the laws governing, however, are com- 

mon to all shapes so that if we have grasped the significance of 

the governing principles, the variety of forms need not confuse 
us. This reduces what at first seems to be a complicated sub- 

ject, to a comparatively simple one when understood. We 
will keep to the articles most familiar and in every day use, 

using for this exercise a teapot, creamer and sugar bowl with 

cup and saucer to match. Choose for a motif one already 

used in the construction of our earlier designs (borders and 

units of design). We can, by reducing the size, connecting 

our units, etc., make workable designs for these shapes. Let 

us use the same motif on the whole group, considering them as 

a set. 

Keep the decoration extremely simple, remembering that 

they are for table service—and for actual use on our table. The 
simplest decoration is the most pleasing. The illustrations 

given will better illustrate the point than the text possibly 

can, and it is only to be regretted that we cannot continue 

these exercises indefinitely, bringing into use greater variety 

of types. It is to be hoped, however, that the student has by 

this time a sufficiently clear idea of the general laws to be able 

to go on with the subject by herself, experimenting and testing 

her own knowledge gained in these exercises. The students 

taking the regular course can arrange to continue the work,— 

sending in extra designs for criticism as long as they feel the 

need of help. Do not forget that the value work is a part of 
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the problem—as important as the construction and placing of 

the designs—and a preparation for our work in color. In tak- 

ing up the subject of color harmony we will again review each 

problem, using the designs already constructed and placed. 

EXERCISE 

Choose from a catalog of white china with reference to 

good line and proportion—a set consisting of a tea-pot, creamer 

and sugar bowl with cup and saucer to match. The simpler 

the shape, the better it is adapted to practical use. Adapt 

designs as suggested above, with special reference to the plac- 

ing and the balance of values (see illustration), or we may with 

previous arguments in mind construct a type of design differ- 

ent from those already used but suitable and in harmony with 

the forms chosen; the shape of the pieces chosen will have to 

determine the type of design suitable. Ha border is used it 

should not occupy over one-third of the space. If the border 

is very narrow and the shape simple in outline, we may break 

up the space below by the use of panels or by tiny units used 

as spot repeats (see illustrations). In the placing of these, 

the spacing is the important thing. 
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PLATE BORDER—A. L. CUMMINGS 

Background, Dove Grey dusted; flowers, Orange and Scarlet 

Enamel; bands the same. Outline, Dull Violet Blue. 

MISS JEANNE M. STEWART’S DESIGN CLASS 
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CONVENTIONAL PLATE—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

HIS design may be applied with very good effect to an 

open, low, flat bowl or to a large rim plate. It repeats 

five times around a ten-inch plate. 

First fire-—Dust whole design with Pearl Grey two parts, 

Banding Blue one part, Copenhagen Blue one part, and a touch 

of Yellow Green. 

Second fire.—Dust whole piece with Pearl Grey five parts, 

Copenhagen Blue one part, and a touch of Yellow Green. Clean 

out the flower forms and dust them with Pearl Grey three parts 
and Yellow Brown one part. Centers are Yellow Brown. 

Treatment with Dusting Colors 

The design in Grey Blue with Glaze for Blue background. 

The dark markings on buds are Dark Blue for Dusting. Flow- 
ers are Deep Ivory with Coffee Brown markings. 
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CUP AND SAUCER—KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

RACE design in and use Gold for leaves; dark around 

flower form and bands. Then paint in flowers with 

Turquoise Blue and a little Mauve. The green part of flowers 

is Apple Green and Copenhagen Blue. Then fire. Wash 

background on cup with Apple Green very thin. Then go 

over Gold again, touch conventionalized flower with a little 

deeper Apple Green than background, go over the painted 

flowers again, add a little yellow around flowers. Strengthen 

centers with Yellow Brown. 

CONVENTIONAL BOWL, FLOWER BASKET MOTIF—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

ARGE flowers in Pearl Grey one part and Lemon Yellow 
one part. Small flowers in Albert Yellow one part, Yel- 

low Brown one-half part and Carnation one-third part. Leaves 

and bands in dull green. Background a light green tint. The 

background of flower panel is a cream tint. 

To be carried out in flat enamels. Lavender, Dull Violet, 
Dark Green and Brown. 
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PLATE BORDER—ELSA FOUDRAY 

Fruit bowl design done in two tones of Pompeian Red. Dark portions in center and band at top in black. Black outlines. 

i EE s Baur AHeay 

PLATE—ELSA FOUDRAY 

Rose-apple design for plate done in three tones of grey-green with apples in flat-wash of Pompeian Red. Outline in black. 

PLATE—NELL DUFFY 

Design is Gold on Silver or Green Gold. Black outlines. 

MISS JEANNE M. STEWART’S DESIGN CLASS 

a. 
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HONEY JAR—EDITH L. MILLER 

Tint all over Grey for Flesh; design in three shades of Grey Green; outlines in Dull Blue. 

MISS JEANNE M. STEWART’S DESIGN CLASS 
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PLATE—EDITE L. MILLER 

Design in Cream, Yellow, Yellow Brown lustre or color, with fine black outlines. 

PLATE—ELSA FOUDRAY 

Tint Grey for Flesh; wings and lighter wave bands are deeper grey; darker wave band and rim, Grey Green; 

darkest tone of buds and waves, Black. Black outline. 

MISS JEANNE M. STEWART’S DESIGN CLASS 
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CHILD’S CUP, SHADES OF BLUE—ELSA FOUDRAY 

PLATE—EDITH L. MILLER 

Cream Tint. Design in two shades of Yellow Brown with black or Gold outline. 

MISS JEANNE M. STEWART’S DESIGN CLASS 
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PLATE BORDER, SHADES OF GREEN—AMANDA L. CUMMINGS 

PLATE BORDER, BLACK ON GREEN GOLD— 

NELL DUFFY 

FISH PLATTER (Reduced to one-fifth size), SHADES OF GREEN—EDITH L. MILLER 

MISS JEANNE M. STEWART’S DESIGN CLASS 
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MARIE B. BOHMANN 

IONE L. WHEELER 

*Antique Lustre Group, Ione Wheeler Prize 

ANNA VY. CORNISH MARGUERITE J. ROOD 

*MARIE B. BOHMANN 

EXHIBIT OF CHICAGO CERAMIC SOCIETY 

Ione Wheeler 

HE twenty-second annual exhibition of the Chicago Cer- 
amic Art Association was held during the month of Octo- 

ber at the Art Institute. The showing was especially interest- 

ing on account of the variety of wares used, giving the designers 
an opportunity to display their versatility. 

There was the usual flat color, enamel and lustre decoration 

on French and German china, very good effects in enamel on 

Satsuma, and several pieces of German Faience. A group of 

Belleek china in the biscuit, shown by Mrs. Kissinger, was devel- 

oped in soft, subdued colorings without outline. The effects 

obtained on the matt surface were remarkably dainty, and the 

carefully executed designs were of a distinctive character. 

A group of American earthenware cleverly decorated with 

enamels and lustre attracted much attention because of its nov- 

elty and the appropriateness of the design and color used. 

Mrs. Walker’s display of earthenware was extremely at- 

tractive, making a dominant note in the exhibition. The work 

was done freely, the enamels laid without outline and the bold- 

ness and simplicity of the design showed a recognition of the 

sturdiness of the ware. Her tiles in basket frames were another 
novelty; a dresser set and several Satsuma pieces showed clever 

handling of enamels. Some very interesting effects in lustre 

were also shown by this artist. 

Miss Hipple’s jardiniere developed in matt green, gold and 

lustre, was one of the most successful objects in the exhibition. 
A Belleek jardiniere in all-over pattern developed in enamels, 

and several other pieces, were successfully rendered, among 

RENA O. PETTERSEN 

ISALELLE C. KISSINGER and 

ABBIE POPE WALKER 

MARIE B. BOHMANN and 

E. J. MULVANEY 

LENOX BELLEEK 

WT) 

them a very delightful color scheme in gray, and lavender on a 

Belleek bisque vase. 

Mrs. Bohman’s collection of lustre pieces was most unique. 

The antique effects were obtained in an unusual manner. Her 

large vase with an etched chrysanthemum design might be 

characterized as “dramatic,” the yellow flowers outlined with 

silver and the background panels laid with peacock green. 

Mrs. Cornish received honorable mention for a group of 

lustres, one of which was quite as perfect a piece of peacock col- 

oring as could possibly be obtained; the results obtained in 

green and silver, lavender and silver and copper were very beau- 

tiful. 

Mrs. Pettersen’s ten pieces for a dinner set were very dis- 

tinctive, the design being a wild columbine worked out in 

enamels, showing a restraint which is highly commendable. An 

over-worked dinner set inevitably becomes tiresome to those 

compelled to see it daily. Among Mrs. Pettersen’s many con- 

tributions in enamels, matt and lustre, was a vase in rich and 

beautiful tones of ruby lustre, also several vases in which the 

most delicate and varied effects were obtained from her skillful 

handling of the baby blue lustre. 

*RENA O. PETTERSEN 

BERTHE A. PARK 

*Burley & Co. Prize for Tableware 

ANNE T. BROWN 

BERTHA L. BAND 

Miss Edwards showed several good cabinet pieces in lustre 

and a Satsuma box in gold and enamels. Miss Band was rep- 

resented by a seven piece dresser set in soft yellow and green, 

the design being a combination of conventionalized floral and 

geometric form. One of the most noticeable pieces was the 

large jardiniere in matt green, gold and lustre shown by Mrs. 

Rood, who also had some delightful lustre work. 

Mrs. Park displayed a stunning chop plate and set of six 

plates executed in enamels and gold, very strong in color and of 

good craftsmanship. Mrs. Myers was represented by a very 

successful plaque and bon bon box. 

An attractive and well designed salad bow] and several fine 

examples of lustre work were shown by a new exhibitor, Mrs. 

Anna T. Brown. 

Miss Booth’s lustre, Miss Kredell’s lustre and enamels, 

noticeably a box in lustre and gold matt, and Mrs. Rees’ enamels 

were all examples of skillful workmanship. 

Under the heading of “Chicago Ceramic Art Association” 

were listed six pieces presented to the club by the Lenox Belleek 

Co., of Trenton, N. J., and decorated by members of the club. _, 
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ABBIE POPE WALKER 

Special Prize for Decoration on Harthenware 
ISABELLE C. KISSINGER 

A. H. Abbott Prize for Best Collection 

MARY E. HIPPLE, (Hasburg Gold Prize) MAUD MYERS 

AMANDA EDWARDS MARIE BOHMANN 

LOUISE REES ANNA V. CORNISH IONE L. WHEELER 

TILLA E. BOOTH EDITH KREDELL Not in competition 

ISABELLE C. KISSINGER 

EXHIBIT OF CHICAGO CERAMIC SOCIETY AT THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO 
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ABBIE POPE WALKER 

In the Chicago Post of Oct. 8 Miss Lena M. McCauley said: 

The Chicago Ceramic Art Association makes a pretentious 
showing of decorated vases and tableware at its twenty-second 
annual exhibition at the Art Institute. There are 144 pieces, 
some large and important, others small but exquisitely adorned 
with original designs, all arranged with a sense of artistic values 
in the cases which have been placed in a gallery, the walls of 
which are hung with the paintings belonging to the Friends of 
American Art. What advance has been made by these women 
in ceramic art is best understood by those who studied in the 
schools in vogue twenty years ago. From mere fantastic orna- 
mentation the painters on china have arrived at a plane of 
artistic foundations. Their design fulfills the requirement of 
academic rules, their art is modified by study of the approved 
paintings which have survived the ages, and thereby a high or- 
der of taste has been achieved. One of the most interesting 
features of the exhibit is the group of drawings showing the evo- 
lution of the conventionalized flower. And the marvel of the 
entire exhibit lies in the imagination which has glorified the bald 
pattern with arrangement of color and the use of lustre in tones 
and gold. 

The prizes were awarded before the opening of the exhibi- 
tion, there always being a preparednesss about the affairs of the 
Ceramic Art Association. The Ione Wheeler prize for a lustre 
group in antique effect was won by Miss Marie B. Bohmann, 
the Hasburg gold prize for a jardiniere in gold and lustre was 
given to Miss Mary E. Hipple of Elgin, the A. H. Abbott prize 
for the best collection was awarded to Mrs. Isabelle C. Kissin- 
ger, who showed examples of bisque Belleek, Satsuma, china 
and earthenware, and the special prize for a group of decorated 
earthenware became the property of Mrs. Abbie P. Walker. 
Mrs. Rena O. Peterson’s set of tableware in wild columbine de- 
sign was awarded the Burley & Co. prize for tableware. 

Mrs. Ione Libby Wheeler exhibits fine results in lustre 
painting, and with the color fascinations shown in work with 
enamels, and a valuable punch bow] with a gourd motif 

Maud I. G. Oliver, writing in the Sunday Herald, said: 

Straying into the Chicago Ceramic room, one is confronted 
with such a profusion of original offerings that it is bewildering 
to attempt to fix them in mind. Mention primarily ought to 
go to the instructive display of drawings hung unfortunately 
too low about the cases for careful scrutiny. These plates are 
contributed by various members and represent the process of 
conventionalization of different floral forms. As arrangements 
in composition, they are admirable drawings, which ought to be 
added to and reproduced in a book as an enterprise of the club. 

A new feature that proved of especial interest to the visit- 

ors was an exhibit of framed flower studies, showing naturalistic 
drawings and conventionalizations. Some of the motifs ob- 

tained by this process were developed on the china, showing the 

progress of the design from its beginning to the completed piece. 

This work was done under the direction of Mr. Arthur Gunther. 

All designs on china are subject to the criticism of Miss 

Bennett of the Art Institute. 

rc 

The Clifton Porcelain Tile Company of Newark, N. J., has 

begun the manufacture of porcelain faced wall tile and vitrified 

floor tile in all colors, using the Stegmeyer process, which elim- 

inates the use of lead glazing, and makes a non-crazing product 

at a price considerably below that of the so-called flint tile. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

L. L. F—Have a very handsome punch bowl in enamels, used D. W. O's 

hard enamels. Could it be fired again or is risk 

of ruining other enamels too great? 

2—Want a lighter but still rich color of Matt Blue. 

to Gray Wedgewood Blue? 

It is best not to fire the bowl again as there is great risk of other enamels 

coming off. Match the color with paint as nearly as possible and paint over 

the chipped places and when thoroughly dry apply a thin wash of white shellac 

and it will wear very well. 

It is better to use a Matt White if a rich tone is desired. 

make a test on a broken piece of china to be sure of it 

It chipped of! in several places. 

Can I mix Matt Gray 

It is best to 

Mrs. C. E. V.—I have the largest size Ideal kiln and have been firing for the 

past twelve years, and this year I am having some trouble. Kiln has a splendid 

drafl, in a dry room, some pieces of glaze just fine, while others in same kiln do 

not glaze. Please tell me if possible what can be the trouble. The kiln is in same 

chimney as furnace, but in another room. I have used fire clay to mend a crack in 

the kiln. Do you suppose the clay would make a diference? 

Answer from Ideal Kin Company: “This is a case of defective draft, 

although she says the chimney is a good one, but we notice she says the furnace 

is also connected to the chimney. No doubt the chimney was carrying about 

its full capacity in taking care of the furnace.” 

MRS. W. H. F —Can ordinary china paint be used on Satsuma ware, and 

is the firing, etc., the same all the way through as for other china? 

2—Can Aufsetzweiss be used for mending broken china? Can cracks be 

successfully covered? Should flux be used with it, and should turpentine be used 

to thin wt? ; 

3.— How should Hancock's Hard White Enamel be mixed to use? 

4.—Please tell me a good color a little deeper pink than Fry’s Rose to use 

with Rose for shading. 

Ordinary china paints can be used on the Satsuma ware, but cannot be 

dry dusted on. Enamels are most satisfactory to use on it. 

It requires a medium heat in firing, quite a little hotter than Rose. 

Sartorius’ Cement for Mending China is more satisfactory. It is mixed 

with lukewarm water to the consistency of thick cream. Cracks cannot be 

successfully covered but can be prevented from cracking farther by putting 

the cement over the crack in the inside of the piece. Often the design can be 

carried over the crack so it does not show especially in the realistic work when 

a stem can be painted over the crack. 

A white enamel mixture is 4 parts Relief White, 1 part Hard White enamel 

and a littie flux. If the powder is used enough fat oil to barely hold it together 

is used, and use Lavender Compound for thinning it. 

There are several prepared white enamels on the market which need to be 

mixed only with the enamel medium and are much less trouble. 

For small roses the Rese is applied very thin and used heavier for shading, 

and when a still darker tone is needed a little Blood Red is added. 

L. D—What minerals are used as lustre producing agents in the lustres, or 

where may such information be found? 

2.—Can you give me a formula for a low temperature transparent colorless 

one that has a sufficiently low developing point to be fired in the ordinary glaze 

Revelation china kiln? 

3.—Can you tell me what causes roughness of the decorated china when tt 

comes from the kiln that makes it necessary to use emery paper? 

You will find formulas for the preparation of lustres in Keramic Studio 

May and August 1908, a study by Franchet. 

It may be caused from a crack in the kiln or underfiring. 

MRS. A. R.—I have tried dusting with Special Oil and all but one time I 

seem to get it cloudy. I don’t think I have the right dust brush to apply the oil with 

unless I use a lot of oil with it the brush separates and makes streaks, and then I 

go over the oil again. Would that make it cloudy? I have padded the large sur- 

faces and they are the worst. a 

2.—I painted a large jardiniere study done by Mrs. Bullivant in “ Keramic 

Studio” Nov. 1911. My trouble was the large space, the background of the flower, 

etc., is a good shade of Ivory and I wanted the panels a little darker, so I used Mrs. 

Cherry's Deep Ivory and dusted it on and it fired an of'-shade of green. To rem- 

edy it I dusted 1 part Yellow Brown, — Meissen Brown, —Albert Yellow, which.. 

took lovely until after firing when it ts a dark reddish brown. 

Can I take a china eraser and take that off? 
3.—W hat is the best way to apply the dusted color after applying the oil? 

Should I thin the oil with turpentine? 

4.—Also the gold will not burnish. I was very careful in cleaning all the 

color of! before firing. Can it be underfired? Can I take it of with the eraser and.. 

apply new coat? 

5.—In C etober, 1914, page 127, Tea Plate, you say to bake hard in the oven. 

Do you mean the range, and how do you do it so as not to break the plate? 

6.—What is Sepia? 
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7.—How do you apply the enamel on a large surface and what kind of a 

brush do you use? Does enamel have to be used on Satswma or can I use it on 

the German and French ware? 

You either do not apply your oil on evenly or else do not rub enough color 

into it. You should keep applying the color until the oil will not take any more 

of it. If you apply the oil too heavy the color will look damp after it is applied; 

it should look dry and even. The cause of the brush separating is the way you 

handle it; you probably bear down on the brush when applying the oil. You 

should have a very light touch, barely dragging the brush over the china. 

When painting a large surface paint in several directions to cover up the brush 

marks should there be any. 

The oil should be applied very thin; it should not look thick and oily, but 
look almost dry. Dip the brush in the oil and then work most of it out before 

applying to the china. It is best to pad a large surface when it does not inte- 

fere with other work. 

You can work back into the oil again if you do so immediately before it 

has had time to dry. 

Padding should make the oil smoother. Perhaps you did not apply the 

oil even enough before padded or did not pad regularly; you may have padded 

more in one place than another, or padded too hard; the oil should be touched 

lightly with the pad and then raised up instead of pounded down on the china. 

The dusted color can be taken off with acid, but it is a great deal of work 

and hardly worth the trouble. It also leaves the surface rough. Try painting 

Ivory Glaze over the brown and give it a hard fire and the red may fire out. 

For all but very large spaces use some color on the oil and rub lightly into 

the oil with a brush, using a circular movement. If you are dusting near an- 

other dusted color and want to prevent the color from going into the first color, 

it is best to dip the brush into the color and apply to the oil. For very large 

surfaces the color may be rubbed in with a piece of cotton. Use the oil as it is; 

do not thin with turpentine. 

If the gold was applied to Belleek ware it is over-fired; an under-fired gold 

rubs off. If it is on china there is no reason why it should not burnish, if every- 

thing was kept clean. Try applying another coat of gold and firing rather light 

Yes, you can dry the work in a range; you do not heat it enough to crack 

it. Cold air striking it while it is very hot will cause it to crack, so avoid that. 

Sepia is a brown paint. 

The enamel is mixed a little thinner for a large surface: work very fast and 

keep all edges from drying by working first from one and then the other. 

Enamel can be used on any ware, but is most satisfactory on Belleek and 

Satsuma. 

H. M. D—Will you please tell me if Hancock’s Hard White Enamel is the 

correct enamel to use on French and German china? If not, what shall I use for 

these wares? I have tried several times to use same and it almost always has a 

bubbly appearance. It doesn’t look so bad when color is_added, but even then it 
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nearly always scales off. Could it be that I fire it too hard? 

2.—Do you consider Fry’s enamel medium as good as the Dresden Thick oil 

and turpentine? I have tried both, but neither has proven satisfactory. Are the 

prepared colored enamels as good as when you mix them yourself? 

3.—What grade of enamel should I use on the Satsuma and Sedji wares? 

You will find a formula for mixing white enamel in an answer to Mrs. W. 

H. F. in this column that will be satisfactory. Usually when enamels have a 

bubbly appearance it is because they are under-fired or are too oily. 

The enamel medium is for ready mixed enamels. The prepared colored 

enamels are more satisfactory because they save time, and you are always sure 

that they will fire alike. 

Use a soft enamel on Satsuma and Sedji. 

Ff, A.—What are the colors used to make the background of the teapot, black- 

eyed Susan motif, by H. B. Paist, December 1913 Supplement. I use Fry’s 

colors. 

Use 3 parts Ivory Glaze, 1 part Pearl Grey, 14 part Albert Yellow. 

MRS. C. McC.—Can you furnish me with information or receipt for dis- 

solving and preparing gold metals and coins for use in china painting? 

You will find a formuJa in the Answers to Correspondents’ column of this 

magazine in the May 1912 issue. 

MRS. C. L.—Could you refer me to back number of “ Keramic Studio,” 

something to help in decorating a wine set, tumbler, tray and decanter. Some- 

thing conventional or semi-conventional, and would like grapes. TI don’t care to 

use lustre or the dusting on process. 

We do not remember publishing the kind of a design you wish. You 

would probably be able to get one from some one advertising designs to rent. 

O. K.—Will you tell me how to paint on wory, what kind of paint to use? 

Water colors are used for ivory. 

M. H. S—I do not understand the direction for coloring studies shown on 

pages 122 and 123 of October ‘‘ Keramic.” 

For salt shaker, page 123, what is used for band running around flowers, also 

dash outline inside band around flowers and lines running to center of flowers, 

also outline of bud? In Satsuma box, page 122, what is the outline of flower, and 

lines running from outline to center of flower, also outline of leaves? 

All the lines you mention in salt shaker are gold; they are referred to in 

the treatment as outline around the flower. The outline around buds and all 

the darkest tones in design are gold. The band running around the flowers 

is the grey tone referred to in treatment. 

The outline around the flowers and through them on the Satsuma box, 

page 122, is Antique Gold; you will find that in the first line of the treatment 

given. There is no outline on the gold leaves. The outline around those 

to be enamel is Antique Gold. 
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gq have given up this issue of Keramic 

Aaa Studio to the exhibit of the Kansas 

City Ceramic Society, knowing that 

our subscribers will appreciate the 

trouble that Society has taken in 

sending working drawings of many 

of the designs that are shown on the 

finished pieces in the photographs 

; and especially those which are accom- 

panied by drawings of the flower 

from which the design is conventionalized. We feel that our 

naturalistic friends will be pleased as well as those who devote 

themselves to the conventional, for this exhibit shows all stages 

of conventionalization from the flower drawing, through the 

semi-conventional arrangement to the purely abstract design 

It is a highly creditable showing and reflects great credit on the 

society. We have such an abundance of exhibition material 

that we are almost at a loss to find room for it in Keramic Studio 

before it is an old story. The March issue will contain the ex- 

hibit of the Keramic Society of Greater New York, with the 

color schemes used by the decorators. This society has used 

_smaller groups and larger photographs, which example other 

ceramic societies would do well to follow, as the illustrations 

are much clearer. Another feature which should be noted is 

the grouping of each decorator’s work by itself, when of suffi- 

cient number and importance. We still have the Burley Ex- 

hibit of Chicago which will appear in April. It has been wait- 

ing a long time, but we felt the societies had the first claim to 

space. 
The March issue will contain also the lists of winning de- 

signs in the “Bridal China” competition. Except for the Bur- 

ley Exhibit the April issue will be the Bridal Number, contain- 

ing all the winning designs, so that they may be worked out in 

time for June weddings. 
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A new book on the editor’s table is “Clay Modeling in the 

School Room,”’ Ellen Stephens Hildreth author, Milton Brad- 

ley Co., Springfield, Mass., publishers, a manual of instruc- 

tion in clay modeling for the kindergarten and school, used 

in the public kindergartens of St. Louis, and also in the normal 

school. The author claims that with it any one can learn to 

model and any child learn to see form. 

Another new arrival is the ““Art Course for Chicago Public 

Schools,” in a series of eight years, illustrated both in black and 

white and color, Scott Foresman & Co., publishers, Chicago. 

This contains much valuable material in the way of color repro- 

ductions of fine old crafts work, prints, fabrics, etc., and should 

be useful to the ceramic decorator as a reference book of color 

schemes, motifs, ete. 

x 

We would ask our various contributors not to send any 

more material at present until we ask for more on the editorial 

page. We have had to refuse much good drawing lately, as we 

have accumulated such a quantity of good material that we 

must use before stocking up again. It is astonishing how both 

quantity and quality of ceramic designs continue to increase. 

Surely this movement must result in something quite worth 

while. 

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK February 19135 

Next month the San Francisco Panama Exposition will 

open, and from all accounts will have quite as varied an exhibit 

as originally planned, in spite of the war. The Arts and Crafts 

will be installed in the Palace of Varied Industries and will have 

a good representation from many of the best crafts workers. 

The editor hopes to be able to write for Keramic Studio a thor- 

ough account of all ceramic work at the Exposition, as naturally 

she will haunt the vicinity of her own exhibit of porcelains and 

have plenty of time to see all that there is of related art. 

Many inquiries have been received already in connection 

with the holding of the Four Winds Summer School at San 

Francisco this coming summer, and we would like to say here 

for the benefit of others, that much as we regret to be unable 

to help out those who have not great means and would like to 

find employment to eke out expenses at San Francisco, we 

have all the assistance already planned that we could possi- 

bly use. Mr. Robineau goes to San Francisco the middle of 

February to instal] our exhibit, and we hope very shortly there- 

after to be able to say definitely just where and when and 

for how long the school will be held, and will put the announce- 

ment in Keramic Studio for the benefit of inquirers. 

Any one wishing to meet Mr. Robineau at that time may 

address him care of the Arts and Crafts Section of the Palace 

of Varied Industries. We hope some good California friends 

will come forward to show us just the nicest and most conven- 

ient place for the Summer School and the scholars. We hope 

that many of the old faces will appear among the new, for that 

will mean that these troublous times have not hit them too hard 

and we wish you all, whether intended students or not, the 

ereat pleasure of seeing that beautiful collection of buildings 

designed by Jules Guerin. which has taken its place so lovingly 

in the setting of the golden sun, blue skies and fine greenery 

of that fairy west. 

x 

Since, at the beginning of the war, there were fears that 

the supply of china for decorating would become extremely 

short, we have not heard of any complaints of any difficulty 

in securing the different wares, and the prices do not seem to 

have increased more than is justified by the extremely high rates 

of freight and insurance. We hope that from now on the sit- 

uation will improve in this respect, and, as business generally 

in the United States seems to be recovering from a long period 

of hard times, we look for good times coming again for china 

decorators. 

rn a 

CLUB AND STUDIO NOTES 

The Bufialo Keramic League conducted a very successful 

sale the first two weeks in December. A new departure 

which may be copied by other clubs throughout the country 

was that the League rented a store on the main street and were 

fortunate in securing excellent notices in the different papers. 

Our correspondent informs us that the work was of excellent 

merit showing originality and fine technique and that the display 

of flown enamel and lustre work was of exceptional excellence. 

Miss Laura Stoddard is conducting the classes in ceramics 

at the Chicago Art Institute until Mrs. Walker’s successor is 

appointed. 
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DESIGN AND ITS APPLICATION TO PORCELAIN 

Henrietta Barclay Past 

PROBLEM XIII. COLOR HARMONY 

“Nfusic is equipped with a system by which it defines each sound in terms 

of its pitch, intensity and duration. So should color be supplied with an ap- 

propriate system, based on the hue, value and chroma of our sensations. 

The study of color finds immediate and practical use in daily life. It isa 

needed discipline of color vision, in the sense that geometry is a discipline of 

the mind and it also enters into the pleasures and refinement at every step.” 

—Munsell. 

ie taking up the subject of color we are governed by the 

same principles as in our problems of construction, i. e., 

Rhythm, Balance and Harmony. To know good color, to 

really focm judgment and appreciation of color harmony, one 
must, besides studying scientific basis of color, go to Nature 

and to the Art of the Past, for inspiration. Hach Nation in 

its turn has contributed something to this wealth. Especially 

rich in this respect is the Art of Italy during the sixteenth cen- 

tury. The Japanese have contributed largely; almost every 

article they produce is an Art expression complete in its com- 

position and color. Learn from the past, it is invaluable as 

inspiration, but do not copy what has already been done. 

Study rather the spirit which inspired it and the conditions 

under which it was created. In the words of Walter Crane 

“ve of this age may well treasure the priceless fragments of 

Art as an inheritance of the past, but let us not forget that Beauty 

is a living force, having its own recurring seasons, growth, 

perfection, decline and renaissance. We are the trustees, as 

it were, of the common property of beauty.” 

Color is at once the most fascinating and complicated of 

all art studies. Out of the thousand combinations it is difficult 

to know which are fine and which are commonplace; to be able 

to select the best from these endless combinations requires 
taste and judgment. How to educate the taste and form a 
judgment is our problem. A superficial study of the Art of 

the Past is not sufficient. There are reasons for everything. 

We stated in the beginning of this course that we would pro- 

ceed by logical reasoning and not be guided by the emotions. 

There are laws of Art that are as fixed as the laws of gravitation 

and attraction. To gain any definite idea of color harmony 

and color balance, we must understand the attractive force of 

colors. We must have a system and a nomenclature that will 

be as definite as that of music. We have been “cramped by 
the poverty of color language” and as to color names one has 

only to recall the lists of colors provided for the Keramic stu- 
dent—the incongruous and bazaar nature of the names—mis- 

leading and meaningless—to feel a sense of helplessness and 

hopelessness. A scientific study of color and color harmony, 
terms and definitions, will substitute order for chaos—know- 

ledge for feeling—will equip us with a definite understandable 

system, refine and educate the taste and open the eyes to beauty 

hitherto undreamed. Here again we are hampered in the 

illustration of our text by the difficulties and expense of color 
reproduction. We will, however, by the aid of our diagrams, 

trv to give a definite idea of the elementary colors, their names, 

relative position, attractive force, and possible combination. 

Savages and very young children love color in full inten- 

sity. They were so used by all the primitive races. The 
Egyptians used five colors, yellow, red, orange, green and blue, 

in their primitive way and symbolic sense. The early Ameri- 

can Indians used four in the same way. The uncultivated 

taste calls for pure strong color and strong contrasts. There is 

a psychological reason for this. Pure, strong colors, besides 

attracting the eye, excite the emotions and stimulate. 

As the race advances intellectually and spiritually, the 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

emotions are checked by reason, by mental and moral control. 

The eye becomes tired of the strain of over-stimulation and 

calls for rest. This is obtained by reducing the colors to less 

intensity. Pure colors have the strongest attractive force for the 

eye. Greyed or softened colors have less in proportion to the 

degree of neutralization. Hence we reduce the quality of a 

color as we increase the quantity, and vice versa. We do not 

write or speak always in italics or strong phrases—we reserve 

these for accent—to emphasize a strong point. So in the lan- 

guage of color we try to use colors according to their attractive 

force, softening for large areas and reserving pure color for 

emphasis. 

Notice in Nature the proportion of positive colors to that 

of the greyed or softened colors. We find in sunsets, in some 
flowers, insects and in the plumage of tropical birds, colors in 

their full intensity; but these examples are rare when compared 
to the wealth of greyed colors we see all about us. The designer 

in every department of Decorative Art may well follow this 

suggestion of nature, avoiding brilliant hues and combinations 

until a thorough appreciation of Color Harmony is cultivated. 

*It has been found impossible to reproduce in color Mis. Paist’s color 

chart. In next number we will give it in black and white. For illustra- 

tions in color students should apply direct to Mrs. Paist. 

(TO BE CONTINUED) 
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VASE AND CHRYSANTHEMUM STUDY 

Mrs. J. A, Edwards 

UTLINE in Black. Fire. Center of flowers Yellow 

Brown and Lemon Yellow. Leaves Grey Green and 
Shading Green. Tint entire vase with Brown Green and 

Violet at bottom shaded into light Violet at top. Clear out 

flower. Paint leaves second time if necessary. 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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PLATE—MRS. G. W. SMITH 

Outline, narrow bands and stems are gold. Second fire—Oil leaves, buds, stems and outer band and dust with Florentine 

Green. Oil flowers and dark spots in bud and dust with 1 part Cameo 1 Peach Blossom. Retouch Gold. 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 

HE Kansas City Keramic Club held its eighteenth annual 
exhibition in May. The work this year showed a very 

marked improvement over previous exhibitions both in origin- 

ality of design and execution. This was due largely to the all-day 

working meetings, which were held twice a month during the 

year at the studio of Mrs. Hannah W. Cuthbertson, the presi- 

dent of the Club. At these meetings flower drawings were 

made from life and the motif for conventional designs taken 

from them and adapted to various pieces. A number of these 

drawings were shown and were most interesting. 

The competition this year was for the best design for a 

breakfast set, a plate and cup-and-saucer were shown. The 

judges selected the design of Mrs. J. N. Moore as the most 

attractive and appropriate—a dark blue band broken by tiny 

conventional roses in pink with a medallion in center. Mrs. 

Daly secured second place with a simple design in gold and 

lustre. Miss Halbert third—a pleasing combination of dark 

blue and silver. 

There were a number of beautiful pieces in Mrs. Cuthbert- 

son’s exhibit, but perhaps her breakfast set of Satsuma with a 

chrysanthemum design in dull blue, dull green yellow and a 
touch of orange was most admired; while a tiny jar in chry- 

santhemums in black, red and green was the gem of her col- 
lection—the color scheme was charming and unusual. 

Mrs. J. Edward Barker showed several pieces of Satsuma; 

a large bowl in enamels; and alittle Sedji flower pot with a 
quaint design. 

Mrs. J. A. Edwards was represented by a pleasing break- 

fast set; a jardiniere in browns; and a vase in a dandelion de- 

sign that was very good. Mrs. T. T. Tennant’s tea set in 

grapes with a tray to match was odd and attractive. 

Mrs. Lucien Edwards exhibited a handsome flower pot in 

a cineraria design, colors blue green and silver; a Satsuma jar 

in enamels; and a fruit bowl in trailing arbutus. 

Mrs. H. C. Crotty showed an artistic vase, peacock feather 

design in green and gold lustre with orange and blue in the 

eye; a flower pot; and a stein with design in tones of brown and 

yellow lustre. 

Conspicuous in Mrs. G. H. Biltheimer’s exhibit was an 

electrolier in enamels, primrose motif in soft pinks, lavenders, 

greens and gray that attracted much attention; an ice tub in 

lavender and green lustre and silver; and a bowl in ochre pod 

design. 

Mrs. J. H. Daly displayed an excellent flower pot in brown 

and orange lustres, vase in lotus flower, and a bon bon in pink 

and green. 
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Mrs. Wernex Mrs. Widick Mrs. Wernex 

Mrs. E. A. Finley—a Belleek bow] in enamels, well designed 

and executed; a fern dish in pine cones in two shades of gold 
and lustre. 

Mrs. Madge Gibbons showed some excellent work—a 

Satsuma bowl in blue, red and green with white enamel flowers; 

a jardiniere in monochrome; a creamer and sugar in baskets. 

Mrs. Roy Gleason’s tea jar was skillfully designed and 

executed, a fern dish in narcissus in greens and white, aSatsuma 

tea pot in enamels. 

Miss Mertie Halbert showed some splendid enamel work 

on Belleek and Satsuma in brilliant colorings. 

Mrs. Alys Binney exhibited an artistic fish set in blues; a 

faiance fruit dish in enamels; a sugar shaker in oriental design. 

Mrs. W. T. Timlin showed a water pitcher in cosmos in 

pinks and green, simple but excellent in color and design; a 

large Satsuma box in enamels; a plaque in Japanese design. 

Miss V. Harris showed a tea set, baskets of tiny flowers 

on a blue band, very dainty and attractive; a lemonade pitcher 

in baskets of fruit. 

Mrs. J. N. Moore exhibited a large vase in a wave design 

in blue grey and green grey, one of the most admired pieces of 

the exhibit; a pitcher in cactus in pink and green; an odd Sat- 

suma nut set in acorns, browns and dull blue. 

Miss Pauline James’ dresser-set in blues attracted much 

attention, both because it was so complete and so well executed; 

she also showed a pitcher in bramble brier, in warm ivory, 

lavender and green. 

Mrs. Twyman showed a Satsuma vase with a gourd design 

in high relief, very striking; also a Satsuma bowl in enamels. 

Mrs. L. O. Nutter’s tea set in sunflower design was very 

attractive; a coffee set in bleeding heart; a beautiful poppy 

vase, with a soft grey background; and a large Belleek bow! in 

enamels. 

Mrs. G. W. Smith’s dinner service was delightful with its 

simple treatment of gold, yellow lustre and a touch of red in 

flower center; a tall vase in cactus, pink and green color scheme, 

was excellent; also syrup pitcher in baskets with enamel flowers. 

Mrs. R. B. Osborne a bowl, butterfly on dusted crown, 

very good; a vase in Chinese lily. 

Mrs. E. L. Pearson’s dinner service in etched gold with 

enamel monogram was well executed; a coffee set in water lily 
design. 

Mrs. J. H. Wernex showed a pitcher in pomegranates, 

very pleasing; two Satsuma boxes in dull tones of blue and green; 

a tea set in green gold and pink. _ 

The color scheme of Mrs. T. C. Widick’s electrolier was 
good, and a tea set of dainty enamel flowers on an ivory ground 
was well done. 

’ Miss Halbert Mrs. Gleason Miss Halbert 

Mrs. Gleason 

Mrs. Binney Mrs. Timlin Mrs. Binney 

Mrs. Nutter Mrs. Smith Mrs. Nutter 

Mrs. Nutter Mrs. Nutter Mrs. Smith 

Mrs. Osborne Mrs. Pearson Mrs. Osborne 

&: Mrs. Pearson 
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STUDY OF OKRA POD WITH APPLIED DESIGN—M. BILHIMER (Treatment page 187) 
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STUDY OF OKRA POD (Page 186) 

M. Bilhimer 

OWL Designs. Narrow Border—Background, light blue 
tint. Seed forms, yellow enamel, gold bands. 

Wide Border—Background, yellow tint. Leaf and stem 

forms, green enamel. Medalion—Background, light blue tint. 

Seed forms, blue enamel with gold in center. Gold bands. 
Medalion—Bands, gold. Inside of seed forms in gold. 

Medalion, same as in border. Leaf forms, green enamel. 

Plate border, three tones of green. 

| © 

BREAKFAST SET (Page J88) 

Mrs. J. N. Moore 

IL bands and dust with Water Blue. Oil darkest spaces 
and dust with Bright Green, the remaining forms dusted 

with Grey Blue. 

_ SEDJI FLOWER POT 

An Carolyn M. Barker 

UTLINE, Dark Blue and Black. Dark tone, Dark Blue, 

Brunswick Black, touch Deep Purple Enamel. Medium 

tone, Apple Green, Brunswick Black, touch Brown Green and 

Knamel. Light tone, Silver Yellow, touch Deep Purple and 
Enamel. 

mnplover 

SUN FLOWER 

Maude E. Nutter 

UTLINE with Dark Grey and Yellow. Paint large flower 

with Albert Yellow and a little Dark Grey for light petals ff 

and for dark petals back of them use Brown Green and a little = 

Yellow for Painting. Center is Albert Yellow and Yellow ue Li 

Brown. The smaller flower at the top is Brown Green, Albert — a; ee 

Yellow and a little Yellow Brown. Leaves, Shading Green, a TEA TRAY—MAUDE E. NUTTER 

little Apple Green and Yellow Brown. Stems, Apple Green, 
Yellow Brown and Dark Grey. Brown, Brown Green and Yellow. One-ninth size. 
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ECT CYAN com 

DOUBLE CHINESE LILY—E. W. TWYMAN 

First Fire—Outline in black. Band at top, gold. Stem and band around bottom, gold. Second Fire—Retouch gold. 

Centre of flowers, yellow brown lustre. Outer petals, yellow lustre. Leaves and stems, Mason’s light green lustre. 

Third Fire—Same as second. 
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BITTER SWEET—E. W. TWYMAN 

Background, Dark Blue Enamel. Centres, Persian Red Enamel. Outside leaves of berry, Rhodian Red 

Enamel. Leaves, Blue Green Enamel. Band and stem, Gold. 
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COFFEE POT—MRS. G. W. SMITH 

Hearts on spout in White Gold. Flowers and leaves in enamel. In Light Green with White Gold. 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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SATSUMA ENAMEL DESIGN, WISTARIA 

Pauline Farmer James 

UTLINE, Black,fire. Background back of design, stems, 

lower band and all-over medallions of Royal Green. Fire 

Two dark bands at top of Old Chinese Blue. Darkest part of 

design, old Chinese Blue toned into a lavender at bottom ex- 

cept two lower petals which are toned with brilliant Orange or 

Rhodian Red. Also center medallions are of brilliant 

Orange. Fire. Touch up enamels and black outline if needed. 

The wide middle band at top is of gold, aiso all-over scroll back 
of design. 

FP gy jE | 

nl Bel be bl 

BIRD BORDER—E. PHILLIPS 

CHRYSANTHEMUM 

Mrs. G. W. Smith 

UTLINE, Dark Grey and Yellow Brown. A thin wash of 

Albert Yellow for the lightest tones in flower, using it a 

little heavier with a little Yellow Brown for the warmer tones, 

and Brown Green for the cooler shadows. Yellow Brown and 

Albert Yellow for the center with touches of Yellow Red. 
Leaves, Apple Green, Albert Yellow and Brown. Green for 

lights, and Yellow Green and Dark Grey added for the darker 

tones. Stems, Apple Green, Albert Yellow and Brown Green. 

BORDER FOR FRUIT BOWL 

Emma I. Timlin 

ANDS are pale soft yellow or gold. Peaches soft yellow, 

shaded with a little red. Grapes a dark dull blue. 
Leaves a dull olive green, with touches of red. Large flowers 

dull pink. Small flowers soft light yellow. Background dark 

olive green. 
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TEA SET, CHRYSANTHEMUM MOTIF—MRS. G. W. SMITH 

UTLINE with Dark Grey and Blood Red. Bandsand trian- 

gular figures are Roman Gold. Flowers are painted with 

a thin wash of Blood Red and Rose. Small dots in center are 

Blood Red and a touch of Ruby. Stems and buds, Apple Green 

and a little Yellow Brown. Leaves, Apple Green, Yellow Green 
Yellow Brown and Dark Grey. 

Last Fire—Paint the background in the border back of 

flowers with Pearl Grey and Yellow Brown. Retouch Gold. 

=P 8: 8=—- SS —3— 

BOWL—H. W. CUTHBERTSON 

UTLINE with Black. Oil the second band from top and 

the small dark spaces in upright panels and lower band 

and dust with Coffee Brown. Oil band at top and the darker 

grey spaces in upright panels and lower band and dust with 
Florentine Green. Oil the large flower form in the border and 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS 

dust with 1 part Deep Ivory and 1 part Ivory Glaze. Oil the 

light spaces and dust with Yellow for Dusting. 
Second Fire—Paint the dark ends of large flower form with 

Coffee Brown. Paint grey back with Pearl Grey, a little Dark 

Brown and Yellow Brown. 

CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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TRUMPET-CREEPER FOR JARDINIERE OR TALL VASE—MADGE L. GIBBONS 

F outline is desired, use Dark Grey and Albert Yellow; the 

outline may be omitted. Oil the petals of the blossom 

and dust with Yellow for Dusting. Oil the calyx and dust with 

Deep Ivory. The leaves, stems and band at the top are oiled 

and dusted with Florentine Green, all of the darkest tones with 

Water Lily Green. The grey panel between flowers with 3 

parts Pearl Grey, 1 part Dark Grey, 1 part Albert Yellow. 
For last fire oil entire background, pad it until quite dry 

and dust with 3 parts Glaze for Green and 1 part Pearl Grey. 

£ 

PANAMA EXPOSITION 

We have learned that the Panama Exposition managers 

have decided to have an “‘Arts and Crafts” section in which all 
the products of craftswork, as distinct from commercial work, 

will be exhibited together instead of being scattered among 

factory products, as had been planned before. We wish Cer- 

amic Clubs would see their way to send some of their best work. 

Mrs. Cuthbertson 

TRUMPET CREEPER BORDERS AND UNIT FROM SEED POD— 

MADGE L. GIBBONS 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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TEA JAR 

Ruby E. T. Gleason 

IRST Fire—Paint sea plant Dark Green, bugs Blood Red 
and Black. Second Fire—Tone jar with two parts Grey 

Green and one part Royal Green. Dust with Grey Green. 

Clean out light streaks. 

Third Fire—Tone jar with two parts Brown Green and one 
part Yellow Brown. 

er 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

L. McD.—Please give me directions for painting glass. 

china? 

2.—For firing must the heat be the same as ordinary china? 

3.—Can you put color on glass or just the gold? 

4.—I want to paint geraniums in semi-conventional on a salad set, I want to 

do it in enamel, please tell me a red that will not fire out, it has been my experience 

im putting red and yellow on a design that the red fires out and leaves a flat yellow, 

I want a color that I can depend on. 

5.—Can I successfully put matt color over a glaze color that has been tinted 

on and fired before? 

6.—What is meant by over-glaze colors? What finish does it give? 

7.—Tell me what silver to use. I have used Hasburgs White Gold, but it 

is a colorless white color. : 

Same gold as for 
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8.—Please tell me of what use is the hole in the bottom of a marmalade jar? 

1.—Glass is painted the same as china using color prepared specially for 

glass. 

2.—Glass requires a very light fire you should just begin to see color come 

in the kiln, it is best to open the door for a little while after turning off the heat 

so it will not heat up any more. 

3.—Yes, you can put color on glass. 

4.—You ought to find a red enamel which will not fire out. Write to the 

teachers or dealers who have prepared enamels for advice about a good 

geranium red which will not fire out. 
5.—Yes you can put a matt color over the glazed color, do not fire it 

very hot. 

6.—Overglaze colors are those used by the china decorators, they are 

used over the glaze and so receive the name. Potters often paint the ware on 

the rough surface or biscuit and then the glaze is put on afterward and this is 

called underglaze work. 

7.—If you want a white silver try some that is named “Silver”; you will 

find that it tarnishes very badly however. 

8.—The hole in the bottom of the jar is placed there so the jam can be 

pushed up if you wish to remove it. 

Benson, Neb. 

1.—Will you kindly tell me if you can put fat oil over lustres? 

2.—Can you put one lustre over another. 

3.—Fully explain dusting. 

1.—No you cannot. 

2.—Yes, some very pleasing effects can be obtained in this way. The 

lustre must be fired before applying the next coat. 

3.—Write to the Robineau Pottery Co. for a color chart of Mrs. Cherry’s 

dry dusting colors. Directions for dusting are on the back of the card. 

C. J. C—Would it be possible to get directions for making burnished silver 

or have the directions already been given? 

You will find formulas in Keramic Studio December, 1905. 

S. M. K.—Will white gold fire over a painted background same as unfluxed 

gold? 
2.— How do you mix dark blue enamel? 

1.—No, it is best to clean out the color where the gold is to be. 

2.—It is best to buy a mixed enamel ready for use as it is much less trouble 

and you are always sure of having the same color but if you prefer mixing it 

yourself you can do so by mixing the color you want with your regular painting 

and then add one-fifth Relief white. 

D. B.— How early in the month do questions have to be received to be answered 

in that month’s edition, if too late for same will they be answered in the next number 

or is it necessary to write again? 

2.—Please tell me if enamels may be used successfully on German china, if 

so what makes of enamels and what grade, soft or hard? 

3—Are the Cherry enamels only for Satsuma or are they for white china also? 

4.—Is Hancock’s hard white enamel supposed to be prepared ready for use 

without the addition of anything when white is the color to be used. If a color is 

desired is it necessary to add anything except the powdered color to this enamel? 

1.— Questions should be in by the first of the month or earlier, yes if too 

late they will be answered in the following issue. 

2.—Yes, enamel may be used on German china but can only have one fire. 

The hard enamels are used. 

3.—The Cherry enamels are for china as well as for Satsuma. 

4.—Hancock’s enamel is not very satisfactory alone. Use 4 parts Relief 

White, 1 part Hancock’s hard white enamel and alittle Flux, add enough fat 
oil of turpentine to just moisten it (not enough to hold it together) and then 

use Lavender Oil for a medium. Any color may be added to this for light 
colors. For dark colors use the formula given in the answer to S. M. K. 

S. A. U—Have all makes of German china a soft glaze and is it safe to 

use soft enamels on them? 

Some makes of German china are softer than others, some like Favorite 

china have a hard glaze, somewhat similar to the French. If you use a 

make of enamels in which distinction is made between soft and hard enamels, 
you should of course use the hard in preference for hard wares, but 

remember two points about enamels. First: you may use indifferently soft 

or hard enamels on all really soft wares such as Satsuma, Sedji, or Belleelk 

Second: no enamels on the market prepared for the low temperature 

which china painters use in their kiln, will ever be perfectly satisfac- 
tory on hard china like the French, especially with repeated firings. At that 

temperature the hard French glaze fuses so little that it is impossible for 

enamels to get a good hold on it and they are liable to chip off. In order 
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to get really satisfactory enamel results on hard china, it would be necessary 

to have enamels specially prepared for a higher temperature than china 

painters use. The best you cen do, if you use the enamels now on the mar- 

ket for hard china, is to take your chances and fire hard. But the wisest 

plan is to keep enamel work for soft wares which are best suited for it. 

(enlarged) 

WISTARIA IN ENAMELS, NATURAL 

TONES—MRS. LUCIEN M. EDWARDS 
FALSE DRAGONS HEAD—MARY L. BERRY 

Boston China Decorating Works 
38 Tennyson Street, Boston. 

Importers of 

Fine China for Decorating 
Cooley’s Golds, Oils, Etc. 

ESTABLISHED 1860 

WELL KNOWN 

Select Powder Colors for China 
The best Quality. Finely Ground. BRUSHES and MEDIUM For Sale by Leading 
Art Stores. WATER COLOR RENE Mail Orders Promptly Filled. 

i ist. 820 EAST 45TH 3 AGO, ILLINOIS. TRON WEED Send for Price Lis 8 OIs 

2 Advertisers’ copy should be in our hands by the first of the month previous to date of issue. Mat- 
To Adve rtise rs ter intended for the March number should be in our hands by Feb. Ist, if proof is desired. Adver- 

tisements on yearly contract basis will be repeated unless change of copy reaches this office 
on or before 5th of month previous to date of issue. 



|x. E. CHERRY 
CHINA COLORS 

: ie of the new Cherry Enamels, all soft, artisticcolors 

Enamel. Medium 16 cents per ounce. 

: “On eer of the demand for small quantities of enamels at a time _ 
_by most decorators, these enamels are put up in small vials containing © 
fully half the quantity. of a standard color vial... These half vials for 
‘most colors cost 15-cents. Orange, Orange Red, Golden Red; Scarlet, 

Yale Blue are 18c. Night Blue and Wistaria 20c.. Amethyst. "25e. ae 

~ SEND’ FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST 
including revised list of standard and dusting colors ‘ 

| THE ROBINEAU POTTERY 
SYRACUSE, ‘N. Va: 

adapted to an entire set of china. 

“LITTLE THINGS TO MAKE” 

pages of unique designs in black and white for 

: ~~, Small Tea Sets, Tea Jars, Nut Bowls, Candles 

- Naples Yellow ‘Indian Red = ~_ Grey Green 
: _NeutralGrey Yellow: Antique Red Grass Green 
Dark Yellow — — Pompeian He Celtic Green . 
| Jonquil Yellow: Scarlet No.3- > Leaf GreenNo.2 } | 
/ Lotus Yellow __- Golden Red _ Florentine No. 1 
Canary Yellow. . - Dark Red - Florentine No.12 
Mars Yellow §- —Orange Red ‘Turquoise 
f “Satsuma ‘Warmest Pink ~~ Deep Turquoise 
_ Goldenrod Italian Pink = - +~—_-Yale Blue Ze 
Orange No.3. ———- Rose Carmine Antwerp Blue 
hegad Cream _—s—~é Peach Pink «=—S—<‘ Az Blue. 
- Old Ivory Ses Maiden Blush — = Egyptian Blue 
CafeauLait ©» +=-BrownGrey ~—_— Night Blue 

Buff Brown © MarionGrey =—— Amethyst 
~ Venetian Red Brown Pale Blue Green Wistaria . 

| - <--over lustre; indespensable for studio use. 

este bottle 28C 

fo tat 
Aad China Painters 

| ‘Buy o our good goods and have satisfaction. French Pen Painging 
~@ pleasing novelty. The outfits and materials are here, also the 
best kinds of WHITE CHINA. Catalogs sent on request. 

‘Remember, Parcels Post will carry china to you. . 
The “Arto” Self Centering Banding Wheels make banding so easy. 

ag ABBOTT & CO., 127° North Wabash Ave., Chicago | 

- Selling Agents for Revelation Kilns -outside Cook Co., Ill. 

JESSIE LOUISE CLAPP 
510 McCARTHY BLOCK, SYRACUSE, N.Y. : 

Manufacturer of 

“SYRACUSE” OUTLINING INK 
AND DEALER IN CHINA PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES 

- SATSUMA ‘and “FAVORITE” WHITE CHINA 
= KE. CHERRY’S ENAMELS and COLORS ; Send for Price List 

; WEBER'S “SPHINX” GOLD and SLEEPER’S CRUCIBLE GOLD, 
87 cents, post-paid. ~All colors. - f 

~ Send to me for a handsome new catalog of 
~ “COOVER'S” BLACK OUTLINES 

= Small Glass Burnishers in Metal Holder for burnishing fine: gold lines 
50-cents post-paid. 

KERAMIC GAUGES 50 CENTS, POST-PAID - 
FLEXIBLE RULERS 30 CENTS, POST-PAID 

. Ask: about my new book of 200 leaves of Transfer Paper, bound in con- - 
of venient form for studio use.” 

4) Ask your dealer for “SYRACUSE” ‘OUTLINING INK_or order direct. aE 

The ink which fires black and can be used with an a pen. - Per 

Taree, bottte 50€ postpaid. 

Letters are deriving on every mail 
‘commending the new additional supplements begun 
with October 1914, and these are accompanied by a 
substantial appreciation. in the form of subscriptions. 

This is very encouraging. sea - 
~ = Keramic Studio Pub. Co. 

z “BOOK OF CUPS AND SAUCERS” 
Published i in one volume of 26 pages, it contains the choteest designs published i: in hack numehere of 

__KERAMIC STUDIO—amany of which are now entirely out'of print; and are excellent examples of 
_ America’s most famous-decorators of china. The group of six designs for Cups and Saucers in Coler 

_- by Kathryn.E. Cherry, which forms the frontispiece, isa valuable feature as each design may be 

- SEND YOUR ORDER NOW, PRICE $1. 50 POSTPAID 

Five‘color inserts filled with designs and studies to be used on small pieces of. china—besides forty 
Pepper and Salts, Celery Dips, Toilet Sets, Bon-Bons, 

eee: - Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Tea Caddies, Small Pitchers, Ferneries, Pin Trays. Jewel Boxes, Mugs, Mustard 
: =. »-Pots, Small Bowls, Sugar Shakers, Ointment Boxes, Syrup Jugs, Pins, Buttons, Medsilions, Buckles, 

Almond Dishes, Biscuit Jars, Ramiquin, Taleum Shakers, Cold Cream Boxes, Belt and. Lace Pins, 
ticks, Rose Jars; Dresser Sets, etc:, etc. 

‘SEND YOUR ORDER NOW FOR PROMPT DELIVERY, PRICE $2.50 POSTPAID. 
~ Theabove two in combination with Keramic Studio Magazine for $7.26 delivered postpaid to any part.of the world. 



‘Keramic Studio Books 
Each complete in one volume: Postpaid. 

The Rose Book . 
The Art of Teaching China Decoration, Class Room. 

No.1... cee 
Flower Painting on Porcelain. Class Room No. 2... 
Figure Painting on Porcelain and Firing. Class 
‘Room No. 3 rie 2 

Book of Cupsand Saucers... 2 nS 
Book of Little Things to Make 

SPECIAL GOMBINATION PRICES UNTIL FURTHER 
“NOTICE. <> 

One Book and Subscription to Keramic Studio........... “6,50 
Two Books.and Subscription to Keramic Studio... 9.00 
Three Books and Subscription to Keramic Studio... 11.50. 
Four Books and Subseription to Keramic Studio... 14:00 

?- Two Books ordered together. ./.0..00.5..010005 ag 
Three Books ordered together.,,..........<. Sess i 

: Seven Books ordered together... ccoecesceseet. 18.50 
Eight Books, including ‘‘Book of Cups and Saucers”’ 19.50 

-KERAMIC STUDIO MAGAZINE, $4.00 PER YEAR 
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- Borders = Pee oe : =F eens Mrs. F. Cc. McGaughy. E pclae eit 

ee 
The thousands of these Kilns j in use 2 testify to 

_ their oe Qualities 

THE mt nailé Ga . 
INEXPENSIVE TO BUY 

COST LITTLE TO OPERATE 

The only fuels which give perfect results in 
_ Glaze and Color Tone __- 

No. 2 Size {4x 12 in.......$30.00 ee ee : i No. t: Sze 10x 12 in... $15.00 
~ ts as Kiln Sizes : aS Z q * , No. 3 Size f6x S9 in........: : 40.00 aes a Charcoal Kiln 4 sizes Ab eyes ie me i é : 

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS. —_- pe ae See ona No. 4 Size 18x 26 i ata < .. 50.00. , 

STEARNS, FITCH & CO., : SPRINGFIELD, OxI0 = 
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R. Robineau of Keramic Studio is at 

present in San Francisco to attend to 

the arrangement of the exhibit of 

Robineau Porcelains and to act on 

the jury of Arts and Crafts. Any 

one wishing to communicate with him 

about exhibiting ceramics in the arts 

and crafts section or in regard to the 

summer school for which he expects 

to make arrangements before return- 

ing, may address him, care of Mr. C. F. Ingerson, Supt. Arts 

and Crafts, Palace of Varied Industries, Panama-Pacific Eix- 

position. The opening of an arts and craft section, late as it 

is, will be greeted with enthusiasm by many of of our decora- 

tors who otherwise would not have felt able to exhibit. We 
quote below extracts from a letter of Mr. Ingerson which will be 

of interest. Any one wishing further information may write to 

the address given above 
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We are collecting, and will continue to collect throughout 

the exposition, photographs of all important ceramic exhibits, 

either over or underglaze, pottery or porcelain, foreign or do- 
mestic, for publication from time to time in Keramic Studio. 

We are hoping that our well known ceramic decorators will 

all be represented as well as many of the rising members of the 
“ceramic sisterhood”. The time is short as the exposition 

opens February 20th. We trust any one desiring to exhibit 

will attend to this immediately. Possibly, in view of the late- 

ness of opening the department of arts and crafts, a little ex- 

tension of time may be given to exhibitors to allow of shipping 

at this late hour. 

oa 

Mrs. Robineau and family expect to join Mr. Robineau in 

California for the summer. The situation of the “Four Winds’”’ 

Summer School has not yet been decided upon but will probably 

be at Berkeley, from which town the exposition is easily access- 
ible. Mrs. Cherry will be with her there probably. Berkely 

has a regular summer school of arts and crafts, we understand, 

which will be an added attraction for students of other crafts 
than ceramics. We will give further information in a future 

number. 

~ 

We are giving this month, the entire “Conventional’’ 

section of Keramic Studio to the exhibit of the “Greater New 

York Ceramic Society,’ by far the most important exhibit 

given by amateurs thus far. Some of the exhibitors in fact 

should be designated as professionals. Better technique 

would be difficult to find, while the movement for better design 

and technique is extremely marked. We give elsewhere some 

notes on the exhibit, rather too brief, which were sent with 

the illustrations. This new society is greatly to be congratu- 

lated on the standing it has gained in so short a time, the older 

N. Y. Society being absorbed in the society of Arts and Crafts. 
Ceramic workers are beginning to understand better the prin- 
ciples of design and decoration and we look, before long, to see 

an abandonment of motifs drawn from the art of other days 
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and other peoples while the principles learned by their use 

shall be applied to motifs purely American. Thus only shall 

we gain a truly American style of ceramic decoration. 

ih 

The April issue of Keramic Studio will be a “Bridal’’ issue, 

devoted entirely to designs of orange blossoms both in the 

color supplements and in the black and white illustrations. 

For those who are not decorating bridal china all that is neces- 

sary to do in order to utilize the designs is to substitute what 

other flower form most appeals to them in place of the orange 

blossom. We consider that this will be one of our most at- 
tractive issues. We wish to make June another Rose issue as 

that motif always appeals to the hearts and heads of the ma- 

jority. Anyone having something especially attractive and 

dainty in this motif to submit before April 15th will be welcomed 

but the design must be well and neatly executed whether 
conventional or naturalistic in style. Great quantities of 

“bridal” designs submitted were returned without any part 

being taken because so little thought was expended on execution 

or originality of arrangement. We are also in need of daintily 

executed semi-naturalistic arrangements of other flowers for 

our naturalistic supplements, both in color and black and white. 

Ca 

PANAMA-PACIFIC EXHIBIT. 

My dear Mrs — 

Only now at this last moment have I been able to secure 

an appropriation for an exhibition of our craft work at the 

Exposition, but I am sure that the workers will respond and 

that we will secure many beautiful things and will try to show 

them in a beautiful way. Mr. Ralph Johonnot is here and 

will help me to arrange the exhibit. We have about five thou- 

sand square feet of floor space, and can have another thousand 

if people respond as we hope they will. The facade which 

opens on one avenue and two streets will be made up of a 

series of plain columns between which will be glass cases five 

feet high. These cases will have shelves which we can move 

to suit the height of exhibits. The wall space will be broken 

into by screens which will come out into the room about eight 
feet, forming alcove rooms which will be given to artists who 

have a display large enough to fill such a space. There will 

be plenty of space for individual show cases which will be fur- 

nished by the one exhibiting. It is desirable that a sketch of 

such a case with dimensions be sent with the application. 

The space in the facade eases is free, but the exhibit will not 

be so personal. We will try to keep the work of one artist in 

one place, but we also are trying for an effective arrangement of 

the whole space. 

I will be in care of the exhibition during the entire exposi- 

tion and have engaged assistants to act as salesmen. 
C. Frank INGERSON. 

a 

SHOP NOTE 

There is now on exhibition at the Wolcott Hotel, 5th 

Avenue and 31st Street North, New York, N. Y., an interest- 

ing exhibit of the Lenox China which is well worth seeing. 
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MISS HARRISON 

Tea Service—Olive Green and Green Gold 

Bowl—Blue and Green tones 

Candle Sticks—Ivory, Green and Gold 

Tea Caddy—Tan and Dull Pink 

Lemonade Set for Porch—Yellow and Yellow Green. Belleek ground 

MISS WAKEMAN 

Pitcher—Dark Blue, Green, Persian Red Enamels 

Bowl—Orange Lustre and Black 

Tea Caddy—Blue and green, dusted with Pearl Grey 

Satsuma Box—Dark Blue, Green, Persian Red, Dull Yellow. Enamels 

STUDIO 

MISS DEMAREST 
Berry Bow!—Yellow Green, Dark Green, Blood Red, Ivory Gold 

Coffee Pot—Ivory, Light Green, and Yellow Brown Lustres. Gold 

Bow!—Dull Yellow and 2 tones of Green Enamels 

Stein—Raised Gold 

Mayonnaise Set—Ivory Lustre, Yellow Green, Dark Green and Ratsed Gold 

EXHIBIT OF THE KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER 
NEW YORK 

XHIBITION November 9 to 14,1914. Hotel McAIpin, 
New York, Blue Room. Arranged in sections, showing 

the same class of porcelain together. Beautiful fabrics used 

to give appropriate setting. Ninety-eight exhibitors. About 

700 pieces shown. Very large attendance. 

Much favorable criticism from Mr. Fry, Mr. Perry of 

Pratt Institute, Mr. Burdick of National Society of Crafts- 

men and others of equalstanding. Color especially commended 

as being strong, unusual and wonderfully well handled. 

Elling Bowl Contest : 

Judges—Mr. Burdick, Pres. National Society of Crafts- 
men; Mr. Marshal Fry; Mr. Walter S. Perry, Director School 

of Fine and Applied Arts, Pratt Institute; Mr. Ensign, Dineen 
Design, Pratt Institute; Mrs. Holzer; Miss Geiger. 

Awards—First: $50, Miss Cameron, Orange, N. J.; Sec- 

ond, $25, Mrs. Freeman, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Third: $15, Miss 

Palmedo, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Fourth: $1;, Miss Wilson, Brooklyn, 

INo We 

MRS. SIMPSON 

Light Bowl—Cream ground, Dull Yellow, Red, Green, Enamels. Black 

Dark Bowl—Black ground. Orange, Yellow, Red, Green. Enamels 

Nut Set—Orange, Green. Enamels 

Chocolate Pot—Ivory, Light Blue, 2 tones Pink, Yellow, Blue, Green, 

Gold 

Vase—Red, Green, Enamels. Black 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MISS CAMERON 

Pitcher, (earthenware)—Copper Lustre Satsuma Vase—Dark Green design 

Lemonade Pitcher—Yellow and Brown Large Bow!—Two values of Blue Gray Enamel 

Satsuma Box—Pink, Blue, Yellow, Violet and Green Enamels Vase (cylindrical)—Tcnes of Red Violet and Blue Violet and Pale 

Satsuma Bowl—Blue, Green Brown and Orange Yellow. ; 

MRS. ELLING 

Designed by Mrs. O’Hara. Executed by Mrs. Elling Vase (center)—Blue, Green, Lavender, very soft Red, Enamels 

Bases for Lamps—Vase (left) Blue, Grey, Pink and Pale Yellow Enamels Vase (right)—Turquoise Blue, Medium Dark Blue, Black. Enamels 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MISS WASHBURN 

Plates—Lemon Yellow, Egg Yellow, Royal Green, Dark Green, Black 

-Bowl—Grey Green ground, Light Yellow, Duff Yellow, Dark Yellow, Blue 

Green Enamels. Goldand Black. A coat of White Gold the last fire 

DOROTHEA WARREN O’HARA 

Vase (left)—3 tones Blue, 2 tones Duff Pink, Lavender, Pale Green Enamels 

Vase (center)—Black, Blue and Pale Green Enamels 

Vase (right)—Violet and very Dark Blue Enamels 

MISS WALLING 

Bowl—Old Green and Dull Red Violet. Enamels 

Satsuma Box—Green Gold and Black Bands. Cream, Deep Yellow, Orange 

Red, Dull Green ; 

Tea Set—Cream Lustre ground, Orange and Green Lustres, Gold, Black 

MISS PALMEDO Satsuma Box—Bright Orange Yellow and Green Enamels 

MRS. GEORGIA PIERCE UNGER 

Tall Vase—Black, Red, Yellow, Green Enamels Cracker Jar—Old Rose, Blue, Green Enamels Vase for Lamp Base—Black, Gray and White 

» EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MRS. FREEMAN 

Tile—Dull Lilac, Yellow and Green Cake Plate—Royal Blue, Goldjand;Black 
Satsuma Box—Dull Red, Pink and Blue Green. Enamels Satsuma Box—Red, Dull Yellow and Green 

Bowl!l—Blue, Red, Dull Yellow, and Green. Enamels ; 

MISS WILSON 

Vase—Dark Biue with Bright Enamels. Blue, Pink, Yellow, Green and Black Boxes—Bright Enamels Tile—Bright Colors with Black 

,Bowl—Bright Blue, Green, Red, and Yellow in contrast with Black and White Almond Set—Gold Satsuma Vase—Chinese Blue 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MISS WALLING 

LORENA WILSON Grape Juice Set—Cream ground, Lavender Blue, Light Green lustres and Gold 

% 

Smee aoe honces’ 
ne ee om. 

DOROTHEA WARREN O’HARA | 
Cracker Jar—Beading raised Gold. Flowers Pink, Blue, White Enamels 

“Flower Garden Bowl’’ (shape by Mrs. O’Hara)—Decoration worked out in bright colored Enamels to express the spirit of an old-fashioned garden 

Boxes and Vase—Pastel tones of Green, Blue, Yellow, Lavender and Pink Enamels. Gold beading on box at left 

DOROTHEA WARREN O’HARA MRS. HENRY ELLING 
Satsuma Jardiniere—Black Enamel ground. Foliage a quaint Chinese Designed by Mrs. O'Hara. Executed in Enamels by Mrs. Elling 

Green Enamel. Touches of Bright Red and Violet Blue Enamel 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MISS MARSDEN 
. FREEM 

MRS aN Celadon Plate and Bow!l—Design in Black Enamels 

Tiles—Duall Yellow, Lilac and Green. Enamels Syrup Cup—Black, Bright Red, Yellow and Green Enamels 

Tea Set—Ivory, Gold and Black Tea Pot—Dull Green ground. Design Black and Orange 

MRS. HENRY ELLING 

Designed by Mrs. Dorothea Warren O’Hara. Executed in Enamels by Mrs. Elling. 

NY a 

MRS. CASWELL 

Tile (bird) —Dark Blue, Dull Violet, Orange, Pale Yellow, Green Tray—Ivory ground. Yellow and Orange Lustres, Black 

Pitcher—Old Turquoise, Orange, Black. Enamels Tile—Dark Blue, Green, Dull Red 

Plaqeue—Dark Blue, Carnation, Dulled Apple Green 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MISS NELSON 

Tile—Brown ground, Design in Blue, Green and Dark Red. Black outlines MRS. SMITH 

Both Bowls—Blue, Green, Dull Yellow, Persian Red, Black. Enamels Tiles for Window Box—Enamels. Dull tones of Red, Green, Pink and Lilac: ~ 
Satsuma Box—-Blue Green, Green, Dull Yellow, Persian Red, Black. Enamel Dark Blue and Black 

MRS. E. E. SMITH 

Tea Set—Dull Blue, Pink and Green Enamels. Blue and Gold bands Bow!l—Duil Green and Dark Blue Enamels ‘ 

Box—Dull Blue, Pink, Green and Yellow Enamels 

MRS. W. W. HILDITCH 

Coaster Set—Blue and Green lustres and Gold Salad Plate—Dull Yellows and Greens. Enamels. Gold 

Large Bowl—Dull Yellows and Greens, Enamels Card Tray—Red, Dull Green, Pink, Dull Yellow Enamels 

Hexagonal Bowl—Blue Green, Lilac, Old Blue Enamels 

“EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MISS MARSDEN 

Candlesticks and Tea Set—Dull Blue, Old Pink and Dull Grey Green Enamels 

MRS. HATFIELD 

Pitcher—Yellow Ware. Old Chinese Blue Enamel Large Vase—Japanese Crackle Ware. Violet, Green, Old Blue, Enamels 

Vase—Old Chinese Blue, Old Pink, Chinese Red, Dull Violet, Dull Yellow, Green. Enamels 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MRS. THORNTON 
Plate—Ivory, Yellow Green and Black 

Bowl—Old Blue, Green and Blue Green, Enamels. 

Lustre lining 

2 

‘. 
8 
es 

3 

Tea Set—Ivory, Yellow Brown, Lemon Yellow, Blac 

MRS. UNGER 

Bungalow Tea Service—Yellow Brown ground. 

Black 

MISS FITCH 

MRS. FANNIE CASWELL 
Bowl—Neutral Yellow, Greens, Orange and Black Enamels 

els, Gold. 

ANNA FITCH 

Bow!—Enamels 

Satsuma Box—Blue, Red, Dull Green, Pink, Pale Yellow, Black, Enam- 

Vase—Enamels, Black and Bright Colors 

Tea Pot—Chinese Chippendale, Light Blue and Gold 

Vermillion, Black. 

Large Vase—Chinese Blue ground. Enamels, Violets, Greens, Orange, 

Black. 

Vase—Neutral Yellow, Dark Yellow Brown, Blue Green, Black Green, 

_ EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 

Green Gold. 

Lemonade Set for Porch—Yellow ground. Design mostly in Black 

Pearl 
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MRS. DRAEGERT 

Satsuma Bowl—Blue, Orange, Red, Brown, Yellow, Green, White, Enamels Cracker Jar—Copenhagen Blue ground. Blue, Red, Yellow, Green and smalf 

Brown Green Bands Gold dots 

Rose Jar—Pink, Blue, Yellow, Green, Dark Blue Bands Lamp—Grey, Green, Pink 

MISS ANDERSON 

Plaque—Cream, 2 tones Blue, 2 tones Green Square Fern Dish—Red, Yellow, Green, Black 
Pitcher—Gold and Light Colors Tile, one of set for Window Box—Dark Yellow, Old Turquoise, Dark Blue. 
Bowl—Yellow, Green and Black. Enamels Enamels 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 
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MRS. LIBBY 

Cracker Jar—Dark Blue, Light and Dark Violet, Apple Green, Brown, Enamels 

Black 

Bowl—Enamels. Old Chinese Blue ground. 2 tones Violet, 2 tones Green, 

Lavender, Dull Yellow, Old Pink 

Cereal Set—Grey ground, Grey Blue, Blue Green, small spots Rose 

MRS. HATFIELD 

Bow!—Dull Violet tones, Green, Blue Green, Black. Enamels 

Smoking Set—Yellow and Green, Black. Enamels 

TILES—MRS. W. A. COSTER 

Upper row—!—Cream, Yellow, Orange and Yellow Green Enamels, Black 

2—Delft Blue. 3—Two tones Gray Green dry dusted 

Center row—For Delft Mantel, four tones Delft Blue Enamels 

Lower row—I—Blue Green, Yellow Green, Orange, Enamels 

2—Cream, Gray Green, Yellow Green, Dark Blue Green, 

Red Enamels 

3—Iridescent Blue Green, Yellow Green, Blue Green, 

Scarlet Enamels 

EXHIBIT OF KERAMIC SOCIETY OF GREATER NEW YORK 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

M. M. J.—I want to get the number or name of the flux and enamel used in 

photographing on china, and the name of nearest firm I can purchase same from. 

We are not able to give you the desired information. Write to one of the 

large firms in handling artists’ supplies, whose advertisements you will find in 

this magazine, and they can probably furnish you with it. 

T. M. H.—I have tinted some Haviland plates in Ivory Yellow, but instead 

of firing wory they have fired a canary yellow. Can I paint them over with White 

and thus reduce the intensity of the color? 

2.—I find difficulty in getting the shadowy places dark enough in painting 

the red of cherries, the purple of grapes and the blue-black of blackberries. Would . 

it be all right to paint them first in Black, fire, and then paint over it the desired 

color? : 

1.—White would not affect the color. Use a thin wash of Pearl Grey or 
Dark Grey over it. 

2.—You could not use the Black in first fire and then paint over it as the 

‘other colors would not affect the Black. Possibly you paint the lights in the 

fruit too dark, making it hard to get the contrast. 

B. V. S—I have painted a beautiful smoking set. My troubles are, I wsed 

black for background which chipped off. What black is best for painting back- 

ground? te 

The black you used is all right. You probably applied it too heavily. 

MRS. T. F. B.—I have just been taking lessons in etching on china and my 

teacher was not very satisfactory. The etching came out beautifully, but when I 

put on the gold, instead of the dull background it was all shiny. I. first used the 

liquid gold and the second fire used Roman Gold. If you can tell me the cause of 
the trouble I shall certainly appreciate it. 

The liquid gold should not have been used; use two applications of the 

Roman Gold. Try putting on another rather heavy coat of the Roman Gold 

and it may remedy it. 

R. A. S—What method of painting do you advise, painting background and 

then wipe out, or painting flowers and then the background? 

2.—In china painting should flowers have a natural look as from nature? 

3.—What are matt colors? 

1.—It depends on what you are painting; for white flowers the background 

is painted in first, and for dark flowers the flowers are usually painted first. 

2.—lf the naturalistic work is used the flowers should look natural, but it 

is not necessary in the conventional work. 

3.—Matt colors fire dull, without a glaze. 

M. L. K.—Would like a suggestion for the decoration of a large, low Belleek 

bowl with lizard handles, something an amateur can do. How can the handles be 

made to look like lizards like gold shining through green? : 

2.—In doing conventional work how is the design held in place when tracing 

3.—Can the design be traced over with a sketching pencil when on the china? 

4.—What is the best outlining for a fire outline. In making sugar and water 

mixture do you cook it at all. TI tried it once and it dried so quickly on the slab I 

could not make it flow from the pen at all. 

5.— How can one make bands even without a banding wheel? 

6.—When directions say one part one color, one part another, and so on, does 

it mean mix the dry paints and then dust on? Does it not waste a lot, as one can- 

not tell just how much to mix? 
7.—I use Fry’s paints mostly, how can TI tell what colors in Fry's correspond 

with the paints used in the Keramic Studio, as the names are different? 

1.—Look through your back numbers of the magazine and you will prob- 

ably find a design for your bowl. It would be hard for us to pick out a design, 

not knowing how much experience you have had. Paint the handles with 

Gold, fire and burnish, and then put Light Green Lustre on unevenly so the 

gold is not covered in all places. 
2.—Hold the design on with a modeling wax called Plasteline. 

3.—It is best to go over the lines with India ink, a pencil cannot be used 
if the dry dusting method is used as the oil creeps always from the pencil line. 

4.—Any good make of Black will do for outlining. The sugar and 

water mixture is not boiled, possibly you did not use enough sugar and rub 

it together long enough. 
5.—If the bands are on a piece of china having a straight edge the lines 

can be drawn on with a Hasburg gauge and then painted in. 

6.—It means equal parts of each color and does not necessarily apply to 

dusting on the color, it is just to get the proper proportions. The extra color 

can be bottled and marked. It is best to use the colors prepared for dusting 

when the right color can be had as it saves the waste of color. 

7.—The names of Fry’s colors are often given, but when they do not cor- 

respond it is best to use the color called for, as there is no way of telling unless 

you are familiar with all colors. 

K. J. B—Is there anything I can use to fill in places when china has been 
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nicked along the edge to give it the former evenness and then paint over that? Also 

places in plates where stilts have stuck in firing and gone through the glaze, leaving 

small holes? Have used both china cement and raised paste, bul neither has 

proved successful. 

2.— Have been unsuccessful in using liquid bright silver; it comes out from 

firing with white spots. Can you give cause and remedy? Also name of reliab.le 

silver or white gold to use for bands and background that will not tarnish? 

1.—It is best to use a coarse file and file the edges smooth, as there is noth- 

ing very successful to fill the p.laces. White enamel might be a help for the 
stilt holes. 

2.—Liquid silver should be used with the same precautions as for lustres. 

The white spots are probably caused by dust. Most of the silvers tarnish in 

time. Any make of white gold advertised in Keramic Studio is reliable. 

MRS. EL. D.— Have just received from the fire a cup, ground laid with Fry’s 

Aztec Blue. After firing the saucer was lighter in tone than the cup, so I painted 

ut over with the blue and the parts untouched have come from the fire without any 

glaze. What is the cause? 

2.—What colors shall I use to get a Holland blue? 

darker than Roman Purple to produce a rich dark red rose? 
Ts there any color 

209 

3.—Please tell me a reasonable charge for plate like the Violet Supplement 

in Feb. 1915. Also cwp and saucer with gold bands. 

1.—The trouble was under firing. 

hard. 

2.—Two parts Banding Blue, 1 part Pearl Grey, + part Deep Blue Green. 

3.—About one dollar and a half. The price of cup and saucer would de- 

pend on the price of china. Count the cost of china, gold and firing, and add 

what you think your time is worth for the work, possibly about 50 cents for 

the work. 

Paint ivory glaze over it and fire very 

EL. J. F.—Can you tell me what to use to polish gold on edges of plates? 

Most people prefer a glass brush or burnisher: it is made of spun glass. 

An agate burnisher is also used by some, but takes more labor. 

F. D—Will you kindly tell me which kind of glass is used for decorating 

and where to get it and what kinds of paint it will take ? 

Any glass can be used and can be bought in a Queensware store. 

Paints prepared for this special work are used and can be bought from one 

of the large art firms. 

BELLEEK BISCUIT JAR—DOROTHEA WARREN O’HARA 

HIS Belleek Biscuit Jar designed by Dorothea Warren 
O’Hara as also the decoration. Enamels used, Pink 

No. 1 Enamel, Pink No. 2 Enamel, Green No. 1 Enamel, 

Light Yellow Enamel, Pale Lilac Enamel, old Egyptian Tur- 

quoise Enamel, Manchu Blue Enamel. Gather enamel to- 

gether with Warren’s Enamel Medium and thin with fresh 

turpentine. Grind until very smooth, apply with china liner 

No. 2. 
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CUP AND SAUCER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

This is to be carried out in Roman Gold on a delicate green background. The flower forms are an Ivory Yellow. The dark 

touches on the buds and in the center of the flower are of Yellow Red paint. 
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COMMON WILD YELLOW DAISY OR RATTLESNAKE WEED—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

Flowers are an Orange Yellow very like the dandelion in construction. Leaves and buds area Bluish Green. Medallion and 
borders may be carried out in Yellow, Yellow Brown, Olive Green and a touch 

of Sepia or Blood Red for the little dark spots. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
CHINA-ARTISTS 

TO SIGNALIZE THE OPENING OF OUR AMERICAN FACTORY 

SCARAB-LIQUID-PERFECT 

FREE-GOLD-FREE 
_ ROMAN-MATT-EFF ECT 

ic NO BURNISHING "iat 

SCARAB COLORS [=== ae - Se: = SCARAB 
Overglaze al Underglaze | tf — : Hn Liquid Perfect Gold 

att — Glass ma a imac ee ees 
Soliton Underglars AC ae ie LIQUID BRIGHT GOLD 

Enamels ay 45 /F Bi a =| Silver — Platinum — Copper 

Liquid Lustres — Fluxes, Glazes yl ae cs g Bex =| Burnish Gold — Paste— Powder 

Write for our complete Seed eal meee ere ||| pa RL | ae Write for our complete 
Catalog : eG welebeeslectay ali atalog 

THE LARGEST EUROPEAN CHINA FACTORIES USE THESE COLORS 
BECAUSE SCARAB COLORS ARE 

ACID FREE —NOT SANDY — SUPERIOR ~ 

THE SCHMIDT CERAMIC CHEMICAL CO.,  3S&.¥; Mowoe ire 
CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE 

Name Address 

Fill in the coupon the 
names of five bonafide 

China Decorators and enclose 5c in stamps 
for postage and packing and we will send you 
without charge a liberal bottle of our wonderful 
Scarab Liquid Perfect Gold. 

None sent without this Coupon 

our Address- 

5 

s THE SCHMIDT CERAMIC CHEMICAL CO., 105 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO ILL. 

When writing to eae Fee mention this magazine 
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CHINA COLORS 

am of the new Cherry Enamels, all soft, artistic colors 
“1 Naples Yellow Indian Red _ Grey Green 

- | Neutral Grey Yellow Antique Red Grass Green 
| Dark Yellow Pompeian Red | Celtic Green _ 

| Jonquil Yellow - Searlet No.3 _~__ Leaf Green No.2 
~ Lotus Yellow - Golden Red Florentine No. 1 

| Canary Yellow Dark Red Florentine No.12 
_ Mars Yellow — Orange Red. Turquoise 

| Satsuma - Warmest Pink Deep Turquoise 
‘| Goldenrod — Italian Pink =~ Yale Blue 

| Orange No. 3 Rose Carmine Antwerp Blue. 
Jersey Cream Peach Pink — Azure Blue 

~ Old Ivory Maiden Blush Egyptian Blue 
Cafe au Lait Brown Grey — Night Blue 

~ Buff Brown Marion Grey - Amethyst 
Venetian Red Brown Pale Blue Green Wistaria 

“Enamel Medium 16 cents per ounce. 

by most decorators, these enamels are put up in small vials containing 
_ fully half the quantity of a standard color vial. These half vials for 
~ most colors cost 15 cents. Orange, Orange Red, Golden Red, Scarlet, 

- Yale Blue are 18c. Night Blue and Wistaria 20¢. Amethyst "25 e.. 

SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST > 
~ including enamels and revised list of standard and dusting colors - 

‘THE ROBINEAU POTTERY 
ewan: N. Y. 

GIFT BOOKS 
: FOR 

CHINA PAINTERS - 

a 
= a 

“BOOK OF CUPS AND SAUCERS” 

On account of the demand for small’ quantities of enamels at a time 4 

And China Painters 
WH ITE C H i N A Buy our good Art Material and White China. 

Lists sent on request. 

~ 

ask all teachers and students of Ceramic 
Art to work for the increase in circulation 
necessary to maintain the improvements 

which began with the October 1914 issue. 

We do not ask the ee without remu- 

neration. 

Our premium list, Bene on request, 

isa generous one and well worth the 
effort. — S 

Teachers a are éedalls aed to — 

sera their-aid in getting up clubs among 

their pupils, as an increased circulation 

means better service for all. 

Will you begin TO-DAY? ee 
Address Premium Department : 

_ KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING CO. 
SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

ABBOTT & co. 127 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 

_ The Publishers 

_of this Magazine 

VeSSe SS SSS SS SSSSSSSSSs5 

Published in one volume of 26 pages, it contains the choicest ee published in back numbers of 
KERAMIC STUDIO—many of which are now entirely out of print; and are excellent examples of 
America’s most famous decorators of china. The group of six designs for Cups and Saucers in Color 

_ by Kathryn E. Cherry, which forms the Arontisplece; is a valuable foniure as each design: may be 
adapted to an entire set of china. 

- SEND YOUR ORDER NOW, PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID 

TLE THINGS TO MAKE” 
Five color inserts filled with designs and studies to be used. on small pieces of china teats forty 
pages of unique designs in black and white for Pepper and Salts, Celery Dips, Toilet Sets, Bon-Bons, 
Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Tea Caddies, Small Pitchers, Ferneries, Pin Trays. Jewel Boxes, Mugs, Mustard 
Pots, Small Bowls, Sugar Shakers, Ointment Boxes, Syrup Jugs, Pins, Buttons, Medallions, Buckles, 

Be ; Se SRS. : Almond Dishes, Biscuit Jars, Ramiquin, Talcum Shakers, Cold Cream. Boxes, Belt and- Lace Pins, 
oe ‘ ; : Small Tea Sets, Tea Jars, Nut Bowls, Candlesticks, Rose Jars, Dresser Sets, etc., etc. 

% te oe eee ee SEND YOUR ORDER NOW FOR. PROMPT DELIVERY, PRICE $2.50 POSTPAID : 

beer on : Theabove two in combination with Keramic Studio Magazine for $7.25 delivered postpaid to any part’of the world, 

 Keramic Studio Publishing Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 
ae 



J a 
Keramic Siudio Books 2 

Each complete in one. volume: Postpaid.” 

-~ Grand Feu Ceramics 

The Art of Teaching China Decoration, Class Room_ 
s) 0. ab as vane gedegeennis ee raekeepnwegartaranderhapretaseestatvcaereseshsegeuseseeay : 

Flower. Painting on Porcelain. Class Room'No, 2::.. 
Figure Painting’ on Porcelain and: Firing. Class 

Roonr No, 32.6i.06 dace eke ea 5 ee 3.00 
Conventional Decoration of Pottery'and Porcelain: 

Class Room No. 4 : : 
Book of Cups and Saucers..:.3.....20.. ih 
Book of Little Things to Make 

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICES UNTIL FURTHER ~ 
NOTICE es 

One Book and Subscription to Keramic Studio..<....... 6.50 
Two Books and Subscription to Keramic Studio... 
Three Books and Subscription to Keramic Studio 

= Four Books and Subscription to Keramie Studio. 
Two Books ordered together...) 8002.. Soy. eee 
Three Books ordered together. ..:.0..00.2.5,..00802c05 + 8.00 
-Four Books ordered together... & 
Seven Books ordered together... . 18.50 
Eight Books, including “‘Book of Cups and Saucers’’ 19. 
_KERAMIC STUDIO MAGAZINE, $4.00 PER YEAR. 



FOE ALLL VE: 

CONTRIBUTORS 

JESSIE M. BARD 
EMMA L. BIGELOW 
MRS. LOUISE ELLIS - 
IDA A. JOHNSON: 
STEWART E. MAYER 
M. C. McCORMICK 
EULA McELHINNY 
E, A. McGAUGHY 
FRIEDA MIDDLEKAUF 
JOSEPHINE O’BRIEN 
HANNAH B. OVERBECK 
CHARLES L. WIARD 

Hf. APRIL MCMXV Price 40c: Yearly Subscription $4.00 \ 
a Set 

PAMONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THE POTTER AND DECORATOR: 



The onus contents of this Magazine are e covered by the cone cong and the articles must not be eprinted’ with ut sp scia 

Editorial Ag = ve ee ee eee oe 

Dinner Set, fare Bicssoum: Conventional Nokes as a ; Hepat B. Overbeck 

Bridal Dinner Set, Orange Blossoms ace ee = ae Ss Josephine O’Brien . 

Plate, Cup and Saucer, Orange Blossoms Src ee Sa Stewart E. Mayer - = 

Orange Blossoms Borders and Teapot SS aN #5 as = 5 Eula McEfhinny = SS ast 

Z Dinner Set, Orange Blossoms oe steeae See 5 = SR AY ‘McGaughy . : a 

Dinner Set, Orange Blossoms — ae : oa eros a M. ‘G McCormick | 

Plate, Orange Bfossoms Sor ee eo eee Es “Mrs. Louise Ellis. 

Plate, Orange Blossom Motif. re = << Ss Se ie A. Johnson — 

‘Answers to. Correspondents _ Ge De ae ar Oe Pe ae = cy 

ze — Bowl and Saucer, Orange Blossoms, Conventional 
Sir 

a Goler Supplement Res ene ee — aos a - Hannah B. Overbeck 

ee Ze = oe NATURALISTIC SUPPLEMENT 

Oraage Biodsoms, Nature aS Se oe ee ‘Charles c Wiard ee 

Bridal Set, Orange Blossoms — Res = Se fe ee Emma L. Bigelow. x 

_ Bridal Dinner Set, Orange Blossoms eee ee : ae nae - Charles 2 Ue Wiard fees 

Study of ‘Orange Blossoms = a . Se, oe Mrs. Louise Ellis _ : ae 

Cup and Saucer, Orange Blossoms s = Paes > Bola McEthinny : 5 = 

--Plate, Orange Biossoma 5 “Frieda Middickasf zs 

oes Desuee Blossoms, Naturalistic, Color Sopplement soe L. Bigelow 

THE OLD RELIABLE on KILNS 
: The “houses of ioe Kilas 4 in use “testily to. 

“their Good ae ; 

A Hitec 
INEXPENSIVE TO BUY 
COST LITTLE TO OPERATE : 

The only fuels which give one eeaalts fas 

é Glaze and Color, Tone = 

No. 2. Size $4x $2 in... $30.00) eS See i UNE ae anes “$15.00. 
No. 3) Size 165 $9 fates 40.004 eS Ee eet Charcoal Kiln 4 4 sizes No.2 Size $6 x $2 ioe... 20.00 

FOS rege age Os No.3 ~ Size 16x 15% ines 25:00 

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS. 7s =: a Rae oo wes” = No. 4 ‘Size 18 x.26 in... Se - 60.00 

STEARNS, FITCH & co, 



HAT do you think of our “Bridal’’ 

# issue? We consider that there are 

some very nice suggestions for de- 

sign which can be adapted to other 

motifs if desired. We print some 

extracts from the letter of Mrs. Blair 

who personally gives the prizes for 

the semi-naturalistic designs. First 

Prize Miss Josephine O’Brien, ‘‘My 

# idea in offering the prize was to secure 

something easy, effective, in good taste,,not too formal and 

dressy enough to please the bride.’”’ In awarding first prize 

to Miss O’Brien, a criticism is made as to the division into 

four of the*plates; the curved line below also gives a rather 

heavy effect, but the drawings of the orange blossoms are the 

nearest to the real flower of any of the competitive designs. 

In regard to this Mrs. Blair adds: most of the drawings in- 
stead of resembling orange blossoms, are more like Hepatica 

or Blackberry blossoms with the leaves of the rose—only one 

design shows that orange blossoms grow on trees instead of 

vines. Did you ever see orange blossoms with even a touch of 

pink? Yet most of the designs in this competition have pink 

buds, also light and airy blossoms, while the real thing has 
creamy buds, faintly tipped with green, and blossoms of purest 

white and of waxen texture.’”’ Second Prize, Mrs. E. A. Me 

Gaughey. Mrs. Blair says of this, “if the orange blossoms 
were just a little more real, this would be just the thing to delight 
the hearts of both the amateur and, equally or more important, 

the bride.” Of the first prize conventional, Keramic Studio, 

given to Miss Hannah Overbeck, which we show in color Mrs. 

Blair notes that though the coloring is delightfully refined and 

pleasing, it is doubtful if it would light up sufficiently to be 
entirely suitable for a dinner set, especially a bridal dinner, 

where there should be a show of crispness and brilliancy.”’ 
The same criticism would apply to the second prize Keramic 

Studio given to Mrs. Eula McElhinny. However these de- 

signs, while possibly not brilliant enough for bridal dinners 

would be very suitable for lunch or special sets. Moreover, 

by changing the color scheme, they can be made as brilliant 

as desired. 
No naturalistic decoration was considered up to the stand- 

ard for first prize. Second prize was awarded to Mrs. Bige- 

low as being the best sent, although the orange blossoms might 

have been more realistic and the whole grouping less heavy. 
A great quantity of designs were submitted which did 

not in the least suggest orange blossoms, among these, however, 
were many which from the point of view of designing were 

fully as good and possibly better than many of the prize de- 
signs. We have secured the best of these for publication from 

time to time in Keramic Studio although we already have on 

hand more designs than we can use for a long time. Many 
designs were so carelessly or untidily executed that while they 

had good points they were turned down incontinently. It is 
always well to bear in mind that an ordinary idea, well exec- 

cuted, attracts always more attention than an original idea 

poorly displayed; tracings, sketches, etc., are all very well in 

their place but that place is not in a competition, especially 

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK April 1915 

one which ealls for designs suitable for reproduction in black 

and white or color. 
x 

A letter from an old subscriber makes some very natural 

complaints which are quite justified by the circumstances— 

but unfortunately the circumstances can not be altered. A 

part of the letter follows: “A difficulty I find with the de- 

signs which have treatments given, is the puzzling names given 
for colors suggested—for instance, enamels given by numbers. 

I should not know what make of enamels and if I did, I should 

not care to purchase all these enamels. For still another de- 
sign names are given which I have never seen in any catalogue. 

If there could be some standard make given, treatments would 

be the help I should wish in my work.” Color treatments 
given in Keramic Studio are only suggestions by the artist 

after all, and every one is at liberty to translate them into 

her own line of colors. There is no standard line of colors any 
longer, each teacher of note puts up the particular shades of 

color which please her and as they are usually mixtures of other 

colors, they have to be given new names to distinguish them. 

The only way to find out the real shade is to get the color or 

enamel from the artist who gives the design treatment—other- 

wise one must make up a color scheme of her own. After all 

it does not much matter whether the design is carried out 

exactly in the same shades used by the designer. Try out some 

color schemes in water color and bring them out with your 

own make of colors if you do not feel like purchasing the exact 

shade given. The same subscriber speaks of the difficulty 

she finds in teaching the conventional because the pupils can- 

not draw. But surely that is what the pupil expects to be 

taught. The fact is that nowadays it is necessary for every 

teacher to go herself to some one who has become prominent 

in that line of work and to learn the routine of conventional 

designing so that she may impart the method to her pupils, 

she will then find it much easier to teach and the pupils will 

be able to do a greater part of their work because, from the 

very fact that the pupils cannot draw, they must sit and look 

on while the teacher of naturalistic work does all the painting. 
The particular value of studying in the larger cities with the 

leading ceramic decorators is the learning of the method of 

designing for ceramic work and the technique of execution. 

x Ox 

We are sorry to announce that there will be no Robineau 
Pottery Summer School this year, neither in Syracuse nor in 

San Francisco. We found that the San Francisco plan was 

not practical. However, Mrs. Cherry will have classes in 
various cities in the West this summer, beginning in June. 

Write to her at her St. Louis address for information and par- 

ticulars. Her teaching will be mostly of enamel work which 

is In such demand now. 
HO 

The San Francisco Exposition has a beautiful Arts and 

Crafts Section under the management of C. F. Ingerson, Pal- 

ace of Varied Industries. Some very good decorated china. 

Show cases are furnished by the Exposition. A commission of 

25% is charged on sales. No other expense for exhibitors but 

shipment. Jury is very strict, no naturalistic work accepted. 



KERAMIC STUDIO 

VEGETABLE DISH, ORANGE BLOSSOM MOTIF, 

ORANGE BLOSSOM DINNER SET, CONVENTIONAL 

(See also Color Supplement) 

FIRST PRIZE 

Hannah B. Overbeck 

NTIRE design to be outlined in gold and it might be 

nicest to make entire background of flower medallions 

in Gold. Background between bands Dark Green No. 7 

with some Grey for Flesh. If background of flower medal- 

lions is not gold, make it of darker shadeof same mixture used 

for rest of background. Stamens of flowers Yellow Ochre. 

Leave flowers white or paint with a delicate shade of Ivory. 

Upper side of leaves, Olive Green with a little Apple Green and 

Black; stems and other green parts of design, Apple Green with 
a little Olive Green and Black making those parts lighter than 

the upper sides of leaves. 

FIRST PRIZE 

CUP AND SAUCER, ORANGE BLOSSOM MOTIF, CONVENTIONAL—HANNAH B. OVERBECK 



SUGAR BOWL, CONVENTIONAL ORANGE BLOSSOMS—HANNAH B. OVERBECK 

APRIL 1915 

SUPPLEMENT TO 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

COPYRIGHT 1915 

KERAMIC STUDIO PUB. CO. 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. 





KERAMIC STUDIO 255 

BORDER OF PLATTER SECTION OF BORDER AND COVER FOR VEGETABLE DISH 

FIRST PRIZE 

DINNER SET, ORANGE BLOSSOMS, CONVENTIONAL—HANNAH B. OVERBECK 
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ORANGE BLOSSOMS, DESIGN FOR DISH COVER AND CUP AND SAUCER— JOSEPHINE O’BRIEN 

First Prize, Semi-Conventional’ (Treatment page 226) 
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ea 

Ee 

PLATE, ORANGE BLOSSOMS, CONVENTIONAL—STEWART E. MAYER (Treatment page 225) 

CUP AND SAUCER—STEWART E. MAYER (Treatment page 225) 



KERAMIC STUDIO AN) 

ORANGE BLOSSOM BORDERS AND TEAPOT—EULA McELHINNY (Treatments page 226) 

Second Prize Conventional _ 
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SPRAY OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS (Page 221!) Shadow leaves and trailers Copenhagen Blue. Retouch with 

E. A. McGaughy same colors. Edges and lines and handles are done in White 

AINT band in Apple Green and a little Lemon Yellow Gold. 

Shadow colors for white blossoms ;Violet and Lemon White gold burnishes much better if liquid gold is ap- 

Yellow; centers of flowers Lemon Yellow, Yellow Brown and _ plied for first firing. It does not alter color of gold and it 

Brown Green; leaves Apple, Shading, Olive and Dark Green. does not tarnish as quickly. 

DINNER SET, PLATE, CUP AND SAUCER—E. A. McGAUGHY 

AINT band Apple Green and little Lemon Yellow. Shad- Apple, Olive, Shading and Dark Green. Shadow leaves’and lines 

ows of flowers Lemon Yellow and Violet No. 1. Centers outside wide band in Copenhagen Blue. Narrow lines, han- 

Lemon Yellow, Yellow Brown and Brown Green. Leaves  dles, etc., in White Gold. Retouch in same colors. 



KERAMIC STUDIO 225 

SECTION 1{0-INCH PLATE AND CREAMER 

DINNER SET, BLAIR SECOND PRIZE, SEMI-CONVENTIONAL—E. A. McGAUGHY 
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DINNER SET, 
ORANGE BLOSSOM MOTIF, 

< SEMI-CONVENTIONAL, 

| M. C. McCORMICK 
(Treatment page 223) 

FULL SECTION PLATE (Page 223) 

CUP AND SAUCER 



KERAMIC STUDIO 

CLUB AND STUDIO NOTES 

The Ceramic League of Philadelphia will hold its Ninth 

Annual Exhibition April 22 and 23, Room 302 Fuller Build- 

ing 10 South 18th St. Seven gold pieces are offered as prizes 
and a fine display is expected. The League numbers fifty 

223 

members and nearly all will be represented in the coming ex- 

hibition. 

Miss Mabel C. Dibble of Chicago will continue teaching 

in her present location until June 1st. She will then go north 

for the summer months. 

DINNER SET, SERVICE PLATE—M. C. McCORMICK 

Ore Blossoms, White Enamel, centers Yellow. Leaves 

Apple Green toned with a little Brunswick Black and 

Deep Purple 3 Aufsetzweis for dark tone. Add a little Ap- 

ple Green and Yellow for the lighter green. Oranges, Orange 

Yellow toned with Deep Purple, add + Aufsetzweis. Add 

more white for the lighter tone. The background in the me- 

dallions and bands is a delicate tint of Primrose Yellow. For 

the first fire outline with Black and put on Gold in the dark 

bands. Fill in enamels and touch up gold for the second fire. 

The design on saucer may be applied to the bread and 

butter plates. The arrangement for the platters is the same 

as cover for vegetable dish. 
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KERAMIC 

PLATE, CUP AND SAUCER (Page 218) 

Stewart EF. Mayer 

O be executed in green and blue. First Fire—Outline 
design in Gold. Second Fire—Use Copenhagen Blue 

two parts and Grey for Flowers one part for bands, stems, 

little oranges and cups; and Brown Green with a touch of 

STUDIO TupAsy 

Grey for Flowers for the leaves. Flowers and buds to be 

touched with a little Grey for Flowers. 
Third Fire—Go over gold outlines. This design is also 

pretty if carried out in two shades of blue for leaves, stems a 

little Orange, and Yellow Brown for blossoms. For the blue 

use Copenhagen Blue 2-5 and Grey for Flowers 3-5. Outlines 

in gold, 

PLATE, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—MRS. LOUISE ELLIS 

IRST Fire—Outline in German Black and put on the gold 

on the dark bands and the dark conventional figure. 

Second Fire—The light bands and background back of 
flowers are a thin wash of Green (Royal Green with a little 

Purple). The flowers are washed in with a very pale Warm 

Grey and shaded with Grey for Flowers. The centers are Al- 

bert Yellow with little dots of Yellow Brown. The leaves are 
washed in with Royal Green shaded with Dark Green. 

Strengthen the black outlines and go over the gold. 
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PLATE, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—IDA A. JOHNSON 

IRST Fire—Outline. Second Fire—Tint entire plate 

Trenton Ivory and Yellow Brown, equal parts; deep 

enough to give a warm tone to the flowers and buds. 

Third Fire—Tint center Yellow Green very pale, border 

back of flowers Empire Green; small band inside and outside 

of border Dark Brown and a little Dark Grey. Leaves Yellow 

Green and Dark Green. Retouch and fire again if necessary. 

The large unit may be used for a monogram. 

e 

BRIDAL DINNER SET (Pages 216, 217) 

Josephine O’ Brien 

IRST Fire—Outline entire design with Outline Black. 

When thoroughly dry lay in bands, handles and back- 

eround back of flowers with Roman Gold. ; 

Second Fire—Use Olive Green for leaves and stems and 

Dark Green for shadows on leaves and pistils of flowers, Copen- 

hagen Blue and Trenton Ivory for shadows on blossoms, and 

buds. Lemon Yellow and light touches of Yellow Brown for 

anthers and stamen. Give background a second wash of Ro- 
man Gold. 

er 

TEA POT AND BORDERS (Page 219) 

EB. L. McElhinny 

Oues design with Copenhagen Blue and Dark Grey. 
Paint the wide band back of flowers with Apple Green, 

Yellow for Painting or Lemon Yellow and a little Dark Grey. 

Dark bands and leaves are the same with Yellow Green and a 

little Brown Green added. The light band on lid and the 

lower band on wide border are a delicate pink painted with a 

thin wash of Blood Red and Rose. The remaining light is 

Violet and a little Dark Grey. Flowers are shaded with same. 

Stamens are Albert Yellow and a little Yellow Brown. Buds 

are shaded with a thin wash of Blood Red and Rose. 

er 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS 

L. M. M.—Will you kindly tell me what would be the result if I re-fired a 

piece of satsuma after it had thoroughly soaked in strong tea? § 

2.—In using enamels prepared for soft glaze can they be made alright for 

hard glaze by the addition of a little Aufsetzweiss? 

1—The coloring from the tea will probably fire out, we do not think it 

will have any other effect. 

2—The soft glaze enamel will fire alright on the hard glaze if light fired, 

but if a hard fire is required add about 1-5 of the aufsetzweiss. 

M.T. V. N—If you are familiar with Chinese ornament could you sug- 

gest colors to use to obtain the various colors found in same? I do not wish enamels 

They used a great many different-colors so it would be hard to answer 

this question. If you wish the dusting colors write to this office for a color 

chart of the dusting colors and you could probably match the color you wish 

from that. 

M. H.—Where can I purchase white gold or silver that will not tarnish? I — 

understand there is some made with aluminum or platinum in it to hold its color. 

I have used Hasburgs white gold but it will tarnish and in some spots look like gold. 

We do not know of any silver that tarnishes less than the Hasburg white 

gold: it seems to tarnish as little as any of them. 

J. M. D.—A circular from Robineaw Pottery gives lavender oil as medium 

for Cherry enamels in place of turpentine.’ Why has it never been mentioned in 

Keramic Studio, or is it a new way to mix enamels? 

The treatments in the magazines are written by the different contribu- 

tors and they have different ways of working. The lavender oil has been 

mentioned before in some of the treatments, you probably did not notice it. 

Lavender oil is considered superior to turpentine because it does not evaporate 

as quickly and is not as oily. The garden lavender compound, not the pure 

oil, should be used. 

(For lack of space, several answers are carried over until next issue.) 



{ K. ‘E. CHERRY 
“CHINA COLORS| 

Some a the new Cherry Enamels, allisoft, artistic colors 
‘Naples Yellow - Indian Red 

~ Neutral Grey Yellow Antique Red 
| Dark Yellow © 
ee Yellow z 

| ‘Old Ivory — 
: >» Cafe au Lait 

_ Buff Brown 

Pompeian Red 
 Searlet No. 3 
Golden Red - 

~ Dark Red 
~ Orange Red — 

Warmest Pink 
~— Ttalian Pink - 

Rose Carmine - 

Peach Pink — 
Maiden Blush 
Brown Grey — 
Marion Grey 

Grey Green 

“Grass Green 
Celtic Green — 
Leaf GreenNo.2 | 

Florentine No.1 

~ Florentine No.12 
Turquoise 
‘Deep Turquoise 
Yale Blue 
Antwerp Blue— 
Azure Blue 

_ Egyptian Blue 
‘Night Blue 
Amethyst 

hud China Painters 
Get ood Art Mi | and: White Chin 

WHITE CHINA sad be eatisfied. tee at on crete " 

: ABBOTT & CO. +9 127 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 

YOUR FAVORITE SHAPES OF 

FAVORITE CHINA 

COMPORT No. 6525 29 cts. é 
Wet. 6 oz. (Add Postage) BERRY DISH No. 6547-90 cts. Wet. EIb. 

Ask your dealer for “SYRACUSE” OUTLINING INK or order direct. 
The ink which fires black and can be used with an ordinary pen. Per 
bottle 25c. Large bottte 50c postpaid. ; 

Also send for Price List of K- E. CHERRY’S ENAMELS and SOLGssS 
- Venetian Red Brown Pale Blue Green Wistaria and for CATALOG of COOVER’S OUTLINES 

Enamel Medium 16 cents per ounce. 

} 

| 

| 

On ‘account of the demand for small quantities of enamels at a time : | 
by most decorators, these enamels are put up in small vials containing . 

| 

| 

i 
/ 

: 

- WEBER’S SPHINX GOLD 

ee a box, $7. 20 per dozen 
- §} fully half the quantity of a standard color vial.. These half vials for 

most colors cost 15 cents. Orange, Orange Red, Golden Red, ee 
2 - Yale Blue are 18c. Night Blue and Wistaria 20c.- Amethyst 25c. 

SEND FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST 
“ SLEEPER’S CRUCIBLE GOLD 

2 & 60¢ per box, es 00 Pex doz. Postage 2c box. 

: “including enamels and revised list of standard and ‘dusting colors 

a3 THE ROBINEAU POTTERY 
_ SYRACUSE, N. ¥. 

JESSIE LOUISE CLAPP 
HONEY JAR No. 6808 89 cts. 510 McCARTHY BLOCK, SYRACUSE, N.-Y. Weight 1 Ib. 

vor You an Amatenr Gardener? ce 
Do you love to see the first green promises spring out of the 

earth from something YOU have planted? 

~~ Send to MRS. W. L. LYMAN : 

Marygold Farm, 2244 Cortland Ave., Onondaga Valley, NeYS 

for FREE booklet, “Some Plants = the Hardy Garden.” —- — 
— 2 = = FOR : 

CHINA PAINTERS. 
“BOOK OF CUPS AND SAUCERS” | 

Published in one volume of 26 pages, it contains the choicest designs published in back ees of 
KERAMIC STUDIO—many of which are now entirely out of print; and are-excellent examples of 

ase ee -—_. ~~ America’s most famous decorators of china. The group of six designs for Cups and Saucers in Color 
or Say =e : by Kathryn E. Cherry, which forms the frontispiece, is a valuable feature as each design may be 
at Z : adapted to an- entire set of china. 

* oe “= oe ee a 2 SEND YOUR ORDER NOW, PRICE $1.50. POSTPAID 

eee ume THINGS TO MAKE” ~ 
a = = S Five color inserts filled with designs and studies to be used on small pieces of. china—besides forty 
ao a oe ee - pages of mndre designs in black and white for Pepper and Salts, Celery Dips, Toilet Sets, Bon-Bons, 

é 3 ; : Se — Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Tea Caddies, Smal] Pitchers, Ferneries, Pin Trays Jewel Boxes, Mugs, Mustard 
- — Pots, Small Bowls, Sugar Shakers, Ointment Boxes, Syrup Jugs, Pins, Buttons, Medallions, Buckles, 

- =. . Almond Dishes, Biscuit Jars, Ramiquin, Taleum Shakers, Cold Cream Boxes, Beli and Lace Pins, 
—_ Small Tea Sets, Tea Jars, Nut Bowls, Candlesticks, Rose Jars, Dresser Sets, etc., etc. 

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW FOR_ PROMPT DELIVERY, PRICE $2.50 POSTPAID 

ee ere see The sbore two in combination with Keramic Studio Mesme for $7.25 delivered postpaid to-any part of the world. 
wee - = 

E Keromic Stadio Publishing Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 



Jay at 
of this Magazine 

ask all teachers and students of Ceramic - 
Art to work for the increase in circulation 
necessary to maintain the improvements — ~~ 

>. ‘which began with the October 1914 issue. - 
_ We do not ask the effort without remu- 

neration. eae 

Our premium list, sent on request, . 
is a generous one and well worth the 

Teachers are especially requested to 
lend their aid in getting up clubs among | 
their;pupils, as an increased circulation 
means better service for all. 

Will you begin TO-DAY ? . 
Address: Premium Department Soe 

KERAMIC STUDIO PUBLISHING CO. 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 



NATURALISTIC SUPPLEMENT 
TO KERAMIC STUDIO FOR MAY, 1914 

PUSSY WILLOW—LENA E. HANSCOM (Treatment page 4) 



2 AERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

BREAD AND BUTTER PLATE, (Page 3) the band is Gold; then fire. 

Kathryn E. Cherry Second Fire—Paint background back of border with Yell- 

AINT roses with Yellow for Painting and a little Yellow low for Painting and a little Apple Green; retouch the flowers 
Brown; the leaves are Apple Green, Yellow Green and again with Yellow Brown and a little Apple Green, the centers 

Brown Green; the stems are Brown Green and Yellow Green; With Yellow Red, 

PLATE, ROSES AND GOLD ASTERS—KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

AINT the roses in with Rose and the leaves with Apple 

Green and a little Shading Green; then paint in the small 

asters with Gold and the narrow lines with Gold; then fire. 

Second Fire—Paint in the bands with Apple Green and a 
— 

little Grey for Flesh, then shade roses with Rose and a very little 

Blood Red and Mauve; then go over the leaves again to shade 

them with Shading Green and Apple Green. 



HERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 3 

SALT AND PEPPER, ROSES 

KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

(Treatment page 5) 

BREAD AND BUTTER PLATE, ROSES 

KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

(Treatment page 2) 

CUP AND SAUCER, ASTERS 

KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

(Treatment page 5) 

oe. erate even ie = 
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CLOVER DESIGN BORDERS—IDA UPTON PAINE 

OUR leaf clover border and plate border: Leaves Yellow 
Green and Shading Green, bands Yellow Green, outlines 

Gold. 

Clover plate border and two straight borders: Blood¢Red 
for flowers, Yellow Green and Shading Green for leaves, general 

tint Ivory, below flowers, and small panels Russian Green, out- 
lines Gold. 

ec 

CURRANTS (Supplement) 

Jeanne M. Stewart 

ALETTE, Lemon Yellow, Yellow Red, Pompadour Red, 

Pompeian Red, Ruby Purple, Turquoise Green, Yel- 

low Green, Brown Green, Shading Green, Yellow Brown, 

Wood Brown, Ivory Yellow and Grey. The most brilliant 

red in berries is made of two parts Pompadour Red No. 23 

and one part Yellow Red. The next darker is Pompadour 

Red No. 23 and the very darkest Stewart’s Pompeian Red 

to which one-third as much Ruby Purple has been added. 

The high lights are wiped out very carefully with small pointed 
shader and care should be taken to represent transparency 

in berries. The leaves have somewhat of the blue green tones 

which is obtained by mixing a little Turquoise Green with 

the other greens. A cool grey green is good for background 

and may be made by mixing any of the Greens with Stewart’s 

Grey. Currants should not be fired too hard. 

KERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

PUSSY WILLOW (Page f) 

Lena E. Hanscom 

HE stems are quite a reddish brown; use Dark Brown 2 

parts and Blood Red 1 part. Use Finishing Brown for 

the bracts, which are just a dull, dark brown. For the pussy 

willows use Copenhagen Grey 1 part and Pearl Grey 1 part. 

Second Fire—Dust the shadowy side of the pussy willows 

with Copenhagen Grey 3 parts and Black 1 part. Warm the 

lighter side by dusting very faintly with Pearl Grey 1 part and 

Primrose Yellow 1 part. Shade the stems and bracts with Fin- 

ishing Brown. For the background use Ivory Yellow 2 parts~ 

and Pearl Grey 1 part, with Yellow Brown dusted im aroun 

the lower parts of the stems. 

Ide typtan Taine. \- 

SEMI-NATURALISTIC DESIGNS—IDA UPTON PAINE 

AINT four leaf clover designs with Yellow Green and Shad- 

ing Green; tints Ivory, deeper tints Yellow Green; out- 

lines, Gold. Or may be done entirely with Roman and Green 

Gold, with black outlines. 

Paint clover designs with Roman and Green Gold, except- 

ing flowers, which may be Blood Red pale, outlines Black. Or 

flowers may be Blood Red, leaves Yellow Green and Shading 

Green, tints Ivory, deeper tints deeper Ivory, Gold or Black 

outlines. 



RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 5 

SALT AND PEPPER (Page 3) 

Kathryn E. Cherry 

LACE design in two repeats. Paint roses with 

Pink and the leaves with Shading Green 

and Copenhagen Blue; the stems, Copenhagen 

_ Blue with just a bit of Apple Green; the bands are 

Gold. 
Second Fire—Paint background back of de- 

sign with a thin wash of Apple Green and a bit of 

Copenhagen Blue. 

£ 

The road systems of the Panama-Pacific 

International Exposition will form a part of an 

artistic color scheme. A material that will be 

widely used will be the “red rock’’ indigenous to 

California. the rich tint of which will lessen the 

glare and add: to the warmth and color of the 

grounds. 

Ide liptin Fine. 

CLOVER STUDIES AND DESIGNS—IDA UPTON PAINE 

OUR leaf clover border: Paint leaves and bands Yellow 

Green and Shading Green, tint Ivory, outline Black. 

Clover blossom border: Paint leaves and bands Yellow 

Green and Shading Green, flowers Blood Red pale, tint Ivory, 

outlines Gold. 

Clover blossoms may be painted with Rose and Ruby Pur- 

ple, leaves Yellow Green and Shading Green. 

‘““BLACK COFFEE” POT 

Ida Upton Paine 

AY in clover with Ruby Purple, adding a touch of Banding 

B.ue to deepest accents. Moss Green, Brown Green and 

Shading Green for leaves, Deep Blue Green for tint around 

flowers. Tint coffee pot Ivory and one-fourth Yellow Brown, 

then fire. 

Second Fire—Touch up flowers with same colors, and out- 

line bands with Chestnut Brown. Repeat design on the other 

side of coffee pot. 

r 

CUP AND SAUCER (Page 3) 

Kathryn E. Cherry 

AINT asters with Turquoise Blue, Mauve; the centers are 

Yellow for Painting and Yellow Brown; the leaves are 

Yellow Green and a little Grey for Flesh; the buds are Yellow 

Brown Green and a little Green; the bands are Gold and 

put in with Green Gold on the saucer; the buds are Yellow 

Green and a little Grey for Flesh, with the color in buds touched 

in with Mauve. 

Second Fire—Go over the Gold again. Paint the back- 

ground of the cup with a light wash of Apple Green and a little 

Yellow for Painting. 
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KRERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 7 

CELERY OR SPOON TRAY (Page 6) 

Kathryn E. Cherry 

AINT violets with Turquoise Blue and Mauve for the 

lighter ones, then use Mauve and Banding Blue for the 

darker ones; leaves are Apple Green, Shading Green and Yellow 

Green. The color in band back of flowers is Copenhagen Blue 

with just a bit of Apple Green. Stems are Shading Green. 

Second Fire—Use same colors used in first firing. Paint 

center of tray with Lemon Yellow, Mauve and Copenhagen 

Blue. Put the dark touches back of flowers with Shading Green 

and Copenhagen Blue. 

PLATE, SEA SHELLS—KATHRYN E. CHERRY 

AINT the shells with Yellow, Yellow Brown, Brown Green, Second Fire—Over the large shell paint a thin wash of Al- 
Auburn Brown, Blood Red, Violet; the coral is Yellow bert Yellow. Shade with Violet and Brown Green and a little 

Brown. Background is Yellow, Violet, Banding Blue. The dark- 

est touches are Brown Green, Yellow Green and Violet. 

Yellow Brown. Go over the places where it needs working dark- 
er, then go over the background again. 
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SYRUP PITCHER—ALBERT W, HECKMAN 

To be carried out in Gold, Yellow Brown and Green. The flowers are Albert Yellow, Yellow Brown and Carnation. Leaves 

and buds are Yellow Green. The formation of the rattle-snake weed flower is very much like that of the Dandelion. 

BOWL, ANEMONE OR WIND FLOWER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

The Black lines and unit are of Gold. The flowers in the panels are a delicate pink. Buds and stems are a Bluish Green. 



KERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, OCTOBER 19{4 

SWEET PEAS—PHOTO BY W. S. STILLMAN (Treatment page 8) 
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SYRUP PITCHER—ALBERT W, HECKMAN 

To be carried out in Gold, Yellow Brown and Green. The flowers are Albert Yellow, Yellow Brown and Carnation. Leaves 
and buds are Yellow Green. The formation of the rattle-snake weed flower is very much like that of the Dandelion. 

BOWL, ANEMONE OR WIND FLOWER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

The Black lines and unit are of Gold. The flowers in the panels are a delicate pink. Buds and stems are a Bluish Green. 



KERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, OCTOBER 1914 

SWEET PEAS—PHOTO BY W. S. STILLMAN (Treatment page 8) 
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i EB icant ET 

(Treatment page 3) TWO TRAYS, FORGET-ME-NOTS—MADGE GIBBONS 

(Treatment page 3) JEANNE M. STEWART NUT BOWL— 

a
 



RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 3 

TWO TRAYS, FORGET-ME-NOTS (Page 2) 

Madge Gibbons 

KETCH designs in, paint the darkest flowers with Banding 

Blue and Copenhagen Blue, the lighter ones with Tur- 

quoise Blue and a touch of Mauve, then the very lighter ones 

with a thin wash of Turquoise Blue, the centers are Yellow for 

Painting and a touch of Yellow Red. The leaves are Apple 

Green, Yellow Green and Shading Green. The background 

is Albert Yellow, Yellow Green, Turquoise Blue and Copen- 

hagen Blue. Second fire, retouch with same colors used in the 
first fire. 

cr 

NUT BOWL (Page 2) 

Treatment by Jessie M. Bard, 

IRST fire—Sketch design in. Paint the nut with Yellow 
for Painting and Brown Green; the caps with Yellow 

Brown and Brown Green; the stems with Brown Green and 

Auburn Brown; the leaves with Yellow for Painting, Yellow 
Brown and Shading Green; the background with Yellow Brown, 

Blood Red and Auburn Brown, then fire. 

Second fire—Paint inside of bowl with Yellow Brown, 

Brown Green and a little Blood Red, then retouch the outside 

of bowl with same colors used in first fire. 

ef 

SWEET PEAS (Page 1) 

Photo by W. S. Stillman 

N painting this study the greatest effort should be made to 

keep the work broad and bold as it is always difficult 
when painting any small flower not to have it look labored. 

Pink—Peach Blossom and Carnation. 

Purple—Blue Green, Banding Blue and Ruby. 

White—Lemon Yellow and Grey for Flowers. 

Green leaves—Apple Green, Banding Blue and Yellow Green. 
Water Color Treatment 

Pink—Carmine, Safflower, and Van Dyke Brown, Emerald 

Green (in the half tone) mixed with Carmine. 

Purple—Carmine, New Blue, in the high lights Safflower 

and New Blue. 

White—Lemon Yellow, Payne’s Grey and Indian Yellow. 

Green leaves—Indian Yellow, Prussian Blue and Hooker’s 

Green No. 1. 

CUP AND SAUCER—K. E. CHERRY 

IVIDE cup into four sections, trace design in, then paint 

the buds in four sections with Roman Gold and the 
leaves and panel stems with Antique Bronze Gold. The 

pointed panels are Yellow for Painting for roses, the centers 

Yellow Brown and Brown Green. The buds are Brown Green, 

the green leaves are Apple Green and a little Yellow Brown; 

then fire. Second fire, paint a thin wash of Yellow Brown 

lustre over the conventional panels of gold—then retouch the 

painted sections with same colors used in first fire. The saucer 

is done in the gold and lustre the same as the conventianal 
gold panels on the cup. 
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RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 5 

PLATE BORDER—W. K. TITZE 

HE grey conventional figure at the side of the panels is 

oiled and dusted with Florentine Green. All dark Y 

bands and lines in Gold, or they may be painted with 2 Yellow 

Brown and 1 Dark Grey. Roses are painted with a very thin 

wash of Albert Yellow and shaded with Yellow Brown £ 
or Brown Green. Leaves are a thin wash of Yellow Green 

and a little Dark Green with Shading Green and Brown Green 

for shading. Background is toned with a thin wash of Apple 

Green to a Violet. 

iz 

FROG DESIGNS—W. F. AND E. B. JACKSON CHRYSANTHEMUM—PAULA FENSKA 
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RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 7 

BOUILLON CUP AND PLATE (Page 4) Green and Yellow Green, a little Shading Green and Brown 

W. F. and E. B. Jackson Green. The eyes are black with a touch of Apple Yellow, a 

FEAF and stems are painted with Dark Green, Apple Green little Yellow Brown and Dark Grey around it. The wide 

and a very little Shading Green. The lighter part of border is Pearl Grey and Dark Grey and a little Albert Yellow 

the frog is left white; the next lightest tone is a thin wash of shaded as in study. Bands and handles are Apple Green, a 

Apple Green and a little Albert Yellow; the darkest tone Apple little Albert Yellow and Dark Grey. 

PLATE, YELLOW ROSE MOTIF—ADELINE MOORE 

IL band, dust with Pearl Grey, Deep Ivory and Ivory The leaves are Yellow Brown and Brown Green; stems are 

Glaze equal parts. Clean design out, then fire. Brown Green and a little Blood Red. 

Second fire—Paint roses with Yellow for Painting and Al- Third fire—Strengthen design with same colors used in 
bert Yellow. The darkest touches in center are Yellow Red. second painting. 
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NATURALISTIC DESIGNS (Supplement) 

Adeline More 

OWDER BOX—Tint the box with Yellow and Yellow 

Brown. Lustre thinned with Lavender Oil, pad until 

smooth then fire. Second fire—Sketch design in, paint the 
leaves with Apple Green and Brown Green, the darkest touches 

with Shading Green and Yellow Brown—then paint roses with 
Yellow for Painting, Albert Yellow. The centers are Yellow 

Brown and Brown Green. The dark band is Hair Brown and 

Yellow Brown, the other bands are gold. Retouch third firing 

with same colors used in second firing. 

Candlestick—This design repeats twice. Sketch in design; 

paint in the bands with Glaze for Blue; the forget-me-nots are 

Turquoise Blue and Banding Blue with touches of Copenhagen 

Blue in darkest places. The roses are Rose with a little Blood 

Red; the leaves are Apple Green and Brown Green; the back- 

ground back of the roses is Yellow Brown and Yellow for 
Painting. Second fire—Paint in the dark bands with Copen- 

hagen Blue then the gold bands; retouch flowers with same 

color used in first firing. The background over the entire vase 
is a very thin wash of Apple Green and Copenhagen Blue. 

Cup and Saucer—Paint flowers with Turquoise Blue, 

Mauve and Banding Blue; the leaves and stems with Apple 

Green and Copenhagen Blue. The bands and handles with | 
Florentine Green. The larger bands are Green Gold. Use 

same colors to strengthen design. 

ERTS 

ae 

BLACKBERRY MARMALADE JAR—ADELINE MORE 

IVIDE jar into six sections. Sketch design in—oil bands 

and dust with Dark Blue for Dusting—then paint berries 
with Banding Blue, Mauve and a little Black in darkest 

places. 

The leaves are Apple Green, Yellow Green and Brown 

Green; the stems are Warm Gray and Mauve, then fire. 

Second Fire. Wash a little Turquoise Blue over the 

lights on berries, the Mauve and Banding Blue in shadow side, 

the caps of berries are Brown Green and Blood Red; the back- 

ground back of berries is Yellow for Painting and Yellow 

Brown; the upper and lower part of jar are Gray for Fesh and 

a little Yellow |Brown. 

— 
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KERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 19{4 

STRAWBERRY PLATE AND BORDER—E. A. McGAUGHY 

AINT berries with Lemon Yellow, Yellow Red and Blood Dust Lemon Yellow and part of Yellow Brown with Ivory glaze. 

Red, with touch of Ruby in darkest ones. Leaves: Retouch with same colors. Wide band can be of gold or color 
Lemon Yellow, Yellow Brown, Yellow Green and Brown Green. with hair line of Black. 

Background, Lemon Yellow, Brown Green and Yellow Brown. 
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CACTUS (Supplement) 

Joseph Kallaus 

LOSSOMS and buds are laid in with Albert Yellow, Grey 

for Flowers. Purplish tint consists of Dark Salmon, mixed 

with more or less Albert Yellow shaded with Dark Salmon. 

Center: Albert Yellow and Orange Yellow. Leaves: Light Blue 

Green, Yellow Green, Shading Green and Yellow Brown. 

Needles: Shading Brown and Shading Green, darkest places 

with Dark Brown. Background washed in with Tinting Blue, 

Copenhagen Blue, Lilac and Yellow Green. Use same colors 

for second fire. 

BIRD PLATE—YW. K. TITZE 

IL entire surface of plate and tint with Pearl Grey, a little 

Dark Grey and Yellow Brown. Second fire: Paint 

light part of the wing of the bird with Yellow Brown and Brown 

Green, the darker Grey with Brown Green and a little Blood 
Red and add Dark Brown for the darkest touches. The eye is 

Black and a little Blood Red. Paint leaves with Brown Green 
"Py 

and Apple Green. Stems and dark touches with Brown Green 

and a little Blood Red. Berries, Yellow Brown and a little 

Yellow Red, and dark touches with Blood Red and Dark Brown. 

Wide band is oiled and dusted with equal parts Dark Grey, 

Pearl Grey and Ivory Glaze. Two narrow bands are Brown 

Green and a little Blood Red. 



CACTUS—JOSEPH KALLAUS 

NOVEMBER 1914 COPYRIGHT 1914 

SUPPLEMENT TO KERAMIC STUDIO PUB. CO. 

KERAMIC STUDIO = SYRACUSE, N.Y. 





RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 3 

DRESSER SET IN WILD ASTERS. (Page 4) The darker flowers are of Banding Blue and Violet. The cen- 
Albert W. Heckman. ters of the flowers are of Albert Yellow and Yellow Brown. 

Leaves and stems are Yellow Green, Shading Green, Yellow 

Brown and Pearl Grey. Gold may be used instead of the 

Green on the edges if desired. 

HE background tint is an Ivory Yellow with a tinge of 

Yellow Green. The outer bands are dark green. For 

the lightest flowers use Peach Blossom and Deep Blue Green, 

PLATE, ASTERS—ADELINE MORE 

stems are Copenhagen Blue and Apple Green. 
Second fire. Oil and dust the narrow bands, dust with 

Florentine Green, then retouch the flowers with same colors 

used in first firing. 

IL the bands and dust with Glaze for Green, then paint in 

the flowers with Deep Blue Green and Mauve, the dark- 

est touches in centers are Banding Blue and Mauve, the leaves 

are Shading Green and Copenhagen Blue used very thin; the 
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DRESSER SET IN WILD |ASTERS—ALBERT W. HECKMAN (Treatment page 3) 
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PLATE BORDERS, ROSES—W. K. TITZE 

O. ONE.—AIll darkest tones and the outline around the 
panel is Gold. Roses are painted with a thin wash of 

Yellow for Painting and shaded with Yellow Brown. Leaves 

are Apple Green and a little Yellow Brown; dark leaves are 

Brown Green and a little Dark Brown; add touches of Blood 

Red and Dark Brown for the darkest touches. Washes of Vio- 
let and Apple Green for a background. 

Second Fire: Touch up flowers with same colors as in 

first fire where it is needed. Wash in the grey tone around the 

panels with Apple Green, a little Brown Green and Yellow 

Brown. Paint the Conventional flower with Yellow Brown 

and a very little Dark Brown. 
Number Two.—All darkest tones in Gold. Outline around 

the panel is Dark Brown and Blood Red. Roses are painted 

with a very thin wash of Rose and shaded with a heavier wash. 

Leaves are Yellow Green and a little Albert Yellow painted thin 
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and a little Brown Green added for shading. 

Yellow, Violet and Apple Green. 

Second Fire: Touch up with same colors where necessary. 

A thin wash of Yellow Lustre over the space around the conven- 

tional design and in the band beteen the roses and the inner 

line. Outer grey band paint with Pearl Grey and a little Dark 

Grey. 

Background, Number Three.—Paint all black tones with a flat wash of 

Shading Green, a very little Yellow Green and Copenhagen 

Blue, also outline around panel. Roses painted withsame colors 

as given in Plate No. 1. 

Second Fire: Paint the grey tone around the panels with 

Apple Green, alittle Yellow Green and Yellow Brown. Retouch 

flowers where needed. 

TEA PLATE, GRASS OF PARNASSUS MOTIF—ELIZABETH B. JACKSON 

Bands are Gold. 

Apple Green and Yellow Brown. 

Stems and leaves are Apple Green, a little Yellow Green, Yellow Brown and Dark Grey. Veining in flowers, 

Wide band back of flowers, Apple Green and a little Albert Yellow. 

Use same treatment for cup and saucer on opposite page. 
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CUP AND SAUCER, GRASS OF PARNASSUS MOTIF—W. F. AND E. B. JACKSON 

AWW) 

NS Ay QE WAY ee 

—s —— SZ 
ae 

FULL SIZE FOR SAUCER 

For Cup, Creamer and Sugar Bowl use but the center single flower. e FULL SIZE FOR PLATE 
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CREAMER, PANSY MOTIF—MADGE L. GIBBONS 

BOUILLON CUP, PANSY MOTIF—MADGE L. GIBBONS 

IGHT pansy is painted with a thin wash of Albert Yellow Green and alittle Yellow Brown, and the darker ones Shading 

and shaded with a little Yellow Brown and Brown Green. Green, a little Brown Green and Yellow Green. Tinting around 

The marking is Blood Red and Dark Brown or Hair Brown. the flowers is Violet shaded out into a Yellow and Yellow Brown. 
Dark pansies are Yellow Brown and Dark Brown and marked The band at the top and the handle is Apple Green, a little Yel- 

with Blood Red and a little Ruby. Light leaves are Apple low Brownand Brown Green. Outline around the band is Gold. 



KERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, DECEMBER [914 

WILD GRAPES FOR CHOP PLATE—JEANNE M. STEWART 

OR grapes use: Blackberry, Banding Blue, Ruby Purple, 

Yellow Green and Lemon Yellow, the last three colors 

being used in a few upper grapes which are not quite ripe. 

For leaves use; Yellow Green, Turquoise Green, Shading Green, 

Brown Green, Egg Yellow, Yellow Red and Wood Brown, 

the yellows and browns in the lower part of prominent leaf. 

The stems effect forming band is in a very light tone of Brown 

Green. Background, applied in second fire, is Ivory Yellow in 

center with a warm grey tone made with Grey and Pompeian 

Red in outer band. Under the prominent leaves a little 

Blackberry is added, shading to a lighter tone at lower edge. 

In third fire add shadows, strengthen design and add detail. 
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FULL SIZE SECTION OF CHOP PLATE (Page J)—JEANNE M, STEWART 
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HONEY JAR WITH WILD ROSE PANELS 

Albert W. Heckman 

OR the background tint use Pearl Grey three parts and 

Apple Green one part. The lines around the panels and 

the outer bands are Pearl Grey one part, Apple Green one 

part, Shading Green one half part and a bit of Violet. 

The panels of wild roses are in the naturalistic colors. 

Use Lemon Yellow, Pearl Grey, Yellow Green and Peach 

Blossom for the flowers and Yellow Green, Pearl Grey and 

Shading Green for the leaves and stems. Care should be taken 

not to get the roses too pink. It is well to reserve the use of 

the Peach Blossom until last firing. 

¥ ¥ 

APPLE BLOSSOMS (Pages 4-5) 

Lena EL. Hanscom 

AINT the darkest, most tightly closed buds with Rose, 

accented with Rose and a touch of Ruby. The new 

buds will stand quite a deep pink color. For the opening buds 

use a thin wash of Rose, and for those nearly open use Peach 

Blossom, tipped or streaked with Rose on the outside of the 

petals. The petals of the open flowers are often quite pink on 

the curled over, outside edges, but be careful of too much color. 

The inside of the flower shows the cool, delicate shades that 

make apple blossoms so lovely. There may be a pale Apple 

Green tone near the center, with a thin wash of Pearl Grey or 

Copenhagen Grey in the shadows, and a flush of Peach Blos- 
som on the tips of some of the petals. The stamens may be 

put in Primrose Yellow and the anthers in Lemon Yellow, 

with accents of Albert Yellow. The leaves are Apple Green 

when they are very tiny, and Moss Green, or Moss Green mixed 

with a little Black, when they are larger and duller in color. 

There is a good chance for soft color in the twigs and branches. 

Lay them in with Copenhagen Grey, Violet No. 1 and a little 

Dark Brown and later accent them with Dark Brown and Vio- 
let No. 2. 

BOWL WITH ROSE PANELS—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

HE background is a green grey tint. The little flower 

units are of Roman Gold. All the other parts of the 

design are in Green Gold. 

The roses are treated in their natural colors. For the 

lighter ones use Peach Blossom, Lemon Yellow with Pearl Grey 

and Yellow Green in the shadows. Add a little Blood Red 
and Ruby for the darker ones. Use Yellow Green, Shading 
Green, Pearl Grey and Yellow Brown for the leaves. 
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APPLE BLOSSOMS—LENA E. HANSCOM (Treatment page 3) 
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ROSE PLATE (Supplement) 

Adeline More 

IRST FIRE—Paint Rose with a very thin wash of Blood 

Red so it is a delicate shell pink; the centers with Yellow 

Brown and Albert Yellow; then paint the dark green leaves 

with Brown Green and Shading Green; the light leaves with 

Apple Green and Yellow; the background with Yellow Mauve 

and Brown Green. When the plate has stood after being 

painted, powder Rose over the Blood Red, then fire. 

Second Fire—Paint the roses with Rose and on shadow 

side use a little Mauve with the Rose. Use Yellow Brown and 

some Blood Red to touch up stems and edges of leaves. Then 

wash a thin wash of Yellow over the background. 

x 

BELLEEK VASE, POPPY MOTIF (Supplement) 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

FTER outlining the design and firing, oil the background 

path with Grounding Oil and dust with Mason’s Mat 

Wedgwood Blue. Lay the background spaces with Mat Gold. 
Lay the leaves, stems and buds with Warren O’Hara’s Green 

and the poppy petals with 3 Persian Red and 4 Old Chinese 

Pink (Warren O’Hara’s.) 
On Belleek the enamels may be floated twice or as many 

times as necessary. To soften the gold spaces float Dark Green 

or Peacock Green Lustre over the Gold for last fire. 

VIOLET BOWL 

Melvina Rushmore 

IRST fire. Paint violets with Violet No. 1, Banding Blue 

for the lightest petals. Centers are clear Lemon Yellow, 

and for the dark markings on the flowers use Roman Purple 

with a little Black. Leaves and stems are Yellow Green, Olive 

and Gray Green for shadows. Tint bowl pale Ivory. All 

bands are Gold. 

Second fire. Retouch petals with Violet No. 2, leaves 

with same colors as first fire using a little Dark Green for 

deepest shadows. 

VIOLET -BORDER 
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CLOVER BLOSSOMS—LENA E. HANSCOM 

AINT blossoms with Peach Blossom and a little Blood 

Red. For the second fire paint darker touches with 

Blood Red and a very little Ruby. Leaves, Olive Green and 

Moss Green, with the half moon in the center Apple Green and 
Primrose Yellow very faint. Paint the stems in Apple Green, 

background Copenhagen Grey, Apple Green may be washed in 

at the base of the flower. 



VASE-HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 
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ROSE PLATE—ADELINE MORE 
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HONEY JAR—LENA E. HANSCOM 

ee stems and the half moons in the large leaves are Apple 

Green. The large leaves are Shading Green with the 
turned over tip of Royal Green. The smaller leaves are Royal 

Green with half moons of Yellow Green. The petals of the 

clovers are Peach Blossom, with a little Blood Red and a little 

Ruby. Behind the petals is dusted a little Peach Blossom and 

the very heart of the clover is Apple Green with tiny dots of 

Gold. The background of the whole jar and the plate is Palma 
Rosa Salmon with a little Ivory. In the border of honey bees 

around the bottom of the jar and rim of the plate, paint in the 

bees with black bodies and heads, with the thorax and stripe 
of Albert Yellow. The legs and feelers are Black, also the 

outlines of the wings. Then apply gold to the knob of the 

cover, the two rims of the border and the dots between the 

bees and between the clover motifs on the jar. After firmg go 

over all the gold again. Then apply Pigeon Grey Pearl Lustre 

as a background to the borders and a light coat of Green Pearl 

Lustre on the wings of the bees. 
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DAISY PLATE—ADELINE MORE 

AINT green around daisies with Apple Green, Shading Green 

and Brown Green; the very light leaves are Apple Green 

and Yellow for Painting ; the centers of flowers are Albert Yel- 

low, Yellow Brown and Brown Green; shade flowers with Vio- 

let and a little Apple Green. Paint in background with Apple 

" amg Cas Tamme a Aa SSCL LILL EEE LALO ES TNE Ne eR 

t 

Green, Yellow Green, a very little Turquoise Blue and Copen- 

hagen Blue. Second fire—Use same colors used in first fire. 

Wash athin wash of Yellow around the principal bunch and use 

a little Mauve for shadow leaves andedgesof darkest flowers ; 
the stems are Blood Red and Mauve. 

GALL PR BERL EAE AAI Rit a Te 

SUGGESTION FOR CLOVER BORDER—LENA E, HANSCOM 

Bs of leaves and stems Moss Green with Pearl Grey. 

The little spaces showing the front side of the leaf also 

The blossoms are Peach Blossom and Blood Red. The 
background is Yellow Brown with just a little Palma Rosa 

the stem of the flower, and the lower border are Olive Green Salmon. The outline is Copenhagen Grey and Olive Green 

and Royal Green. and a little Black. 
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PLATE (Page 5) 
Kathryn E. Cherry 

LOWERS are painted with a thin wash of Rose with Blood 

Red added for the shading. Buds are the same. The 

dark centers are Blood Red and a little Rose. Stems, outer 

band and the calyx are Apple Green, a very little Shading 

Green and Violet. Leaves are Shading Green, a little Violet 

and Dark Grey. The dark band is Gold. Background back 

of flowers and between the outer band and the wide gold band 

is Apple Green and a little Yellow. The wide space between 

stems and gold band is Albert Yellow, a little Yellow Brown 

and Dark Grey. 

PLATE, NASTURTIUMS—ADELINE MORE 

KETCH design in. Paint nasturtiums with Albert Yellow 

and Yellow Brown, deepest shadows with Yellow Brown 

and Brown Green, the markings are Yellow Red and Blood 

Red. Paint leaves with Yellow Green and Brown Green, the 

stems with Brown Green and Mauve, the wide band is Yellow 

Brown and Dark Grey. 

Second Fire—Paint in narrow dark band with Dark 

Brown and Brown Green; in retouching flowers use same color 

used in first firing. Paint the plain center of plate with Yel- 

low for Painting. ~- 
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ROSE PLATE—MADGE L. GIBBONS 

AINT roses with a thin wash of Albert Yellow and shade 

with a little Yellow Brown and Brown Green. Centers 

of roses are Yellow Brown and a little Blood Red for darkest 

touches. Leaves are Apple Green and a little Yellow Brown 

for light ones and Brown Green a little Apple Green and Blood 

Red for darker ones. Shadows are Violet and a little Blood 

Red. Stems Brown Green and alittle Blood Red. Background 

shaded from a pale yellow into yellow brown, then Violet 

and Apple Green. Outer band Brown Green and Dark 
Grey. 

Second Fire—Retouch with same colors when necessary. 

eC 

SPRAYS OF ROSES 

M. L. Gibbons 

LOWERS, a thin wash of Rose shaded with the same 

color used heavier. Leaves Apple Green and a little 
Yellow with Brown Green and Shading Green added for the 

darker ones. Stems Brown Green and a little Dark Brown. 
SPRAYS OF ROSES—MADGE L. GIBBONS 
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SMALL BOWL IN WHITE ROSES 

Albert W. Heckman 

HE bands and conventional buds in 
design are Green Gold. Fill in the 

buds with a little green enamel. 

Flowers are to be carried out in natural 

colors. Use Pearl Grey, Lemon Yellow, 

Albert Yellow, Carnation (for centers Of 

flowers.) -Leaves are in Lemon Green, Shad- 

ing Green and Yellow Brown. Background 

is a light green tint. 

ne 

RED RASPBERRIES (Supplement) 

Jos. Kallaus 

ED Raspberries (one-quarter smaller 

than natural size.) For blossoms use Grey for Flowers 

(light wash) in some places Lilac, in others Lemon Yellow, use 

same colors for unripe berries, lightly shaded with Blood Red. 

Ripe berries are painted with Blood Red, slightly shaded 

with Rose Purple, Yellow Green, and Lemon Yellow, shaded 

with the same color mixed with Shading Green. 

Ripe berries are painted with Blood Red, slightly shaded 

with Rose Purple, half ripe berries with Carnation Red, the 

light places and shades with Light Violet and Rose Purple. 

The light places in the leaves are Blue Green, mixed with 

some Rose Purple, Yellow Green, and Lemon Green, shaded 

with the same color mixed with Shading Green. 

Ivory Yellow, Yellow Brown, Lilac and Co- 

Same colors for second firing. 

ser ee 

BELLEEK VASE (Supplement) 
Dorothea Warren O’ Hara 

HE shape of this Belleek vase was designed by Dorothea 

O’Hara. The decoration is hers also. Outline the 

entire design with Outlming Black making the outlining very 

wide. Enamels used: Old Chinese Blue Enamel, Rhodian Red 

Enamel and New Green Enamel. Mix the enamel with War- 

ren’s Enamel Medium. Thin with pure fresh Turpentine and 

grind until very smooth. 

Background: 

penhagen Blue. 

ROSE CUP AND SAUCER—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

The design around cup and saucer in dark blue. Background tint a bluish grey. Flowers in pinks and greys. 
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DESIGN FOR STEIN, ROSE HIPS—HENRIETTA BARCLAY PAIST 

F the design is to be applied to a small vase or stein, after 

tracing the design with Water Black, tint the lower back- 

eround space and the small space at the top with Neutral Yel- 

low or Satsuma and ground lay the darker band and narrow 

bands at extreme top and bottom with Warm or Neutral 

Gray. Clean out only the rose hips, leaving the Neutral Yel- 

low to be fired over leaves and stems. After firing lay steins 

and leaves with Yellow Brown to which a touch of Black has 

been added, or use a Wood Brown oil and dust the rose hips 

with Deep Red Brown or Blood Red. Fire before giving the 

final outlining. 

The units may be treated to the same color scheme, using 

the Grey for background, or Gold may be substituted and the 

units may be connected by bands or an abstract design of Gold. 

The large design may be applied to a bowl and the circular 

unit be used inside or the triangular unit may be used on the 

outside of a bowl by judicious use of bands or abstract lines 

to complete the design. 

<— 



BELLEEK VASE—DOROTHEA WARREN O’HARA 
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FULL SIZE SECTION 

PLATE, PHLOX—KATHRYN E. CHERRY (Treatment page 1) 
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STUDY OF PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO CERAMICS 

Clara Thrift Ward 

E china decora- 

tors should, as 

far as possible, 

learn to know 

and to love na- 

ture, and from 

nature get sug- 

gestions with 

which to con- 

struct studies. 

By means of 

the camera, a 

field for ideas, 

new and novel, 

presents itself. 

The photogra- 

phy of flowers makes a very fascinating as well as profitable 

occupation’and one learns to love plants, to love flowers, to see 
their wondrous beauty, and how they grow. One should strive 

to find them in their natural situations, but for material, the 

gardens,’ field, roadside or even the greenhouse, offer a large 

and varied assortment. In this way one may have, what is not 

true of a great many of our paintings, studies true to nature. 

Of course, I do not wish to belittle the necessity of painting 
from nature, but merely wish to show how the camera can be 

made a great help to us in our line of work. This is apparent 

at a time when we have some rare plant, or when it may not be 

possible to preserve a specimen to work from. 

There are several hard lessons to learn in the photography 

of flowers; one is, that the different hues and colors, which are 

so charming in nature are not translated to the plate and that 

the color values are changed. For instance, yellows are darker, 

blues are lighter, and reds show up very poorly, there being 

very little difference in tone between the flower and leaves. To 

overcome these difficulties one must experiment thoughtfully, 

first with flowers of one color and then another, setting down the 

way of lighting, the exposure, development, ete., of each trial. 

In that way one has a record and can tell easily which experi- 

ments brought the best results. 

The camera is especially useful in the art of conventional 

decoration. China painters and decorators as a rule should 

have a desire to really know something about the foundation of 

the subject in which they are working. The majority of china 

POND LELY 

THISTLE 

painters do not know much about the nature of the material 

with which they work and do not even seem to miss the knowl- 

edge. 

No one can be well equipped in ceramics as long as they 

have to depend totally upon the supply house for their studies 

and material. They have no real knowledge of the chemical 

nature of the processes involved; nor the steps necessary along 

the lines of decorative work, that is, they do not know what 

design is, nor how to conventionalize and plan so that the fin- 

ished article will have some artistic qualities. They do not 

realize that each piece in order to be an object of art requires 

careful study and original treatment. The design that they 

POND LILY 
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CLOVER FIELD DAISIES ROAD-SIDE FLOWERS 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF FLOWERS—CLARA T. WARD 
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have copied, or purchased, may be pleasing to the eye, but it 

may not be an appropriate design for the piece they intend put- 

ting it on. 

There are no real rules for conventionalization. Pattern 

is all about us and everything has design. We are all designers, 

whether we know it or not, for we are constantly being called 
upon to decide some problem in the arrangement of form, line 

or mass. This constitutes taste—desien. 

In making a design one must keep it simple and remember 

that all designs must be adapted to the possibility of the mate- 

rial to be used, and if one is working in clay, wood or jewelry 

one will find that each requires different treatment. Nature 

is to be used in design for suggestion and not for imitation or 

copy. 
In this line of work the photography of vegetables, berries, 

leaves, seed-pods. or even sections of flowers, furnishes the 

worker with material for many striking designs. The bitter- 

sweet vine with its yellow leaves and bright red berries, the 

woodbine, wild grape, or the pods of the milk-weed might also 

be included, and how advantageous it is to have all this material 
at hand during the busy winter months. 

The outfit necessary in flower photography consists of a 

camera, good lens, tripod and suitable plates. One may select 
acamera at any reliable supply store, but I might suggest a 

No. 9 Premo, either 4x5, or 8x5, the latter preferably; a 

good rigid tripod will cost about $2.00, a Carlton No. 1 would 

answer the purpose; and for plates, Cramer Panchromatic 

would enable one to make any kind of flower photographs that 

one wished. One must gain his experience in careful, thought- 
ful endeavor. 

a constant enemy, but as the different difficulties arise students 

will overcome them, one by one, until as the work progresses 

they will feel amply repaid in the knowledge gained and the 

ability to do better and more original work. 

PLATE, WILD ASTERS—ADELINE MORE 

HE highest lights in asters are left white. Shading is a 

thin wash of Deep Blue Green and Turquoise with a 

touch of Violet. Darkest tones are Banding Blue and Deep 

Purple. Shadow flowers are Banding Blue and Violet. Light 

leaves are Apple Green, a little Yellow Green and Violet, 

darker leaves are same with Brown Green and Shading Green 

added. The darkest tone in the background is Apple Green, 

Banding Blue and a little Violet, shaded into Apple Green and 

Yellow. Stems are same as light leaves. 

It will be found in outdoor work that the wind is . 
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SIX-SIDED SATSUMA BOWL—MERTIE HALBERT (Treatment page 2) 

OCTAGONAL’ FERN DISH—RUBY E. T. GLEASON (Treatment page 2) 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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SIX-SIDED SATSUMA BOWL (Page J) 

Mertie Halbert 

IRST Fire—Outline in Black. Second Fire—Single leaves 

and bands green enamel No. 2, soft flowers and border 

Pink No. 1 with 4 white, ends of flowers Pink No. 1. Inside 

stamen Light Yellow with Manganese on the end, outside 

stamen white, ends of stamens in the border light Yellow. 

Third Fire—Retouch where needed. 

cr 

FERN DISH (Page 1) 

Ruby E. T. Gleason 

IRST Fire—Outline with Dark Green. Second Fire— 

Tint darkest part of design using two parts Royal Green 

and one part Dark Green. Dust with Royal Green. Clean 

out design and paint background for flowers Yellow Brown. 

Paint cup part of flowers Yellow Brown, small center Royal 

Green and leave petals white. 
Third Fire—Tone leaves and dark parts Grey Green. 

Reoutline with Dark Green. 

e € 

ROSE JAR, CHRYSANTHEMUMS (Page 3) 

H. W. Cuthbertson 

UTLINE with Black. Paint leaves with Roman Gold. 

Second Fire—A thin wash of Yellow Brown lustre over 

the flower and all light tones, and go over the gold again. 
Third Fire—Go over all lustre with a heavy wash of Yel- 

low Lustre, and go over leaves and all background with a very 

heavy wash of Light Green Lustre. 

ec 

VIOLET PLATE (Supplement) 

Adeline More 

KETCH design in. For the violets use Mauve and Tur- 

quoise Blue for the pale ones, Mauve and Banding Blue 

for the dark ones. The leaves are Yellow Green and Yellow— 

a little Shading Green and Brown Green for the shadow side. 

The centers of violets are Yellow for Painting and a little Yel- 

low Red. The dark markings are Ruby and Black. The back- 

ground is Yellow for Painting, Yellow Brown, Copenhagen Blue 

and Apple Green. 
Second Fire—Use same colors for retouching. Wash a thin 

wash of Turquoise Blue over the light violets. The darkest 

touches back of violets is Royal Purple and Cepenhagen Blue. 

Paint color over the background back of design mostly Yellow 

Brown and Mauve. 

x 

COLOR ANALYSIS (Supplement) 

Henrietta Barclay Paist 

HESE units, while intended only to illustrate Problem 

XIV* of the Course in design, will be found useful as 

material for decoration. They may be adapted to shapes by 

the addition of abstract lines, color panels, etc. For use on 

china the following mineral colors are suggested: For the lily, 

triangular unit, Copenhagen Grey, Grey Green and Albert Yel- 

low. For the circular unit, nasturtium, the background is Neu- 

tral Yellow or Satsuma; Grey Green for leaves and stems, Al- 

bert Yellow and Yellow Red for flower. For the tulip, Warm 

Grey, Capucine Red, Grey Green. For the beetle unit, Warm 

Grey and Neutral Yellow mixed for background. Dark Brown 

and Grass Green, with black outlines. 

For the square unit, cyclamen, mix neutral Yellow and 

Mode, or any delicate grey. For the petals, Blue Violet or 

Mauve, and Grey Green for leaves and stems. The apple unit 

should have a Neutral Yellow background, although it appears 

greyer in the reproduction. The apples can be made with Cap- 

ucine Red and Neutral Yellow; leaves Grey Green and stems 

Dark Brown, not too strong. The best results will be obtained 

in the larger areas by dry dusting the colors instead of laying in 

washes, or by first tinting and dry-dusting the color into the 

tint. These units are intended to illustrate the Harmony and 

Balance of color, and their beauty lies in their “tempered rela- 

tions.”’ 

~ * Problem XIV will appear in a future number. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM— 

EMMA J. TIMLIN 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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CHRYSANTHEMUM STUDY AND JAR—H. W. CUTHBERTSON (Treatment page 2) 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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BLEEDING HEART—MAUDE E. NUTTER 
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(Treatment page 6) 
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VIRGINIA DAY LILY—MRS. RUBY E. T. GLEASON (Treatment page 6) 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 



BLEEDING HEART (Page 4) 

Maude E. Nutter 

UTLINE in Grey and Blood Red. Flowers are a thin wash 

of Rose and a little Blood Red for the lights, used heavier 
with more Blood Red for the shading. The pistil is Albert Yel- 

low and the dark touch at bottom is Yellow Brown. Small 

flowers are a little darker than the large ones. Stems are Apple 

Green and Albert Yellow. Leaves are the same with Brown 

Green added, and a little Shading Green and Yellow Brown for 
the darker tones. Background is Pearl Grey and Albert Yellow. 

¢ € 

VIRGINIA DAY LILY (Page 5) 

Mrs. Ruby E. T. Gleason 

UTLINE in Black and a little Ruby. Flowers are Deep 

Blue Green and a little Turquoise or Sea Green with 

Banding Blue added for shading. Stamens are Yellow Brown. 

Stems and buds are Apple Green and a little Yellow Brown, with 

Shading Green and Dark Grey added for shading and for leaves. 

Dark part of bud is Banding Blue. 
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DRESSER SET IN YELLOW ROSES (Page 8) 

Albert W. Heckman 

OR the roses use Pearl Grey, Lemon Yellow, Albert Yellow 

and Yellow Brown and Carnation for the centers of the 

flowers. Use Lemon Yellow, Yellow Green, Shading Green and 

Yellow Brown for leaves and stems. Keep the Yellows very 

thin especially on the high lights. All design and outer bands 

in Roman Gold. 

e 
PLATE (Page 7) 

H. W. Cuthbertson 

UTLINE may be omitted, but if desired, use Dark Grey 

and a little Black. Oil dark bands and leaves and dust 

with Grey Blue. Oil all spaces in the flower section and dust 

with 2 parts Cameo and 1 part Peach Blossom. Oil outer band 

and dust with 2 parts Warm Grey and 1 part Ivory Glaze. 

Second Fire—Oil background and dust with 3 parts Ivory 

Glaze, 1 part Pearl Grey, 4 part Albert Yellow. Paint over 

the three dark spaces in the flower section with Blood Red and 

a touch of Ruby. 

—Franpoh Cree pee 

(Nadqe Ie Gibbons 

/ 
TRUMPET-CREEPER—MADGE L. GIBBONS 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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PLATE, TRUMPET-CREEPER—MADGE L. GIBBONS 

UTLINE with Dark Grey and Black. Second Fire—Oil Oil all other dark grey tones and dust with 2 parts Dove Grey 

the large dark spaces under the flower, the outer band and 1 part Ivory Glaze. Oil the background and dust with 1 

and the dark bud form and dust with Dark Blue for Dusting. part Pearl Grey, 1 part Ivory Glaze, + part Albert Yellow. 

PLATE—H, W. CUTHBERTSON (Treatment page 6) 

EXHIBIT OF KANSAS CITY KERAMIC CLUB 
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KERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, MARCH [915 

WATER LILY FOR VASE (Page 3) 

Jeanne M. Stewart 

FTER sketching design in India ink pad in the sky with 

Turquoise Green, shading into Ivory Yellow towards 

water line. Wipe out the flowers, painting in the shadows with 

Grey and Ivory Yellow in more delicate ones and Brown Green 
and Egg Yellow in stronger ones. Stamens of flowers in Egg 

Yellow and Yellow Red. The leaves should be quite dark in tone, 

using Yellow Green, Shading Green and Brown Green, with 

Wood Brown on turned over parts. For water use Ivory Yel- 

low, Turquoise Green, Shading Green, Lemon Yellow. Banding 

Blue and Ruby Purple, a combination of the last two being 

used in sea weed effect. High lights are wiped out while tone 

is still quite wet. 

In second painting proceed as in first, adding detail. 

underside of outer petals of flowers are shaded in greens. 

The 

PLATE, FORGET-ME-NOT—ALBERT W. HECKMAN 

Use Green Gold for all bands and conventional flowers. The background tint is a very thin Light Green. For-get-me-nots 

are in natural colors. Use Deep Blue Green, Peach Blossom, Banding Blue and Violet for flowers, 

and Yellow Green, Shading Green and Pearl Grey for leaves and stems. 



HRERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

NL ELECTS 

BORDERS—N. L. ELLIS 

QO. 1. Outline in Black. Dark band at the top is Gold. 

Leaves are painted with Apple Green, a little Dark Grey 

and a touch of Violet. Stems are Dark Grey, a little Violet 

and Blood Red. Berries are Carnation and a little Yellow Red. 

Dark background is Dark Brown and a little Violet. Light 
background is Albert Yellow and a little Dark Grey applied 

quite thin. 

No. 2. Outline in Black. Dark border is Gold. Leaves 

and lower band painted with Apple Green, a little Violet and 

a little Dark Grey. Add a little Brown Green to this for the 

stems. Berries are white shaded with a thin wash of Apple 

Green and Dark Grey. Background Deep Blue Green and 

Turquoise. 

Nos. 3 and 4. Outline Black. Dark bands are Gold. 
Light part of leaves are painted with Apple Green, Yellow Green, 

Dark Grey and a little Violet, with Brown Green added for 

the shading. Stems are Dark Grey and alittle Dark Brown. 
Dark berries are Carnation with Blood Red added for shading. 

Light berries are Albert Yellow shaded with Yellow Brown. 

All berries are tipped with Copenhagen Blue and alittle Band- 

ing Blue. Light background back of Berries is Yellow Brown. 

Dark background is No. 3 in Dark Grey anda little Violet and 

a little Dark Grey. Background in No. 4 is Dark Brown, a 

little Yellow Brown and Violet. 



WATER LILY FOR VASE 
JEANNE M. STEWART 

(Treatment page J) 
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HONEY JAR (Page 5) 

Madge L. Gibbons 

IL the green toned panels and dust with Dove Grey. 

Paint the dark grey tone with Green Gold. The out- 

line need not be used. Paint the flowers a very thin wash of 

Blood Red (it should be a very delicate pink), use a little Rose 

or Pink with it for shading; centers are Yellow for Painting, 

shaded with Yellow Brown; stamens are Yellow Brown and a 

little Yellow Red; leaves are Apple Green and a little Albert 

Yellow; dark leaves under flowers, add Brown Green and a 

little Violet; stems are Brown Green and a little Violet; shadows, 

Blood Red, Violet; background is a thin wash of Yellow for 

the lightest tones and shade into Yellow Brown, Violet and 

Apple Green. 

Second Fire—Retouch gold. Strengthen flowers with 

same colors as in first fire where it is necessary. Use Rose in- 

stead of Blood Red for the flowers. Paint lower part of jar 
with Pearl Grey and a little Albert Yellow. 

e 

SALT AND PEPPER SHAKER (Page 5) 

Madge L. Gibbons 

OSES are painted with a very thin wash of Rose or Pink 

for the lights and used a little heavier for the shading. 

Light leaves are Apple Green and a little Yellow, and for the 

darker ones add a little Shading Green and Brown Green; 

background is shaded from a pale yellow, using Albert Yellow, — 

a little Yellow Brown and Deep Blue Green and Copenhagen 

Blue; shadows are Banding Blue, also touches of Blood Red 

and Violet. The dark conventional design and band at the 

top is Roman Gold with a touch of Blood Red and a little 

Ruby at the top of the buds. The grey tone around the design 

is Apple Green and a little Albert Yellow. 

PINS AND BUCKLES—EDITH ALMA ROSS 

OR the four pins at the left hand side paint flowers in 

Yellow with a touch of Yellow Brown and a little Yellow 

Red for the centers; stems are Brown Green, Yellow and a 

little Violet; leaves are Apple Green, a little Brown Green and 

a touch of Yellow Red. Dark tone around edge may be Gold 

or a wash of Brown Green, Dark or Hair Brown and a little 

Yellow Red. The rose panels may be painted in the same 

tones or in Pink and Gold, using pink for the flowers and stems 

and dark tones in Gold, and for the grey tones between lines 

in the two lower ones use Yellow Brown, a little Dark Grey and 

a touch of Yellow Red. 
Water Lily design. Flowers are left white, outline with 

Blood Red shaded with Rose, and for dark centers add Blood 

Red; leaves, Apple Green, Brown Green and Dark Grey; stems 

are Brown Green and a little Violet; background Albert Yellow 

shaded into Dark Grey with a little Blood Red. 
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HONEY JAR AND SALT AND PEPPER, WILD ROSE MOTIF—MADGE L. GIBBONS 



6 RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

PANELS (Supplement) 

EB. A. McGaughy 

IRST—Paint wide band in Copenhagen Grey, background 

of panels in Lemon Yellow, dusted with Ivory Glaze. 

Pink roses and buds are done in Peach Blossom with deeper 

touches of American Beauty. Leaves are Yellow Green, Lemon 

Yellow, Shading and Dark Green, shadow leaves Copenhagen 

Blue. 
Second—Paint wide band in Chrome Water Green, back- 

ground of panel in Lemon Yellow and Brown Green and Lemon 
Yellow; back of daisies dust with Ivory Glaze. Shadow colors 

of daisies are Lemon Yellow and Brown Green and Yellow 

Brown. Accent light side of flowers with touches of white 

Enamel. Centers are Lemon Yellow, Yellow Brown and 

touches of Sepia. 

Third—Paint wide band Copenhagen Grey, narrow band 

in Violet No. 2; background in Ivory with Yellow Brown back 

of flowers. Asters in deep Blue Green, Violet and Royal Pur- 

ple. Use white enamel for high lights and Warm Green for 

leaves. 

Four—Paint wide band with Grey Green and narrow lines 

with Olive Green; background of panel Grey Green and Ivory 

Glaze. Blossoms are in Peach Blossom with shadows of the 

same and Grey Green and Copenhagen Blue; leaves Lemon 

Yellow and Yellow Green, Olive Green and Copenhagen Blue; 

centers of blossoms Yellow and Yellow Brown and Brown 

Green. Retouch all panels in same colors as first painting and 

use White Gold with cool colorings and Roman Gold with 
warmer coloring. 

er 

EGYPTIAN VASE, BOX AND BOWL (Supplement) 

Albert W. Heckman 

RANSFER the vase design to the piece to be decorated and 

outline with Black. Fire and then tint the whole vase 
a delicate yellow. Fire it and then paint in all the gold parts. 

The black parts are dusted on. 
; BOX AND BOWL 

Tint the piece to be decorated with Albert Yellow. Keep 

this tint very light. 

Second Fire—Paint in all the gold parts with Roman Gold. 
Keep the edges clean cut, especially where there is no outline. 

Dust on the black parts and fire. 

JAM JAR, CLOVER MOTIF—MILDRED D. KELSEY 

UTLINE design with Dark Grey and a little Blood Red. 
Flowers are painted with a very thin wash of Blood 

Red and shaded with a heavier wash of thesame. Leaves are 

Apple Green, a little Yellow Brown and Brown Green and 

used heavier for the shading with a little Dark Grey added. 

Stems are Apple Green, a little Yellow Green and Dark Grey. 

Second Fire—Oil over entire surface except the design and 
dust with 1 part Pearl Grey, 1 part Ivory Glaze and a little 

Albert Yellow. Retouch the design if necessary with same 
colors as in first fire. 
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McGAUGHY IN ROSES AND DAISIES—mrpRs. F.c. BOwIR SAN EIS 

MARCH 1915 

SUPPLEMENT TO 

KERAMIC STUDIO 

1915 COPYRIGHT 
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PLATYCODON GRANDIFLORUM—JESSIE M. BARD 

RS the flowers with Banding Blue, Baby Blue mixed 

with very little Copenhagen Blue. Use Silver Yellow 

for centres grayed slightly with Violet. Paint the leaves _jand 
stems Grey Green. For the background use Pearl Grey with 

alittle Copenhagen Blue. Second Fire. Strengthen the leaves. 

Outline and put dark shadows in the flowers with Copenha- 

gen Blue. 
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BORDERS—MRS. 

O. 1—Lemon or Ivory Yellow. Lines Olive Green. Roses 

Lemon and Albert Yellow, Yellow Brown and touches 

of Yellow Red Brown and Green in shadows. 

No. 2—Same color scheme as No. 1 except Sepia stems 

and lines and Copenhagen Blue shadows. 

No. 3—Roses, Peach Blossom, shadows Grey and Lemon 

Yellow, Olive Green. Leaves Yellow Green and Olive and 

bands Copenhagen Grey. Shadow leaves and lines Copenhagen 
Blue. 

No. 4—Asters Deep Blue Green. Banding Blue and 

Royal Purple. Leaves Brown Green and Yellow Brown. 

F. C. McGAUGHY 

Band Copenhagen Grey with touch of Violet and bands Royal 

Purple or Violet No. 2. 

No. 5—Foreget-me-nots, Deep Blue Green and Copen- 

hagen Blue. Leaves Lemon Yellow, Yellow Green and Olive 

Green. Band Ivory. Shadow leaves and stems Copenhagen 

Blue. White roses Lemon Yellow, Albert Yellow and shadows 

of Lemon Yellow and Dark Green or Violet. Band Grey Green. 

Leaves Yellow Green, Shading Green and Olive Green. Back- 

ground in panel Lemon Yellow, Chrome Water Green and Rose. 

With the yellow roses, gold bands and lines are effective and 

with the greys, lavenders and greens, white or green Gold. 
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ORANGE BLOSSOMS, NATURALISTIC STUDY—C. L. WIARD (Treatment page 7) 
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PLATE. ORANGE BLOSSOMS—EMMA L. BIGELOW 

COPYRIGHT 1915 

KERAMIC STUDIO PUB. CO. 
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ARERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 3} 

FULL SIZE SECTION 

PLATE, BLAIR FIRST PRIZE, SEMI-NATURALISTIC— JOSEPHINE O’BRIEN 

BRIDAL SET, TEAPOT, SECOND PRIZE, NATURALISTIC—EMMA L. BIGELOW 

(Treatment also for Color Supplement) 

For leaves use Yellow Green, Brown Green, Dark Green and Violet. For flowers Violet and Yellow, for the shadows Lemon 

Yellow shaded with Yellow Brown and Brown Green, for stamen tips Yellow Brown. For background 

use Violet, Yellow Green, Yellow and a little Yellow Brown. 



RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

CUP AND SAUCER, BRIDAL DINNER SET, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—CHARLES L. WIARD 

EMI- conventional. Outline the conventional parts with 

black. Paint !the ‘naturalistic ‘sections, background 
Deep Blue Green and a little Dark Grey, a little Violet in the 

shadows. Leaves are Yellow Green and Olive Green and a 

touch of Yellow Brown. Wipe out flowers and buds. Cen- 

ters of Yellow and Yellow Brown and Olive Green. Use a 

touch of Deep Pink on the buds, put on Gold on handles, dark 

oblong spaces and conventional band, and fire. 

Second Workinge—Touch up flowers using same colors, 

tint china with a pale tone of Yellow Green, toned with Blue 
Green and Grey. Use more Blue Green in the conventional 

panel, retouch gold and fire. 
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BRIDAL DINNER SET, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—CHARLES L. WIARD (Treatment page 4) 
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STUDY OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS—MRS. LOUISE ELLIS ; 

| ae Fire—Sketch the design with pencil. Flowers are Dark Green. The shadow leaves are Grey Green and the - 
white shaded with Warm Grey and Grey for Flowers. shadow flowers are Warm Grey. The stems are very light 

The centers are Albert Yellow with little dots of Yellow Brown. Finishing Brown shaded with the same. Put on just enough 

The leaves are Royal Green shaded with Brown Green and _ tinting around the design to throw out the flowers. 



RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

SPRAY OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS 

AINT a very thin wash of Yellow and a touch of Dark 

Grey over the blossom (they should be almost white), 

shade with Apple Green and a little Yellow. Stamens are Al- 

bert Yellow and a little Brown Green added for shading, the 

7 

tips are Albert Yellow and Yellow Brown. Light part of 

leaves and stems are Apple Green, Yellow Green, Albert Yel- 

low and a little Dark Grey. For dark leaves and shading, 

Yellow Green, Shading Green, Brown Green and Dark Grey. 

Buds are shaded with Blood Red and Rose. 

COC 

ORANGE BLOSSOMS (Page !) 

Charles L. Wiard 

AINT background with Deep Blue Green, Apple Green 

and Yellow shaded for the lightest tone and add Copen- 

hagen Blue and Violet for the darker tones. Shadow leaves 

are Violet and a little Dark Grey. Flowers are with the very 

thinnest wash of Dark Grey and Yellow and shaded with a 

little Violet and Dark Grey. Stamens are Yellow anda little 
Yellow Brown. Shading on buds is Rose. Light leaves are 

Yellow Green, Apple Green and a little Yellow Brown. Dark 

leaves are Shading Green, Copenhagen Blue, Dark Grey and 

a little Yellow Green. Stems are the same as light leaves. 

BOUILLON CUP AND SAUCER, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—EULA McELHINNY 

NYONE can apply this little design to any shape. Use 

Violet No. 2 and Apple Green to shade fiowers and to 

paint grey ones. Touch back of flowers and buds with Rose. 

Leaves, Apple Green with touches of Shading Green and a 

touch of Brown Green in darkest tones. Centers of flowers 

Albert Yellow and Yellow Brown. Tint Albert Yellow pale 

and shaded lighter toward center of plate and bottom of cup. 

Edges and handles of Gold. 



RERAMIC STUDIO SUPPLEMENT 

PLATE, ORANGE BLOSSOMS—FRIEDA MIDDLEKAUF 

LOWERS are white, a very thin wash of Yellow and a 

little Grey may be washed over them. For shading use 
Apple Green and a little Violet. Stamens are Albert Yellow 
with tips of Yellow Brown, a little Yellow Red. Leaves are 
Apple Green and a little Yellow shaded with Apple Green, 

Shading Green and Brown Green. Stems are Violet and a 

little Dark Grey. Tinting under the flowers is Yellow Brown 

and Yellow. The wide dark band is Apple Green and Yellow 
Green with a little Albert Yellow and a narrow Gold band on 

both sides. The outer border is a thin wash of Dark Grey and 

Albert Yellow and a little Yellow Brown. 
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